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Preface.

The present Handbook for Berlin, which corresponds with the

twelfth German edition, incorporates, in a much expanded and
carefully revised form, information heretofore included in the

Handbook for Northern Germany. Its chief object, like that of

the Editor's other guides, is to render the traveller as nearly as

possible independent of the services of guides and others and to

enable him to employ his time, his money, and his energy to the

best advantage.

Though Berlin does not compete in antiquity or historical in-

terest with the other great European capitals, its position as the

metropolis of the German empire and its wealth of art-treasures,

both ancient and modern, invest it with high importance in addition

to its special and characteristic interest as the greatest purely

modern city in Europe. While devoting particular attention to

the description of the imposing imperial and national edifices and

of the great public collections, the Editor has not forgotten this

last -mentioned phase, and has endeavoured to include as com-
prehensive a selection as possible of other objects of general interest

for the cultivated traveller. No one is better aware than the Editor

himself of the difficulty of securing absolute accuracy in a guide-

book; and he will therefore gratefully welcome the continuance of

those valuable corrections and suggestions with which travellers

have long been in the habit of favouring him.

The utmost care has been bestowed upon the Maps and Plans.

The subdivision of the large Plan of Berlin (at the end of the

book) into three sections of different colours will be found materially

to facilitate reference, as it obviates the necessity of unfolding a

large sheet of paper at each consultation. The area shown on this

plan coincides with that given in reduced scale on the Tramway
Plan at p. 12, so that reference from one plan to the other presents

no difficulty. The numbers appearing on theTramway Plan correspond

with the official numbers of the tramway-lines.

The list of Hotels and Restaurants given in the Handbook
comprises the most important establishments and many of humbler

pretensions. Those which the Editor has reason to believe especially

worthy of commendation in proportion to their charges are denoted

by asterisks. The Editor has distributed these marks of commend-
ation (the value of which is relative only) as fully and impartially
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as his knowledge warrants; but there are doubtless many equally

deserving establishments among those not starred or even men-

tioned. The charges are stated in accordance with information

supplied by the proprietors themselves.

To hotel -keepers, tradesmen, and others the Editor begs to

intimate that a character for fair dealing towards travellers is the

only passport to his commendation, and that advertisements of

every kind are strictly excluded from his Handbooks. Hotel-keepers

are also warned against persons representing themselves as agents

for Bsedcker's Handbooks.

Abbreviations.

R. = Room (including light and
attendance).

B. = Breakfast.
L. = Light.
Dej. = Dejeuner.
D. = Dinner.
Pens. = Pension (i. e. board,lodging
and attendance).

Rfnits. = Refreshments.
M. = English rnilf.

ft. = English foot.

r. = Right.
1. = Left.

N. = North, northern.

S. = South, southern.
E. = East, eastern.

W. = West, western.
hr. = Hour,
niin. = Minute,
omn. = Omnibus,
carr. = Carriage.

JC. = Mark,
pf. = Pfennig.
Str. = Strassc.

ea. = circa, about,

p. = Page.

The letters 6 or </, with a date , after a name indicate respectively the

year of the person's birth or death.

Aster ink's arc used as marks of commendation.
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I. BEELIK

a. Railway Stations. Arrival and Departure.

Railway Stations. There are five Tkumjms Eailwav Sta-
tions al Berlin, exclusive of the 'Stadtbahn' (see below). 1. Anhall
Station. (PI. G, 19), for Dresden, Leipsie, Halle (Austria, Bavaria,

Thuringia, Frankfort on the Main).— 2. Potsdam Station (PL G, 19),

for Potsdam, Magdeburg, Cassel , Cologne and the Lower Rhine
(junction with the 'Stadtbahn' at Potsdam).— 3. Lehrte Station
(PI. R, is, 21), for all trains to Hamburg and slow trains to Lehrte,

Hanover, Bremen, etc. (junction with the 'Stadtbahn' at Spandau).
— 4. Stettin Station (PL R, 24), for Rostoek (and Copenhagen),

Stettin, and Dantsie (via Stargard).— 5. Gorlitz Station. (PL G, 32),

for the Spreewald, Gorlitz, and the Giant Mts. (junction with the

'Stadtbahn' at Xieder-Sehoneweide).— The following five Stations
ok the 'Stadtbahn' (see p. 13) are also used for general traffic:

1. C/iarlottenbniy Station (PL G, 4).— 2. Zoological Garden.
Station (PL G, 10).— 3. Friedrieh-Straxse Station (PL R, 23;

with the heaviest traffic).— 4. Ahxander-Platz Station (PL R. 2(1).

— 5. Silesian Station (PL R, 31).— The express trains from Han-
over, Bremen, Cologne and all the trains from Nordhausen-Frank-

fort-on-the-Main, Konigsberg (from Russia), Posen, and Breslau

arrive at these stations.

Arrival. A policeman, posted at the exit from each railway-

station, hands the traveller a metal ticket with the number of a cab,

on his stating whether he wishes a taxameter cab ('Ta.raiiieter-

Droschke' ), an ordinary cab ('ersfe Klax.se', or 'zweite Klasse,
romp. p. 22), or a luggage {\i\)(

i Gejjacl,-Drosc!ile'J. Travellers with

luggage should entrust the summoning of the vehicle to the porter

(20 pf. for luggage up to 50 lbs., 10 pf. for every 50 lbs. more). Cab
fares see pp. 22, 23 ; in addition to the fare a charge of 25 pf. is

made for the ticket securing the cab. 'Gepaek-I)roschken'(see above),

with two seats only, are necessary if luggage is heavy : tariff the

same as that of cabs of the second class. — Hotels near the Pail-

way Stations, see p. 4.

Commissionaires (Dieiistmamief ), recognisable by their red caps and
metal badges, are found in all the principal streets. Tariff: for parcels
up to 11 lbs. (5 kg) and for letters or messages taking not more than

House numbers in Berlin generally begin at the end of the street

nearest where the old town-gates originally stood, and thence run conse-
cutively along the right-band side of the street, returning on the left-

band side, so that the highest number is opposite to No. 1.

Baedeker's Berlin. J
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20 min., 30 pf., and 10 pf. for every further 10 minutes; for parcels of

11-55 lbs. (5-25 kg), up to 20 minutes, 50 pf., and 15 pf. for every further
10 minutes. — It is safer always to demand the porter's number.

Departure. Railway tickets for all the lines diverging from

Berlin may be obtained at the railway-stations and also at the Amt-
liche Beisebureau at the Potsdam Station (open 8-7, Sun. 9-1); the

Internationale Reisebweau , Unter den Linden 69; the Interna-

tional Sleeping Car Co., Koniggratzer-Str. 7 ; the Central Hotel,

the Hotel Bristol, the Kaiserliof (these also with luggage-offices),

and the Grand Hotel de Rome; from Carl Stangen (agent for

Thomas Cook & Son, London), Friedrich-Str. 72; and from Brasch
& Rothenstein, goods agents, Hausvoigtei-Platz 2.

b. Hotels. Boarding Houses. Furnished Apartments.

For alphabetical list see Index. — List of Streets, p. 219.

In the following list of Hotels mention is first made of the

large establishments of the highest class, all of which are comfortably

fitted up, with steam or hot-water heating, electric light, lifts, baths,

and first-class restaurants (see pp. 8, 9), and with proportionate

charges. The hotels in or near the Linden (see below and p. 3) are

the most conveniently situated for tourists.

*Hotel Bristol (PI. a; R, 19, 20), Unter den Linden 5-6, with

garden, railway-ticket office, and luggage-office , 308 R. from 4}/t ,

B. l x
/4 , dej. (12-3 p.m.) 2 1

/*, D. (3-9 p.m.) 5, pens, from 13^—
*Savoy Hotel (PL b; R, 23), Friedrich-Str. 103, with garden, 200 R.

from 4, B. l 1
/^, dej. (11-2) 2 1

/2 , D. (2-8 p.m.) 5, S. (from 8 p.m.)

Z 1

l2 Jt.— *Palast Hotel (PI. e; R, 19), Leipziger-Platz 18-19, near

the Potsdamer-Platz and the Potsdam Station, 120 R. from 4, B. I72l

dej. (12-3 p.m.) 272 , D. (4-8) 5, S. (8-11.30) 3, pens. XV-j^JL—
*Monopol Hotel (PI. d; R, 23), Friedrich-Str. 100, opposite the sta-

tion, 200 R. from 4, B. l»/4 , dej. (12-2) 2'/2 , D. (3-8) 5, B. (8-11) 3 JL
— * Continental Hotel (Pi. e; R, 23), Neustiidtische Kirch-Str. 6-7,

near the Friedrich-Str. Station, 200 R. from 3 1
/,, B. I

1
/,,, dej.

(11-2) 2V2 , D. (3-8) 5, S. (8-11) 3V2 , board 7 1
/, JL — *Kaiserliof

(Pl.f ; R,' 22), Wilhclm-Platz, facing the Zieten-Platz, 260 R, (some

looking into the glass-covered court) from 3y2 , B. l 1
/^ dej. (10.30-2)

2 I

/2 , D. (2-8) 5, S. (8-10) 3, pens, from lO'/j JL, with railway ticket

and luggage offices.— *Grand Hotel de Rome & duNord (PI. g;
R, 23), Unter den Linden 39, corner of the Charlotten-Str., 120 R.

from 3x
/2 , B. I 1

/*, dej. (12-2) 272 , D. (5-8) 5, S. 3, pens, from 10 JL,

with winter garden and railway-ticket office.— *H6telWestminster
(PI. i; R, 22, 23), Unter den Linden 17-18, 100 R. from 3 1

/,, B. l>/4 ,

dej. (11-2) 27a, D.(2-8)47», S.(8-ll)372 , bonrd1 1

/i J£—*Central
Hotel (Pl.h; R, 23), Friedrich-Str. 143-149, near the Friedrich-Str.

Station, 400 R. from 3, B. 174 , dej. (11-2) 2V2 , D. (2-8) 4yg , S. (8-11)

3721 peas- fr°m 11 <^> witn railway-ticket office.
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Of the other hotels the following arc probably I lie best adapted

for the users of Baedeker's Handbooks (comp. p. 2). The prices

given will be some guide as to their standing and importance.

Unter den Linden. S. side: No. 3, Hotel Royal, 60 R. from 4,

B. iy4 , dej. 2>/2 , D. 472 ,
pens, from 11 Jl; No. 9, Badiseher Hof,

less pretentious, 50 R. from 2, B. 1, dej., D. or S. I 1
/,,, pens. 5 1

/,-

8 7., Jl, with baths ; No. 20, Hotel Metropole, 50 R. fnmi~2, B. iy4 Jl,

with baths; No. 32, corner of the Charlottcn-Str., Carlton Hotel &
Besta nrant Kons, 90 R., new.— N. side: No. 44, Brieve's Hotel;

No. 46, Hotel Victoria, corner of the Friedrieh-Str., 30 R. at 2-6,

B. 1 Jl, with lift, baths, and electric light; No. 68a, *H6tel
Minerva, 45 R. at 3-6, B. iy4 , dej. (11-3) 2, D. (3-6) 3y2 , board

6 Jl, with lift, baths, electric light, and steam-heating.

To the S. (if the Linden. Wilhelm-Str. 70a, near the Linden,

*Reichshof, patronised by diplomatists, quietlv situated. 65 R.

from 3'
/2 - B. iy 2 , dej. (11.30-3) 2'/2 , D. (5-8) 3y2

'& 5 Jl, with lift,

baths, electric light, and steam-heating.— Behren-Str. 04-65, *Hotel
Wiminor, patronised by country gentlemen, 90 R. at 2-10, B. 1,

I). from 3, board from 5 Jl, with lift, baths, and electric light.—
Jager-Str. 17, corner of the Friedrieh-Str., Sclrfosser's Hotel, 48 R.

at 2-6, B. 1 Jl, with baths and electric light (no lift).— Mohren-
Str. 20, Norddeutseher Hof, 30 R, at 27,-5, B. 1. I). 17,-2 Jl—
Friedrieh-Str.: No. 17s, corner of Jager-Str., Kaiser-Hotel (PI. k;

R,22), 135 R, at 3-6, B. iy4 , I). (1-7 )'2 i
/.2 J/.. with lift, baths, electric

light, and steam-heating (in connection with the Kaiser-Keller, see

p. S); No. 180, corner of the Tauben-Str., Xiirnhen/er Hof, 100 R.

from 3, B. iy4 , D. 2-3, S. 2 1

/i Jl, with lift, baths, electric light,

and steam-heating; No. 50-51, near the Schiitzen-Str., Hotel Britan-

nia, 40 R. at 3-6, B. 1-1 y4 Jl, with lift, baths, electric light, and

steam -heating.— Prinz Albrecht-Str. 9, near the Wilhelm-Str.,

Prinz Albreeht, 70 R. from 2 1
/,, B. 1, dej. (11-2) 2, D. (2-S) 3 Jl,

with lift, baths, electric light, and steam-heating.— Markgrafen-

Str. 55-56, corner of the Gendarmen-Markt, Hotel de France, 70 R.

at l
3
/4

-5, B. 1 tJL with lift, baths, electric light, restaurant, and

cafe, well spoken of.— Charlotten-Str. 71, Hotel Brandenlnir;/,

40 R. at 2-6, B. 1 J/., with baths and electric light.— Schinke'l-

Platz 4, Krebs' Union Hotel, 70 R. at 2>/4 -6, B. 1 -.//, with lift,

baths, and electric light.— Xiederwall-Ntr. 11, Krebs' Hotel, 28 R.

at l
3
/4

-4, B. V4 , D. (12-3) l'/4 Jl, with baths and steam-heating.

To the N. of the Linden. Friedrieh-Str. : No. 93, Friedriehs-

liof, 40 R. at 272 -5, B. 1 Jl, with lift, baths, electric light, and steam-

heating; No. 96", Hotel Silesia, 6(1 R. at 2-5, B. 1 Jl, with baths,

electric light, and steam-heating; Xo. 101, Terminus Hotel, 60 R. at

2-6, B. 1 Jl, with baths, electric light, garden, and restaurant (these

three close to the Friedrieh-Str. Station); No. 150, corner of the

1*
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Mittcl-Str., Rheinischer Hof.— Dorotheen-Str. 16, Prinz Wilhelm,
60 R. at 2-6, B. iy4 , D. (1-7) 3 JL., with lift, baths, electric light,

and restaurant; No. 28, Prinz Heinrich; No. 33-34, ZumDeutschen
Offizier - Verein & zum Waren-Haus fiir Deutsche Beamte, 45 R.

at 2-5, B. 1, D. 2, pens, from 6 JL, with lift, baths, electric light,

steam-heating, and restaurant; No. 78-79, Hotel Sack, 40 R. at

2'/2 -5, B. 1 JL; No. 81, Prinz Friedrich Karl, 30 R. from 2y2 ,

B. 1 JL, with frequented restaurant; No. 84, Reich, 20 R. from 2,

B. 3
/4 JL; No. 90, Prinzenhof. — Mittel-Str.: No. 5, Europdiseher

Hof, 38 R. from 2-5, B. 3
/4 , dej. V/2 JL., with lift, baths, electric

light, and steam-heating; No. 57-58, near the Friedrieh-Str., Hotel
Stadt London, 75 R. at 2-6, B. 1 JL, with lift, baths, electric light,

and steam-heating; No. 61, Hotel du Pavilion, 32 R. at l l

/2
-2 JL,

well spoken of.— Neustadtische Kirch-Str. : No. 10, Berliner Hof,
50 R. at 2 l

/g-7, B. 1 JL, with baths and electric light; No. 13,

Westfdlischer Hof, 50 R. at 2-6, B. 1 JL, with baths and electric

light.— Georgen-Str. : No. 21-22, near the Friedrich -Str. Station,

Grand Hotel de Rmsie, 175 R, from 2y2 , B. iy4 , dej. 2, D. S l
/2 ,

S. 2y'
2 JL., with lift, baths, electric light, and steam-heating; No. 23,

Coburg, 70 R. at 2y2-6, B. 1 JL, with lift, baths, electric light, and
steam-heating, well spoken of; No. 24, Stadt Magdeburg, 60 R. at

2y2-6, B. 1 JL, with lift, baths, electric light, and steam-heating.—
Neue Wilhelm-Str. 10-11, Hotel Hohemtein, 35 R. at 1

V

2-4, B. 8
/4 JL,

with baths.— Reichstags-Ufer 9, Hotel zum Reichstag, 45 R. at 2-5,

B. 1, D. 2, pens, from 6 JL, with lift, baths, electric light, and steam-

heating, well spoken of.— Luisen-Str. 30, corner of the Schiffbauerr

danini , Hotel Kronprinz, with restaurant, 50 R. at 2'/2 -5, B. 1,

D. or S. 2, pens, from 6 JL, with baths, Swedish cuisine.— Am
Zirkus 11, corner of the Schiffbauerdamm, Hotel Mosfcau, 30 R.

at 2-8, B. 1 JL, with baths, patronised by Russians.

In the Old Town , frequented by business-men. Grand Hotel

Alexander-Plats (PI. n ; R, 29), Alexander-Str. 46-48 , a huge h6tel

garni (200 R.), with restaurant, cafe, and concert-hall.— Grand
Hotel Germania (PI. o ; R, 29), An der Stadtbahn 26-27, 100 R, at

2-5, B. 1 JL, with lift, baths, electric light, and steam-heating.—
Kloster-Str. 88-90, Deutsches Haus, 40 R. at l J

/2-2y2 , B. 3
/i JL—

Heiligegeist-Str. 17-18, Hotel de Hambourg, 50 R. at 2-4, B. 3
/4 JL,

with baths and electric light.— Griin-Str. 1, Happoldfs Hotel,

R. 2-3, B. 3
/4 , D. iy2 ,

pens. 4 JL., with baths.

Near the Potsdam and Anhalt Stations. Potsdamer-Platz 1,

*Grand Hotel Bellevue & Thiergarten-Hotel (PI. m; R, 19), 80 R.

at 3-10, B. l»/4 , dej. (11-2) 2y2 , D. (2-7) 3, S. 3 JL, with lift, baths,

electric light, and steam-heating.— Leipziger-Platz 2, Furstenhof,

50 R. at 272 -7, B. iy4 , D. (2y2-4) 2y2
-3 JL, with baths and electric

light (no lift).— Koniggratzer-Str. : No. 127, LeipzigerHof, 50 B.

at 2y2-6, B, 1, D. 2y2 , board 5 JL, with baths, electric light, and
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wine and beer restaurant, well spoken of; No. 10, Hotel Saxonia,
85 R. at -27,-15, B. 1 '/

4 , dej. 2-3
'/a , D. 3-5, S. 2, pens, from 8 ,„//. : with

lift, haths, electric light, and steam-heating; Xo. 21, Axl.it nixcher

Hof, 00 K. at 3V..-7 (inel. B.), I). 2-3 JL; Xo. 23, Westeud Hotel,

00 K. at 2'/4 -l> 1

/2 , B. 1 , I). (2 p.m.) 2, hoard 4'/
2 JL, with haths,

electric light, steam-heating, and garden; No. 25, Dentselier Kaiser,
30 K. at 2-0 JL, B. 80 pf., J). (2 p.m.) from l>/

2 ,
pens, from 5 JL., with

haths.— Askaniseher-Platz 1, Habslmryer Hof, with restaurant,

50 R. at 2 I /,-5, B. 1 JL, with lift, baths, and electric light, well

spoken of. — Koniggratzer-Str. 38, Hotel Holhtein, 45 R. at 2-

4 l

/2 JL, B. so pf., 1). (1.30 p.m.) I
1
/,, pens, from 5 ,..//, 30 pf., with

baths and electric light.— Hedemann-Str. 8, Thilrinyer Hof, 40 R.

at 2-3'/
2 , B. 3

/4 JL, with baths and eleetrie light.

In the West: Kurfiirsten-Str. 105, KurfUrsten-Hotel, 38 R.

at 2-7, B. 1 JL, with baths.

Near the Lehrte Station: Invaliden-Str. 84-85, Schivarz's

Hotel, 10 R. at P/2 -'i, B. 3
/4

-,//.— Near the Stettin Station:

Invaliden-Str. 120, Pommerseher Hof, 32 R. at iy
2
-3 JL, with

baths and garden.

Hospices, so-called, of a religious character, generally well

spoken of. Wine not compulsory. An addition of about 10 per cent

of the total amount is made to the bill in lieu of tips.— Hoxpiz
tier Berliner Stadtmission, .Mohren-Str. 27-28, at the corner of the

(iendarmen-AIarkt, with electric light, baths, and steani-heating,

70 K. at 27,-5'/,,, B. 1, 1). (1-4) l
3
/4 ,//. — Hospiz am Brauden-

Irnryer Thor , Koniggratzer-Str. 5, 30 R. at a 1/*-* 1

/*, B. 1, 1).

2,,//.

—

Hospiz im Centrum Berlins, Holzgarten-Str. 10, near

the Kur-Str., 48 R. at l'/2 -5, B. 3
/4 JL, D. (1-2 p.m.) 1 JL. 35 pf.,

pens. 5-772 JL, with baths and electric light.— Hospiz St. Michael,

Wilhelm-Str. 34, near the Anhalt-Str., 55 R. at 2-0, B. 3
/4 , T).

(1.30-3.30) iy2 ,
pens. 5-8 JL, with baths and steam-heating.

—

*Hospiz des Western, Marburger-Str. 4, 72 R. at 2-5y2 , B. 1, I).

(1-3) 1

7

4 -l
3
/4 , P ells - from 5 JL, a first class establishment, with lift,

haths, and steam-heating.— Christliches Hospnz, Behren-Str. 211,

45 K. at l74-372 , B. 3
/4 , 1). (12.30-372

p.m.) l-V/
i JL

Hotels G-arnis (B. supplied in all; some also with hot and

cold cuisine). Kleine Kirchgasse 2-3, Linden Hotel, 50 R. at

2-4, B. 1, dej. 17'
4 , I). 17., JL., with baths. — Unter den Linden.

20, Hotel Bauer, 30 R, at 2
_

72
-0 , B. 1 JL, with lift and baths.—

Mittel-Str.: No. 15, Schiveriner Hof, 15 R. at 2-4, B. 3
/4 JL, with

baths; No. 0-10, corner of the Friedrich-Str., Meiidrzyk, 24 R. at

2-4, B. 3
/4

JL — Behren-Str. 52, Passage Hotel, 40 R. at 2-3,

B. 1 JL., with baths and electric light, well spoken of. — Charlotten-

Str. 59, corner of the Uendarmen-Markt, Kichhery, 18 R. at l
3
/4-4,
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B. 3
/4 JL., with lift, baths, electric light, and steam-heating.

—

Krausen-Str.: No. 6-7, Werner's Hotel, 34 R. at 2-4. B. 3
/i JL., with

baths and electric light; No. 56-5S, JZ«m (iriiiieii Bamn, IK;") R.

at 2-2'/.,, B. '74 r.//, with baths and electric light ; No. Iw-CiS. Kleiner

Kalserhof, 71) B. at 272 -6, B. 3
/4 ^, with baths and electric light,

well spoken of.— Koch-Str. 74, Wieland, 14 K. at V/.,-iJL.. B.60pf.,

with baths.— Hreite-Str. 27, Kriiyer, 30 B. at 17„-3, B. :)

/4 , D. (1-4

1

1
'/., , //.— Burg-Str. 1

1 , Netzler's Hotel, 25 B, at 'l"Y2
-3 JL. B. SO pf.

— Askaniseher-Platz 4, opposite the Anhalt Station. Faniilicn-

Hdtel (Frau L. Eiclil)erg), s K. at >< '

4
-4 1

/4 JL, B. 75 pf.

Boarding Houses ('Penxiu/aite'; usually managed by ladies)

arc to be found in great numbers; the following are among the best

known.
In or xear the Lindkn: No. 5S (3rd floor), Radtke, is R.,

pens. 4-7, per month 100-190^; No. "ill a, Fran Pastor Lucas:
No. 62-03 (3rd floor), 7-V/A-j. 21 B., pens. O-s 1

/, ,.//.— To the South

of the Linden: Friedrich-Str. 7s (3rd floor), corner of the Fran-

zdsischc-Str., Daheim (Krau Dr. Munzer), 12 B., pens. 7 JL —
(Jharlotten-Str. : No. 4s (3rd floor), corner of the Behren-Sti'..

Theiler, 12 B., pens.o-s, per month 135- lso JL.; No. 5K-51 (3rd floor:

lift), corner of the (Tendarmcn-Markt, Porseh. 17 B., pens. 472
-t> JL.

— Markgrafen-Str. 49 (3rd floor), corner of the (lendarmen-Markt,

hiclunidi-Heinrit:;, 15 B., pens. 4-ii. per month 100-lsd ...//.— Mohren-

Str. 11-12 (2nd floor; lift), Pensianat Helmut (Fran Wirth), IK I!.,

pens, li-.s JL, with steam-heating. — Kronen-Str. 4 (3rd floor), Fran
(l!n::benj.— Jerusalenier-Str. 44-45 (2nd & 3rd floors: lift). Fiille-

liorn, 24 K., pens. 4'/.2-XJL— To the North of the Linden : Scliadow-

Str. 4-5 (3rd floor). Rinhel, 14 B., pens. 4-S , //— Dorotheen-Str. 36
(2nd-4th floors), Von Fnr/elLrechf, 27 1!.. pens. 4-C>. per month
120-160 e/^fc— Schitl'bauerdamm 5 (3rd floor), Wat/raff, 15 B., pens.

4 1

/2
-C>

1

/2 ! Per month 12K-1SI) //.— Beichstags-Ufer 3, Landmann.
— Albrecht-Str. 11 (2nd & 3rd floors), Fran Dr. Midler von tier

Werra, 32 B., pens. 4-7 JL.— Friedrich-Str.: No. lKli (3rd floor),

Jendr'itza, 12 B., pens. 4-0 JL: No. 133a, Jaeniche, 14 B., pens.

12K-2KKe,// per month; No. 1211 (3rd floor). Harrjc, 9 B., pens. 5 JL,

Near the Potsdam and Anhalt Stations (PL Gr, 19. 22; B, 111).

Koniggratzer-Str. : No. 19 (3rd floor). Von Lantjen, S R., pens.

4-5 JL; No. 124 (3rd floor). Bauer, 12 B., pens. 372
-6 JL. —

Kotliener-Str. 32 (1st floor), tScltultse, 10 B., pens. 4-S. per month
12K-1S0^— Potsdamer-Str.: No. 13 (2nd-4th floors: lift), Kirstein,

34 R,, pens, from 4 1
/, •_//: No. 14 (3rd floor: lift), Joseph, 14 R.,

pens. 5-8 JL.— Anhalt-Str. 15 (3rd floor), Hankiritz, 12 R., pens.

47,,-S, per month from 120 JL. — Wilhelm-Str.: No. 30-31 (3rd

floor), Seyfried, S It., pens. 3-7 J/.: No. 49 (2nd-4th floors), Mrs.
Gerling, 27 R., pens. 5-8, per month 120-230 JL., English. — Konig-
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griitzer-Str. 109 (3rd floor), Linde, 11 R.
,

pens. 3Va
-7 JL —

Hallesche-Str. : No. 17 (1st floor), Internationales Damenpen-
sionat (Fran Spranger), 10 R.

,
pens. 2 i

/2-i
l
/c

!
Jl.\ No. 18 (1st

floor), Reddig.— Schelling-Str. 2 (3rd floor), Frdideins Hermann
& Gugler.

In the West (PL G, 16, 13, 10). Potsdamcr-Str.: No. 123 a (2nd

& 3rd floors; lift), Von Finck, 43 R., pens. 4-9 JL; No. 122c (2nd

floor), Koch, pens. 372
-8 JL\ No. 122 a (3rd floor), Kahle; No. 118 c,

American Home (Mrs. Sintenis); No. 105a, Otto, pens. 4-7 cA\
No. 103a (1st floor), B. Herd, erg; No. 29, Ohm-Hegdtmann, 21 R.,

pens. 4-9 Ji.\ No. 31 (2nd floor; lift), Hbltzl- Sheridan, 16 R.,

pens. 4-8^, with electric light, English; No. 39-39a (2nd floor),

Volckmann, 14 R., pens. 5-10^, with electric light and garden;

No. 41 (3rd floor), Welle, 10 R., pens. 4-6 Jl.— Steglitzer-Str. 66

(3rd floor), Scheringer, 7 R.
,
pens. 4-6 <JL— Biilow-Str. 18 (2nd

floor), Hqfer, 6 R,, pens. 4 1

/2
-6 1

/2 'JC-— Gross-Gijrschen-Str. 6, Miss
Fanny Edman (English home for girls and ladies). — Kurfflrsten-

Str. 48 (ground & 1st floors), corner of Genthiner-Str. , Werner,
16 R., pens. 4-6 <Jl.\ No. 112, corner of Luther-Str., Tscheuschner,

50 R., pens. 5-8 rJl. — Kurfiirsten-Damm No. 244, Fran, Hedwig
Lobe; No. 264, Franlein Else Often.— Friedrich-Wilhelm-Str. 4

Fran Prof. Kraiise, pens, from 7 <Jl., English.— Genthiner-Str. 32
(3rd floor), Boiirdean.r, 9 R., pens. 3\/2 -6<JZ.

— Motz-Str. 72 (ground-

floor), Mrs. S. Landes : (2nd floor), Von Lawrenz, 14 R., pens.

4-6 ^K— Kleist-Str.: No. 28 (2nd & 3rd floors), Kahrn, 25 R.,

pens. 4'/2-8 ^M.\ No. 27 (ground, 1st, & 2nd floors), Starkmann,
29 R., pens. 6-15^.; No. 40, Von Bodungen: No. 23 (2nd floor),

corner of Bayreuther-Str., Klamroth, 12 R., pens. 5-7^— Nettel-

beck-Str. 26* (2nd floor), Stiemer.— Luther-Str.: No. 12 (ground-

floor), corner of Kleist-Str., Dbllen, 10 R., pens. 4-8 Jl.\ No. 45,

Marling, pens. 4-6 <JC.— Ltitzow-Ufer 33 (1st floor), corner of

Keith-Str., G-iercke, 20 R., pens. 5-7 ^— Bayreuther-Str. No. 29

(groundfloor), Brandeis, 9 R., pens. 5-12^.— Gleditsch-Str. 47

(1st floor), Broecker.— Knesebeck-Str. 93, Von Voss. — Geis-

berg-Str. 11 (3rd floor), Frau Bieber (for ladies).— Tauenzien-

Str. No. 6 (2nd floor; lift), Schmidt, 18 R., pens. 4-10^: No. 18

(ground & 1st floors), Von Kasperowicz, 20 R.
,
pens. 5-8, per

month 140-220 tM. — Nlirnberger - Str. 64 (groundfloor), Von
Buttlar, 12 R., pens. 120-200 Ji. per month

;
(3rd floor) Mrs. Wein-

reich-White, pens. 5-7 Jl. (from Sept. 1903, Ansbacher-Str. 14). —
Ranke-Str. 8 (2nd floor), entrance Augsburger-Str. 53, Pension des

Westens (Frau Liebenam), 6 R., pens. 5-8^.— Savigny-Platz 6

(groundfloor), Meger's Hotel & Pension, 10 R.
,
pens. 5-6'/2 ^

— Von derHeydt-Str. l(lst floor), FrauMedenwaldt.— Eisenacher-

Str. 10 (4th floor), Franlein M. & E. Ferber.— On the N. side of

the Tiergarten (PL R, 17): In den Zelten 18, Recke, 40 R,, pens.
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from 6 JL— At Charlottenburg: Frail Popper, Grolmann-Str. 42;

Ladies' Home (Damenheim), March-Str. 4-5.

Furnished Apartments (30-45 <JL per month) are plentiful

between the Karl-Str. to the N. of the Linden and the Koch-Str. to

the S. of the Leipziger-Str., as well as in the neighbourhood of the

Potsdamer-Str. (see p. 117). If rooms are occupied for more than

one month, notice must be given on the 15th if it is desired to

leave on the 1st of the following month.

c. Restaurants. Wine Houses. Beer.

For alphabetical list see Index. — List of Streets, p. 219.

Wine Restaurants.— Unter den Linden, S. side: No. 5,

*Hotel Bristol (p. 2); No. 32, corner of Charlotten-Str. , Kons
(Carlton Hotel, p. 7); No. 33, Grand Restaurant Royal. N. side:

No. 39, *Hotel de Rome (p. 2) ; No. 46, Hotel Victoria (p. 3) ; No. 50,

Dressel; No. 62-63, *Hitter.— Wilhelm-Str. 70 a, Hotel Reichs-

hof (p. 3).— Behren-Str. 26a, *Ewest. — Franzosische-Str. 48,

*Borchardt.— Wine Saloon in the *Kaiserhof (p. 2), entrance from
the Wilhelm-Platz.— Leipziger-Platz 18-19, *Palast Hotel (p. 2).

— Friedrich-Str. : No. 100, Monopol Hotel (p. 2); No. 103, *Savoy
Hotel (p. 2).— All these establishments are of the first class and
may be visited by ladies. At most of them one may dine either

a la carte or hprixfixe; dej. (11 or 12-2) 272-3 <J6., D. (2 or 3-8)

4-5 tM. Prices of wines generally high. The waiters expect a fee

of 25-50 pf. from each person.

At the following dinner is generally at 1.30 p.m. Unter den

Linden: No. 29-30, *Habel, much frequented for dejeuner; No. 56,

Zum Treppchen, dej. (10-1) l 1
/^, D. (12-7) 2 l

/2
-3 l

/2 JL\ No. 21,

Linden- Casino.— Friedrich-Str.: No. 109, near the Karl-Str.,

Eggebrecht, with garden ; No. 80, *Zum Riidesheimer, D. (1-6.30)

372 *>&; No. 178, *Kaiser-Keller (p. 3), with an excellent wine-list,

artistically decorated and much frequented, D. (1-7) 2 1

/2 <JL\ No. 56,

corner of the Leipziger-Str., Zum Rheingau, Rhenish wines.

—

Franzosische-Str.: No. 18, *L.Mitscher, Moselle wines, oysters, dej.

(11-1) 3
/4 , D. (1-8) 172-2 JL, with garden; No. 52, *Wendeborn, D.

(1-7) l J

/2 JL—Charlotten-Str. 49, near the Gendarmen-Markt, *Lutter
(late Lutter dbWegner), an old-established firm.— Markgrafen-Str.

:

No. 45, Rahmel, red wines; No. 48, near the Gendarmen-Markt,
*Trarbach, Rhenish and Moselle wines, D. (1-5) V-j^tM.— Jager-

Str.: No. 5, *Haussmann, D. 1J!, Rhenish cuisine; No. 20,

Boy & Co.; No. 69, Hecht.— Mohren-Str. 42 , MUllner & Sa-
lomon, oysters.— Kronen-Str. 21, Hohn's Oyster Saloon, D.

(12.30-5) 2 JL— Leipziger-Str.: No. 25, *Kempinski & Co., oysters

and lobsters, popular; No. 33, Steinert & Hansen, oysters, D.
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iy2 JL, with garden; No. 117, 118, first floor, Znr Traube, hand-

some new rooms. — Krausen-Str. 41 , corner of (he. Donhoff-Platz,

*«/. IT. D. Becker's Solme, 1). P/2 , II — Zimmcr-Str. 29, 7V/Vr-

ischer Wiirxrverein. — Potsdamer- Str. : \o. 127, *Hoiand con.

Berlin.; Xo. 1 30, Hull) <{ Solm: Xo. I -2,
* Frederick (g 1 claret);

No. 130-137, *./. A'mo^ Siili lie, 1). '/2 r //. -Biilow-Str. 20, Slei-

vert & Hansen, ]). l'/2 .//.— VYerdrrscher Markt 4, *Kiiliu, 1).

(1-5) I 1
/.; ,//. —Burg -Str. 10, Valentin.— Kanonier-Str. 14-1."),

corner of the Franziisisclii'-Str., 7'. Becker, dej. (11-2) l l

/4 , I). (2-7)

2 c//.— Kiinig-Str. 40, -Mitsclier & Caspary, Rhenish and Moselle

vines.— Alexander- I'latz, An der iStadtbahn 21, *J. Knoop Solute,

1). (12-4) V-^JL— Albreeht-Str. 24, corner of the Karl-Str., *Stei-

'itert & Hansen, I). Vj.
2 <JL— Alt-Moabit 131, J. Knoop Sohne.

Hungarian Winks: *Kempimki & Co., Leipziger-Str. 20 (see

p. X); Troplmcitz & Sohn, Wilhelm-Str. 55.

Italian Winks: Sovieta Fnologica Italiana, Unter den Lin-

den 05; (Sa~::olo, .Markgrafen-Str. 19; Roma Monti, Jlittel-Slr. (JO;

Al Bersagliero, Dorotheen-Str. (J5-(5(5.

Spanish & Porti'iuese Winks: Hamburger Bodega,Cha.r\ottcn-
Str. 70, near the Leipziger-Str.; Continental Bodega Company,
Unter den Linden 31, Alexander-Sir. 71, Jerusalemer-Str. 17, Prinze n-

Str. si, and Ranke-Str. 1 ; Central Bodega, Nene Friedrich-Str. 37.

The bodegas supply cold viands only.

Knolish Bar: Unter den Linden 22-23 (in the Passage): of

a similar character: C. S. Ceroid Sohn, Unter den Linden 19,

Friedrich-Str. 153a, Leipziger-Platz 2, and Leipziger-Str. 103.

—

Dutch Liqueurs: Krven Lucas Bids, Friedrich-Str. 1(59; Wynand
Foci-lug, Friedrich-Str. 77.

Beer Restaurants. The following are restaurants where
genuine ('edit') Bavarian beer (litre generally 50, 1

/2 litre 30 pf.),

Pilsen (Bohemian), or a good quality of lager (i. e. locally brewed)

beer, with meals a la carte or dprixjixe (1-2 <J(.) may be obtained.

Some of these establishments are very handsomely fitted up, and

are known as 'beer-palaces'. Most of them may be visited by ladies,

though smoking is generally permitted.

Unter den Linden (S. side): No. 13, Zur Stadt Pilsen (Pilsen

beer), D. (12-5) l 1
/, <JL, with garden; No. 44, Linden Restaurant,

D. U/VlYa --//.; No. 21, Willi elm.sh alien (Viennese restaurant), with

garden.

S. of the Linden : Behren-St. 23-24. *Siechen (Nuremberg beer),

often crowded in the evening.— Friedrich-Str. (see p. 110): No. 1U5,

corner of the Behren-Str., *Pscltorrhrdi(, with garden; No. 172,

*Sedlmayr LZum Spaten' ; No. 17(1-177, corner of the Jager-Str.,

*Weiltensteplian, I). (12-4) V/4 *,//., with garden; Xo. LSI). Tnclier-

Briiu (Hotel Niirnherger Hot), I). (1-5) 2-3 - //., with garden.

—
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Franzosische-Str.: No. 21. Eremitaye (Russian cuisine); Xo. -25-21 i,

curner of the Charlotten - Str. , Loiren.briiu. — Cliarlotten- Str.

:

No. 50, Launch & Co. (Biirgerbrau), dej. (10-1) 1V4 , D. (1-0)1 :

V4 -.//.;

No. 05 a, Moni-hxliof (Kulmbaeh beer), I). (12-4) 1 -Jl.— Mohren-

Str. 47, Briiiideiilivryer Hans, dej. (10-1) \ l
lA Jl., with garden.

—

Niederw all -Str. 25, corner of the Spittel- .Mark t,)S'^/^p///«//e/M Spaten-

briiu). — Scharren-Str. 7, Knlinbiit-her Bierhanx (Rcichelbriiu).

—

Leipzigcr-Str.: Xo. s.5, near the Piiuhon'-Platz, "Miin<hener Haf-
brdu; No. 1(11), *I)irrfiniiinler Uiilmibriiu, with freseoes and paint-

ings by O. Lessing, 31. Koch, and others.— Krausen-Str. 04, *Zuin
Klaiixiier ( I'ilscn beer).— Wilhelm-Str. i!2-03, Arehitektenhniix. —
Anhalt-Str. 14, corner of the Wilhelm-Str., Zum Alfen AxLmiier.—
Belle-Alliance-Platz 15, corner of the "Wilhelm-Str., llnrkerhrfhi. —
Belle-Alliance-Str. s'j, * Wuldxtott (Nuremberg been, I). (12-5) 1 JL.

OrTsmK the Potsdam Gate: Kdniggratzer-Str. 127, next the

Potsdam Station, LeipJiyer Hof, D. ( 12.30-4.3(>i 2 JL, with garden.

— Dessauer-Str. 3, Dexxmier ( litrten (Spatenbrau), I). (12-5) 1 -JL

10 pf., with garden. — Potsdamer-Str. : Xo. 124, by the bridge,

Unifier Kinfiirxt ; No. 30-30a. * Sjiitteiibn'iii. — Schiineberger

Pfer 23, by the Potsdamer Briieke, * WJlienxtephiui, with garden.
— Kurfurstcn-Str. 1(1, close to the Zoological Harden, Biieyyriifcii-

hof.— '"Resttriirtmt in the. Zooloyienl (inrilen (p. 170), I). il-7i

3-5-//

—

('tixiuii of the Wexl
7

lileibtivu - Str. 0, adjoining the

Savigny-Platz Station.

X. ok thk Linden: 3Iittel-S1r. 57 -5s. corner of the Friedrich-

Str., 1st floor, *Kr~itr<iuer/:, I). (12-5i 1
1

'_, -2 1

/-., ; //. — Dorotheen-

Str. si, *Topfer (in the Hotel Prinz Friedrich Karl).— Cleorgen-

Str. 13, close to the Friedrich-Str. Station, Zum Frunzlxlaiier,

I). (12-4) l'/
2 JL, with garden.— Friedrich-Str. : No. 101, Terminux;

Xo. 143-140, "Zmn Heidelberyer (Pschorrbrau). in the Central

Hotel (p. 2); No. 150, Rheinlxrlier IT, if (p. 4), dej. 1, I). (12-4)

l'/jj JL— Kaiser Wilhelm-Str. 4'.i. *Miim-heiier Biirgerbn'iii, I).

(12-4) 1-1 '/2 JL— Luisen-St r. 40, Sr/iihiemniui (Nuremberg beer).—
Invaliden-Str. 3S, Wirthxhaus Reyeiixpiiryer iSpatenbrau). — Alt-

moabit 13S, near the Exhibition Park, -l'riiitz I Pschorrbrau).

In thk Old Town. — In the Rathaus: *R<ttxkeller, also wine-

room (p. 141), D. 172-3 ,JL.— Neuer 31 ark t 11, corner of Kaiser

AVilhelm-Str., Altstadter Hof.— Panorama- Str. 1, Sedan Pan-
orama (freseoes and military scenes by Koch and Roehling; p. 2S).

— In the Alexander -Platz: Zvm Prfilaten , in an arch of the

Stadtbahn, with garden.

In thk Fast: *AI/iamhra, Andreas-Str. 0, in an arch of the

Stadtbahn.

In the Tiergarten: 'the Zelte (P1.R17; comp. p. 107); *Cafe
Gartner, on the Spree, close to Bellevue Stadtbahn Station, cool

and shady; * Cliarlotteidiof , near the Charlottenburger Chaussee,
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D. (1-4) 3 JL; Tiergartenhof, near the Tiergarten Station, D.(12-3)
1-5 cJ£; these three have gardens.

Light luncheons may lie obtained quickly and simply at

Aschinyer's BierqueUen, Friedrich-Str. 97 (comp. p. 153), 88, and
151, a little to the S. of the Linden, and at the Automatic. Restau-
rants, of which there are several in the Friedrich-Str. and other

important centres of traffic.

Berlin Beei: (15 pf. per glass; 1). generally a la carte): *Znm
Scliultlieiss, Behren-Str. 49, curlier of the Friedrich-Str. ('A, litre

of better beer, 20 pf.); also at Friedrich-Str. 40 (corner of the Zinimcr-

Str.), in the Potsdamer-Platz (in the Hotel Bellevue), Unter den

Linden 4a, and Alt-Moabit 15.— Tauhen-Str. 5, -Aiisscitauk Fried-
richshohe (>/2 litre 20 pf.). — Oranieu-Str. 150, at the Jloritz-

Platz, Neumann. — Jager-Str. 41, *Niqitet (underground and often

crowded), noted for sausages. — Friedrich-Str. 100, Botzoiv's

Brauerei-Ausschank (in the Monopol Hotel), with wall-paintings

of Berlin life by R. Waldmiiller.

Wkiss-Bier, once the favourite beverage of the Berliners, is

now seldom sold in high-class restaurants, but is to be obtained at

Clammy's, Zimmer-Str. 80, Sludemauu'y, Schiitzen-Str. 5, etc.

Breweries with Gardens, situated on the outskirts of the

town, in many of which military bands play in summer. Tn the S.

:

Zuin SrJndtheiss atif Tivoli (PI. U, 21 ), on the Kreuzberg ; Berliner
Bock-Branerei (PI. G, 24), on the Tempelhofcr Berg; Habel (PI.

(1,24), Tempelhofer Berg 8, garden-entrance Bergmann-Str. 5-8.

-In the S.E.: Hasenheide, Nos. 32-3* , Happoldt (PI. (I, 30);

Nos. 22-31, Union (PI. U, 30); Nos. 10S-114, Beryschloss (PL (1, 30).

— In the N.E. :
- Aktien-Brauerei Friedrichxhain (PL R, 33),

Friedrichshain 22-29 (see p. 29);
*Aktien-Brauerei Friedrichshohe

(PL R, 35), Landsberger Alice 24-27; Bohmisches Brauhaus (PL
R, 32j, Landsberger Allee 11-13.— In the X. : Pfefferbery (PI. R, 27

),

Schijnhauser Alice 170; Sehidtlieiss (PL B, 30), Schonhauser Allee

30-39; Berliner Bock-Branerei, (PL B, 21), Chaussee-Str. 5.s.

—

In the NAY. : Aktien-Brauerei Friedrichshohe (PL R, 15), Strom-

Str. 11-10.— In the AY. : Si-ltoneheryer Scldoss-Brauerei (PL (4, 15),

in Schoneberg.

Restaurant kuk Ladies: Lettehaus, Victoria-Louisen-Platz 0,

moderate.— Vegetarian Eating Hoitsks: Karl-Str. 31, Dorothecn-

Str. 7, etc.

d. Cafes. Confectioners.

Cafes in the Vienna style: *Bauer (PL R, 23), Unter den

Linden 20, fashionable (sec p. 55), open all night and much fre-

quented ; Kaiserhof (see p. 2), both well provided with German and

foreign newspapers; "Cafe Westminster , Unter den Linden 17-18
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(wall paintings by E. Vfith ; see p. 55); in the *Miwofj<>l Hotel

(p. 2): Victoria Cafe, 1'nter den Linden 4<>: Cafe Sa.roiiia,

Kfiniggriitzer-Klr. K>, in the. lintel Saxonia: '"Cafe Kln*e, Leipziger-

Slr. 10, comer nf tlic .Maner-Str. ; ]leic]i*]ailhn ^ W/V. Leipziger-

Slr. 77, mi the Donhoff-Plalz; Kai*er Cafe, Fricdrieh-Str.l7(i-17s

(also confectioner): (
'rife Kerkatt, F'rirdrich-Slr. .V.MiO I liilliards^ :

Cafe Fried'.richxhof, Friedrirh-S1r. 41-42, corner of the Koch-Str.;

Cafe Ce /ileal -Hotel (p. 2j; ''Cafe Scliiller, Moliren-Str. 31, on

the (iendarmen-.Markt, in the Hotel de France (p. 3), billiards: in the

Crawl Hotel Ale.eauiler-Plalz (p. 4): Iiexiilei/z Cafe, Alexander-

Sir. 1(5: Bijrseit Cafe, Burg-Str. 27; llama iiixche* t'afe, close to

the Emperor William Memorial Church (p. 173). Luncheons and

beer (generally Pilsner) may be procured at all these cafes. Cup of

coffee 25, 'melange' (glass of milk, coffee, and whipped cream) 40 pf.

;

baskets with cakes, etc., stand on the tables. The waiter expects

5-10 pf. per person.

Confectioners (cup of coffee 3((, chocolate 40, ices 50 pf.).

Payment is usually made at the cashier's desk and no gratuities

are necessary; smoking allowed in special smoking rooms only.

*h'rai/~ler, Unter den Linden 25, S. side, corner of the Friedrich-

Str.; *Joxfi/, Bellevue Sir. 21-22 (also been; *>SrIi ill in;/, Fricdrich-

Str. 200, corner of the Koch-Str., with branch at Kurfiirsten-Damm

234; Qtieiitin, Charlottcn-Str. 5l>, corner of theTaubeii-Str., opposite

the Royal Theatre; Miiller, FViedrieh-Str. 04, opposite the Central-

Hotel; iliHeurenxe , Ross -Sir. 30 (chocolate 30 pf.): Giimpert,

Konig-Str. 22-24: Asrhiiiyer, Alexander-Plats;: 7,<r</e/7//T//,Scliloss-

Platz 3 (frequented by Scandinavians). — The following are pa-

tronized almost exclusively by ladies: *Buchhoh, Friedrich-Str.

162; HiUbrich, Leipziger-Str."24.

e. Stadtbahn and Ringbahn. Electric Elevated and
Underground Railway.

('(imp. Plans opposite the title-page and at p. 13, and the Map at p. 177.

The Stadtbahn, or City Baiheaij. built in ls74-s-j, is 10 M.

in length and stretches through the X. half of the inner city from

Westeml-Charlottenburg on the S. to Stralau-Rummelsburg on the

E., whence an extension to Licbtenberg is projected. It is connected

with the Riinjbahn , built in 1S07-77, which runs through the X.

suburbs and makes a wide sweep round the S. portion of the city.

Trains run on the Stadtbahn from about 5 a.m. till after midnight

at intervals of 5 minutes, and on the Ringbahn every 10-20 minutes.

There are only two classes, second and third. Fares for anv

5 stations 15 and 10 pf., beyond that distance 30 and 20 pf. Except

at the busiest hours (1-3 and 5-7 p.m.), gentlemen usually travel
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third class. Smoking is prohibited in the second class compart-

nii'iits. Xii time should lie lust in taking scats, as the stoppages are

extremely brief. Notice-boards indicate the point at which second-

class carriages come to a stand, the name of the station, and the

direction in which the trains run.

The Stadtbahn has four tracks, of which the two northern-

most are used for the intramural traffic and by the Ringbahn trains

(see below) while the two southernmost are traversed by main-line

trains (stations see p. 1) and the majority of the suburban trains.

The chief stations have special entrances and platforms for the

main-line and suburban trains (Local-Perron = platform for local

trains). The stations of the Stadtbahn are (named from W. to E.):

Westend (PL R, 2), Charlottenburg (PI. G, 4), Savlqiiy- Platz

(PI. G, 7), Zoohgischer Garten (PI. G, 10), Tie rg arteu (PI. R, 10),

Bellevue (PL R, 14), LeJtrter Bahnhof (PI. It, IS, 21), Friedrich-

Strasse (PL R, 23), Borse (PL R, 2C>), Alexander- PI at:; (PL R, 2(i),

Jauuowitz-Briieke (PL R, 2X), Schlesiseher Bahnhof (PL R, 31),

Wamchauer-tStrasxe (PL G, 34), and $1rata u-Rnmmehburg (PL

G, 37, 40).

Suburban Trains of the Stadtbahn. On the S. tracks trains run
eastwards via Liehtenhert) to Strtwxbrrg (p. 200) or to Riiderxdorf
(p. 194); via Erkner (p. 194) to Fiirstentcalde : westwards via Griotetrald

to Potsdam (p. 179) and to Spandan (p. 192). — On the N. tracks they run
eastwards to Niciler-Schoneuvide, with connection to (Irttnan or Konigs-
Wusterhausen (p. 195); westwards to Gruuetudd (p. 17ii). — Suburban
trains also run from Wannnee Station (PI. G-, 19) via Schlachtensee and
Wannsee to Potsdam (comp. p. 177); from the Ring-Bahnhof (PI. O, 19;
to the left behind the Potsdam Station) to Gross-Liehterfelde (p. 177) and
Zosscii; and from the Stettin Station to Tegel, etc.

Tickets by suburban trains are cheaper than tickets to the same place
by main-line trains. See also RR. 12-14.

The Ringbahn consists of the ' Nord-Ring ' and the ' Siid-Ri ng
',

both mostly used in connection with the Stadtbahn. The Noki>-Rin<;

(11 M.) diverges from the Stadtbahn at Stredaii-Bummelsburg (PL

G, 37,40; see p. 194), and passes the following stations: Fraid.furter

Allee (PL \l,i0; p. 145), Ceidrol-Viehhof (cattle-market; PI.'r. 3K;

p. 145), Laudsberger Allee (PL R, 39), Weixxenxee (PL B, 33, 3(5;

p. 145), Prenzlaner Allee (PL B, 32; p. 145), Srlwiihavxer Allee

( PL 29; p. 151 ), Gemndbruniieu (PL P.. 23; p. 152), Wedding ( PL B, 17,

20; p. 154), PutI'dz-Sirawe (PL B, 15), Bemsel-Strasse' <V\. B, 12;

p. 100), Jimgfendieid.e (PL R, 3), Wenttnd (PL R, 2; p. 175), and

Charlottenburg (PL G, 4; p. 171).— The Xr d-Ein<; (13 1

/, M.) begins

and ends at the Potsdamer Ring-Bahnhof'(PL G, 19; p. 117). The

other stations are Schoneberg (PL G, 18; p. 130), Temjjelhofip. 129),

Herinaiui-Strasse, Eirdnrf (p. 12H), Treptow (PL G, 3S; p. 137),

Stralau-Buuiuielsburg (PL G, 37, 40), Charlottenburg (PL G. 4;

p. 171), Haitiwee (PL G, 2; p. 17(5), Schmargendorf, Wihnerxdorf-

FritdeiianAw- l^i ^"'), and Eberx-titraXxe (p. 131).
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The Electric Elevated and Underground Railway,
opened in 1902, is 6 1

/2 M. long and traverses the S. quarters of the

city from E. to W. At a central junction (see p. 118), whence a branch

line leads to the Potsdam Station, the transition between the

underground and the elevated lines is effected by a steep incline

(1:38). The stations are: Warschawr-Brucke (PL G, 34, close to

the Stadtbahn Station, see p. 13), Stralauer Thor (PI. G, 34; Ober-

baum-Brticke, p. 137), Schlesisches TVior (PL G, 34; p. 137), Oranien-

Strasse (PL G, 31, 31; Gorlitz Station, p. 137), Kottbuser Thor
(PL G, 28, 29), Prinzen-Strasse (PL G, 26), Hallesches Thor
(PL G, 23; p. 127), Mockem-Brucke (Gl. G, 20), Potsdamer-Platz
(PL G, 19, underground, p. 117), BUlow-Strasse (PL G, 17; p. 130),

Nollendorf-Platz (PL G, 13; p. 130), Wittenberg-Platz (PL G, 13;

underground), Zoologischer Garten (PL G, 10; underground, close

to the Stadtbahn Station, p. 170), Knie {Charlottenburg ; PL R, 7;

underground).— The regulations are similar to those of the Stadt-

bahn. There is no 1st class; no smoking is allowed in the 2nd class

carriages. Tickets 2nd class 15-30, 3rd class 10-20 pf. ; trains every

5-10 m in., taking about 20 min. for the entire journey.

f. Electric Tramways.
The various lines of the Berlin Tramway Co. (Berliner Strassenbahn-

GeseUschaft ; offices, Leipziger Platz 14) arc divided into groups and
numbered or designed by large initials. The numbers and letters shewn
in the list below and on the plan at p. 13 correspond with these official

numbers. A few lines which have no numbers are marked at p. 21 with
small letters. Where no special time is given , cars run every 10 min.
or oftener. Fare 10 pf. ; 10-20 pf. on certain lines.

The lines radiating from the following chief points of intersec-

tion will be found specially mentioned in our description of the city.

Alexander-Platz (p. 144), Anhalt Station (p. 117), Brandenburg Gate (p. 54),

Dbnhoff-Platz (p. 117), Friedrich-Strasse Station (p. 153), GOrlitz Station

(p. 137), Hackescher Markt (p. 151), Halle Gate (p. 127), Kijnigs-Platz (p. 161),

Criminal Court (p. 160), Lehrte Station (p. 159), intersection of the
Leipziger-Strasse and Charlotten-Strasse (p. 116), intersection of the
Linden and Friedrich-Strasse (p. 55), Liltzoiv-Platz (p. 130), Moritz-Platz
(p. 136), Royal Museums (p. 70), Nollendorf-Platz (p. 130), Opern-Platz
(p. 58), Oranienburg Gate (p. 151), Oranien-Platz (p. 136), Potsdamer-
Platz (p. 117), Bathaus (p. 139), Silesian Station (p. 145), Spittel-Markt
(p. 132), Zoological Garden (p. 170).

1. Stadtbing (circular line : S'/^M.), from the Halle Gate (PL G, 23),

via Anhalt Station, Potsdam Gate (station ; PL R, 19), Branden-

burg Gate (Pl.E, 20, 19), Kronprinzen-Brucke (PL R, 20), Oranien-

burg Gate (PL R, 24), Rosenthal Gate (PL R, 27), Schonhausen

Gate (PL R, 27), Prenzlau Gate (PL R, 30), Konigs-Thor (PL
R, 30), Landsberg Gate (PL R, 32), Andreas-Platz (PL R, 31),

Breslauer-Strasse (Silesian Station, PL R, 31), and Moritz-Platz

(PL G, 25), back to the Halle Gate; every l 1^ minutes.

2. Aussenring: from the Kreuzberg-Strasse (PL G, 21), via, the

Gneisenau-Str. , Prinzen-Str. , Kbpenicker-Briicke (PL R, 21),
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Andreas-Sir., Luitrlxliert/ Gate (PL E, 32), Prenzlau Gate (PI.

K, 30), Rosenthal (Jale (PI. R, 27), Stetlin Station (PL R, 24),

Lehrte Station (PI. R, IS), Moabit, Hansa-Platz (PI. R, 14),

Grosser Stern (PL R, 13), Liitzow-Platz (PL G, 13), Nollendorf-

Platz, Biilow-Str., and Katzbach-Str. ; every 15 minutes.

3. Grosser Rin<;: from the Belle Alliance-Straw (PI. G, 23) via

Gneisonau-Str., Kottbus Gate (PL G, 20), Kopenickor Briicke,

Grosse Eranki'urter-Str., Alexander-Platz (PL R, 20), Rosenthal
Gale (PL R, 27), Acker-Str., Wedding- Platz (PL B, IS), IVrle-

berger-Str., Hansa-Platz (PL R, 14), Liitzow-Platz, Xollendorl'-

Platz, Wiuterfeld-Platz, and York-Str. ; every 15 minutes.

Lines running North-West.

7. i&xdw/(Hertha-Str., near PL G, 3)— Jlfo«/.u7 (Bremer-Str.; PL
R, 12): via Rixdorf Station, Hasenheide, Halle Gate, Potsdam
Station, Brandenburg Gate, Lehrte Station, Criminal Court, and
Birken-Strasse; every 15 minutes.

8. Crexniif/l>riiiiiieii.{'Pi\nkStr.: PL B, 10)— Charli)tteiib>ir(/i\Aunen-

Platz, Palace; PL R, 25): via Wedding Station, Jloabit.'aud 3Iar-

tinikenfelde; every 15 minutes.

9. Sitexian Station (PL R, 31)— Moabit (Gotzkowsky-Str., PL
R, 12): via Jannowitz-Briieke Station, Jacob-Str., Spittel-Markt,

Dorihoft'- Platz, Potsdam Station, Brandenburg Gate, Lehrte

Station, Criminal Court, and Turm-Strasse.

10. SchdHhaiixerAllee(Piippi'l-A\\£i';Yl. B, 27, 30)—Moabit((iotz-
kowsky-Str.: PL R, 12): via Zions-Kirclie, Stettin Station, Neue
Thor, Lehrte Station, Criminal Court, and Turm-Str.; every

15 minutes.

11. Gorlitz Station. (PL G, 31) — Moat, it (Gotzkowsky-Str.; PL R,

12): via Oranien-Platz, Jannowitz-Brticke Station, Alexander-

Platz, Rosenthal Gate, and Stettin Station; every 15 minutes.

12. Gorlitz Station (VKi, 31)— P/o72c//.see(.Jerusalemer-Str.; Pl.B,

0, 12): via Oranien-Platz, Moritz-Platz, Opern-Platz, Dorotheen-

Str., Weidendammer - Briicke, Kronprinzen - Briicke , Moltke-

Briicke, Tnrm-Str., and Beussel-Str. ; everv 15 minutes.

13. Srhk'sisehr Brilcle(¥\. G,35)— MoaliiK Bremer-Str. ; PL R, 12):

via Gi"> rlitz Station, Rittcr-Str., Donhoff-Platz, Opern-Platz, Bran-

denburg Gat e. Konigs-Platz, and Criminal Court ; every lominutes.

14. Marhe.ineke-Plah(V\. G, 24)— Moabit (Wilhelmshavener-Str.

;

Pl.R, 12, 15): via Halle Gate, Potsdam Station, Brandenburg Gate,

Lehrte Station, and Turm-Strasse; every 7 and 15 minutes.

15. Pi.vdorf Station.— Aloaliit (Bremer-Str.): as in No. 7.

16. Kustrin.er-Pla.tz (PI. R, 31, M)—Moahi1 (Putlitz-Str. Station;

PL B, 15): via Grttner Weg, Alexander-Platz Station, Rathaus,

Exchange Station, Oranienburg Gate, Neue Thor, Lehrte Station,

and Criminal Court; every 7 and 15 minutes.
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Lines running North.

22. Rixdorf (Canner-Str.)— Milller-Str. (Gericht-Str.; PL B, 17):

via Friedel-Str., Gorlitz Station, Bethanien, Silesian Station,

Andreas-Platz, Alexander-Platz, Rosenthal Gate, and Garten-

Platz; every 15 minutes.

23. Grossgorschen-Str. (PI. G, 17)

—

Gesundbrunnen (PI. B, 19):

via Potsdam Station, Brandenburg Gate, Lehrte Station, Crimi-

nal Court, and Wedding Station.— 24. To the Weddiii-g-Platz

(PI. B, 18, 21), as in No. 23. Both every 15 minutes.

25. Charlotten-Str. (Unter den Linden; PL R, 23)— Tegel: via

Georgen-Str. (Friedrich-Str. Station), Oranienburg Gate, Inva-

liden-Str. (Stettin Station), Wedding Station, and Scharnweber-

Str.; every 15 minutes.— 26. Oranienburg Gate— Tegel, as

in No. 25; every 15 minutes.

27. Britz (Rathaus)

—

Dalldorf(Lunatic Asylum): via Chausee-Str.,

Hermann-Str., Kottbus Gate, Oranien-Platz, Jannowitz-Briicke,

Spandauer-Brilcke, Hackesche Markt, Oranienburg Gate, Wed-
ding-Platz, Milller-Str. (See-Str.), Scharnweber-Str., and Berliner-

Str. ; every 30 minutes.

28. Biitz (Rathaus)

—

West-Reinickendorf (Scharnweber-Str.), as

in No. 27 ; every 30 minutes.

29. Britz (Chaussee-Str.)— See-Strasse (Milller-Str. ; PL B, 13, 14):

via, Hermann-Str. Station, Kottbuser-Damm , Oranien-Platz,

Moritz-Platz, Hackescher Markt ; every 15 minutes.

30. Schoneberg (Martin Luther-Str. ; PL G, 14)— Mutter-Sirasse

(Gerichts-Str. ; PL B, 17) : via Winter!eld-Platz, York-Str., Fichte-

Str. (Hasenheide), Kottbus Gate, Bethanien, Silesian Station,

Andreas-Platz, Alexander-Platz, Rosenthal Gate, and Garten-

Platz; every 15 minutes.

31. Silesian Station (PL R, 31)— Seestrasse (Miiller-Str. ; PL B, 13)

:

via Grosse Frankfurter-Str., Landsberger-Str., Rosenthaler-Str.,

Invaliden-Str., and Gerichts-Str.; every 15 minutes.

32. Charlotten-Strasse (PL R, 23)— Reinickendorf: via Georgen-

Str. (Friedrich-Str. Station), Oranienburg Gate, Invaliden-Str.,

and Wedding Station; every 12 minutes.

33. Charlottenburg (Leibnitz-Str. ; PL G,7)

—

Pappel-Allee (Schon-

hauserAllee; PL B,19,20): via, Zoological Garden, Liitzow-Platz,

Potsdam Station, Gendarmen - Markt , Opern-Platz, Exchange
Station, and Rosenthal Gate; every 15 minutes.

34. Kreuzberg (Victoria Park; PL G, 21) — Gesundbrunnen
(Pank-Str.; PL B, 19): via Halle Gate, Koch-Str., Gendarmen-
Markt, Opern-Platz, Georgen-Str., Oranienburg Gate, Invaliden-

Str., and Wedding Station; every 7 and 15 minutes.

35. Kreuzberg (Victoria Park; PL G, 21)— Reinickendorf: via

Gneisenau-Str., Moritz-Platz, Jannowitz-Brucke Station, Alexan-
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der-Platz, Rosenthal Gate, Brunnen-Str., and Gesundbrunnen;

every 12 minutes. — 38. KrewJierg— Schouhoh: Station (near

PL 15, 10): via Gesundbrunnen, as in No. 35; every 12 minutes.

37. KreirJierg (Bergmann-Slr.; PL G, 24) — Brmuieii-Strasse
(Demniinei-Str.; PL B, 24): as in No. 35: every C> and 12 minutes.

38. Krendierg (Victoria Park; PL G, 21) — (uisiuidbritiuieii

(Exercier-Str.; PL B, 19): via Halle Gate, Diinhoff-Platz,

Spittcl-Markt, Rathaus, Exchange Station, Rosenthal Gate, and

Gesundbrunnen Station; every 7 and 15 minutes.

39. Marlieinel:e- PUd:; (PL G, 24)

—

Gesundbrunnen (Exercier-

Str.; PL B, 10): via Halle Gate, Diinhoff-Platz, Hausvoigtei-

Platz, Opern-Platz, Exchange Station, Rosenthal Gate, and Ge-

sundbrunnen Station; every 7 and 15 minutes.

40. Schwreberg (Eisenacher- Str.; PL (J, 15) — Swiuemiiii/ler-

,S7/w.<ip(Ramniler-Str. ; PL B, 23) : via Grossgiirschen-Str. Station,

Dcnnewitz-Platz, Potsdam Station, Kanonicr-Str., Gendarmen-

Markt, Opern-Platz, Exchange Station, Rosenthal (rate, and

Zionskirch-Platz; every 7 and 15 minutes.

41. Sclioiieberg (General - Pape - Str.; PL G, IS, 20)— Bruvneii-

Strasse (Demminer-Str.; PL B, 24): via Katzbaeh-Str. (Kreuz-

berg), Gneisenau-Str., Prinzen-Str., Jannowitz-Briicke, Alcxan-

der-Str., and Rosenthaler-Str.; every 18 minutes.

43. Manstein - Straw (Grossgiirschen-Str. Station; PL G, 17)—
Sa-inenmnder-Stras^e (PL B, 23); as in No. 40.

46. Brit:; (Rudower-Str.)— Nieder-SchUnhausen (N.end): via Rix-

dorf Station, Kottbus Gate, Moritz-Platz, Spittel-Markt, Rat-

haus, Exchange Station, Schonhausen Gate, Schiinhauser Allee

Station, and Pankow; every 30 minutes.— 47. Same route to

Nieder-Scltonhavsen (Church); every 30 min.— 48. Same route

to Schiinhauser Allee Station (PL B, 20); every 15 minutes.

49. Haseaheide (FicUe-Str.; P1.G,30)— i-Ww^Breitt'-Ktr.): via

Alexander-Platz Station, Schonhausen Gate, Schonhauser Alice

Station, and Pankow Station (Stettin line); every 15 minutes.

50. Same route to Schonhmtser Allee Station (PL B, 20).

51. Schoneberq (Victoria Luise-Platz; PL G, 11, 14) — Schon-
hanser Allee Station (PL B, 27, 30): via Nollendorf-Platz,

Bulow-Str. , Potsdam Station, Brandenburg Gate, Neue Thor,

Stettin Station, and Zionskirch-Platz; every 7 and 15 minutes.

52. Liitzow-Phdz (PL G, 13)— Danziger-Strasse (Weissenburger-

Str.; PL B, 30): via Potsdam Station, Brandenburg Gate, Karl-

Str., Oranienburger-Str., Hackesche Markt (Exchange Station),

and Schonhausen Gate; every 7 and 15 minutes.

53. Bixdurf (Hermann-Platz; PL <t, 30) — Danziger-Strasse

(Weissenburgev-Str.; PL B, 3(1): via Hasenheide, Halle Gate,

Gendarmen-Markt, Opern-Platz, Exchange Station, and Schon-

hausen Gate; every 15 minutes.

Baedeker's Berlin. 2
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54. Charlottenburg (Savigny-Platz Station; PI. G, 7)— Sehon-

hausen Gate (PI. R, 27): via Kurfiirsten-Damm, Ltltzow-Platz,

Potsdam Station, Charlotten-Str., Gendarmen- Markt, Opern-

Platz, and Exchange Station; every 7 and 8 minutes.

55. J?txdo)/(Knesebeck-Str. ; near PI. G, 30) — Daiiziyer-St rasxe.

(Weissenburger-Str. ; Pl.B, 30) : via Hasenheide, etc., as in No. 53.

Lines running North-East and East.

60. Schoneberg (Martin Luther -Str. ; PI. G, 14) — Weixsnisee

(Srhloss): via Nollondorf-Platz, Biilov-Strassc, Potsdam Station,

Schloss- Platz, Rathaus, Alexander- 1'latz Statinn, Prenzlauer

Allee Station, and Anton-Platz: every 15 minutes.

61. Schoneberg (Martin Luther-Str.; PI. G, 14)— Nen-Weixnenxee
(Anton-Platz; PL B, 35): as in Xo. 60; every 15 minutes.

62. Dbnhoff-Platz (PL K. 22, 25)— Weixsensee (Rennbahn-Str.;

PL B, 37): via Spittel-Markt, Milhlendamm, Alexander- Platz,

Friedrichshain, and Weissensee Station: every 7 and 15 minutes.

63. Hanxa-Platz (Tiergarten; PL R, 14) — Greifxwalder-Slraxxe
(Danziger-Str. : PL B, 33 1: via Liitzow-Platz, Hafen-l'latz, An-

halt Station, Koch-Str., Charlotten-Str., Donhoft'-Platz, Haus-

voigtei-Platz, Sehloss-Platz, Rathaus, Alexander-Platz Station,

and Friedrichshain; every 7 and 15 minutes.

64. Zoological Garden Station (PL R, G, 10) — Landxberi/er

Alice Station (PL R, 3!l): via Xollendorf- Platz, Vork-Str.,

Halle (Lite, Do nhoff- Platz, Spittel-Markt , Kathausj Alexander-

Platz Station, and Friedrichshain; everv 7 and 15 minutes.

65. Moritz-Platz (PL G, 25) — Central -Viehhof (PI. R, 3Si: via

Spittel-Markt, Miihlendamm, Alexander-Platz, Landsberger

Allee, and Petersburger-Strasse; everv 7 and 15 minutes.

66. Wilinerxdorf (Kaiser- Allee: PI. G. 11)— Lichfenbery (l)orf-

Str.: PL R, 41): via Augsburger-Str.. Ltltzow-Platz. Potsdam
Station, Donhoff-Platz, Spittel-Markt, Alexander-Platz Station,

Grosse Frankfurter-Str., Central- Viehhof: every 15 minutes.

67. Wilmerxdorf (Kaiser- Allee: PL (4, 11)— Central -Viehhof
(PL R, 2K); same route as in Xo. 66; every 15 minutes.

68. Schoneberg (Grunewald-Str. : PL G, 15)— Lichtenbery (Dorf-

Str.; PI. R, 41): via Botanical Garden, Potsdam Station, Donhoft'-

Platz, Spittel-Markt, Rathaus, Alexander-Platz Station, and
Frankfurter Allee Station ; every 30 minutes.— 69. Schoneberg
— Lichtenbery (Frankfurter-Chaussee) as in Xo. OS, and thence

t<i the Lichtenberg-Friedrichsfelde Station; every 15 minutes.

70. Spittel-Markt (PL R, -25)— Friedriclufelde: as in Xo. 6s, and
thence via the Lichtenberg-Friedrichsfelde Station; every

15 minutes.

71. Schoneberg (Grunewald-Str.; PI. G, 15)— Herzberye (Lunatic

Asylum; near PL R, 42): via Lichtenberg; every 30 minutes.
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72. Schoneberg (Ebers-Str. Station; near PI. G, 15)— Alexander-
Plats (PI. R, 2*.t): as in No. OX; every 7 and 15 minutes.

73. Prcuzlaner Allele (Danziger-Str.; PI. B, 30) — Behren-Str.
(Kanonier-Str.; PI. R,22): via Alexander -Platz, Konig-Str.,

Schloss-l'latz and Franzosische-Str.: everv 7 minutes.

Lines running from West to East.

78. Wilmersdorf (Ludwigskireh-Platz; PI. G, H)~ Frankfurter
A/lee Station (PL R, 40): via Zoological Garden, Liitzow-Platz,

Potsdam Station, IKinhoff- Plata, Spittel-Markt, Griiner Wcg,
and Kiistriner- Platz; every 7 and 15 minutes.

80. Charlottenhurg (Amtsgerieht; PI. G, 1)

—

Silesia h- Station

(PI. R, 31): via Savigny-Platz Station, Zoological Garden,

Liitzow-Platz, Potsdam Station, Kanonier-Str., Gendarmen-
Markt, Schloss-Platz, Miihlendamm , and Jannowitz- Briicke

Station; every 15 minutes.

82. Silesia n Gate (PL G, 34)— Silesian Gate: via Halle Gate,

Xollendorf Platz, Victoria Luise-Platz, Zoological Garden
Station, and back via Nollendorf- Platz: every 15 minutes.

83. Behren-Strasse (Friedrich-Str. ; PL R, 22)— Treptow (PL (i,

42): via Spittel-Markt and Kopenickcr-Str. ; every 30 minutes.

84. Friedrich-Strasse ( Behren-Str.: PL R, 22) — Sch/esische

Briicke (PL G, 35): via Behren-Str., Charlotten-Str., Leipziger-

Str., Spittel-Markt, Jacob-Str., Kopnicker-Str., and Schlesischc-

Strasse; every 7 and 15 minutes.

87. Schoneberg (Eisenacher-Str.; PL G, 15) — Treptow Station

(PL G, 38): via Botanical Garden, Potsdam Station, Donhoft-

Platz, Spittel-Markt, Jacob-Str., and Schlesische Briicke; every

15 minutes. — 88. Same route as far as the Schlesische Briicke;

every 15 minutes.

89. Treptotv (Spree-Tunnel; PL G,42)— Treptow: via Halle Gate,

Xollendorf- Platz, Zoological Garden Station, Victoria -Luise-

Platz, Nollendorf-Platz, and Halle Gate; every 30 minutes.

90. Silesiaii Gate (PL G, 34) — Silesian Gate: via Zoological

Garden Station, as in Xo. s',); every 30 minutes.

91. Halensee Station (PL G, i)—G'6rUh Station (PL G, 32):

via Wilmersdorf, Victoria Luise-Platz, Xollendorf-Platz, Pots-

dam Station, Donhoff-Platz, Spittel-Markt, Dresdener-Str., and

Bethanien.— 92. Wilmersdorf {Ave; PL G, It)— Gorlit-; Sta-

tion, (PL G, 32): as in No. 91. Both every 15 minutes.

93. Charlottenburg (Amtsgerieht; PL G, 1)

—

Gorlit-: Station.

(PL G, 32): via Savigny- Platz Station, Zoological Garden,

Liitzow-Platz, Potsdam Station, Anhalt Station. Koch-Str., and

Moritz-Platz; every 7 minutes.
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Lines in and to the South.

94. Donhoff-Phdz (PL R, -2-2, 25) — Eixdorf (Knesebeck-Str.):

via Kottbus Gate, Thielen-Briicke, andHermann-Strasse Station;

every 7 and 15 minutes.

95. Friedrieh-Strasse (Behren-Str.; PL R, 22) — Haxenheide
(Fichte-Str.; PL G, 30): via Kocli-Str., Moritz-Platz, and Kott-

bus (late; every 7-8 minutes.

96. Friedrieh-Strasse (Behren-Str.; PL R, 22) — Mariendorf
(Church): via Gendarmen-JIarkt, Koeh-Str., Halle Gate, Bellc-

Alliance-Str., and Tempelhof Station; every 15 minutes.

97. Friedrich-Sfrasxe (Behren-Str. ; PL R, 22)— Tempelhof (
Fried-

rieh-Karl-Str.): as in No. 96; every 15 minutes.

I. Sud-Rinc; (13 M. long): From the Halle Gate (Blucher-Platz;

PL G, 23) via Hasenheide, Kaiser Friedrich-Str. , Rixdorf Sta-

tion, Britz, Tempelhof, Ebers-Str. Station Srhdneberg(l!athaus),

Sehoneherg Station, Military Station, and Katzbach-Str. (Kreuz-

berg), back to the Halle (late ; every 24 minutes.

II. Sehoneherg (Eisenacher-Str.; PL G, 15) — Iti.rthirf Station

:

via Halle Gate, as in No. I.; every 8 and 12 minutes.

III. Potsdamer-Strasse (Eichhorn- Str. : PL G. 10) — General
Pape-Straxse (PL G, Is, 21): via Flottwell-Str., (irossgiirschcn-

Str. Station, and Sehdneberg Station; every is minutes.

IV. Tempelhof Station — Groxs-Liclderfeltle-Faxt: via Siidende

and Lankwitz; every 24 minutes.

Lines in the South-West.

A. Potsdamer-Platz (Link-Str.; PI. K, 10) — Hundelehle (Kolonie

Grunewald; PL G, 3): via Flottwell-Str., Kurfiirsten-Str.,

Xollendorf-Platz, Zoological Garden, Kurfiirstendamm, Halen-

see Station; hence through the Kolonie Grunewald (via Hunde-
kehle or St. Hubertus), returning via Halensee Station; every

30 minutes. — B. Potsdamer-Platz (Link-Str.: PL R, 10) —
Grunewedd (Roseneck; near PL G, 3): via Grossg(irschen-Str.

Station, Botanical Garden, Wilmersdorf (Aue), and Schmargen-
dorf; every 15 minutes.

C. Pofsdanier-Pkdz (Link-Str.; PL R, 19)— Wilmersdorf (Aue;

PL G, 9): via Dennewitz-Platz, Nollendorf-Platz, and Winter-

feld-Platz; every 15 minutes.

D. Zoological Garden Station (PL G, 10)— Steglitz: via Xollen-

dorf-Platz, AVinterfeld- Platz, Sehoneherg, and Friedenau; every

10 and 20 minutes.

E. Potsdamer-Platz (Link-Str.: PL R, 10)— ,S7eglitz: via Denne-
witz-Platz, Grossgorschen-Str. Station, Schiineberg, and Frie-

denau; every 10 and 20 minutes.
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F. Zoological (Harden Station, (PL G, 10)— Steglitz: via Kaiser-

Allee and Wilmersdorf-Friedenau Station; every 20 minutes.

Gr. Zoological Garden Station (PI. G, 10)

—

Wilmersdorf (Aue;

PL G, 9): via Uhland-Strasse ; every 7 and 15 minutes.

Lines to and in the "West.

N. Kitpfen/rabni. (PI. R, 23)— Cloirlofienbwy (Westend Station
;

PI. R, 2): via Brandenburg (late, Grosse Stern, Tiergarten

Station, Berliner-Str.. and Palace; every 7 and 10 minutes.

O. Kiipfergraben (PI. H, 23)

—

Wi.lmersdorf (Aue; PL G, 9):

via Brandenburg Gate, Grosse Stern, Zoological Garden, and

Uhland-Strasse; every 7 and 10 minutes.

P. Donltoff-Platz (PL R, 22, 25)— Westend (Kirsehen-Allee; near

PL R, 2): via Zimmer-Str., Potsdam Station, Liitzow- Platz,

Zoological Garden Station, Berliner-Str., and Westend Station;

every 15 minutes.

Q. Stettin Station (PL R, 24) — Cliarhittenhurg Station (PL
G, 4): via Lchrte Station, Alt-Moabit, and Wilhelm-Platz; every

7 minutes.

R. Donhoff-Plat:: (PL R, 22, 25)— Span-done r Bock (near PL
R, 2), as in Itoute P, and farther along the Spandauer Chaussee:

every 15 minutes.

S. Charlottenburg (Westend Station; PL R, 2)

—

Charlottenburg
Station; (PL G,4): via the Anitsgericht; every 15 and 20 minutes.

T. Charlottenb urg (Knie; PL R, 7) — Halensee Station (Kolonie

(irunewald; PL G, 2): via the Anitsgericht; every 10 minutes.

U. Wilnierxdorfer-Strasse (Wilhelm-Platz; PL R, 5) — Kur-
fiirxten-Da nun (Knescbeck- Str.; PL G, 7): via Savigny- Platz

Station; every 10 and 20 minutes.

V. Charlottenburg (Anitsgericht; Pl.G, 1)— Wit inersdorf Station-
Friedenau (near PL G, 12): via Charlottenburg Station and

Wilmersdorf.; every 20 minutes.

Lines 'without Distinguishing Numbers.

a. Mitlel-Straase (Friedrieh-Sf r.; PL R, 23)— Pajd-oiv (Mendel-

Str.): via Georgen-Sfr. (Friedrich-Str. Station), Eberts-Briicke,

Garten-Str. (Stettin Station), Humboldthain, Gesundbrunnen, and

Pankow Station (Xord-Bahn); every 5-10 minutes.

b. Wassmann.-Straxxe (PL R, 29, 32) — Hohen-Sch'&nhausen:

via Friedrichshain, Landsberger Allee Station, and Wilhelms-

berg; every 15-30 minutes.

c. Warschaner - Strause Station (PL G, 34) — CentraJ-Viehhof
(P\. K, 3S).

d. Silesian Station (PL K, 31)— Treptov (PL ti. 42): via War-
schauer Brttcke, Stralau, and Spree-Tunnel; every l l

/2
minutes.
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e. Bdirm-Sl.rfis.se ( Wilhelm-Str. ; PL R, 10 )— Treptow (PL (
i , 42 )

:

via Zieten-Platz, Linden-Ktr., Wasserthor-Str., Gcirlitz Station,

Wiener Briicke, and Kiipenicker Land-Strasse : every 5-10 minutes.

g. Omnibuses.
Omnibuses (fare 10 pf., for short distances 5 pf.) traverse the

city in every direction, but the following are perhaps the only lines

likely to be of service to the visitor. 1. From the Stettin Statimt

(PL K. 24) to Biilou-Strasse (PL 0, 17), via the Friedrich-Str.

and Potsdam Stations.— 2. From the Stettin Station to Kreiizberi/

(Urossbeeren-Str.; PL C, 21), via the Friedrich-Str. and Anhalt

Stations. — 3. From the Stettin Statinn to the dart it:: Statinn

(PL (i, 32), via the Exchange Station and the Schlo.ss-Platz.

Night O.MxinrsKs. 1. From the ('hausse'e-S/rasse (corner of

Liesen-Str. ) to Halleschcs Thor, every S min. from 10.45 p.m. to

0.45 a.m. — 2. From the Stettin Station to the Biihnc- Strasse

(corner of Potsdamer-Str. ). every 10 min. from 10.45 p.m. to 4.30 a.m.

— 3. From the Alexander- Plat:, to the Bub/a- Strasse, every

10 min. from 1.15 a.m. to li a.m. — 4. From the Stettin Station to the

Kottbnser IVnn; every 12 minutes from 11.32 p.m. to 4.50 a.m.

h. Cabs.
For drives from a railway-station, a charge of 25 pf. in addition

to the fare is made in every case for the metal ticket securing the

cab (sec p. 1).— Cabs are not stationed on the S. side of Inter

den Linden, in the Leipziger-Str., nor in that part of the Friedrich-

Str. lying between the Leipziger-Str. and the Weidendanimer Briicke.

• Inquiries as to articles left in cabs should be made either at the Lost
Property Office ('Bureau filr gefundene Sue/ten', see ]>. 25), Head Police
Office, Portal II, Room 79 (9-1), or at the 'Fund-Bureau', Sehiitzen-Str. 58.

A. Taxameter Cabs (drivers withlj
t or ._, 3_5

white hats), recommended to strangers. !

;

pcrs pers-

Witldu the municipal limits: ,

For the minimum fare of 50 pf. hirers

are entitled to drive I Slid metres 600 metres

For each additional 10 pf I
41)0 ,, 3IIO

For the mininiuin fare of 5(1 pf. at night

(12-0 in summer, 12-7 in winter) . . . . 400 „ 400

For each additional 10 pf. at night . . . 200 „ 200 „

Outside the municipal limits:
j

For the initial 50 pf GOO „
! 600 .,

For each additional 10 pf
j

300 ,. 300 .,

Waiting: S min.50pf., each additional 4 min. 10 pf., per hr. V-j.rJl.— Luggage: 22 l

/2
lbs. free: 22 1

/.,-55 lbs., 25 pf.; 55-110 lbs., 50 pf.

Automobile, or Motor Cidjs may be engaged at the same fares

as Taxameter Cabs,
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1st Class

1 1 or 2 3 or i

\

persons

t *. pf. JL pf.

; i — 1 50

— 50
1

— 50

— 50 — 50

2 50
|

3 -
* - o

2nd (.'.lass

1 or 2 : 3 or 4

persons

M. pf. JU pf.

60 1

— 40 — 50

50 50

2 — 2 50
•> 9

15. Ordinary Cabs (drivers with black hats) arc becoming
obsolete and are now rarely met with in the streets.

First Class Cabs have drivers

with white coat-collars.

Second Class Cabs (slower) have

drivers with yellow collars.

Within, the municipal limits:

For '/4 hr

For the next 1

/i hr., or frac-

tion thereof

For each additional ]

/4
hr., or

fraction

For the first hour

For each additional full hour

Hirers are entitled to drive at the rate of at least 5 :l

/4 M. per hour,
and each driver is hound to shew on demand an official plan of the city
('Wcgcuiesser') with the lengths of the streets marked on it in coloured
sections representing KiO metres (175 yds.). One such section should he
traversed per minute ; thus in '/i hr., 15 sections, or 2400 metres, should
he covered. — In taking a cab by the hour ('«ttf ZeiV), the hirer should
announce his intention on engaging the vehicle, and take note of the
time by the driver's watch.

Drives beyond the municipal limits are charged twice the

above rates for 1-2 pers., and twice the above rates with 50 pf.

additional for 3-4 persons.— At ii.!tjlit (11-7 in summer, 11-8 in

winter) double fares are charged. — Luqqaae: 22'/2 lbs. free;

22y2
-55 lbs., 25 pf.; 55-110 lbs., 50 pf.; every additional 110 lbs.,

or portion thereof, 50 pf. Luggage over 220 lbs. may be carried

only in Hiepack-Droschken' (cabs fitted up for the purpose; to seat

two persons); fares like 2nd class cabs; 50 pf. per HOlbs. Comp. p. 1.

Each vehicle ought to contain a tariff. Iu all cases of attempted
imposition, the hirer should demand check-tickets ('Marken') showing the

fare charged, and the complaint and tickets should be sent to the 'Konig-
liches Polizei-Prasidium, Abteilung f iir offentliches Puhrwesen ', Alexander-
Platz (see p. 25).

C. Private Carriages 15-20 Jl. per day, s-12^//. per !

/2 day;

fee 1-2 vtl.— Si-hidtze, Kanonier-Str. 3, etc.

i. Steamboats on the Upper Spree and Dahme.
Comp. the Time. Tobies (often posted on the advertising-pillars).

From the Jannoivitz-Brilckt (N. end; PI. R, 28) at 8.30 a.m.,

12.15 p.m.. and hourly from 2 p.m. (in fine weather oftener) to

Stralan, Trepfmv, Kierhdtisehen , Tabberfx WaldscldosscJten,

Wilhelminenliof, llasselwerder, Lorelei/, Sedan, Bliimeni/arten,

Ostein/, Neptunshain, Sadoica, and Kopenicl: (fares 20-60 pf., less

on week-days). — From Kopenicl at 8 and 11.45 a. m. and hourly
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from 2 p.m. to Griin.au, Waldscheid.e , Miigyelturm , Karoliiieit-

hof, and Schiuockicitz ( lares 10-40 pi'.); and at 12 noon, 2. 4 and
5.45 p.m. to Hirsc/ignrtcn. and Friedriclishayai, (fare 10-20 pf.).

—

From Friedrichshagen steamers make constant journeys across

the Miiggelsee to the Miiggelberge.

Prom the Javiunvitz-Brilcke (S. end; PL R, 2s ), hourly from
12 noon to Kyf/aiuser (15 pf.); and at 2 p. m. to JZeiitheu, HavkcPs
Ablage, Raia-hfanyxwerder , Nette Mtihle (near Kdnigs-W'uster-

hausen).— From the Waiseu-Briicle (PL R, 2S) at 2 p.m. to Xeue
Miihle on Mondays and Thursdays, and to Woltersdorfec Scldense
on Tuesdays and Fridays (return fare 50 pf.).

Steamers on the Lower Spree and Havel ply on Sundays onlv to

Potsdam at 8.30 a. m. from the Weidemtamnier llriicke (PI. R, -J8); "fare
li Ai the Lower Spree is somewhat uninteresting, it is advisable to
board the boat at Spandait ; see p. 193.

k. Post, Telegraph, and Telephone Offices.

The addresses of the nearest post-offiees, etc. are given on the letter-
boxes and advertising-pillars. Official postal guide ('Postbuch') for Berlin
and neighbourhood, 50 pf.

Post Offices. The Ckxtrai. Post Of kick (Haupipost-Ge-
hiinde; PL R, 20: p. 141) is at Spandauer-Str. l'J-22. The letter

department (^Briefpostand'), at the corner of the Ktiiiig-Ntr. and
Heiligegeist-Str., contains an Iiuptiry Office on all postal matters.

Letters to be called for ('Pnxthigernd' or 'Paste Bextajdc' ) and
Money Orders, when not addressed to any particular post-office,

are also distributed here. Letters for Berlin should contain the

district initial in their address (X., S.. <>., W., C, etc.; comp. the

list of streets, p. 210) and, if possible, also the number of the post-

office by which they are delivered. The postage for letters within
the city and its neighbourhood is 5 pf. , for post-cards 2 pf. ; for

other parts of Germany 10 and 5 pf. ; for abroad 25 and 10 pf.

The Parcel Post Office [Pacletjiostamt ; PL R, 23) is at Oranien-
burger-Str. 70, corner of the Artillcric-Str. Letters are received,

and money- orders issued, at all of the 118 branch -offices, but
parcels are received only at the larger district offices; e. g. , Doro-
theen-Str. 22, Lnler den Linden 12, Tauben-Str. s, Ziinmer-Str. 20.

Bellc-Alliancc-Platz 9, Kdnigsgraben 20 (Alexander-Platz Station)

and others, whicli all have likewise telegraph, pneumatic post, and
telephone offices. Parcels from abroad are examined by custom-
house officers at Rittcr-Str. 7, Kloster-Str. 70, Kothener-Str. 2s.

or Schiffbauerdamm 22, according to the district of the citv in

which the addressee lives. The post-ofliccs are open from 7 (in

winter from 8) a.m. to 8 p.m. (branch offices from s a.m. to 7 p.m.);

for parcels till 7 p.m.; on Sundays and holidays the district offices

are open from 7 (in winter S) to 9 a.m., and 12 to 1 p.m., the branch-
offices remaining closed. The offices at the six chief railway sta-
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lions (Anhult, Potsdam, Lchrte, Stettin, Silesian . and (lijrlitz)

remain open till 9 p.m. Postage-stamps (Briefmorkeii) may be

purchased from the letter-carriers.

A system of Pneumatic Tubes (Rolupost) also exists, for

the rapid transmission of letters and post-cards from one part of

Berlin to another (including Charlottenburg). Letters (30 pf.), which
must not exceed a certain size and weight, or post-cards (25 pf., reply

post-cards 50 pf.) intended for transmission by this service must
be marked 'Rohrpost' in the upper left-hand corner of the address.

Post-offices with pneumatic, service (open from 7 or S a.m. till 10p.m.)

are distinguished by a. red lamp (comp. above). Letters and post-

cards sent by this service reach their destination in 1-2 hrs., but

only when posted at a pneumatic post office.

Telegraph Offices. Central Office (PI. R, 22), Oberwall-

Str. 4a, and over HO branch-offices, generally in connection with

the above-named post-offices. The Central Office, those at Heilige-

geist-iStr. 24-33 and (loetlie-Str. 3 (Charlottenburg), and the offices

at the six chief railway stations (see above) are open day and

night: the offices at the General Post Office, Exchange, and a few

others from 7 or <s a.m. till 10 p.m.; the remainder, from 7 or s

a.m. to p.m. Telegrams within Berlin cost 3 pf. per word
(minimum 30 pf.), to other parts of Germany 5 pf. (minimum 50 pf.).

Telegrams to Great Britain and Ireland 15 pf. (minimum 80 pf.),

to the Tinted States and Canada from 1 ..//. 5 pf. to 1 ._// 75 pf. , to

British India 2 o/t'.'M) pf. per word, etc.

Telephone Offices (open 7 a.m. till 10 p.m.) at Eranzosische-

Str. 5(i (head-office) and the above-named post-offices, where lists

of subscribers to the 'Telephonic Exchange' are provided. Fee for

3 min. conversation within the city, 10 pf. ; environs, 20 pf.; for

longer distances, 1-2 <M.

1. Police.

Tlic address of the nearest police-station is given on eaeli advertising-

pillar.

Head Pouch Okkick (L'iili'iei]>raxid'nnn), in fhe Alcxander-

Platz (PI. R, 29). The Passport Office is at Eingang IV, beside

the Stadtbahn. On the third floor at the same address is the

Eiuwolrner-Meldeamt, where the address of any resident in Berlin

may be obtained for a fee of 25 pf. The Lost Property Office

(comp. p. 22) is at Eingang II (Alexander-Str.), and the Office for
Public Conveyances at Eingang III.— All strangers arriving in

Berlin must be reported at the police-office by their landlord within

six days.— The 102 police-offices are open day and night. Mounted

and unmounted policemen keep order in the streets.

In ease of accidents first help is afforded liy the Aiiihiilmici' Sfatimis

{Unfall - Stn1 iutteii ; 18 in number) and Sanitary Stations (Stoutdts-
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Wachen; 17 in number; open at night only). Information will he given
hy any policeman. — The numerous Public Lavatories are open till

11 p.m., and sometimes all night; 1st class 10, 2nd class 5 pf.

m. Theatres. Circuses. "Waxworks. Panoramas.

Theatres. Plans may he consulted in the Berlin 'Adresshuch', or

Directory. Performances generally begin at 7.30 p.m. Weekly repertoire
in the daily papers. Seats may be procured in advance at the box offices

or at the 'Invalidendank', "[Inter den Linden 24 (9-4; on Sun. 9-10 and 2-12),

also at Wertheim's, Leipziger-Str. 132-135. In winter Sunday afternoon
performances at reduced prices are given at most of the theatres.

1. Royal Opera House (Konigliches Opernhaus; PL R, 23;

p. 57), for operas, ballets, and a few of the most celebrated dramas;

1690 seats. Best boxes 10 ^, orchestra boxes 9 <JL, parquet, front

boxes, and 1st balcony 6 *M., 2nd balcony and boxes 4 tJ6, 3rd bal-

cony and boxes 3 Ji., gallery iy2 ^ (standing room 1 Jt). Prices

are raised for grand opera.

2. Royal Theatre (Konigliches Schauspielhaus ; PI. R, 22;

comp. p. Ill), for tragedies, dramas, and comedies ; 1120 seats. Best

boxes 8 e^, parquet, 1st balcony and boxes 5 e^, 2nd balcony and

boxes 3'/2 v&, 3rd balcony IV2 ^, 3rd balcony stage boxes 1 JL
3. New Opera Theatre (Neues Opern- Theater, formerly

Kroll's Theatre; PL R, 17; comp. p. 167), in the Konigs-Platz, used

at present as a royal theatre. Best boxes 10 ^, 1st balcony boxes

6 *A, parquet (centre) 4-6 =^, (side) 3 ^., 1st balcony (centre) 5 ^,
(side) 3 •Jl. Box-office at the Royal Theatre (see above). Admission

to the garden (concerts) 50 pf., sometimes 1 ,JL

Tickets for the royal theatres may be obtained in advance at the
ticket-offices from Sun. at 9 a.m. for all performances of the following
week ; booking-fee 50 pf. When very popular pieces are to be performed,
a great number of the tickets are purchased by speculators, from whom
they can be obtained only at exorbitant prices. In such cases the porter
of the traveller's hotel will often be found useful in preventing excessive
extortion. — The royal theatres are closed in July and August.

4. Deutsches Theater (PL R, 20), Schumann-Str. 13 a, for trage-

dies, dramas, and comedies, especially modern pieces; 980 seats.

Best boxes V-/2 cM, 1st balcony and boxes, and parquet boxes 6 <^£,

parquet 4y2 iM. (standing room 3 <J6), 2nd balcony and boxes 3 eJL

(gallery at back 2 1
/2 <J£), reserved seats ('Sperrsitz') 2 JC Box-office

10-1.30; booking-fee 30-50 pf.

5. 'Berliner Theater (PL G, 22), Charlotten-Str. 90-92, for

tragedies, dramas, and comedies. Orchestra and best boxes 7 ^,
parquet boxes and 1st balcony boxes 6 ^., stalls, 1st balcony centre

boxes and stalls 4 ^, 1st balcony 3 =^, parterre (pit) and 2nd bal-

cony 2 JL Box-office 10-1.30 (Sun. 10-1); booking-fee 30-50 pf.

6. Leasing -Theater (PL R, 20), near the Kronprinzen-Briicke, for

modern dramas and comedies; 1200 seats. Orchestra and best boxes

l 1

/2 Ji-, 1st balcony (front row) and side boxes 67a <^, parquet side
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boxes Or.//, 1st balcony (2nd & 3rd rows) and centre boxes, parquet
and centre boxes 4 1

/., e.//, parquet (standing room), 2nd balcony
(centre) and boxes 3 . //., 2nd balcony (side seats) 2'/

2 Jl, gallery

at back 2 Jl. Box-office 10-2; booking-fee 50 pf.

7. Re*idenz-Theater (PI. R, 2>.l), Blumen-Str. <), for modern
comedies; <>50 seats. Stage and orchestra boxes 7 l

/2 Jl, 1st bal-

cony boxes G'/
2 '-//, orchestra and parquet stalls 5'/2 Jl, parquet

and 1st balcimv 4 1
/,, Jl, 1st balcony centre boxes 4 Jl, 2nd baleonv

272
-2 cV/. Box-office 10-2.

X. Theater (lex Wexten* (PI. «, 10), Kant-Str. 12, for operas.

Best boxes sj 10, orchestra and 1st balcony boxes 6.7/ 10, 'Herren-

loge' 5 Jl. 10, parquet boxes 4 c/Z <>0, 1st balcony and parquet stalls

4 Jl. 10, 1st balcony and parquet 3 Jl 10, 2nd baleonv 2 Jl 55-

2 Jl 5, 3rd balcony'l ,.// 55-1 ,//. 5 pf. Box-office 10-1.30.

0. Schiller-Theater 0*1 (Widlner-Theater ; PI. P>, 2X), Vallner-
Theater-iStr. 35, for dramas and comedies, especially classical pieces

;

1300 seats. Boxes 2 Jl 70, orchestra stalls 1 - // '.(5, parquet and
1st balcony 1 Jl. 70, pit and 2nd balcony boxes 1 J! 20 pf., including

cloakroom and programme. Box-office 10.30-2.

10. Schiller Theater Nord [Friedrich Wilhelinstddtixchex

Theater: PI. B, 21), Chaussee-Str. 25, for operettas, dramas, and
comedies; 1500 seats. Orchestra and best boxes 7 ,.//., parquet boxes

b' t //, balcony boxes 5 Jl., stalls and reserved seats 4 =,//., parquet

and 1st balcony stalls 3 Jl. 1st balcony 274 Jl, 2nd parquet 2 Jl,

2nd balcony l 3
/4-l74 Jl Box-office 10-1. A garden is attached to

the theatre.

11. Xenes Theater (PL R, 23), Schiffbauerdamin 5, for modern
dramas and comedies; 820 seats. Stage, orchestra, and 1st balcony

boxes 7 1
/., -//., centre and parquet boxes, and stalls Jl, orchestra

stalls 5 Jl, parquet stalls 47- Jl, pit 3 Jl, 2nd balcony 3-1 7» <-//.

Box-office 10-1.30.

12. Belle-Alliance Theater (PI. (1, 23), Belle-Alliance-Str. 7-S,

for spectacular pieces, dramas, and comedies; 1600 seats. Orchestra

and best boxes l'/i JI, parquet and 1st balcony boxes 4 Jl, or-

chestra stalls 3-//, parquet stalls 2'/.2 ^11, parquet and reserved

seals 17'... Jl, balcony side seats 1 .,// Box-office 10-2. Prices

frequently raised for special companies or performers ('(iastspiele').

A garden adjoins the theatre.

13. Luixen-Theater (PI. G, 20), Reichenberger-Str. 34, for pop-

ular pieces of all kinds. Boxes 4,3, 2>/2 .///stalls 2 1
/.,, 172 Jl,

parquet and 1st balcony O/o, 1 Jl Box-office 11-1.

14. Thalia-Theater (PI. B, 25), Dresdener-Str. 72, for Berlin

popular pieces and farces. Best boxes (> Jl. 10, orchestra boxes

5 Jl. 10, proscenium boxes, orchestra and parquet stalls, 4 ,//. 10,

parquet 3 -.//. 10 & 2 ,//. 10, 1st balcony 3 JL 10 & 1 ,// 35 pf. Box-

office 10-2 ; booking-fee 25-50 pf.
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15. Central-Theater (PI. G, 25), Alto Jacob-Str. 30, for oper-

ettas. Boxes and orchestra stalls 4 JL 10, parquet 3<V/. 10 & 2 JL 00,

balcony 3 ,//. 10 & 1 JL 10, parterre 2 ,.//. 10 & 1 ^ 00 pf. Box-office

10-2. Garden attached.

10. Carl Weiss-Theater (PI. R, 32 ), Grosse Frankfurter-Str. 1 32.

Boxes 3 -//. 10 & 2 Jl. 10, parquet 2 JL 10-1 -V/. 10 pf. Box-office

10-1.30.

17. Klein.es Theater, Untcr den Linden 44.— IX. Trianon-

Theater, Georgen-Ntr., between Friedrich-Str. and Universitat-Str.

— 10. Buntes Theater, Kiipenieker-Str. 00.— 20. A/era nder-Pla.tz

Theater (PI. K, 20), Alexander-Platz.— 21. Casino- Theater, Loth-

ringer -Str. 37. — 22. Noack's Theater, Brunnen-Str. 10.— 23.

Stadt-Th eater, Alt-Moabit 47-40.

Theatres oe Varieties and Mrsi<; Hali.s. Palast-Theater,

Burg-Str. 22; Neues Concert-Hans at the Grand Hotel Alexander-

platz (p. 4); Metropol-Theater (PI. R, 22; comp. pp. 55, 110), Unter

den Linden 17, 18; Heichshalleu.-TIieater (PI. R, 22), Leipziger-

Str. 77, Diinhoff-Platz; Wiidcri/arten , Porotheen-Str. is, in the

Central Hotel (p. 2); Apollo-Theater (Pl.G. 22 1. Friedrich-Str. 21,s;

(leliriider Herrnfeld-Theater, Konig-Str. 22, near the Alexander-

Platz Station; B. Moore's Academy of Minstrels, Friedrich-

Str. S5; Deutsche Concert -Halleii , An dcr Spandauer Brilcke 3;

Passaije-Theater , Unter den Linden 22; Castan's Panopiticum

(p. 110), corner of Friedrich-Str. and Behren-Str., etc.

Circuses (for a few months in winter only). Circus Bitsc/i ( I'l.

R, 20), Burg-Str., near the Exchange Station (p. 146); boxes 5 c//.,

parquet 3 JL, balcony 2 JL, 1st tier V/
2 JL, 2nd tier 1 JL— Circus

Schumann (PI. R, 23), Karl-Str.; best boxes CiJL, ordinary boxes

5 JL, reserved seats 3 JL, balcony 2 JL, ordinary seats l 1
/., & 1 JL

Waxworks. Castan's Panopticum (p. 110), at the corner of

the Behren-Str. and Friedrich-Str.; open daily 0-10; adm. 50 pf.

— Passage Panopticum (with a collection illustrating the fashions

of a century and variety performance in the evening), in the Kaiser-

Galerie (p. 55), open daily 9-11): adm. 5(1 pf.

Panoramas. Battle of Sedan, near the Alexander-Platz Station

(PI. R, 20); open daily 0-S; adm. 1 JL, Sun. 50 pf., first Sun. in each

month 25 pf. Descriptive guide 20-25 pf. Besides the large circular

painting by A. von Werner and Bradd, there are three dioramas

(General Reil delivering Napoleon's letter to King William; Meet-

ing of Napoleon and Bismarck; Negotiations for Surrender at

Donchery). (The building was sold in March, 1903, and will soon be

pulled down.)— Kaiser-Panorama (stereoscopic views from various

untries), in the Kaiser-Galerie (p. 55); daily 9-10; adm. 20 pf.CO
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n. Concerts.

Tickets and concert-lists at lliitr & Rock's, Leipzigcr-Ktr. 37. Admission
for a small stun to the rehearsals of nearly all the following concerts.

Siuy-Ahaiemie (p. 58), rehearsals Tues. 5-7 p.m., tu which
visitors are admitted on application to the director C. Schumann.

Cathedral Choir, instituted by Frederick William IV. in 1843

for the promotion of sacred music: director, Prof. Priifer. Musical

services in the Tnterims-Kirche (see p. 146) on the eves of great

festivals, and concerts in the Emperor William Memorial Church

(p. 173).

Stern's Gesany-Vereiu, in the Philharmonic (p. lis); director,

Prof. P. (xernsheim.

Philharmonic Choir, in the Philharmonic (p. 118): director,

Prof. S. Ochs.

Symphony Soirees, a series of 10 concerts given during the

winter (generally on Frid.) by the O reheatra of the Royal Opera
in the concert-room of the opera, house.

Joachim Striny Quartette: 8 concerts during the winter in the

Sing-Akademie, known as the (Quartette Soirees, patronised by the

elite of Berlin.

Philharmonic Orchestra ; concerts in the Philharmonic (p. 118),

on Sun., Tues., and Wed. during the winter; tickets 75 pf. (Sundays

1 t,//.); 12 tickets c //. In winter also 10 Symphony Concert*

(director, Prof. F. Nikisch).

Marieit -Kirrlte (p. 142); sacred music on Mondays 7.15 p.m.;

admission free.

Band* play in summer in the Zooloyical Harden (p. 170;

usually 5-11 p.m.); in the Exhibit imi. Parle (p. 15!*); in the garden

of the New Opera Theatre (p. 1(17); in the brewery gardens outside

the city gates (p. 11), etc.; and in winter in the hall of the Akfien-

Brauerei Friedrichshaiu (p. 11) and in the Zooloyical Garden
(daily; best on Thurs.; adm. to the concert-hall 1 J/., other days

50 pf. extra). See notices on the advertising-pillars.

o. Picture Exhibitions. Art Dealers.

Annual Exhibition- (Grosse Berliner Kuustausstelluny) , in

the Exhibition Park (p. 159), daily from the end of April till Oct.

15th, 10-8; adm. 50 pf., Mon. 1 o//., season-ticket 6 JL
Exhibition of the Berliner Secession (p. 174), Kant-Str. 12,

Charlottenburg; in summer daily 9-7: adm. 1 ^M., Sun.50pf., season-

ticket 3 Jl.

Exhibition of the Society i

if Berlin Artists (Knnstausstelluuy

des Vereins Berliner Kiinstler), in the Kiinstler-Haus (p. 117; with

restaurant), Bellevue-Str. 3; week-days 10-6, Sun. 11-3: adm. 50 pf.,

season-ticket 3 %M.
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For permanent collections, see Rarene's Picture Gallery

(p. 133); National Gallery (p. 99); and Old Musenui (p. 7<i).

Art Dealers and Show Rooms: Ed. Schidte, I'nter den

Linden 1 (adm. 1 <,//., annual ticket 5 Ul.v, Keller <fr Reiner, Pots-

damer-Str. 1-22 (adni. 50 pf., annual ticket 3 -//.), also industrial art

;

Pavl Cassirer, Viktoria-Str. 35 (adm. 1 JL, annual ticket 3 -JL)\

Him rath & van Baerie, Linden 2 (annual ticket 1 e.//.). Vereinigu/ig

der Ktinstfreunite, Markgrafen-Str. 57 (adm. free), copies in colours

of paintings in the National and other Galleries.— Arcnnxs »k

Works of Art at Hud. Lep/.e's, Koeh-Str. 2s- 29. — Good collec-

tions of works of art are also on sale at the Hoheuznlleru- Kuust-

geiverbehaus (Hirschwald), Leipziger-Str. 13 (adm. 1 JL. for 1 year

3 JL), and Keller <0 Reiner (see above), in which nearly all branches

of industrial art are represented.

p. Sport. Balls. Military Spectacles.

Horse-Races: Steeple-chases in spring, summer and autumn, at

Karlshorst (Xiederschlesisehe Bahn; p. 194). Hoppegarteu, and near

St rausberg Station (Ostbahn; p. 200).— Trotting Matches at Weissen-

see (p. 145) and Western! (p. 175). — Bicycle races, see p. 42.

Regattas: Rowing and sailing regattas on the Langc See at

Griinau (p. 195), and on the Miiggelsee at Friedriehshagen (p. 194).

l'mcing-Boats at the Waisen-Briicke(l'pper Spree): at the Zelte

(Lower Spree); and on the Neue See in the Tiergarten (popular;

boats GO-SO pf. per hr.).

Slating. In the Tiergarten near the Rousseau -Insel; on the

Neue See; and at the West-Eisbahn near the Zoologieal Garden
Station. Also on the Berlin -Spandau (.'anal from Plotzensee to

Spandau and Tegel; and on the Karpfenteich at Treptow.

Berlin Golf Club; Hon. Seer. W. Fullerton Carnegie, Knese-

beck-Str. 31, C'harlottenburg.

Cricket and Football Club Britannia: Seer. Max Wilier,

Heim-Str. 15.

Fireworks (occasionally) at Schloss Weissensee(Pl. B, 37; tram-

way No. 62), and at the Neue Welt (p. 12S).

Balls (in winter). Subscription Ball in the Opera- House,
patronised by the Court; tickets (15 „//.) must be applied for in

writing to the managing director id' the royal theatres (Herr von

Hiilsen).— Fancy Dress and other Balls in the Philharmonic, in

the Wintergarten of the Central-Hotel, and in the Metropol-Theater.

Military Reviews ('Paraden'). A magnificent military spec-

tacle is afforded every year, at the end of May and beginning of

September, by the review of the various regiments of Guards held

by the Emperor on the Tempelhofer Feld (p. 129). Pedestrians are
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freely admitted to the parade-ground, but for carriages a special

permit from the 'Polizciprasidium' is necessary. Such permits should

be applied for in good time; if no answer is received, the applicant

must understand that all space available has already been assigned.

Other carriages may proceed via the Lichtcrfelder-Str. to a point

to the W. of the Tempelhofer Chaussee, which commands a view of

the parade-ground.

Guard Pointing at the royal palace (p. (54) takes place daily

at 12.45 p.m. (during the maweuvres, at 2.45 p.m.), after which,

when the weather is good, the band plays in the Lustgarteu, near

the statue of Frederick William III. (p. 02).

q. Baths.

Bath Establishments. All the following establishments have

hot and shower baths; some have swimming-baths also. Atlmiralx-

garteii-Bad (PI. R, 23), Ericdrich-Str. 102, near the Eriedrich-Slr.

Station, with swimming-bath, open from s a.m. (Sun. till 1 p.m.

only): 1st class hot bath 1 ,//. 75 pf., 2nd class 75 pf.; subscribers

1 Jl 2o pf. & 5(1 pf.; Avi/itxta-Bad, Kdpenicker-Str. (10-01 . Both

establishments have medicinal, vapour, and Turkish baths; the Ad-

miralsgarten-Bad and its branch establishments (Ericdrich-Str. s,

Alexander- Platz 3, Luisen-Ufer 22, Liitzow-Str. 47, Paul-Str. 0, Rei-

nickendorfer-Str. 2a) also brine-baths.— Turkish baths: Wilheliitx-

Bad, Schtttzen-Str. lK-10.— Medicinal baths: Verein der [Vaxxer-

J'remitlr, Koniggratzer-Str. 1(1; Belle- All/aitee-Bad, Gneisenau-

Str. 3; City- Bad, Dresdener-Str. 52-53: Kaixer-Willieliiix-Bad,

Liitzow-Str. HO: Phyxikalixclte Kvr-AnxtaU, Krausen-Str.; Bitter

Bad, liitter-Str. lis.

River Baths. Fluxsbad, An dcr Stralauer-Brucke (PI. R, 2S;

also for ladies); Saehse (PI. G, 35), outside the Silesian (iate (for

men onlv); Pfuelxche Sehwimm -Anxtalt (PI. (1, 31), Kopenickcr-

Str. 11, under military control, for subscribers onlv; Kaixer-Bad,

at Treptow (PI. G, 42).

r. Shops. Banks.

The best shops are in Unter den Linden, the Leipziger-Str., the

Eriedrich-Str., and the vicinity.

Antiquities: Van Dam, Wilhelm-Str. 40; A.Froxchelx, Kdnig-

gratzer-Str. 0: M. Heilhroiuier, Mohren-Str. (51 ; J/. TVollinaiiii,

Bellevue-Str. (ia.

Artificial Flowers: P. Leuehtmaini tb Co., Leipziger-Str. S3.

Artists' .Materials: (! . Bormanii Xachfolger, Briider-Str. 30;

Kelt?. & Ulriiiers, Leipziger-Str. 10.

Bicvilks: many simps in the Leipziger-Str. and at the com-

mencement of the Kurfiirstendainni.
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Bonnets and Hats: M. Gerstel , Jager-Str. 20-31. See also

Millinery and Costumes.

Book -Bindings and Almums: W. Collin, Leipziger-Str. 10;

G. Hntbe, Leipziger-Str. 121.

Bronzes (originals and copies): Altieinjexelheliaft , lute

H. Gladeribeck & Sohn, Unter den Linden 5-6; R. Bellair & Co.,

Friedrich-Str. 1S2; E. Kaijxer, Leipziger-Str. 124; Ad. Ne'rir,

Raleiiins A- Co., Unter den Linden Nos. 14 and 02. — Knameli.kd

Bronzes: A. Stiibbe, Leipziger-Str. 97-0*.

Cabinet Making (Artistic): Jolt. Pingel, AVillielm-Str. 130;

C. Paid, Oranien-Str. 22: Siebert A- Axclienharh . Horn-Str. 11.

G. Wenkel Nnchfolger, Bessel-Str. 14.

Carpets: see Upholstery.

Chinese and Japanese Wares and Tea: Rex <C
- Co., Leipziger-

Str. 22; R. Wanner, Dessauer-Str. 2.

Cigars: Boenicke d'' Eichn.er (importers), Kranzosisehe-Str. 21

;

Continental Havanna Co., Mohren-Str. 11 (premises decorated by

H. van de Velde); C. G. Gerohl, Unter den Linden 24: Paid J\/ai/,

Unter den Linden 34; Loexer it" Wolff, Alexander-Str. 1, etc.

Cutlery: J. A. HencMx, Leipziger-Str. 117.

Dritg Stores : Koppner, Keith-St r. 17: R. Seeler, Goethe-Str. s4

:

Si-hivarikopf, Tauentzien-Str. 2(1.

Engraved Work: R. Otto, Unter den Linden 40.

Engravings: Ainxler & Rnthttrdt, Behren-Str. 20a.

Fancy Articles: Nathan, Enter den Linden 5-0.

Fans: C. Sitiierividd, Leipziger-Str. 20.

Florists: J. C. Schmidt (of Erfurt), Unter den Linden 1G.

—

Palms: L. Wilder (of Bordighera), Link-Str. 42.

Furniture Df.alehs and Upholsterers: Bauer, Unter den

Linden 2; Hess & Rom, Leipziger-Str. 10(i; Hohenzollern-Kiiiist-

c/eiverbelianx, Leipziger-Str. 13; Keller d" Reiner, Potsdamcr-

Str. 122: Karl Midler <(• Co.. Friedrich-Str. 77: T. C. Pfaff.

Franzosisehe-Str. 37-39 : S/nnn <t> Metil-e, Leipziger-Str. S3;

Tlionet, Leipziger-Str. SO. — See also Upholstery.

Furriers: C. A. Herp/cli Soline, Leipziger-Str. 11; C. Salbaoh,

Unter den Linden 07.

German Colonial Products: Deiitxches Kolonialhavs (Bruno

Antelmann), Liitzo-w-Str. SO, 00.

Gilt Frames and Mirrors: i'arl RoldicJt, Leipziger-Str. 137:

H. W.Roldicii, Leipziger-Str. 35.

Glass: C. Harxch <C" Co., Unter den Linden (i0.

Goldsmiths and Silversmiths: Friedla nder , Lazarvs Posen

Witiee, Unter den Linden Nos. 2S and 5: Si/ <& Wai/ner, Werder-

Str. 7; D. Volh/ old- & Sohn, Unter den Linden 34; Leonhardt &
Fiegel, Tauben-Str. 35. — Jewellers: Hiu/o Schaper, Potsdamer-

Str. 8; Joh. Wagner & Sohn, Unter den Linden 30; J. H. Werner,
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Friedrich-Str. 173.— Electro-Plate: Henniger & Co., Leipziger-
Str.107; WUrttembergische Metallwarenfabrik, Friedrich-Str. 193a.

Hosiers: Bazar NUrnberg , Franzosische - Str. 20; Held &
Herter, Friedrich-Str. 65 a; Th. Lindner, Post-Str. 2-3.

Jewellers: see Goldsmiths.

Lace: J. Link, Jager-Str. 25; Wechselmann, Behren-Str. 36.
Leather Goods (cut and stamped leather): G. Hulbe, Leip-

ager-Str. 121.

Linendrapers: F. V. Grunfeld, Leipziger-Str. 25; Rudolf
Hertzog, Breite-Str. 12-18; N. Israel, Spandauer-Str. 26-30; Ge-
irilder Mosse, Jager-Str. 47-48 ; MoritzLevin, Hausvoigtei-Platz 1.

Marble Wares and Chimney-Pieces : G. Schleicher & Co.,

Jutzow-Str. 82.

Millinery and Costumes: J. Bister, Unter den Linden 8; Her-
mann Gerson, Werderscher Markt 5-6; Rud. Hertzog, Breite-

Str. 15; Regina Friedlander, Link-Str. 28; V. Manheimer, Ober-
vall'Str. 6; D. Petrus, Unter den Linden 10; F. Evers & Gross,
?riedrich-Str. 74; Max Steiner, Jager-Str. 29-31; Julius Levy,
?otsdamer-Str. 32; Paul Stabe, Mauer-Str. 66-67. — English
Toilet Articles: A. C. Steinhardt, Unter den Linden 3.

Mourning Warehouse: Otto Weber, Mohren-Str. 34-35.

Opticians : P. Dorffel, Paetz & Flohr, Unter den Linden, Nos. 44
tod 64.

Ornamental Ironwork: A. L. Benecke, Mittel-Str. 16; P.
Marcus, Gitschiner-Str. 14; B. Miksits, Heide-Str. 20; Ed. Puis,

Pempelhof, Germania-Str. ; Schulz & Holdefieiss, Fenn-Str. 13.

Paintings on Enamel: E. Bastanier, Bernburger-Str. 21.

Perfumers : Gustav Lohse, Jager-Str. 45 and Unter den Lin-

len 16; J. F. Schwarzlose Sohne, Markgrafen - Str. 29; Treu &
^fuglisch, Jager-Str. 33.

Photographs: Amsler & Ruthardt, Behren-Str. 29a; Photo-

traphische Gesellschaft, Stechbahn 1 ;
Quaas, Stechbahn 2.

Photographers: 0. Anschiitz (instantaneous pictures), Leip-

;iger-Str. 116; E. Bieber, Leipziger-Str. 128; W. Fechner, Pots-

lamer-Str. 134a; Loescher & Petsch, Potsdamer-Str. 13; H.Rilck-
oardt, Gross -Lichterfeldc (buildings and interiors); Max von
Ruedigei\ Potsdamer-Str. 9; J. C. Schaarwdchter, Leipziger-

itr. 103 ; Selke, Leipziger-Str. 128 (portraits in relief).

Plaster of Paris Figures : Micheli, Unter den Linden 76a.

Porcelain: Royal Porcelain Manufactory, Leipziger-Str. 2,

:orner of the Leipziger-Platz ; F. Henystmann, Leipziger-Str. 39

Dresden china).

Preserved Fruit and Chocolates: Felix& Sarotti, Leipziger-

Str. 136.

Silk Mercers: Hermann Gerson, Werderscher Markt 5-6;

Rud. Hertzog, Breite-Str. 12-18; Michels & Co., Leipziger-Str. 43.

3
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Stationers: A. W. Faber, Friedrich-Str. 79 and Franzosischc-

Str. 49; Jul. Rosenthal, Behren-Str. 30; H.Schnltze, Behren-Str. 28;

Aug. Zeiss & Co., Leipziger-Str. 126.

Tapestry : W. Ziesch <C" Co., Bcthanien-Ufer 8.

Trunk Makers: Ed. Aekermann, Unter den Linden 21 ; J. De-
muth, Unter den Linden 3a; M. Miidler, Leipziger-Str. 101-102:

E. Wellhausen & Co., Friedrich-Str. 1S5.

Underclothing: Gosrhenhofer <ft Rosicke, Leipziger-Str. 5s

;

Heinrich Jordan, Markgrafen-Str. 104-107; E. E. Mezner, Alark-

grafen-Str. 39-40; IF. Wolffensteiv•, Leipziger-Str. 124; Bazar
Nilrnberg, Franzosische-Str. 20.

Upholstery and Carpets (home and foreign): Hermann Ger-
son, Werder-Str. 9-12; Grvnow Gebhardt <[• Roessel Kachfolger,
3Iarkgrafen-Str. 53-54; Richard Ihilstein. (Oriental carpets), Char-

lotten-Str. 61. See also Furniture Dealers.

"Warehousemen, General: Wertheim, Leipziger-Str. 132-135;

H. Tietz, Leipziger-Str. 46-48.

Banks: Reichshank, Jiiger-Str. 34; Deutsche Bank, Behren-

Str. S-13; Bank fit r Handel vnd Industrie, Schinkel-Platz 1-2;

Berliner Bank, Behren-Str. 46: Berliner Handels-Gosrllschaft,

Behren-Str. 32; S. Bleicli coder, Behren-Str. 62-63: Dclbriick,

Leo & Co., Mauer-Str. 61-62: Diskontu-GesrIJschaft , Unter den

Linden 35 and Behren-Str. 43-44; Dresdner Bank, Behren-
Str. 37-39; Mendelssohn. & Co., Jager-Str. 49: Nationalbauk filr

Deutsehland, Voss-Str. 34: Schaaftliaiiscit'xcher Bankverein,
Franzosische-Str. 53-54; R. Warschaner & Co., Behren-Str. 48.

s. Collections and Places of Interest.

Sticks and umbrellas must be given up in all buildings mentioned
below. Fees optional.

Several of the collections are closed on the chief holidays, viz. Jan. 1st.,

Good Friday, Easter Sunday, Whitsunday , Ascension Day, Christmas
Day, and the national Fast Day.

Abgeord'neten,- Hans (Prussian Chamber of Deputies: p. 121),

Prinz-Albrecht-Str. 5-6. Cards of admission to the meetings mav
be obtained on the E. side from 5-7 p.m. on the previous evening,

as well as on the day of meeting. Plan showing the distribution

of the 433 deputies, 1 ,JL

Agricultural Museum (p. 156), Invaliden-Str. 42; open free,

daily except Wed. and Suu., 10-3.

Akademisehc Lesehalle (Students' Reading Room), behind the

University, open on week-days in summer 8-7.30, in winter 9-8, Sun.
9-1; in vacation 9-3, Sun. 10-1; adm. for the day, 25 pf.

*Aquarium (p. 55), Linden 68a, entrance in the Schadow-Str.,

open daily 9-7, on week-days in winter 9-6. Adm. 1 JL, Sun. 50 pf.,
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on (he last Sunday in each month (crowded) 25 pf. Holders of season

tickets (I tVO pay 25 pf. for each visit.

Architectural Museum, see Technical Academy.
*Arsenal (p. 59), open free, daily except Sat., 10-3 (Nov. to Feb.,

10-2), Sun. and holidays 12-3; closed on the chief holidays and the

Emperor's birthday (Jan. 27th).

Beuth-Schinkel Museum, see Technical Academy.
Botanical Garde//, at Steglitz-Dahlem (p. 177), opened in 1903.

*Charlottenburg. The Royal Mausoleum (p. 175) and Palme
(p. 174) are open on week-days 10-6, Sun. and holidays 11-li, in

winter till 4 p.m. Cards of admission for both (25 pf. for each) are

issued in the right wing of the palace.

Christian Museum (p. 57), on the 2nd floor of the "W. wing of

the University; open free during term on Wed. and Sat. 12-1 p.m.
*Emperor William Memorial Church (p. 173), in Charlotten-

burg, near the Zoological Garden; open on week-days 9-1.

'''Ethnographical Museum (p.lls), Koniggratzer-Str. 120; open

free, as the Old and New Museums (see p. 36).

Exchange (p. 146), Burg- Str. 25-20; business hours, 12-2 ou

week-days. Cards of admission (30 pf.) and entrance to the gallery,

at Neue Friedrich-Str. 51, 1st floor.

Exhibition Park (p. 159), Moabit. Several bands play in the

summer during the exhibition; adm. 50 pf., Dion. 1 t £; in the

evening after closing of the exhibition-buildings 30 pf. ; season-

ticket for park and exhibition 6 ^M.

German Colonial Museum (p. 159), Alt -Moabit 1; adm. 9-7.

1 Jt., Sun. 50 pf.

Giant Telescope in the Astronomical Museum at Treptow

(p. 137); inspection of the collections and explanation of the tele-

scope (20 pf.) daily 2-10; use of the telescope (1 „fL) 2-12 p.m. (in

winter 2-10 p.m.).

Glass -Paint in;/ Institute (p. 171), Charlottenburg; open free,

on application at the olliee, Mon. to Frid. S-12 and 2-4.

Hall of Fame, see Arsenal (p. 59).

Hohen::olleru Museum (p. 146), Monbijou-Platz 6-9; open Mon.

to Frid. 10-3, Sun. and holidays 11.30-2. Admission 25 pf. Closed

on Sat., the chief holidays, and the Emperor's birthday.

Hygienic Museum (p. 142), Klosler-Str. 32-35; open free Tues.

and Frid. 10-2, Sun. 12-6 (Oct. and Mar. 12-5, Nov. and Feb. 12-14,

Dec. and Jan. 12-3). Closed on the chief holidays.

Markets, open to the public 6 a.m. (in winter 7 a.m.)-12 and

5-S p.m. (Sat. 5-9 p.m.; Sun. and holidays till 9 a.m. only.)

Central Market (p. Ill), corner of tin- Neue Friedrich-Str. and Kaiser

Wilhelm-Str. Attached is a second hall for the wholesale trade. Both
buildings are conneeted with the Stadthahn, the trucks being shunted in

and out during the night only.

3*
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Mdrkisches Proviuzial-Museuin (p. 126), Zimmer-Str. 90-91;

open free, Sun. 11-1.30, Mon. and Thurs. 11-2.30. The greater part

of the collection is warehoused pending its removal to the new-

building (comp. p. 135).

Mining Museum (p. 15S), Invaliden-Str. 44; open free on week-
days (except Mon.) 12-2 p.m., Sun. as the Old and New Museums
(see below).

Monument of Victory (Sieges-Saule; p. 1(51); ascent to the plat-

form daily, in summer 7-7, in winter 9-5 or till dark. Admission 50 pf.

**Old and New Museums (pp. 71, KS); open free daily (except

Mon. and the chief holidays) 10-4 (in winter 10-3), Sun. (generally

very full), holidays, and the Emperor's birthday 12-6 (Oct. and
Mar. 12-5, Nov. and Feb. 12-4 p.m., Dec and Jan. "l 2-3). — For the

Asiatic Antiquities and the Olympia Museum see pp. 97, 9S.

Museum of German, National Costumes and Domestic In-

dustries (p. 142), Kloster-Str. 36; open daily, except Wed., 11-2. Ad-
mission 50 pf. The greater part of the collection is warehoused
owing to want of room.

**Museum of Industrial Art (p. 122), Prinz- Albrecht-Str.;
open free, as the Old and New Museums (see above). The library

is open free on week-days, 10-10.

Museum of Natural History (p. 156), Invaliden-Str. 43; open
free on week-days, except Tues. and Frid., 10-4 (in winter 10-3), on
Sun. as the Old and New Museums (see above).

National Gallery (p. 99); open free as the Old and New
Museums (see above), but closed on Tuesday instead of Monday.

Palace of Emperor William I. (p. 56): open Sun. 10-1, week-
days 10-2. Admission 50 pf.

*Pergamvm Museum (p. 96), entered from behind the National
Gallery (p. 99); open free, as the Old and New Museums.

Picture Exhibitions, see p. 29.

*Postal Museum (p. 115), Leipziger-Str. 16; open free dailv,

except Wed. and Sat., 10-2; on Sun. and holidays 12-2. Closed on
the chief holidays.

*Rathaus (p. 139); open free daily, except Thurs. and Frid.,
10-3. Ascent of the tower daily from Apr. 1st to Oct. 1st, 20 pf.

Ranch Museum (p. 143), Kloster-Str. 75-76; open free on week-
days 10-4.

Ravene's Picture Gallery (p. 133), Wall-Str. 5-7 (Portal II);

open free on Tues. and Frid. 10-2; closed on the chief holidays.
*Reichstarjs-Gebawle (Hall of the Imperial Diet; p. 162)'; adm.

to view the building (Portal V, on the N. side) on Sun. 2-4, and on
week-days after the close of the session, s.30-9.30 a.m., during
session one inspection only at s.30 a.m. The inspection occupies
3
/4 hr. Admission 50 pf., family ticket V/.2 <JL An illustrated
description (3 ^S.) may be obtained from the attendant. — Cards
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of adm. to the gallery (00 seats; free) during the sittings must be

applied for in person after 9 a.m. on the previous day.

Royal Library (p. 57), in the Oporn-Platz, open to visitors,

.Mon.-Frid., 1 to 2 p.m.
Books are lent to strangers under certain restrictions only (comp.

the regulations hung at the entrance). The Larue. Readiiu/ Room on
the 2nd floor is open daily from !> a.m. to y p.m., and visitors on
application to the official in charge arc allowed freely to consult the
hooks and pcriodicats there. — The Xevsjiaper Heading Rohm, (open 9-9)
and the Music, and Map Rooms (open 9-3) are at Beh'rcn-Str. 41'. — The
Library is closed in Whitsun - week and during the last full week of
September.

Royal Collection of Mimical Instruments (p. 132), in the old

Bau-Akademie; open free on Tues. and Frid. 12-2. The collection is

to be transferred to the new Academy of .Music (p. 174).

Royal I'/diice (p. 04): open on week-days 10-1, Sun. and holi-

days 11.30-1.30 (closed on the chief holidays). Adm. ,
r»0 pf. Entrance

from the Lustgarten at Portal IV, which is opened by a sentry.

Visitors receive their tickets in the inner court, ou the groundfloor

to the left, and are conducted through the state-rooms in parties

every half-hour. The visit lasts half-an-hour.

Royal Porcelain, Factory (p. 171), Wegely-Str., near the Tier-

garten Station ; open Tues. to Frid. 9-12. Visitors are shown the

process of manufacture and (by special permission of the director)

also the ceramic room; the attendant expects a gratuity.

Royal Stables (p. 09), Schloss-Platz (entrance Breite-Str. 37);

daily 11.30-2; adm. 25 pf. The visit occupies fully '/a nr -

New Synagogue (p. 151), Oranienburger-Str. 30; admission on

application to the sacristan, except on Jan. 1st, and the Day of

Atonement, when cards, a tariff for which is shown by the sacristan,

are necessary. Ordinary services after dusk on Fridays.

Technical Academy (p. 172), in Charlottcnburg: Architectural

Museum and Beitlh-Schiukel. Museum (entrance B. 314), open free

on Mon. and Frid. 10-3, Tues. and Thurs. 12-3, Wed. 10-12. The
Beuth-Schinkel Museum (entrance B. 31*) is open also Tues. and

Thurs. 10-12.

Urania, two branches. — a. Tauben-Str. 4<s, 49 (p. Ill); ad-

mission to collections from 10 a.m., 50 pf. (opera-telephone 50 pf.

extra); to the ^Scientific theatre at S p.m., 1-3 <Jl., including adm.

to collections; tickets taken in advance (10-4) 25 pf. extra; to

scientific lectures (including adm. to collections) 1-1
'/a <JL, 10

tickets 7-10 <JL.— b. Invaliden-Str. 57-02 (p. 100); open daily 5-10

p.m.; observatory 50 pf.

Zooloyical Garden (p. 170); open daily in summer (May-Oct.)

a.m.-10.15 p.m., in winter IS a.m. till dusk. Adm. 1 t //., Sun. and

holidays (generally full), and on week-days after 7 p.m. in summer
(after 4 p.m. in winter), 50 pf.; on the first Sun. in each month 25 pf.

(crowded). Concerts see p. 29.
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t. Diary.

Aquarium (p. 55)

Arsenal (p. 59) .

Castan's Panopticum (p. Ill) . . . .

Exchange (p. 146)

Giant Telescope (p. 137)

Guard Mounting (p. 30)

Library, Royal (p. 57)

Mausoleum at Charlottenburg(p. 175)

Monument of Victory (p. 161) . . .

Museum, Agricultural (p. 156) . . .

— , Architectural (p. 172)

— , Colonial (p. 159)

— , Ethnographical (p. IIS) . . . .

— , German Costumes (p. 142) . .

— , Hohenzollern (p. 111!)

— , Hygienic (p. 14-2)

— of Industrial Art (p. 122) . . .

— , Mark. Proyinzial (p. 12(5) . .

— , Mining (p. 158)

— , Natural History (p. 150) . . .

— , Old and New (pp. 71, 88) . . .

— , Pergamum (p. 9(5)

— , Postal (p. 115)

— , Rauch (p. 143)

National Gallery (p. 99)

Palace, Royal (p. 64)— of Emperor William I. (p. 56) .

Passage-Panopticum (p. 110) . . . .

Picture Exhibition, Annual (p. 29)
— — (Berlin Artists; p. 29)— — (Secession; p. 174) . .

Porcelain Factory, Royal (p. 171) .

Rathaus (p. 139)

Ravene's Picture Gallery (p. 133) .

Reichstag Building (p. 161) . . . .

Stables, Royal (p. 69)

Zoological Garden (p. 170)

Monday Tuesday

Sundays
and
Holi-
days

9-7(6) ! 9-7(6) 9-7(6)

12-3 10-3(2)

9-10

2-12(10

12.45

11-6(4)

10-3(2)

9-10

12-2

2-12(10)2

12.45

1-2

10-6(4) ! 1

9-7

12-6(3)

11-2

11.30-2

12-6(3)

12-6(3)

11-1.30

12-6(3)

12-6(3)

12-6(3)

12-6(3)

12-2

12-6(3)
i

11.30-1.30

10-1

9-10

10-8

11-3

9-7

10-3

2-4

11.30-2

6-10

10-3
;

10-3

9-7

— 1

11-2

10-3

9-10

12-2

-12(10)

12.45

1-2

0-6(4)

7-7

10-3

12-3

9-7

0-4(3)

11-2

10-3

11-2.30

10-4(3)

10-2

10-4

10-4(3)

10-1

10-2

9-10

10-8

10-6

10-2

10-4(3)

12-2

10-4(3)

10-4(3)

10-2

10-4

10-1

10-2

9-10

10-8

10-6

9-7 9-7

— 9-12

10-3 10-3
I— 10-2

8.30 8.30

1.30-2 11.30-2

6-10 6-10

Wednes-
day

9-7(6)

10-3(2)

9-10

12-2

2-12(10)

12.45

1-2

10-6(4)

10-12

9-7

10-4(3)

10-3

10-4(3)

12-2

10-4(3)

10-4(3)

10-4(3)

10-4

10-4(3)

10-1

10-2

9-10

10-8

10-6

9-7

9-12

10-3

8.30

11.30-2

6-10
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Comp. pp. 34-37.

Thurs-
day

9-7(0) i 9-7(0) '• 9-7(0)

10-3(2) 10-3(2) ' —
9-10 1 9-10 9-10

12-2 12-2 12-2

2-12(10) 2-12(10) 2-12(1(1)

12.45 12.45 12.45

1-2 1-2 —
10-0(4) 10-0(4) 10-0(4)

i ~ i

10-3

t
- i

10-3

i ~ i

10-3

12-3 10-3 —
9-7 9-7 9-7

10-4(3) 10-4(3) 10-4(3)

11-2 11-2 11-2

10-3 10-3 —

10-2

10-4(3) 10-4(3) 10-4(3)

11-2.30 _.. —
12-2 12-2 12-2

10-4(3) 10-4(3)

10-4(3) 10-4(3) 10-4(3)

10-4(3) 10-4(3) 10-4(3)

10-2 10-2 —
10-4 10-4 10-4

10-4(3) 10-4(3) 10-4(3)

10-1 10-1 10-1

10-2 10-2 10-2

9-10 9-10 9-10

10-8 10-8 10-8

10-6 10-0 10-6

9-7 9-7 9-7

9-12 9-12 —
— — 10-3

— 10-2 —
8.30 8.30 8.30

10.30-2 11.30-2 11.30-2

6-10 0-10 6-10

Admission t'ri'i except when otherwise
stated.

Adm.lcV/.; Sun. 50 pt'. ; last Sun. in each

month 25 pf.

Closed on the chief holidays and the Em-
peror's birthday (27th Jan.).

Adm. 50 pf.

Adm. 30 pf.

Adm. 20 pf.

During the manoeuvres 2.45.

Adm. 25 pf.

Closed in winter at dusk.

Closed on the chief holidays.

Adm. 1 JL, Sun. 50 pf.

Clused on the chief holidays.

Adm. 50 pf.

Adm. 25 pf. ; closed on the chief holidays

and the Emperor's birthday (27th Jan.).

Closed on the chief holidays.

Closed on the chief holidays.

Closed on the chief holidays.

Closed on the chief holidays.

Closed on the chief holidays.

Closed on the chief holidays.

Adm. 50 pf.; closed on the chief holidays.

Adm. 50 pf.

Adm. 50 pf.

In summer only. Adm. 50 pf.. Mon. 1 Jl.

Adm. 50 pf.

Adm. 1 Jt., Sun. 50 pf.

Gratuity.

Tower daily in summer 10-3 (20 pf.).

Closed on the chief holidays.

Adm. 50 pf.

Adm. 25 pf.

In winter 8 till dusk. Adm. lJl., Sun. aud

holidays 50 pf.
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u. Embassies and Consulates.

Great Britain. Ambassador, St. Hon. Sir Francis C. LaMt

celles, Wilhelm-Str. 70 (office -hours 11 1). — Consul -General,

Dr. P. Schwabach, Behren-Str. 63 (office-hours, 10-12 and 4-5).

United States. Ambassador, C. Tower, Esq., Unter den Lin-

den 68 (office-hours 11-2).— Consul-General, F. H. Mason, Esq1

.;

vice-consul-general, D. B. Mason, Esq., Friedrich-Str. 59-60 (office-

hours, 10-3).

The following are the present addresses of the Ministers and Consuls
of other countries, but changes of residence sometimes take place.

Austria-Hungary, Kronprinzen-Ufer 14; Consulate-General, Schone-
berger Ufer 40 (10-1).

Belgium, Roon-Str. 12; Consulate-General, Jiiger-Str. 27 (10-12, 3-4).

China, Kurfursteh-Damm 218.

Denmark, Voss-Str. 17 ; Consulate-General, Jager-Str. 49.

France, Pariaer-Platz 5 (10-12, 2'/2-4Vii)-

Greece, Ranke-Str. 1 ; Consulate-General, Unter den Linden 71 (91
/2-12).

Holland, Voss-Str. 16 (10-1); Consulate-General, Charlotten-Str. 62.

Italy, Wilhelm-Str. 06; Consulate-General, Tauben-Str. 44-45.

Japan, Kronprinzen-Ufer 30; Consulate, Eichhorn-Str. 8.

Norway and Sweden, Bellevue-Str. 7 ; Consulate-General, Jiiger-Str.

49-50 (10-1).

Portugal, Potsdamer-Str. 118 a; Consulate, Mtthlen-Str. 6-7.

Eoumania, Moltke-Str. 2; Consulate-General, Unter den Linden 35.

Russia, Unter den Linden 7 ; Consulate-General, Wilhelm-Str. 100 (10-2).

Spain, Regenten-Str. 15; Consulate-General, Wilhelm-Str. 70 b.

Switzerland, Regenten-Str. 17 (12-3).

Turkey, Alsen-Str. 1 ; Consulate-General, Gcrtraudten-Str. 16 (9-1).

v. English Churches.

St. George's Church (PI. R, 23), Monbijou-Platz 6 (p. 146);

services on Sun. at 9 and 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.— Chaplain, Sev.
J. H. Fry, M. A., Savigny-Platz 7, Charlottenburg.

American Church (PI. G, 13, 14), Motz-Str. 6 (p. 130): service

on Sun. at 11.30 a.m.— Pastor, Sev. J. F. Dickie, D. D., Kur-
fursten-Str. 28.

w. A "Week in Berlin.

For the days and hours of admission to the museums, palaces, and
other places of interest comp. pp. 34-39.

A fair knowledge of Berlin may be gained in a single week.
The most important places and objects of interest in the city are

to be found in the space enclosed between the Tiergarten to the

W., the Alexander-Platz to the E., the Spree to the N. and the
Leipziger-Strasse to the S. A fine clay must be reserved for Potsdam
(comp. p. 179).

1st Day. Walk by the Unter den Linden from the Brandenburger-
Thor (p. 54) to the Lustgarten, visiting the Arsenal (p. 59) and the
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Royal Pala re. (p. 04) on tin: way. Then drive past the Old and New
Museums (pp. 71, 88) and the Xatiunal Gallery (p. 99), cross the

Friedrichs-Briicke, and proceed via the Burg-Str. (Lxcliange, p. 140)

and Kaiser Wilhelm-Str. to the Alexander- Platz (p. 144). Thence
follow the Kiinig-Str. (inspection of the Rathaus, with the view
from its tower, p. 139), the Kurfiirsten-Briicke (p. 7(1), and theSchloss-

Platz (p. 69) to the National Monument to Emperor William I.

(p. 08). Crossing the Werdersche-Markt (p. 132) and the Gendarmen-
Markt (p. Ill), take the Friedrich-Str. and Mohren-Str. to the 117/-

helm-1'latz (p. 113) and thence the Wilhelm-Str. and Leipziger-Str. to

the Potsdainer-Platz (p. 117), and proceed by the BellevueSI r. to the

Sieges-Allee (p. 105). Finally, walk through the last to t he Reichs-

tag Building (p. 101) and the Statue of BisiuareL.

2nd Day. Old and Netr Museums (pp. 71, 8S). In the afternoon

(before p.m.) visit the Mausoleum at Cliar/ufteuhury (p. 17.">).

3rd Day. National Gallery (p. 99) and Peryamum Museum
(p. 90). In the afternoon, Kreudienj (p. 129), after which a drive may
be taken through the S.E. quarter of the town (Kaiser Friedrich-

Platz, Heinrich-Platz, Bethanien, Jloritz-Platz, Jannowitz-Briicke,

p. 144), to obtaiu an idea of the importance of Berlin as an industrial

centre (comp. pp. 52, 53).

4th Day. Museum of Industrial Art (p. 122) and Ethuoyraph-
ii-al Museum (p. 118). Drive through the Tiergarten quarter

(p. 109) and walk through the S. part of the Tieryarteu (statues of

Frederick William TIL, Queen Louise, Leasing, and Goethe, p. 108).

5th "Day. Hoheuzollerii Museum (p. 140) and Natural History

Museum (p. 150). In the afternoon drive along the Kurfiirsten-Dainni

(comp. p. 53) and visit the Zooloyieal Garden (p. 170).

0th Day. In the morning inspect the Reichstay Buildiuy

(8.30 a.m., comp. p. 101) and the Palaee of Emperor William I.

(p. 50). Second visit to the Old and New Museums (pp. 71, 88). In

the afternoon the Exhibition Park (p. 159).

7th Day. Potsdam- (p. 179). The first hue day should be devoted

to this excursion, without which a correct impression of Berlin can

scarcely be obtained.

x. Hints for Cyclists.

Cyclists resident in Berlin must be provided with a permit (to

be obtained from the district police authorities), but for a short

visit that is not necessary. The rule of the road in Germany is the

reverse of that in England; riders keep to the right side of the

street in meeting, and to the left in overtaking traffic.

In Berlin the following streets are closed to cyclists, who must

dismount even to cross them : Alexander-Sir., Chanssee-Sfr. (from
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the Friedrich-Str. to the Inyaliden-Str.), Friedrich-Str. (including

the Weidendainnier-Brilcke), Invaliden-Str. (from the Platz vor

deni Neuen Thor to the Brunneu-Str.), Kommandanten-Str., Koi/ig-

Str., Landsberger-Str. (from the Alexander-Platz to the Gollnow-

Str.), Leipsiger-Str., Tinier den Linden, Miiiis-Str., NeneWilhelm-
Sir., Potsdaine.r-Str. (from the Potsdamer- Platz as far as the

Liitzow-Str., including the Potsdamer-Brticke), Roxeirfhttler-St r.
f

S]>midauer-Str. (from the Konig-Str. to the Molken-Markt).— The

following squares are also forbidden : Alexander-Plats, Haekescher
Markt, Leipziger- Platz, Lustgarten, Plats am Opernhause,
Pariaer-Platz, Potsdamer-Plafs, Scldofts-Biiicke, Spittel-Markt,

and Plats am Zenghanse.— Cycles, even when led, are absolutely

forbidden in the royal parks at Potsdam.

The enquiry oflice for touring members of the Deutsche Rad-
falirerbitiul is at Essen; its business offices for Section 20 are at

Berlin S.W., Koeh-Str. 1, 1st floor.— There are about 41 bicycle-

clubs in Berlin.

Cvcling Backs take place on the tracks at Friedenan• -Wihners-
dorf M-M- the station and on the Kurfiirxteu-Da nan (PI. G, 1).

Bicycles cannot be sent through the town by the Stadtbahn or

Ringbahn, and the following regulations are in force as to the trans-

porting of unpacked machines by rail in the suburbs and on the

Berlin-Tcgcl-Kremmen line. The machines must be presented at the

luggage office not later than 1

/i
nr - before the departure of the

train; the bicycle ticket (50 pi'.) may be taken cither here or at the

ticket office. For the convenience of those who wish personally to

see their machines into the van, there are special despatching offi-

ces at the Friedrich-Str. Station (entrance (-reorgen-Str.) and at

the Silesian Station (E. entrance). The journey may not be inter-

rupted.
Several bicycle excursions are indicated on pp. 181-199. For further

information see E. Richter's 'Wegweiser durcU die Mark Brandenburg'.
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Berlin (110-100 ft. above the sea-level; 13° 23' 54" E. long.,
52° 30' 17" N. lat.), the capital of Prussia, the residence of the
German Emperor, and the seat of the imperial government as well
as of the highest Prussian authorities, contains 2,500,000 inhab.f,
and thus occupies the third place among the cities of Europe.
Lying in a sandy plain about halfway between the S.W. and X.E.
extremities of the Empire (465 M. from Miilhausen in Alsace, and
405 M. from Memel), equidistant from the mid-German mountains
and the sea, and connected with N.E. Germany and Poland by the
navigable Spree, it is at the same time an important centre of the
railway-system of Germany, one of the foremost seats of commerce
in the country, and perhaps the greatest manufacturing town in con-
tinental Europe. The staple commodities of its trade are grain,
spirits, and wool; the principal branches of its industry are iron-

founding, the construction of machinery, locomotives, and railway-
carriages, and the manufacture of arms and ammunition, chemicals
and textiles, furniture, china, carpets, linoleum, linen, household
and fancy goods, and articles of clothing, the cheaper qualities of

which last find their way to all parts of the world. The money-
market of Berlin is also of great importance, and the city has of late

taken a leading place in the utilisation of electric power and the

improvement of lighting facilities.

The boundaries of the city now enclose an area of about 25 sq. 31.

The buildings have filled up the whole of the Spree valley, which
here averages about 3 M. in breadth and is intersected by numerous
water-courses, and are beginning to encroach on the surrounding
plain, raised some 30 or 40 ft. higher. The city consists of twenty-
one different Quartkks (Beviere), divided into 388 Distkicts (Be-

f The census of Berlin proper for 1900 gave its population as
1,888,848, of whom about 85 per cent were Protestants, 9.'J per cent Roman
Catholics, and 4.9 per cent Jews, and it was estimated that this number
had increased to 1,992,949 in April, 1903. To this total must, however,
he added about 600,000 inhabitants of suburbs which, though not yet
incorporated, really form au integral part of the city. — The Garrison
of 23,000 men consists of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th regiments of Foot Guards,
the 1st, 2nd, and 4th Grenadier Guards, the Fusilier and Cuirassier Guards,
the 1st and 2nd Dragoon Guards, the 2nd Lancer Guards (Uhlans), the 1st
and a part of the 3rd Field Artillery Guards, the battalions of Pioneer
and Train Guards, the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Railway Regiments, the 1st Tele-
graph Battalion, etc. Berlin is the seat not only of the Commander-in-
Chief of the Mark of Brandenburg, but also of the 1st Army Inspector,
the Chief Commander of the Guards, and the Commander of the 3rd Army
Corps. — The 3rd Grenadier Guards are quartered in Charlottenburg, and
a battalion of Riflemen of the Guards in Gross-Lichterfelde.
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zirke). The oldest quarters are Alt-Berlin (on the right bank of

the Spree , bounded by the Riugbahn) , Alt-Kolln (on an island in

the river), Friedrichswerder (on the left bank of the Spree, between

the Arsenal and the Spittel-Markt), and Xett-Kijlln (the Wall-Strasse

and its neighbourhood). These form the heart of the city and were

originally enclosed by fortifications. Beyond them is a second zone,

bounded "until 1868 by the old town-walls of the 18th cent., of which

the only gate now standing is the Brandenburger-Thor. On the left

bank of the Spree this zone embraces the districts of Dorotheenstudt

(stretching on the S. to the Behren-Strasse), Friedricltxtadt (to the

S. of the Behren-Strasse, between the Koniggratzer-Strasse and the

Linden-Strasse), and Lniseustadt diesseit des Kauah (to the S. of

the Wall-Strasse and E. of the Linden-Strasse) ; while on the right bank

are t,he Friedrich-Williehnatadt (to the W. of the Friedrich-Strasse),

the Spandau Quarter (extending eastwards from the Friedrich-

Strasse to the Prenzlauer-Thor), the Kihiigs- Viertel (from the Alexan-

der-Platz to the Prenzlauer-Thor on the X. and to the Landsberger-

Thor on the E.), and the Stealan Quarter (between the Landsberger-

Thor and the Schillings -Briicke). The two last-named districts

encroach upon the outermost zone, which includes the following

suburbs, incorporated in 1861: on the left bank, the Tiergarten

Quarter (between the Stadtbahn stations of Tiergarten and Belle-

vue), the Lower Friedrichx-Vorstadt (between the Tiergarten and

the Landwehr Canal), Sehi'neberg (to the S. of the Spree, between

the station at the Zoological Gardens and the Potsdam Railway),

the Upper Friedrieltx-Vorstadt (between the Koniggratzer-Strasse

and the Landwehr Canal), Te-mpeUiof (to the S. of the canal and to

the E. of the Potsdam Railway), and the Older Lnisenstadt (to

the E. of the Luisenstadt Canal between the Landwehr Canal and

the Spree); on the right bank, Mo ((bit (between the Spree and the

Spandau Canal), Wedding and Geamidbrnunen (to the extreme

N.W. and X.), Orauieiiburg (between the Spandau Canal and the

Brunnen-Strasse), and Rosenthal (between the Brunnen-Strasse and

the Prenzlauer-Allee).

The government of the city is shared by the Royal Police De-

partment, the Civic Magistracy, and the Town Council, under a

Burgomaster and a Chief Burgomaster. The magistracy consists of

34 members , of whom 18 are salaried. There are 144 town coun-

cillors. The municipal revenues for 1902-1903 were estimated at

S'/a millions sterling. — Berlin is divided into six electoral districts

for the Reichstag (Imperial Diet), and four for the Landtag (Prussian

Chamber of Deputies), in the latter of which it is represented by
nine deputies.

History. Berlin first appears in history in the early part of

the 13th cent., when it was already a double town of some import-
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ance (Berlin and Kolln). In all probability the original Wendish
settlements had been taken possession of by German eolonists at
the end of the preeeding century. The name also is doubtless of
Wendish origin, and its connection with the bear (Bar) which
appears in the city arms is merely an etymological fancy of later
date. The name of Kiilln is mentioned for the lirst time in a doc-
ument of 1237, that of Berlin in 1244, after which the town soon
began to be regarded as one of the most considerable in the Mark,
ranking with Brandenburg (p. 197), the residence of the Margraves.
The two towns were united in 13(17, and by their prudent policy
during the troublous times of the 14th cent, raised themselves to

a position of great importance. Berlin-Kolln even became head of

a confederation of towns of the Mark, which it represented in

dealings with the Hanseatic League. Such a position, however,
almost amounting to the independence of a free imperial town, could
not be maintained against the might of the Holienzollern family,

who became masters of the 31 ark in 1415. In consequence of its

unsuccessful opposition to Frederick 'with the Iron Tooth' (1440-

70), the second Elector, the town was deprived of its privileges

(144-2, 144.X), and a fortified castle was erected to keep it in check.

Elector John Cicero (1486-99) made Berlin- Kolln his permanent
abode, and since that period the fortunes of the town have been
interwoven with those of the Hohenzollern family and their other
dominions. In 1539 the townspeople and Joachim II. (1535-71)
embraced the Reformed faith. This splendour-loving prince and his

successor John George (1571-98) began the alteration and extension

of the palace in the Renaissance style.

To Frederick William, the '(treat Elector' (1640-88), the found-

er of the modern Prussian state, Berlin is chiefly indebted for

its modern importance. He incorporated the new settlement of

Friedrichswerder with Berlin -Kolln, fortified the city on the

Dutch system (1658-83), and founded the new town, which he named
DarotJieei/stitdf in honour of his wife. The forest which extended

on this side of the town nearly as far as the Spree was now removed,

and on its site was planted a double avenue of lime-trees, on each

side of which gradually sprang up the handsome modern street

named Uiiter den Linden (p. 54). Owing to the introduction of

foreign settlers, particularly of French Protestant refugees (after

the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685), the population of

the town increased to 20,000. It now became the seat of an inde-

pendent industrial activity, while the Court zealously promoted

artistic enterprise and strove to embellish the town, chiefly with

the aid of Dutch architects. The nucleus of the royal library and

art-collections was also formed at this period.

Frederick IIF. (1688-1713), who became King Frederick I. in

1701, erected the Friedrichstadt , constituted Berlin a royal resi-
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dence, and united the administration of the live quarters of the city.

In 1694 he founded the Academy ofArt, and in 1700 the Academy of

Science (p. 56), the first president of the latter being the celebrated

Leibnitz; while in the province of architecture he was fortunate

in obtaining the services of Andreas Schliiter (b. at Hamburg in

1664, d. at St. Petersburg in 1714), the greatest artist of his period.

First employed as a sculptor on the Lange Brilcke, in the Royal
Palace (p. 68), and on the Arsenal (p. 59), begun by ./. A. Nering

(d. 1695), Schliiter afterwards erected the Chateau of Charlotten-

bvrg (p. 174), and in 1699 began the imposing new Palace of

Berlin (p. 64), which was not completed until long after his

death. He was also the sculptor of the Equestrian Statue of the

Great Elector (p. 70) in 1703. In 1710 the population, which had

been steadily augmented by French and "Walloon immigrants,

was 61,000.

Under the patriarchal government of Frederick "William I.

(1713-40) the city made no less substantial, though less striking

progress. This monarch enlarged the Friedrichstadt and the Doro-

theenstadt, and added the N. and E. suburbs to the town. He also

completed the royal palace. All these operations, however, were

conducted in so economical a spirit, that the buildings are generally

insignificant in appearance. In 1740 the population had increased

to 91,000, including 2000 Bohemian Protestants.

Frederick the Great (1740-86) was unwearied in his efforts

to extend and embellish his capital, though he seldom made it his

residence. In Knobelsdorff (1699-1753) he found an architect who
was eminently capable of executing his plans. Thus in 1743 he com-
pleted the Opera House (p. 57) in a noble, almost classical style,

which presented a marked contrast to the capricious and degraded

taste of the age. As the great monarch, however, had a strong

predilection for designing his new buildings in person, and for

materially altering the designs submitted to him, he found the less

independent successors of Knobelsdorff more subservient to his

wishes. The Palace of Prince Henry (now the University; p. 56),

the Church of St. Hedwig (p. 58), the Royal Colonnades (p. 144),

the Library (p. 57), and the Domed Towers in the Gensdarmen-
Markt (p. 112) are the principal edifices of this period. Frederick also

presented his citizens and officials with several hundred building-

sites, but characteristically insisted that, however modest the

houses erected on them might be , they should present palatial

facades towards the street. Commerce and industry (banking, mar-
itime commerce, the manufacture of china, silk-culture, weaving)
were fostered; the Academy of Sciences, under the auspices of

French savants, awoke to new life; and the collections of art were
materially increased. At the same time a new intellectual era

began to dawn , and to this period belong the authors Lessing
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(1729-81), Moses Mendelssohn (1729-86), and Nicolai (1733-1811),

and the artist Chodoiciecki (1720-1801). Although Berlin suffered

severely during the Seven Years' "War, having been twice occupied
by foreign troops (1757 and 1760), the population had increased by
the end of Frederick's reign to 145,(100.

Under Frederick William II. (178(5-97), Frederick's successor,

I be population increased much more rapidly, and in the year 1800
it amounted to no fewer than 172,000. Considerable progress

was also made in the province of art. In 1793 ('. G. Langhans
(1733-1808), following the example of Knobelsdorff, erected the

Brandenburg Gate (p. 54) in the classical style, while G. Scha-
dow's Quadriga, with which it was adorned, achieved a new
triumph in the province of sculpture. The architects Gentz and

Gilly also adopted the classical style, while J. A. Carstens, a

native of Schleswig, who began his career in 178s as professor at

the Berlin Academy, inaugurated the revival of classical taste in

painting. The theatre, formerly devoted to French plays, was now
dedicated to the national German drama, which was zealously

cultivated from the year 1796 onwards under the auspices of Ifflaml
(d. 1814).

The Napoleonic disasters by which Berlin was overtaken during

the reign of Frederick William III. (1797-1840) presented only a

temporary obstacle to the progress of the city. The crushing

impression produced by the defeat of the Prussian arms in 1806

and by the French occupation of the city, which lasted till the end

of 1808, was largely counterbalanced by the foundation of the Uni-

versity in 1809. After the establishment of peace in 1815, art,

science, and commerce began to flourish anew. The university

took the highest rank among the learned institutions of Germany

;

William and Alexander von Humboldt , Hitter, Hegel, F. ron

Savigny, Schleiermacher , Bockh, Lachmaun, and many other

famous men lived and worked at Berlin; and the drama now
attained its highest pitch of excellence. At this period the most

distinguished architect was Friedrich >Schinkel (17S1-1S41), who
was equally capable as a painter, as his sketches for the frescoes

of the hall of the old museum testify (see p. 71), and many ad-

mirable buildings, both in the classical and Gothic style, were

erected by this great master in Berlin and the environs. It was

his aim to build as the ancient Greeks would have built had they

lived among us, and it was due to his teaching that the found-

ation-stone of a national artistic revival was laid. He was the

architect of the Royal Guard House (1S1S: p. 5S), the Royal

Theatre (1821; p. Ill), the Palace Bridge (p. 62), the Old Museum
(1828; p. 71), the Werder Church (in the Gothic style), the Aca-

demy of Architecture (1834; p. 131), the Monument on the Kreuz-
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berg, and the Palace of Count Reclern t'p. 54) at Berlin, and of the

Palaces of Babelsberg (p. 190), Glienickc <p. 190), and Charlotten-

hof (p. 188), and the Church of St. Nicholas at Potsdam (p. 184;,

while his numerous designs exercised no inconsiderable influence on

the architecture of other countries. Berlin architects long counted

it the highest fame to be reckoned among his pupils. As Schinkel

reigned supreme at Berlin in the province of architecture, so did

Christian Daniel Pouch (1777-1857) in that of sculpture, eclipsing

his senior, G. Nchadnw, and still more so his contemporary, Fr.

Tieck. In him the hero-worship of the period of the wars of inde-

pendence found an admirable illustrator, and portrait-sculpture now
received a new impulse. Far inferior to these architects and sculptors

were the painters of this period (Wach, K. Begas. Hensel, Klober,

K. Blechen, and F. Kriiger), whose names are hardly known out of

their native place. — The long years of peace in the latter part of

this reign contributed materially to the external prosperity of

Berlin. Commerce and industry, the latter stimulated by the exer-

tions of Beuth, were greatly benefited by the construction of high-

roads, the foundation of the Zollverein, and the abolition of the

monopoly of the guilds; and the city now began to lose the official

and garrison-like air with which it had hitherto been pervaded.

In 1838 the railway to Potsdam was opened. From 201,000 in

1819 the population had in 1840 increased to 329,000.

During the following reign, that of Frederick William IV.

(1840-61), the cultivation of art seemed likely to progress far more
rapidly. The favourable conditions of that monarch's reign were
enhanced by the enthusiasm and refined artistic taste of the king

himself, who often acted as his own architect. The prospect, how-
ever, was not entirely realised. The building of a cathedral, the

king's favourite project, and of the Royal Burial Vault (Campo
Santo) was never carried out; and although the architecture of the

city was enriched by the completion of the Xew Museum, the dome
of the palace, and numerous other edifices, most of them lack the

imposing grandeur of Schinkel's creations. The leading architects

of this period were F. A. Stiller (d. 1805), to whom most of the

government-buildings were entrusted, Solhr (d. 1853; St. Michael's

Church; p. 136), C. F. Lcmghans (d. 1869: remodelling of the Opera
House; p. 57), Struck (d. 'l880; St. Peter's; p. 138), Knoblauch
(d. 1805). and Hitzig (d. 1881), the last two chiefly eminent in the

field of domestic architecture. — In the department of painting

also the revival which had been anticipated from the presence of

Cornelius (from 1841; d. 18(17; p. 106) and Kaulhach (d. 1874;

p. 88) was never realised; while the originality of Ad. Menzel (b.

1815) was not duly appreciated. To the labours of Ratich, on the

other hand, whose masterpiece, the statue of Frederick the Great,

is justly admired, and to those of his numerous pupils (Drake,
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Bliiser, A. Wolf, Kiss, etc.), the art of sculpture was indebted
for its high repute during this reign. — After the introduction of

railways Berlin increased rapidly in importance as a commercial
and industrial centre. In 1849 the population was 4:24,000, and in

1860 it had increased to 4110,000.

During the reign of the Emperor William 1. (Prince Regent
from 1858, King 1801-88) the prosperity of Berlin made still more
rapid strides. In 1871, indeed, began that marvellous activity in

industry and commerce which has obtained for Berlin a place among
the great capitals of the world with a rapidity hitherto unknown
except in the case of American towns. The population (820,000 in

1871, 1,000,000 in 1877, 1,500,000 in 18S8) was trebled, and by the

end of the 19th cent., under the Emperor Frederick (1888) and
Emperor William II. (ascended the throne June 5th, 1888), it had
risen to a sum total (including the adjacent suburbs) of 2,500,000.

Art also has revived, especially in the department of architec-

ture. The Rathaus or Town Hall (begun in 1859; p. 139), the Ex-

change (p. 140), and the Synagogue (p. 151) were the first of a long

series of imposing edifices, in which a complete revolution in taste

manifests itself. The prevailing tendency is to attach more im-

portance to solidity of material and the artistic ornamentation of

the interior, and to use colour more freely. Since 1870 the classic

tradition of Schiukel has been supplanted by a strong leaning

towards the Renaissance, though the stricter Italian style has

seldom been followed. The baroque-like forms of the later Ger-

man Renaissance were found more congenial, and the pronounced

baroque style associated with the name of Schliiter became ulti-

mately the dominating feature in domestic architecture. The new
Building of the Imperal Diet (p. 101), by Wallot, marks a distinct

advance in the standard of architectural forms. The Italian baroque

style applied in the new Cathedral (p. 02) makes a somewhat foreign

impression. On the other hand mediaeval styles of architecture have

been most in vogue for the numerous churches built since 1890,

especially the Romanesque style, which is well illustrated in the

Emperor William Memorial Church (p. 178). Mediaeval forms, espe-

cially those characteristic of the brick architecture of the 51 ark of

Brandenburg, have also been preferred for barracks and for such

public institutions as the Charite (p. 155) and the Central Post Office

(p. 141). More important than these examples of varying fashion in

architecture are the great creations produced by the specific de-

mands of modern times, such as the railway stations with their

enormous departure -halls (nearly all entirely rebuilt since 187(1),

the hospitals built on the pavilion system, and especially the palatial

business offices and warehouses. This last type of building, which

has already changed the appearance of whole streets, was initiated

by Kayser & von Groszheim in the Rosen-Strasse (p. 142), and car-

JJaedeker'" Rori;.! 4
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ried to its height by Messe.l in Wertheim's Emporium (p. 115). The

so-called 'modern style', as illustrated in the shops and offices by

Rieth, may also be mentioned here. Suburban villas show a leaning

towards forms borrowed from England and the North of Europe.

The Ministerial Offices (pp.113, 114), the Chamber of Deputies

(p. 121), the Royal Stables (p. 69), and other palatial edifices usu-

ally follow the beaten track. Ludwlg Hoffmann, the designer

of the High Court of Justice at Leipsic, who has held the post of

city-architect since 1896, has adopted a happy compromise, typically

exemplified in the schools, hospitals, municipal offices, and baths

built under his careful supervision. Liicae, Adler, Elide, Gropivs,

Cremer & Woljfenstein, Raschdorff, Schwechten, Otzen, G rise-

bach, and Ihne may also be mentioned among the creators of the

most successful buildings of recent date. — In sculpture iSieiue-

ring and Schaper have adhered to the noble repose of the school

of Rauch, while the gifted Reiuhold Begas exhibits a pictorial

style, with motives bordering on the baroque. The wholesale pro-

duction of monumental statuary has rather expanded the field of

sculpture then added to its intrinsic merit. Among the many
younger mast ers may be mentioned Eberlein,Herter,Briitf,Mauzel,

Lessing, and UpJtues. — In painting the movement towards monu-
mental ar#' expected after the summoning of ^1. von Werner to

Berlin in 1871 did not take place. The fine paintings in the dome
of the Arsenal are by F. Geselschap , and the mural paintings in

the entrance -hall of the Rathaus are by Miildenbruch, while

Hugo Vogel has also produced important scries of works. The
veteran Adolf von ]\Ienzel is still the central figure in the art circles

of the capital, while among other masters in the front rank may
be mentioned the genre-painters L. Kuans, Karl Becker, and Paid
Meyerlieim ; the landscape-painters Herfel, Bracht, and Lndwig ;

and the portrait-painters G. Richter, Gussoiv, and Scheurenberg.
Max Liebermann started an 'impressionist' movement, somewhat
in the style of the famous Munich 'Secession', and he has been follow-

ed by L. von Hofmann, Hans Herrmann, and Leistikow, the

landscape-painters, Lepsius, the portrait-painter, and many others

among the younger artists.

Contemporaneously with the rise of architecture the Appi.ikd

Arts, which since the misfortunes of Napoleon's time had made no pro-

gress, received a stimulating impetus. This was initiated by the

completion of the interior of the Rathaus by Bernhard Kolscher,
in which can be traced a change from the style of Schinkel to that

of the Renaissance. The increasing prosperity of the town after

1870 caused a demand for more luxurious and more artistic domestic
interiors. The Museum of Industrial Art (p. 122), founded in 1868,

made its influence strongly felt in this field. The increased activity

in this branch of art is shown not only by the extraordinary multipli-
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cation of artistic upholsterers and the like, but also by the long list

of excellent artists who devote themselves in whole or part to deco-
rative art. Among these may be mentioned, besides architects, the
painters Doepler, Koch, Lechter, and EckmaiM, and the sculptors
Lessiny, Wiedmaii, and Voi/el. Fine specimens of typographical
work and book illustration are produced by the Government Printing
(Mice, the painter Sattler, and others. Chandeliers and artistic

designs in brackets for gas and electric lighting are nowhere better
made than in Berlin; while cabinet-making and carpet-weaving hold
a high place among the industries of the city. The arts of the
jeweller, the goldsmith, and the silversmith, enamelling, the pro-
duction of stained glass, and the manufacture of brass and bronze
articles, are also carried on very successfully. The Royal Porcelain
Factory is described at p. 171.

As regards the General Aspect, Berlin suffers from the
dead level of its site, and also, since three-quarters of its buildings
are quite modern, from a certain lack of historical interest. The
Church of St. Nicholas (p. 139), the Church of St. Mary (p. 14-2), the

Kloster-Kirche (p. 143), and the Chapel of the Holy Ghost (p. 141)

are practically the only buildings remaining of the old town (p. 45),

which consisted of some narrow, crooked streets of dwelling-houses

(pp. 138, 142), and a few larger cloisters and hospitals grouped
round the Town Hall. With improved means of locomotion the

inner town has now gradually become the commercial nucleus of

Berlin, like the City in London. Immense and palatial buildings

have arisen, occupied from floor to ceiling by business offices and

warerooms alone. The approaches to the old town have been

widened, new ones have been built, and the Spree has been cleared

of obstructions. The neighbourhood of the Royal Palace (p. (14)

has, at the personal initiative of Emperor William II., been almost

wholly remodelled in harmony with the baroque forms of the palace

itself. The Schloss-Platz, the Opern-Platz, and the Linden together

form a broad and magnificent thoroughfare of the first rank, such as

may possibly be paralleled in Vienna, but certainly not in either

London or Paris. The street known as Unter den Linden (p. 54),

which had hardly lived up to its ancient reputation, has again become
one of the chief arteries of traffic, thanks to the development of the

Kbnigs-Platz and the N.W. quarters, and to the construction of the

Stadtbahn to the N. of it. The old houses are disappearing, magni-

ficent hotels and business premises have sprung up, while the

avenues of trees, the footpaths, and the Pariser-Platz near the

Brandenburg Gate, have been altered and modernised. The system

on which the Friedrichstadt , to the S. of the Linden, is laid out,

points to its origin in the mere will of the sovereign (p. 4(5). The

regular streets crossing each other at right angles were not caused

4*
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by the needs, of traffic; the few squares, such as the Gendarmeu-
Murkt, have been arbitrarily inserted. Here also, however, the old

houses have been replaced by magnificent new buildings, notably in

the chief streets. The Behren-Strasse, the chief residence of the

diplomats down to 1870, the Mauer-Strasse, and the Kanonier-

Strasse, all now contain numerous banking-houses. The Spittel-

.Markt and the Hausvoigtei-Platz (p. 13:2) are commercial centres,

while the invasion of the residential quarters by business premises

progresses steadily towards the W. and already extends far up the

l.cipziger-Strasse.

Xeither the expansion of the town in the 1 sth century, noi' the

system of building adopted in lK<;o, was conducive to originality

or variety in the different quarters. For miles the whole ground

was systematically marked out, without any great consideration of

the characteristic difference between the wide main arteries and

such smaller side-streets as might be found necessary. The enormous
prices of the large building-lots, which were generally very narrow

in proportion to their depth, necessitated the building of high houses

with narrow courts. All over the town we find on the same plots

expensive residences in front and cheaper ones behind, thus caus-

ing a great mixture of classes, and great monotony of street effects.

It is only within recent years that some of the suburbs have been

laid out on the villa-system.

Just as in London, Paris, and other capitals, so in Berlin, the

upper classes tend on the whole to live in the W. end of the town,

while the E. end is given over to factories and workshops. The
Sorrn- Eastern Quarter is the scat of the more skilled industries,

such as cabinet-making and the manufacture of articles in bronze

and other metals. The place of the old building-yards and factories

is gradually being taken by the so-called Hi'ife, huge, many-storied

buildings^ often enclosing three or four interior courts, and airy

and well lighted from floor to ceiling, while the motive power for

the machinery is furnished by steam or electricity. Similar erec-

tions serve as warehouses for industrial samples sent from every

part of Germany. The permission to run their waste into the Spree

being denied them, all the tanneries, fulling-mills, and dye-works
situated on the river will soon he transplanted to the upper Spree

at Kiipenick (p. 194). Single blocks of imposing buildings, such as

hospitals, churches, and barracks, are to be seen more towards the

centre of the town, though some barracks are also found in the

S. quarters, near the large parade-ground on the Tempelhofer Peld,

which here marks the limit of the town's development.— The North-
Eastern Quarter is the seat of the home woollen and clothing

industries, and contains little worth seeing. The Friedrichshain

(p. 14")), however, forms a pleasant oasis here. Farther out is the

Central Slaughter House, with its attendant industries.
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The Northern Quarter was from 1860 to 1880 the seat of great

machine works and foundries. Since then the manufactories have been

transferred to the N.W. as far as the neighbourhood of Tegcl, and the

buildings containing the Physical Science Schools and their collec-

tions now stand on the site of the old royal iron-found rv. In the

extreme N. are the suburbs of Panhne and Sehonhanseu, the

latter with a beautiful park. — The North -West Quarter is

being given over more and more to barracks, courts-of-law, and

the medical institutes of the University. The district of Moabit
consists chiefly of dwellings of a modest character. The Himsa
Quarter (p. 167), on the other hand , which lies beyond the Spree

and adjoins the park of Schloss Bellevue, can boast of several

streets of high-class residences.

The Western Quarter is the favourite residence of the well-to-

do inhabitants on account of its proximity to the Tiergarten. In

place of the large park and small villas which once surrounded

the woods, the aristocratic Tierijarten Quarter has arisen since

1850, with its handsome villas, gardens, and private roads, stretch-

ing on the S. to the Landwehr Canal and on the W. to the Zoological

Garden. The gardens, however, are gradually disappearing before

the encroachments of bricks and mortar, the ground to the S. of the

canal being almost entirely built over. The entrance of the Pots-

damer-Strasse marks the commencement of the business quarter.

The Kurfiirsten- Daiinn, a magnificent street beginning on the S.

side of the Zoological Garden, runs to the S.AV. to the Gruuewald,

chiefly on ground belonging to Charlottenburg and Halensee. This

tine street opens up an extensive new district in which groups of

houses, of the size of small towns, are springing up from year to

year. The surroundings of the GrnntwaM (p. 176), which marches

with Halensee, are given over to villas. To the N. the W. end of

Berlin borders on Charlottenbvrfj, to the S. on Selwneberg and

Wilmersdorf, the space once intervening between the city and these

suburbs being now entirely built over.

Almost every part of Berlin offers a pleasing picture. Its streets

enjov a model cleanliness, and a system of main drainage, radiating

in twelve directions, carries off all its sewage to distant fields.

There are few dark lanes or alleys even in the oldest parts of the

city. Nearly all the newer houses have balconies, gay in summer
with flowers and foliage. The public squares are embellished with

gardens, monuments, and fountains, and the newer churches also

are generally surrounded by small pleasure-grounds. The numerous

bridges are nearly all beautified by sculpture. The centres of

traffic, such as the Jannowitz-Briicke and the Trebbiner-Strasse,

with their network of railway-lines, and the navigation on the river,

offer scenes of remarkable animation.
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1. Unter den Linden. Platz am Opernhaus.
The handsomest and busiest part of Berlin, which likewise com-

prises the most interesting historical associations, is the line of streets

extending from the Brandenburg Gate to the Royal Palace, consi-

sting of *Unter den Linden (PI. R, 20, 23), the Platz am Opern-

haus, and the Platz am Zeughaus. The Linden, a street 198 ft. in

width, deriving its name from the avenues of lime-trees (interspersed

with chestnuts) with which it is planted, resembles the Boulevards

of Paris, although inferior in length, and is flanked with handsome

palaces, spacious hotels and restaurants, and attractive shops, which

during the last decade have gradually replaced the older buildings

(see p. 51). The Linden is to Berlin what Bond Street and Picca-

dilly are to London, the corner of the Friedrich-Strasse presenting

a most animated picture , especially in the afternoon and evening.

The length of the street from the Brandenburg Gate to the Monu-
ment of Frederick the Great is about % M., to the palace -gate

about 1 M.
The *Brandenburg Gate (PI. R, 20, 19), at the W. end of the

Linden, forms the entrance to the town from the Tiergarten (see

p. 168). It was erected in 1789-93 by C. G. Langhans in imitation

of the Propylsea at Athens, and has five different passages, separated

by massive Doric columns. The material is sandstone. The struc-

ture (85 ft. in height, including the figure , and 205 ft. in width) is

surmounted by a Quadriga of Victory, in copper, by Schadow.
This was taken to Paris by the French in 1807 and destined to

adorn the triumphal arch in the Place du Carrousel, but it was

restored in 1814. The iron cross (under the eagle) was added after

its return. The gate is flanked with handsome open Colonnades
for foot-passengers, built by Strack in 1868; the statue of Mars in

that to the S. is by Schadow.
Tramways (pp. 15-21) run from the Brandenburg Gate to Moabit (Nos. 9,

14, 15, & 24), the Wedding -Platz (24), the Stettin Railway Station, the
Kastanien-AUee (51), the Danziger-Strasse (52), the Kupfergraben (N, 0),
the Spittel-Markt, the Silesian Station (9), Bixdorf (15), the Marheineke-
Platz (14), the Nollendorf-Platz (51), the LUtzow-Platz (52), the Zoological
Gardens, Wilmersdorf (0), and Charlottenburg (N). The Bingbahn (Nob. 1

& 2) also passes the gate.

Between the gate and the beginning of the Linden lies the

Pariser-Platz, so named after the victories of 1814, and embellish-

ed with pleasure-grounds. No. 5, on the N. side , is the French
Embassy.

Unter den Linden, No. 1 (S. side), at the corner of the Pariser-

Platz, is the Palace of Count Redern, rebuilt by Schinkel in 1833

in the Florentine style. On the right, beyond it, diverges the

Wilhelm-Strasse (p. 112). No. 3, on the same side, contains the
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offices of the Berliner Lokal-Auzeiger , where the latest tele-

grams and original illustrations of events of the day are exhibited.

Xo. 4, farther on, with a sculptured frieze by Eberlein, is the

office of the Minister of Religion, and Education ; Xos. 5 &6
form the imposing Hotel Bristol (PI. a); No. 7 is the palace of the

Russian. Embassy, erected by Knoblauch in 1*40-41. No. 73 , on

the X. side, occupied by the Minister of the Interior, was com-
pleted by Emmerich in 1K77, and has an imposing sandstone fagade

in the Greek Renaissance style.

At No. iiSa, on the N. side, is the ''Aquarium (PI. R, 20, 23;

entrance in the Schadow-Str.), founded by Prof. Brehm, and opened

in 18li9. Director, Dr. Hermes (adm., see p. 34; catalogue 50 pf.).

The collection is exhibited in a grotto-like corridor about ."00 yds.
in length, which occupies, two floors. We first enter the Reptile House,
which contains gigantic lizards and snakes of all kinds . some of the
poisonous varieties attaining a length of 12 ft. The Geological Grotto,
which comes next, contains birds (gulls, cockatoos) and a large seal. This
is followed by the large Bird House, among the inmates of which the
weaver-birds arc specially worthy of notice. Here also are the cages of the
apes (chimpanzees) and monkeys, and, to the left and right of the entrance,

tanks containing salamanders, crocodiles, and tortoises. After these comes
the Aquarium proper, with an excellent collection of fresh and salt

water fish. We finally descend, with breeding -tanks for salmon and
trout on either side, to the lower rooms, containing other curiosities of

the deep and a refreshment-bar.

Farther along the Linden, on the S. side (Xos. 17 & 18), is

the Hotel Westminster
,
with a cafe (p. 11). Behind this, in the

Behren-Str. (No. 55), which we may reach through the arcade called

the Linden-Galerie, is the Met ropol-Theater (p. 28). Xo. 12 in the

Linden, occupied by Alessrs. Fasskessel <t IMiintmann, and Xo. Ki,

with the flower-shop of J. C. Schmidt , were both built by Grise-

bach. Then follows (Xos. 22 & 23), near the Friedrich-Str., the

Passage or Kaiser-Galerie (PI. R, 23, 22), built in 1809-73 by

Kyllmann & Heyden, which leads to the corner of the Kriedrich-

Strasse and Behren-Rtrasse (p. 110). The facades within and without

are finished with terracotta in a rich Renaissance style. The arcade

(24 ft. broad, 40 ft. high) contains shops, the Cafe Keck, the Kaiser-

Panorama, (p. 2s ), and the Passage Panopticum (p. 2S).

Tramways (pp. Ill, 20) run from the Intersection of the Fried rich- Strasse

and Behren-Strasse to the Schlesische Briicke (83, 84), to Treptow (83), to

the Hasenheide (95), to the Hallesche Thor and the Kreuzberg (!»i), and
to Tempelhof and Mariendorf (!l(5 and IV).

Bevond the Friedrich-Strasse, on the S. side (Xo. 2(1), is the

Cafe Bauer, with wall-paintings by A. von Werner, A. Hertel, and

others. Farther on (Xo. 35) is the imposing red. sandstone building

of the Diskonto- Gesellschaft , by Ende & Bockmann. — On the

X". side (Xo. 39) stands the Grand Hotel cle Rome. Close by, Char-

lotten-Str. 43, is the building of the Society of German Engineers,

by Reimer & Korte.

For Tramways from the Charlotten-Strasse, see p. 153.
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At the E. end of Unter den Linden rises the *Monument to
Frederick the Great (PL R, 23), in bronze , an impressive and

masterly work by Ranch, erected in 1851 (44 ft. in height). On the

top the great king is represented on horseback, with an ermine

mantle and his crutch-handled stick. The pedestal is divided into

three sections. The uppermost section contains scenes from Fred-

erick's life and his apotheosis, with figures of Moderation, Justice,

Wisdom, and Strength at the corners. At the corners of the central

section are four equestrian figures : Prince Henry of Prussia and Duke
Ferdinand of Brunswick on the E., and Generals Zieten and Seydlitz

on the W. Between these are placed spirited lifesize groups of other

contemporaries and officers of the king, including Prince Augustus
"William and Keith (E. side) , Kleist , Winterfeldt , and Tauentzien

(N. side), Leopold of Anhalt-Dessau and Schwerin (S. side), Lessing,

Kant , and Graun (W. side). The lowest section contains the de-

dication and the names of other distinguished men, chiefly soldiers

of the time of Frederick.

To the right (S.) of the monument is the Palace of Emperor
"William I. (PL R, 23; adm., see p. 36), erected by C. F. Lang-
ham in 1834-36, with a balcony supported by four Doric columns.

The decorations of the interior are by Strack.
Interior. The Ground Floor contains the simple rooms of the

Emperor, crowded with furniture and souvenirs of all kinds. The Fah-
nenzimmer, to the E. of the main entrance, contains a picture by Camp-
hausen (William I. entering Berlin in 1871). Beyond the Ministers'
Boom is the Emperor's Study, from the corner-window of which he was
wont to watch the passing guard. It is preserved unchanged and contains
many reminiscences of the old Kaiser. Behind the library is the
bedroom (not shown) in which he died on March 9th, 1888. — The Stair-
case is adorned with three Victories by Bauch, busts of Frederick the
Great and William I. (the latter by Kopf), and other sculptures.— On the
Upper Floor are the Apartments of the Empress Augusta, including
her Study (with view of her monument and the Schloss), containing a
picture by Pesne of Frederick the Great as a child, and the room (not
shown) in which she died on Jan. 7th, 1890. — The W. part of this floor

is occupied by the handsome Reception Booms.

Opposite the palace is the Royal Academy Building (PI. R,

23), erected by Nering about 1690 and remodelled in 1749, containing

the Academy of Art and the Academy of Science, founded in

1694 and 1700 respectively by Frederick I. For the two Academies
a new building is to be erected, two-thirds of which is to be devoted

to the Royal Library (see p. 57). For the new building of the

Academy of Arts in Charlottenburg, see p. 172.

The University Buildings (PI. R, 23) , formerly the palace

of Prince Henry, brother of Frederick II., built by the elder Bou-
mann in 1748-66 and fitted up in 1809 for the then recently-founded

university (Friedrich Wilhelms-Universitat), were remodelled in

the interior in 1891. In 1901-2 the university was attended by 6857

students and 6325 'hearers', and had a teaching-staff of about 415.
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The front garden is adjoined by seated figures of William (A. 1835)

and Alexander von Humboldt (A. 1850), the former by Paul Otto,

the latter by R. Begas. In the garden itself is a marble statue of

the physiologist Helmholtz (d. 1*94), by Herter, which is to be ac-

companied by another of the historian Heiniich von Treitsclike

(A. 1806), by Siemering. The handsome Aula was formerly the ban-

queting-hall of Prince Henry and contains busts of celebrated pro-

fessors. On the second floor of the W. wing is the Christian

Museum (adm., see p. 35), with original and copied Christian in-

scriptions and monuments of art ; the casts, arranged in chronological

order, illustrate the whole Christian period down to the present day.

— Behind the left wing is the University Garden, with a collec-

tion of the chief medical and industrial plants. In the chestnut

grove between the garden and the Singing Academy (p. 58) is a

bronze statue, by Hartzer, of Mitscherlich (A. 1863), the chemist.

The Royal Library (Kotu't/liche Bibliotliek; PI. R, 23, 2-2),

behind the Palace of Emp. William I. and facing the Opern-Platz,

was erected in 1775-80 by Boumann the. Younger from plans drawn
by Unger, and is one of the most effective rococo structures in

Berlin, though sometimes likened to a chest of drawers. The build-

ing is copied from the Winter Riding School of the Vienna Hof-

burg. The motto below the cornice, 'nutrimentum spiritus', was
selected by Frederick the Great. The groundfloor is devoted to

offices, while the library , for which a new building is planned (see.

p. 56), is upstairs. The reading-room is in the centre of the second

floor, the newspapers, maps, and music in the annexe, Behren-Str. 42.

Director-General, Prof. Wilmauns. Adm., see p. 37.

The Library, which was founded in lBiil, now contains about 1,000,000
vols, and 30,000 MSS. Among the chief treasures may be mentioned part
of the MS. of Luther's translation of the Bible; early impressions of

the ninety-tive Theses of 1517 and other works of Luther; Melanchthon's
report of the Diet of Worms ; Joh. Agricola's letter from Eisleben on
Luther's death; Gutenberg's 42-line Bible on parchment, of 1450, the
first large, book printed with movable types; the Cud ex Wittekindi, a MS.
of the Gospels of the 8th cent., said to have been presented by Charlemagne
to the Saxon duke Wittekind; water-colour portraits by Lucas Cranach;
Chinese books; a small octagonal Koran; important musical works, etc.

Some of the older pieces of music are of great historical interest.

Opposite the Library is the Opera House (PI. R, 23; perform-

ances, see p. 26), erected by Knohelsdorff in 1741-43, and restored

by C. F. Lanc/haiis after a fire in 1843. The interior was remo-

delled in 1805. The tympanum contains an admirable *Group in

zinc, by Rietschel: in the centre the muse of music; on the right

the tragic and comic muses with the bautering satyr, the dramatic

poet with the arts of painting and" sculpture; on the left a dancing

group with the Three Graces.

Between the Library and the Opera House stands a marble mon-

ument, by Schaper, to the Empress Augusta, uuveiled in 1895.
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The reliefs on the pedestal represent the nursing of the wounded in

war and the education of children. In front of it is the Kaiser-

Vase, a huge vase presented by the Empress Augusta to the Emp.
William I. on his 90th birthday (Mar. 22nd, 1887). — In the back-

ground is the Roman Catholic Church of St. Hedwig (Hedwigs-
Kirche ; PI. R, 22), a simplified imitation of the Pantheon at Rome,
erected by Frederick the Great in 1747-73. It was not till 1886-87

that the copper-sheathed dome was surmounted by the lantern and

cross demanded by the spirit of the original design. The unfinished

representation of the Adoration of the Magi in the pediment (1898,

by N. Geiger) and the decoration of the interior with stained-glass

windows are also the work of the last few years. Close by is the

Presbytery, built in 1900 by Cremer & Wolffenstein in a tasteful

baroque style.— The Dresdner Bank, Behren-Str. 38, is by Heim;
behind the Roman Catholic church is the bank of the Berliner

Kassenverein (No. 2) , by Ende & Bockmann , which is connected

with the older building (by Gropius & Schmieden) in the Oberwall-

Strasse (No. 3).

Five *Statues of famous generals by Rauch, over lifesize,

embellish the square in front of the Opera House. Between the

latter and the palace of the Empress Friedrich is Bliicher (d. 1819),

a bronze figure, 11 ft. high, with drawn sword, resting one foot

on a cannon, erected in 1826, on a pedestal 13 ft. in height. To

the right and left are bronze statues of York (d. 1830) and

Gneisenau (d. 1831), both erected in 1855. In front of the guard-

house are marble figures of Billow (d. 1816) and Scharnhorst

(d. 1813), erected in 1822: The pedestals are adorned with reliefs

referring to the wars of 1813-15.

The Royal Guard House (Konigswaehe ; PI. R, 23) was con-

structed by Schinkel in the Doric style in 1816-18 in the form of a

Roman fortified gate. Adjoining it are three large cannon; the cen-

tral one ('La belle Josephine') was brought from Fort Mont Valerien

at Paris in 1871 and has been rechristened 'Valeria'.

At the back of the guard-house is the Ministry of Finance.

To the left of this, and farther back , is the Singing Academy
(PI. R, 23), erected in 1825 and renowned for the excellent acoustic

properties of its concert-hall. The academy was founded by Fasch
in 1791 , and afterwards came under the management of Zelter

(d. 1832). Concerts, see p. 29.

Tramways (see pp. 15-21) run from the Opern-Platz to the Lehrte
Station, Moabit (12, 13), to Plbtzensee (12), to the Wedding-Platz (34), to the
Stettin Station (33), to the Gesundbrunnen (34, 39), to the Vineta-Platz (40),

to the Schbnhausen Gate (53, 54), to the Danziger-Strasse (53), to the Spittel-

Markt (12, 13), to the Gbrlitis Station (91), to the Halle Gate, Kixdorf (53),

to the Marheineke - Platz (39), to the Kreuzberg (34), to the Potsdamer-
Platz (54), to Schoneberg (40), and to Charlottenburg (33, 54); also from
the Dorotheen-Strasse (on the N.) to the Zoological Gardens, Wilmers-
dorf (0)^ and to Charlottenburg (N); and from the FranzOsische-Strasse
(on the S.) to the Si'-»i»" Station i"801 and to the Nollendoif-Platz (60).
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To the E. uf the Royal Guard House (p. 58), and fronting to

the X., is the *Arsenal (Zenylxnis; PI. R, 23, 2C>), one of the

best buildings in Berlin, begun by Xeriny in 1(>94 and carried to

completion by Griiubery, SchWer (1G98-99), and De Bodt (170(i).

It is a square structure, each side of which is 295 ft. in length,

enclosing a quadrangle 12") ft. square. The exterior is richly adorned
with sculptures by Sehliiter. In 1877-80 the interior underwent, a

thorough alteration under the superintendence of Hitziy (d. 1X81),

and it was re - opened as a Military Museum and Hall of Fame
of the Prussian Army. The arlistic decoration of the Hall of

Fame was completed in 1.H91. The commandant of the Arsenal is

General ran Useclom, while Dr. von. Ubisch is the curator of the

collections (adm., see p. 35; official handbook 50 pf.).

The main portal is in the middle of the S. facade. The bronze
bust of Frederick I. above it and the allegorical figures to the right

and left are by Hvlot.

The rooms of the Ground Flook, unfortunately somewhat poorly
lighted , are separated by handsome iron railings and adorned with
mural paintings in grisaille (siege operations) by Buryer. The
rooms to the right (E.) of the vestibule contain the Museum of
Artillery, those to the left (W.) are devoted to the Museum of
Military Enyineeriny.

The collection of artillery is nearly complete from the end of the
14th century onwards, though the number of fine artistic specimens
is comparatively small. The following objects are specially worthy of
attention: (to the right) old flint-lock muskets and orgues; No. 154 (in

the corner), so-called golden cannon of 1641; adjacent, 17th cent, cannon
made of leather; No. :I37. richly chased 48-pounder, made at Liibeck in

1669 for Holland and discovered at Paris in 1814; Nos. 186, 187, :«4, and
188 (between the pillars), cannon of the time of the Great Elector, the
last, covered with ornamentation; farther on, opposite a balloon-gun of
1870-71, a cannon dedicated to the Elector Albert Achilles, one of eleven
cast by Jacobi in 1708 by command of King Frederick I.; No. 590 (near
the. end of the room), orgue used by Schill's volunteers, who made in

1809 a. brave hut unsuccessful attempt to free Prussia from the French
yoke; Chinese cannon captured in 1901.

The Museum of Military Engineering (left side) contains models of

objects connected with pioneering and artillery. Here also are models
of old French fortresses (including Sedan, Paris, and Strasshurg), brought
from Paris in 1814; model-plans of the battles of Diippel (1864), Konig-
griitz (18(iii), and St. Privat (1870); and a model of the Hohkonigsburg
near Schlettstadt, in Alsace. — The sarcophagi designed by Sehliiter for

King Frederick I. and Queen Sophie Charlotte are also temporarily on
view here (see p. 150).

Opposite the vestibule is the entrance to the glass-roofed Court,

round which are ranged groups of French cannon, overhung by

French flags, both captured in the war of 1870-71. The centre is

occupied by a colossal marble figure of Borussia, by R. Bey as.

The *Heads of Dying "Warriors on the keystones of the windows
(widely known as the Masks of Sehliiter) are very striking.

From the back of the court two flights of steps, adorned with
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sculptures by K. Begas, ascend to the Hall of Fame, which occupies

the N. wing of the Upper Story and consists of three sections—
the 'Herrscherhalle' in the middle and the two 'Feldherrnhallen'

at the sides.

The 'Hall of the Rulers', which is 70 ft. square and nearly 70 ft.

high, is lighted from the roof. The *Triumphal Procession on the

dome, the large *Paintings in "the spandrels (Resuscitation of the

German Empire, War, Peace, and Valhalla), and the four Virtues of

Rulers (Bravery, Justice,Wisdom, and Moderation) in the corners, are

all by Geselschap. In the side-niches are the following paintings

:

Homage of the Silesian Estates in 1741 , by Camphausen; Assem-
bling of the Volunteers at Breslau in 1813, by BleMreu; Coronation

of Frederick I. at Konigsberg in 1701, by A. von Werner; and

the Proclamation of the German Empire at Versailles in 1871, also

by Werner. The sculptures include a marble Victory by Schaper
(in the central recess, opposite the entrance), eight bronze statues

of Prussian rulers from the Great Elector to the Emperor William I.,

by Encke, Brunow, Hilgers, Hundrieser, Schider, and Siemering,

and busts of Scharnhorst, Stein, Bismarck, and Roon.

The 'Halls of the Generals' are each adorned with six mural
paintings of battles. Those in the hall to the left (W.) are the Battle

of Turin (1706), by Knackfuss ; the Passage of the Kurische Haff by

the Great Elector (1679), by Simmler ; the Battle of Fehrbellin(1675),

by Janssen; Torgau (1760), by Janssen; Hohenfriedberg (1745), by

Janssen; and Frederick the Great before the battle of Leuthen (1757),

by Roeber. Those in the hall to the right (E.) are the Capitulation

at Sedan (1870), by Steffeck; the Storming of St. Privat (1870), by

Bleihtreu; the Meeting of King William and the Crown Prince at

Koniggratz (1866), by Hilnten; the Allied Monarchs at Leipsic(1813),

by Schuch; Waterloo (Belle Alliance; 1815), by Bleibtreu; and

Dttppel (1864), by Roeber. The plastic ornamentation includes colos-

sal bronze busts of 32 eminent leaders of the Prussian army and

four allegorical figures in marble. Two of the latter, by Begas
('Science of War' and 'Power'), are in the W. hall, and two by
Schaper ('Enthusiasm' and 'Loyalty') in the E. hall. The busts were
executed under the superintendence of R. Begas by various sculp-

tors. Those in the hall to the left represent Sparr and Derfflinger,

Schoning and Treffenfeld , Prince Leopold of Dessau and Schwerin,

Keith and Winterfeld, Prince Maurice of Dessau and Gessler, Duke
Ferdinand of Brunswick and Seydlitz, Prince Henry and Fouque,

Zieten and Belling. In the hall to the right are Bliicher and Prince

Louis Ferdinand, York and Courbiere, Biilow and Kalckreuth, Tauent-

zien and Gneisenau, Kleist and Wrangel, Goeben and Werder, Moltke

and Manteuffel, Crown Prince Frederick William and Prince Fred-

erick Charles.

The W., N., and E. wings of the upper floor are separated from
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the Hall of Fame, by iron railings, and contain the Collection op
Weapons and Akmiutk, which is divided into three sections. The
numbers given below correspond with those on the porcelain labels

attached to the exhibits.

E. Wing. In entering from the E. Hall of the Generals, we have
the Oriental weapons to our right and the European to our left. Special
attention should be paid to the beautiful 15th cent, armour and the tine

gala suits of the Kith cent., mostly bequeathed by Prince Charles of
Prussia (d. 1883), and many of them adorned with reliefs. The chief
specimens are on or near the central pillars; No. (Sua. helmet with the
Judgment of Paris and Abduction of Helen; 59a & b. state armour of
Elector Joachim II., of 1539; t>8. shield with Fall of the Giants; 70. part
of a suit of armour with Roman battles; 74. shield with engagement
under the walls of a fortress; 75. tournament suit of Emperor Charles V.;
84. field suit of Joachim II., 1560; shields with Curtius (85) and Horatius
Codes (87); 105. armour of the Margrave Hans of Kiistrin; 114. shield
witli Hercules; 121. horse armour of Emperor Ferdinand I.; in front of
the last, armour of Francis I. of France.

S. Wish. Chiefly Prussian arms and uniforms up to the time of
Frederick the Great. In the middle of the side next the court are uni-
forms and orders of the Emperors William I. and Frederick III., orders
of Bismarck and Moltke, and keys of the French fortresses captured in

1814 and 1870-71. — On the side next the street, near the middle; swords
(197) of the Brandenburg Electors, and (198) of Emperors Leopold, Ru-
dolph II., and Ferdinand II. — Beyond the centre, 232. souvenirs of
Dertflinger; 233. standards of Henning von Treffcnfeld with symbolic
devices. These are followed by uniforms of the 18th century; on case

278, ensign of a Prussian recruiting officer of the 18th century; tiger

skin and bearskin-cap of Zieten. On the adjoining pillars are portraits of

the tall grenadiers of Frederick William I.

The W. Wino is specially devoted to arms and uniforms of the time
of the Wars of Liberation (1813-1815). At the end of the side next the
street: 417. figures of Prussian soldiers of the period; 412. orders, hat,

and pistols of Napoleon I., captured at Waterloo; 411. uniforms of Fre-

derick William III.; 423. souvenirs of Bliieher. — On both sides of the
central passage are r>s *Lifesize Figures of Prussian 'Soldiers. Those to

the left represent soldiers from the time of the Great Elector down to

1800 and also the royal household troops; to the right, those from 180G
to the present time, ending with the troops in the colonies and the China
expedition.

On the 8. side of the Zeughaus - Platz is the Palace of the
Empress Friedrich (PI. It, "23; no admission), which is connected

with the so-called Palace of the Princesses by an arch over the

Oberwall-Strasse. It owes its present form to the alterations made
by Struck- in 1857 on an earlier palace. It was occupied in 1733-40

by Frederick the Great as Crown Prince, and from 1793 to 1840

by Frederick William III. In 1797 Emperor William I. was born

here. From 18o8 to 1888 it was the winter residence of the Crown
Prince Frederick William and his family. — The last house on this

side is the Residence of the Commandant of Berlin.
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2. Cathedral. Royal Palace. National Mon-
ument to Emperor William I.

In a straight line with the E. prolongation of the Linden, and

spanning the Spree, is the *Schloss-Briieke (Palace Bridge- PL
R, 26), 10G ft. in width, constructed in 1822-24 from designs by
ScJiinkel. It was adorned by Frederick William IV. with eight

groups in marble, over lifesize, illustrative of the life of a warrior.

On the S.: 1. Victory teaches the boy the history of the heroes, by

E. Wolff; 2. Minerva instructs the youth in the use of weapons, by

Schievelbein ; 3. Minerva presents the combatant with arms, by

Moller; *4. Victory crowns the conqueror, by Drake. On the N.:

5. Victory raises the wounded warrior, by Wichmaim ; *6. Minerva

protecting and aiding a combatant, by Bldser ; 7. Minerva inciting

him to a new contest, by A. Wolff; 8. Iris conducts the victorious

fallen warrior to Olympus, by Wredow.

Beyond the bridge extends the Lustgartkn (PI. R, 2G), an open

space 247 yds. in length and 220 yds. in width, originally a garden

belonging to the palace, and afterwards converted into a drill-ground

by Frederick William I. It is now planted with trees and is bounded

by the Old Museum (N.; p. 71), the Cathedral (E.), and the Royal

Palace and the National Monument to Emperor William I. (S.). In the

centre, on a pedestal of granite 20 ft. in height, rises the equestrian

Statue of Frederick William HI., by A. Wolff, inaugurated

on 16th June, 1871, during the festival in celebration of the victories

over the French. The King, in the uniform of a general, is represented

with his right hand outstretched. The pedestal is adorned with alle-

gorical figures of Clio (in front), Borussia with the Rhine and Memel
on the right, Science with Industry and Art on the left, between

them Legislation, and at the back Religion with the olive-branch, a

reference to the Union of the Evangelical Confessions (1817). —
Beyond the statue, in front of the steps of the Old Museum, is a

huge Granite Basin, 22 ft. in diameter and 75 tons in weight, hewn
out of a solid erratic block of ten times the weight.

The *Cathedral {Dam; P1.R,26), completed in 1902, dominates

the Lustgarten and its environs, and with its lofty dome will hence-

forth be the distinguishing feature of any general view of Berlin.

It occupies the site of a former cathedral (built in 1747-50), the

poverty of whose appearance even Schinkel (1816-17) was unable to

remedy, and of the beginnings of a Royal Vault ('Campo Santo'),

dating from the time of Frederick William IV. (1845-48). In 1892 the

Prussian diet granted ten million marks (500,000/.) for the new build-

ing, which was begun in 1894 in the later Italian Renaissance style

by J. C. Raschdorff and his son, Julius Raschdorff. Its dimensions
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are : length 394 ft., breadth 262 ft., height to the main cornice 98 ft,

to the foot of the lantern 240 ft., and to the highest point of the

dome 361 ft. The material is sandstone, with granite for the lower

courses of masonry, while the cupolas, lantern, and roofing are of

copper.

The Vkstihule on the Lustgarten side is two stories high and

262 ft. long. The chief entrance in the centre is high and vaulted;

over the arch arc two bronze angels holding a shield; to the right

and left are bronze figures of Mercy and Truth, modelled by

Widena (nit. On the attic are two ornaments ending in crowns and

a centre-piece containing a figure of Christ by Schaper in copper,

17 ft. in height. The domed towers at the corners, each 279 ft.

high, contain the bells. On the entablature are represented ten

Apostles by Mitnzel, Briitt, Baumhach, Herter, Calandrelli, and

Pfannschmidt. — The Central Dome is octagonal in shape and

measures 125 ft. in external and 102 ft. in internal diameter. The
richly ornamented drum is surmounted by eight ligures of angelic

musicians, 17 ft. in height, by Scliotf.

The interior of the cathedral is tripartite. The Church Proper,

to which the main entrance admits, is surmounted by the dome,

and is lighted from above. The interior of the dome is to be adorned

with mosaic representations of the Eight Beatitudes, after A. von
Werner; the models for the decorative carving are contributed by

O. Lessing and Schnchardt. The body of the church is in the form

of an irregular octagon, and has seats for 19(50 worshippers. In

the semicircular niches in the shorter sides are the pulpit and

galleries. In the longer sides are galleries for the court ( \V.), the

ministers (S.), and the organ and choir (X.). On the E. is the semi-

circular chancel, lighted by three large windows. — On the river-

side are the vestry and robing-rooms, ending in two smaller towers

with cupolas, beneath which are the two carved angels taken from

the old building. Above, on the apse are figures of Moses, by Ja-
nensch, and John the Baptist, by Vogel. — On the S. lies the

"Wedding and Baptismal Chapel, 59 ft. long and 30 ft. wide; it

is roofed with barrel-vaulting and is adorned by sculptures on the

exterior by O. Lessing. — On the X. is the Memorial, Church,
115 ft. in length and breadth. The pentagonal central space is sur-

rounded by small chapels, to contain various monuments. Among
these will be the bronze monument of Elector John Cicero (d. 1499),

by Peter Vischer and his son, finished in 1530, with two represent-

ations of the deceased (see p. 150); the state coffins of the Great
Elector (d. 1688) and his consort Dorothea (d. 1689), and of King
Frederick I. (d. 1713) and his consort Sophia Charlotte (d. 1705),

the last two from designs by Schluter (see p. 59). — A fine staircase

on the E. side, to be embellished by a Descent from the Cross, by

M. Lock, leads from the Memorial Church down to the Hohen-
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zollern Burial Vault. This vault, 15 ft. in height, is destined to

receive the existing 87 coffins of members of the reigning family.
The best view of the cathedral is perhaps obtained from the Spree, near

the Bau-Academie (p. 131), or from the Eagle Pillar near the Royal Palace
(see below). The following walk ronnd the building is to be recommended;
over the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Brtieke (see below), along the right bank of the
river, back across the Friedrichs-Briicke (see p. 146), and thence to the steps
of the Old Museum (see p. 71).

Passing between the cathedral and an annexe of the palace, we
reach the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Briicke (1886-89), with artistic em-
bellishments by Liirssen. Beyond the bridge are two handsome
buildings, dating from 1887, and forming the entrance to the

Kaiser Wilhelm-Strasse (see p. 141).

The *B,oyal Palace (Konigliches Schloss; PI. R, 26) is in the

form of a rectangle 630 ft. in length and 381 ft. in depth, enclosing

two large courts, which are entered by five portals, each bearing a

number. It rises in four stories to the height of 98ft., while the dome
above it is 232ft. high. The original building was a castle erected by
Elector Frederick II. on the Spree in 1443-51. In 1538 Joachim II.

added a wing by Kaspar Theyss, facing the Sohloss-Platz, with a

tilting-yard in front, the whole forming a handsome example of the

German Renaissance, highly praised by contemporary critics. Elec-

tor John George finished the enclosure of the E. court in 1580-95

and began another court to the W. Under the Great Elector, who
at first directed his energies to laying out the Lustgarten, Nering
erected the throne room in 1681 and the round-arched gallery on

the Spree in 1685. The Elector's successor, Frederick I., the first

King of Prussia, determined to replace the irregular pile of build-

ings that had now arisen by a uniform structure of massive and

imposing proportions, and confided the execution of this task to

Andreas Schluter, who began his work in 1693. The gigantic

scheme of alteration thus projected has, however, never been fully

carried out, the part of the building on the Spree and the transverse

building (p. 65) still retaining their original form. In 1706 Schliiter

retired from the direction of the work, as the rebuilding of the

so-called 'Munzturm', which was to be some 300 ft. high (at the

N.W. corner, where the column with the eagle now stands), had
failed. He was succeeded by Johann Friedrich Eosander, sur-

named von Goethe, a native of Sweden, to whom is due the archi-

tecture of the largest court and of the W. facade. In 1716 the

process of alteration was brought by B'dhme to a conclusion for

the nonce, and during the reigns of Frederick II. and Frederick

William II. comparatively trifling additions only were made. In

1825-26 Schinkel restored the apartments of Frederick II. for the
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Crown Prince. The spacious chapel in the W. wing, with its

dome, was constructed in the reign of Frederick William IV. by
Stiller and Schadow (1845-.">2), and greatly enhances the effect of

the exterior. A new period of building activity began under Emp.
William II., who made the palace once more the actual residence of

the reigning sovereign. Great gates of wrought iron were placed in

the five outer portals; a terrace with a landing-stage was constructed

on the river-side; and, finally, the W. wing, with the White Saloon

(see p. tw) and the neighbouring apartments, have recently under-

gone a thorough reconstruction from the designs of Ihiie.

The rooms occupied by the imperial family (no admittance), litted

up in 1888-89, are on the first floor, overlooking the Schloss-Platz. Those
of the Emperor are between Portals I and II, while the apartments of

the Empress adjoin them to the W. Above Portal I is the 'Sternen-Saal'
(Star Hall; with the 'Elisabeth- Saal' above it on the second floor; see
plan of the Royal Palace), containing the colours and standards of
the Berlin regiments. A purple banner, hoisted on the N. side, indicates
the Emperor's presence.

The exterior of the palace exhibits in its two principal fagades,

both by Sehluter, a pleasing diversity of style, that to the S. being

distinguished by monumental severity, while that to the N., over-

looking the Lustgarten (formerly the garden-front), is enlivened with

light and elegant details. The statues on fhe balustrade of the

latter are modern. They represent Emperor William I. as Jupiter,

Empress Augusta as Juno, Emperor Frederick as JIars, and Empress
Frederick as Minerva. The Horse Tamers at Portal IV, two large

bronze groups by Baron Clodt, were presented by the Emperor
Nicholas I. of Russia in 1 s 41 . — The W. Fac/ai>k, by Eosander, with

its great central portal, built in imitation of the triumphal arch

of Septimius Severus, is colder in style, but highly effective.

The two bronze reliefs by ('). Lessing (executed in 1897) represent

Elector Frederick II. as builder of the castle, and King Frederick I.

as builder of the palace.— The S. portion of the water-front, next

the Kurfursten-Brucke, which is well seen from the Burg-Str., with

the round tower known as the '(ireen Hat', behind which lies the

old Palace Chapel, formed part of the castle of Joachim II.; the

adjoining, projecting portion, with the corner-turret, is known as

the 'Herzogin Haus 1

, and dates from the opening years of the 17th

century. Next to the latter is the gallery (p. 64) built by Nering in

168o in a classic Renaissance style, and the facade of the N.E. corner

wing, which was rebuilt at the same time, and was occupied by the

Great Elector, and also, for a time, by Elector Frederick III.

By Portal IV, which is opened by a sentry, we enter the Outer
Court, in the centre of which is a large bronze group of St. Georr/e

and the Dragon, by Kiss (l.Sli">). The transverse building bounding

the court on the E. belongs to the old structure of 15M0, though

its decorative details are modern.

A passage leads hence to the -'-Inner Court, which is considered

TtAu.mr.KicR's Berlin. 5
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one of Schltiter's masterpieces; it is surrounded on three sides by
arcades. To the left, in Portal V, is a. Statue of the Great Elector,

by Franz du Sart (1651).

Tickets of admission to the *Interior of the palace (comp. p. 37)

are issued in the inner court, at the office on the groundfloor to the

left. The entrance is in the E. wing. Sticks and umbrellas given

up here are returned at the exit (no fees). — The old 'Wendelstein'

ascent leads to the —
Second Floor, of which as a rule the State Rooms overlooking

the Lustgarten are alone shown to visitors. — In the E. Wing is

the Schweizer-Saal, originally the old guard-room, and now used

as a reception-room on festive occasions. — Next come the two
State Antechambers. The first (1) contains portraits of the family

of Frederick the Great, by Pesne; the second (2), with an old ceiling

by Schliiter, has portraits of the Great Elector and his family,

Frederick William I. as Crown Prince, Peter the Great, and Catha-

rine II. of Russia.

In the Northern Wing is the Konigs-Zimmer (3), renovated in.

the style of Schliiter, and containing portraits of all the Prussian

kings down to the Emperor Frederick (the first three by Pesne).

— To the W. of the Konigs-Zimmer follow the State Rooms, built

by Schliiter and gorgeously decorated, later somewhat modernised

by Staler. In the *Rote Drap d'Or Kammer (9) is Camphausen's
picture of 'Emperor William I. at Gravelotte', while the fireplace

is surmounted by a relief by Schliiter.— This is followed by the

Rote Adler, or Brandenburger Kammer (10), with silk wall- hang-

ings; the chandeliers and tables are of wood covered with silver,

the originals having been melted down by Frederick the Great;

here also is Camphausen's picture of 'The Great Elector at Fehr-

bellin'.— In the *Ritter-Saal (formerly the Throne Room) the

gorgeous rococo decoration reaches its climax. The allegorical

*Groups of the four quarters of the globe, above the side-doors, are

among the best efforts of Schliiter, while the carving of the large

central door is also worthy of notice. The trumpeters' gallery was
formerly (1739) of solid silver, but was melted down by Frederick

the Great in 1745. The crystal chandelier was purchased from the

city of Worms by Frederick William III. On the sideboard, by
Eosander (1703), are the finest specimens of plate from the royal

collection (including a tankard by Jamnitzer), mostly dating from
the time of the first two Prussian kings, and forming the remains

of a once considerable treasure, the rest of which was melted down
in war-time. In this apartment court receptions and the distribution

of orders take place.— The Schwarze Adler Kammer (11), decorated

similarly to the 'Rote Adler Kammer', contains Camphausen's
picture of 'Frederick the Great after the battle of Leuthen'. The
allegorical painting on the ceiling represents 'The Founding of
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the Order of the Black Eagle', by Leyyehe. — In the Born Samt-
Kammer (12) are good portraits of the Great Elector, Frederick I.,

and his consort Sophia Charlotte, in handsome antique frames.

The old velvet tapestry with silver borders (from which the room
takes its name) and the gilded furniture are worthy of notice. —
The former Chapel (13) was fitted up in 1879 as a hall for the

meetings of the High Order of the Black Eagle, and contains a

picture by A, von Werner representing the first investiture with

ihe order by King Frederick I. on Jan. 18th, 1701.

' ^The Pictt-rk Gallery, 197 ft. in length, 23 ft. wide, and 29'/2 ft.

high, is used as a banquet-hall and can accommodate 400 guests.

On the window-side (fine view of the Linden and the buildings of

the Lustgarten) are various pictures, including a 'Scene from the

battle of Hohenfriedberg' (1745), and 'Action of the Prussian fleet

at Tres Foreas under Prince Adalbert' (1856), by Rochliw/. Main
wall: Pefme, King Frederick T.; Menzel, *Coronation of King
William I. at Kiinigsberg in 1861 ; Winterhalter, Emp. William I.;

Keinke, Emp. Frederick; Von Anrjeli, Emp. William II. and Em-
press Augusta Victoria; A. von Werner, King William proclaimed

Emperor at Versailles in 1871 , and Emp. William II. (ipening the

Imperial Diet for the first time. At the end of the gallery, to the

right, is a sculptured *Group of Queen Louise and her sister (1795),

by Scha/loic. — Adjoining the Picture Gallery, and overlooking

(he court, is the Koniginnen-Zlmmer, containing portraits of all

the Queens of Prussia.

We now reach the West Wing and enter the new Gallery of

the White Saloon, the addition of which (see p. 65) remedied the

former isolated position of the saloon. The gallery is adorned with

fine Gobelins tapestry (scenes from 'Don Quixote: woven in 1774-76)

and with portraits of members of allied reigning families. It com-
municates by several doors with the *Weisse Naai, or White
Saloon, a large hall 105 ft. in length, 52 ft. in width

,
and 43 ft.

high, begun in 1728, completed by Stiller in 1844, and completely

remodelled by Time in 1894-95. The ceiling has been raised and

has received a rich plastic decoration, the four central spaces being

adorned with the arms of the Hohenzollerns as Burgraves, Electors,

Kings, and Emperors. The reliefs on the vaulting between the

walls and the ceiling are by O. Lessiurj and represent victorious

war as the fosterer of art, science, trade, and industry. The walls

are decorated in coloured marble and gilded bronze. Between the

coupled pilasters on the long side are 9 marble statues of the nine

Prussian rulers from the Great Elector downwards, as they appeared

at the time of their accession to the throne: Frederick William II.,

by CalavflreUi, Frederick William III., by Eberlein, Frederick

William IV., by Unger, William I., by K. von Uchtritz, Fred-

5*
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erick III., by Baumbach, the Great Elector, by Schaper, Fred-

erick I., by Bose, Frederick "William I., by Schott, and Frederick

the Great, by Magnussen. The opening of the Reichstag and of

the Landtag (Prussian Diet) as well as the chief court festivities

take place in the "White Saloon.

The adjoining staircase leads to the *Palace Chapel (comp.

p. 65), an octagonal edifice, 113 ft. in height, and 68-75 ft. in dia-

meter, which is lined and paved with marble of different colours,

and adorned with frescoes on a gold ground. The altar with its

four columns is of yellow Egyptian alabaster, and is backed by a

richly gilded silver cross set with large precious stones.

The Palace contains altogether about 700 apartments, but permission
is seldom accorded to view any others than those above mentioned.
Adjoining the Konigs-Zimmer (PI. 3, p. 6H) on the Second Floor, and
looking towards the river, are the so-called 'Alte Parade-Kammern' or
'Old State Rooms', occupied before the commencement of Schlttter's

building by Elector Frederick III. and containing rich decorations of his

period. Next to these comes the Boisierte Galerie or Wainscoted
Gallery (4), with portraits of the Great Elector and his family. This
gallery leads into the Kurfursten-Zimmer (5), with portraits of all the
fiohenzollern Electors; this is adjoined by an antechamber containing
those of the old Counts of Zollern and the Burgraves of Nuremberg. The
following rooms include the Chinesische Kabinett or Chinese Cabinet (5a);
the Kron- Kabinett or Crown Cabinet (6), in which the crown jewels used
to be kept; the Betkammer or Oratory of Frederick I. (7), and the Bridal
Chamber (8), which still plays its historical part in weddings of the
royal house. —Farther on, on the river-front, is the Neue Galerie or
New Gallery (15), with portraits of the female relatives of Frederick
the Great, by Pesne; the *Braitnsrhweigische Kammern or Brunswick
Rooms (16); the Tower Room in the 'Grttne Hut' (Green Hat; 17), hung
with views of the Berlin Palace in the times of the Electors, by C. and
P. Graeb; the adjoining Kapellen-Zimmer or Chapel Room; the Kleist
Rooms (18), which have lately been restored in the German Renaissance
style, and contain ten pictures by L. Cranach ; the Elizabeth Rooms (19),
formerly occupied by Queen Elizabeth Christina, consort of Frederick
the Great, and later by Queen Elizabeth, consort of Frederick William IV.

;

and the Apartments of Princess Marie (20). In an adjoining room (21),
Frederick the Great was born on Jan. 14th, 1712. — Looking on to the
Lustgarten on the First Floor are the *K6nigs- Kammern or King's
Rooms, fitted up for Frederick William II. by Gontard and Erdmannsdorf,
and now used as guest-rooms for the most distinguished foreign princes.
In the S.E. wing (extending from the old Palace Chapel, the chief remaining
fragment of Joachim's building, as far as Portal II) are the Apartments
of Frederick the Great, re-decorated in 1825-26 by Schinkel for Crown
Prince Frederick William , and now partly used by the Emperor. — On
the Ground Floor of the North West Wing were the Apartments of
Frederick William I. , the later ' Petits appartements' of Frederick
William II., which are still fitted up in the style characteristic of their
period.

Opposite the W. side of the Schloss, on a raised platform,

stands the —
'National Monument to Emperor William I. (PL R,

26, 25), an imposing work by B. Begas, unveiled on March 22nd,

1897, the hundredth anniversary of the Emperor's birthday. On a
pedestal 66 ft. in height rises the colossal equestrian figure of the
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Emperor (30 ft. high), in bronze, attired in a field-cloak and holding
a commander's baton in his right hand. He bestrides his favourite

charger Hippocrates, which is led by a graceful figure of *Peace.
At the four corners of the base are Victories, standing upon globes,

with Jiowers and wreaths; and on the two principal sides are seated

colossal figures of War (to the N.) and Peace (to the S.). The
reliefs on the pedestal are of corresponding import (the 'Horrors of

War' and the 'Blessings of Peace'). Projecting from the corners

of the base are four lions , amid trophies of weapons and banners.
— A stone colonnade, with coupled Ionic columns, by Halmhvber,
extends on three sides of the platform, and is destined to receive

statues of the Emperor's contemporaries. The inside of the attic

is adorned with sculptured groups representing the kingdoms of

Prussia, by Breuer, Bavaria, by Gaul, Saxony, by Kraus, and Wurtem-
berg, by Breuer. The four groups at the back, visible from the

Schinkel Platz (p. 131), represent Commerce and Navigation (by

L. Cauer), Art (by Hidding), Science (by K. Begas), and Agriculture

and Industry (by L. Cauer). Each of the corner pavilions bears a

bronze * Quadriga, that to the N. with Borussia, by Gotz, that to

the S. with Bavaria, by Bernewitz.— Room was made for the monu-
ment by removing the Schlossfreiheit, and narrowing the river

Spree. The cost amounted to 200,000/. The castings were made
by Gladenbeck.

In the Scm.oss- Platz (PI. R, '25, 26), to the S. of the Palace
(tramways Nos. 60,63,80, see pp. 18,19), is the *Schlossbrunnen,
a monumental fountain by R. Begas, presented to the Emperor
William II. by the magistrates of Berlin, and unveiled in 1891. In

the centre is Neptune on a rocky throne, with Tritons and putti

below. The basin, 59 ft. in diameter, contains four marine animals,

while round the brim are allegorical figures of the Rhine, Oder,

Elbe, and Vistula.— To the W. of the square are the business

premises known as the Rote Schloss, built in 1866-67 by Ende &
Bbckmaun.

On the S. side of the Schloss-Platz, between the Spree and the

Breite-Str. , are the Royal Stables (PI. R, 25, 26), a handsome
edifice erected by lime, in the Renaissance style in 1897-1900. The
main front is 305 ft. long, while the river-front is 578 ft. in length.

The building is adorned with sculptures by Otto Lesshty, On the

attic are horse-tamers and figures of ancient warriors, while at

each end of the main front is a fountain inserted in the wall, that

to the left with Prometheus and the Oceanidie, that to the right

with Perseus and Andromeda. Of the older stables in the Breite-

Strasse (see p. 138). now surrounded by the new building, No. 35,

formerly the Ribbeck House, has a line Renaissance doorway dating

from 1624, while the adjoining houses have baroque pediments. Adm.
to the stables, see p. 37.
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The horses are kept in two storieB of the river -wing, with the
carriages above. The small Histokicai, Museum arranged here contains
the sledge on which the Great Elector pursued the Swedes across the
Kurische Haff in 1679; the white charger which Frederick the Great
bestrode at the battle of Mollwitz ; Sadowa, a favourite horse of William I.

;

and state carriages and sledges of the time of the first kings.— The main
wing contains a large hall with the coronation coach of 1740, and also
the saddle and harness rooms.

The KurfUrsten-Briicke (Bridge of the Elector; PI. R, 26)

leads to the E. from the Schloss-Platz to the old town of Berlin.

The bridge, built in 1692-95 after designs by Nering and rebuilt in

the old style in 1895, affords a good view of the river-front of the

Royal Palace (p. 64), the Cathedral (p. 62), the Rathaus (p. 139), the

Georgen-Kirche (p. 144), and the Dammmiihlen-Gebaude (p. 139).

The bridge is adorned with a bronze equestrian "Statue of
the Great Elector (d. 1688), designed by Schliiter and erected in

1703. This clever and artistic group is one of the few really good
works of a period when art was generally in a very debased condition.

In spite of the outlandish Roman costume, the figure is remarkable
for its air of majestic repose, which is heightened by contrast with

the movements of the four slaves round the pedestal. The latter

are intended to typify hostile powers against whom the Elector had
waged war. The reliefs on the sides represent respectively the Elec-

torate and the Old Palace (left), and the Kingdom and the New
Palace (right).

3. The Royal Museums. The National
Gallery.

Tramways Nos. 39, 40, 53, and 54; see p. 17 and comp. also p. 58.

y?-
; To the N. of the Lustgarten (p. 62) rises the Old Museum (see

p. 71), with the New Museum (p. 88) behind it, the two buildings

being connected by a passage carried across the street. To the right

is the National Gallery (p. 99).— The Pergamum Museum (p. 96)

and a building for the Olympian Exhibition and the Antiquities

from Western Asia (p. 97) are situated between the New Museum
and the Stadtbahn.

Beyond the Stadtbahn, on the point of land between the arms of the
Spree, the Emperor Frederick Museum is now being built, from lhne's
designs, for the reception of the Renaissance works in the Old and New
Museums, and for the Cabinets of Coins and Engravings. The plastic
decorations include a medallion of Frederick III. by 0. Lessing, on the
side next the railway, and ten groups on the attic by A. Vogcl and Wide-
mann, six of which represent the Arts, and the remaining four the chief
Art Cities. Two bridges will lead to the N. entrance, opposite to which
a monument of the Emperor, by K. Maison, is to be erected.

The following pages contain a short notice of the principal

treasures of the Museums. Details will be found in the official
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catalogues sultl inside the buildings. The catalogues offered for

sale outside are dear and untrustworthy.
The Director General of the Museums (including the Ethnographical

and Industrial Museums, pp. 118 and 122) is Dr. Richard Schoene. Dr.
Bode is Director of the Picture Gallery and of the Collection of Christian
Sculptures; Dr. Kekule rim Ntrudmtit" of the Collection of Antiquities
and of tin.' Antiquarium ; Dr. Lippmanii of the Cabinet of Engravings.
Dr. Menadier and Drof. Dressel of the Collection of Coins, Prof. Delitz.sv.h

of tlie Asiatic Antiquities, l'ruf. Erman of the Egyptian and Assyrian
Department, and l*rof. IT. ro>i Tschudi of the National Gallery.

a. The Old Museum.
Admission, see p. Htl. — The Official Guide to the Old and New

Museums (50 pf. ; 12th edit., l'.WI) and also Special Catalogues and
PiioTdiiuAPiis may he bought in the Hall of the Heroes (p. 72).

The **01d Museum (PL It, 2ii), an admirable building in

the Greek style, with an Ionic, portico of eighteen columns, and

approached by a broad flight of steps , was erected by Schinkel in

1x24-28. The raised central part of the structure is adorned with

colossal groups in bronze: in front, the Horse Tamers of the Piazza

del Quirinale at Rome, a copy by Tieck; at the back, Pegasus

refreshed by the Horse, by Schievelbein and Hayen. The steps also

are flanked by two large groups in bronze: right, ^Amazon on horse-

back, defending herself against a tiger, by Kiss; left, Youth on

horseback, launching a spear at a lion, by A. Wolff.

The Vestibule contains marble statues of German artists and

architects: to the right of the entrance are those of Rauch (d. 1857),

by Drake, Cornelius (d. 1XC>7), by Calandrelli, 67. W. von Knobels-

dorff(d. 1753), by Karl Begas the Younger, Schliiter (d. 1714), by

Wiese, and Winckehnann (d. 17(>S), by Wichmann; to the left

those of Schinkel (d. 1841), by Tieck (copy)', Otfriea' Muller (d. 1840),

byTondeur, Chodowiecki ("d. 1X01), by Otto, Carstens (d. 171>X),

by Janensch, and 67. Schadow (d. 1X50), by Hagen. The frescoes,

designed by Schinkel, and executed under the direction of Cor-

nelius, represent (on the left) the development of the world from

chaos, and (on the right) the progress of human culture. (The

original designs, in the Schinkel Museum, p. 172, with a key attached,

afford more satisfaction.)— From the vestibule, a door leads to the

first floor of the Museum (sec p. 72).

The Upper Vestibule, to which a double staircase ascends, is

adorned with a copy of the celebrated ancient Warwick Vase in

England. The frescoes , also designed by Schinkel, represent the

struggle of civilised mankind against barbarians and the elements.

A fine view of the Lustgarteu with its fountains, the cathedral,

the Schloss, etc. , is obtained hence from between the columns.—
A door here leads into the gallery encircling the rotunda (see p. 88),

while two others (open in summer only) admit direct to Saloons III

(to the right) and IX (to the left) of the picture-gallery (pp. 84, 87).
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1. First Floor.

The domed and vaulted *Eotunda, which we first enter, is

distinguished by the harmony and effectiveness of its proportions.

It contains the first part of the *Gallery of Antiquities, which

is chiefly indebted for its origin to Frederick the Great, who pur-

chased at Rome the collection of Cardinal Polignac. Most of its

contents were formerly of mediocre merit, dating from the later

Roman Empire, and freely restored, but the purchase of the Saburow

collection of Attic sculptures in 1884 and other acquisitions have

placed the gallery upon quite a different footing. Most of the

objects are labelled. Large Illustrated Catalogue of the Antique
Sculptures, 1891 (25 JL).

Between the columns of the Rotunda, which support the gallery

(with the Raphael tapestry, see p. 88), are statues (partially freely

restored): to the left, *7. Amazon, after Polycletus; 215. Meleager

(copy of a Greek work of the 4th century). — From the Rotunda

we enter the—
Hall of the Heroes, in eleven compartments distinguished by

numbers below the windows. The sculptures here are mostly of

marble. Comp.XXI(at the end, to the right): 221. Polyhymnia (after

an original of the Pergamenian school); 363. Head of Antinous:

218. Euterpe ; 1486. Torso in the Pergamenian style.— Comp. XX

:

*208. Dancing Maenad , a Greek work of the time of the Diadochi

(torso); by the window, to the left, 610. Head of a Maenad, copy

of a Greek original of the 4th cent.; under glass, 76a. Head of

Athene with traces of colouring, after the Parthenos of Phidias.

— The Etruscan Cabinet, adjoining this compartment on the S.,

contains a number of sarcophagi and urns with the figures of the

dead represented in a recumbent position on the lid (notably

No. 1261, to the left) and house-urns (notably 1242, opp. the en-

trance). To the left, 1262. Proserpina enthroned; in front, 734.

Greek painting on marble (6th cent.). The large richly painted

sarcophagus in the middle of the room dates from the 6th century.

— Comp. XIX : 262. Dancing Satyr (3rd cent. B. C.) ; Lion in Pentelic

marble (4th cent.); by the window, to the left, 28. Aphrodite (torso),

a replica of the Venus de' Medici.— Comp. XVIII : 494. Girl playing

with astragali; 591. Calliope; 222. Urania; by the window, to the

left, *384. Bust of Caracalla; to the right, *Head of a negro (from

Greece).— Comp. XIV : 4. Statue of a boy, in bronze , found in 1858

in the Rhine, near Xanten; *300. Portrait-herma of Plato, with

inscription; 843b. Roman sarcophagus, with scenes from the legend

of Medea ; opposite, 298. Socrates ; by the window, to the left, 399b.

Portrait -head of a Roman boy; 295. Bust of Herodotus; by the

window, to the right, *Bust of a noble Roman boy (early imperial

epoch).— Comp. XIII. By the window, 316, 317. Greek portrait-
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heads.— Comp. XII : Small bronze figure (Hermes ?); 501). Torso of

a youth (copy of a Greek work of the 5th rent.); between the co-

lumns, Attic relief (5th cent.); by the window, 290. Sophocles,

*297. Euripides; behind, 302. Demosthenes. A side-room here (no

adm. at present) contains Bronzes from Boscoreale near Pompeii
(ornaments from a bed, vases, etc.) and objects discovered at Priene
in Asia Minor.— Comp. XI : 1051. Greek marble throne; 83. Demeter,
Roman copy of a 5th cent. Greek work; adjacent, *Aphrodite (?),

from the same workshop as the pediment-figures of the Parthenon

;

by the window, ^Head of Anacreon, after Cresilas. On the opposite

wall, 925. Jledea and the daughters of Pelias (copy of an Attic

relief; 5th cent.): 485. Thorn-extractor.

Greek Room. Comp. X: *3. Torso of a draped female figure in

bronze, found at Cyzicus (4th cent.); opposite, 1411-2. Attic tomb-relief,

surmounted by a mourning Siren (end of 5th cent.); **1. Bronze
torso of a youth, probably Apollo, found near Eleusis (end of

5th cent.); opposite, **1482. Tomb-relief of a girl, a Greek work
of the first half of the 5th cent. ;

>:'2. Boy praying (or, perhaps, playing

at balls), a Greek bronze, perhaps of the school of Lysippus, or of the

3rd or 2nd cent. B. C, purchased by Frederick II. for 5000 thalers;

the arms were restored in France in the 17th cent, and it is therefore

uncertain whether the present 'intention' is the same as the original.

— Comp. IX: *738, *739. Two large Attic tomb-reliefs of Thraseas

and Lysistrate (early 4th cent.), in excellent preservation; 1473.

Archaic tomb-relief; 498,499. Figures of two mourning maid-

servants, from an Attic tomb; -740. Fragment of the tomb of Nikar-

ete, 743 (opposite), Female head from Eretria (both of the 4th cent.

B. C). — Comp. VIII : *308. Bearded head, one of the earliest Greek

portraits extant (6th cent.); 1456, 1457. Dancers (Attic; 5th cent.);

below, 709a. Votive relief (Hermes and Nymphs), of the latter half of

the 5th cent.; opposite, 223. Torso of a youth, good copy of a Greek

original of the 5th cent.; Small Attic tomb -reliefs, 737. of Myuno
(ca. 400 B. C), and 756. of .Mencas and Menecrateia; 736. Stele from

Karystos ; 1495. Columnar support for a votive ottering, from Jlelos,

with inscription (6th cent.); 725. Votive relief of a victorious chariot-

eer, from Oropus (4th cent.); 1530. Bust of Pericles, from Lesbos

(5th cent. B.C.); 475. Head of the Doryphorus, after Polycletus.

We now reach the '^Sculptures of the Christian Epoch.
This collection of works in marble, bronze, terracotta, and painted

stucco is now, thanks to the large additions made since 1873, un-

equalled out of Italy, even in London or Paris. See Illusfriertes

Handbuch iter Italieuischen Plastik, by Bode, 3rd ed., 1902

(1 Jl. 25 pi'.). Photographs 75 pf.

West Saloon. Comp. VII. To the right: *U5a. Ant. tfossellino,
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Virgin and Child with two cherubim, marble relief in an ancient
tabcrnacnlnm

; 225. Cristoforo Ro»ian.o(?), Bust of TeudorinaCibo;
opposite, 42. Donatello, Madonna with the Child, in marble.— To
the left, Donatello, 30. '.Madonna Pazzi', 39b. Scourging of Christ
both in marble; Ki4. Bartolomeo Boon, St. Jerome; Andrea
Bregno, 203. Front of a ciborium, 205. Colossal marble bust of
Pope Alexander VI.

Comp. VI. To the right, by the pillar: *270. Spanish Master
(17th cent.), Painted wooden bust of the Mater Dolorosa; Mino da
Fiesole, 82. Faith, *79. (opposite), Niccolo Strozzi (marble bust),
*81. Madonna (marble relief).— To the left: Luca della Rohbia,
110a. Madonna (half-length), • :'110n. Madonna and Child. Andrea
della Rohbia, *11S. Madonna and saints, a masterpiece in his
earlier manner, 119a. Annunciation; Luca della Rohbia, HOd. Bust,
110r. and 110p. Beliefs of the Virgin; other works by the Bobbia!

Comp. V. To the left: 102b. Guido Mazzoni, Realistically
painted head; Old. Benedetto da Maja.no, Lunette with angels
as supporters; **02a. Desiderio da Settignano, Bust of a prin-
cess of IJrbino, one of the most finished portraits in existence,
executed in fine limestone from Urbino.— To the left: 420. Fr. Du-
quesnoy, called Flamingo, Cupid carving his bow ; 284a. Hondo n,
BustofGluck; 270. Pigalle, Mercury; 273. Fr. Maratti, Carlo
Maratti.

Comp. IV. To the right and left are works by Verrocchio: *93.
Sleeping youth, *07a. Entombment, 96, 97. Putti. — On the prin-
cipal wall: Aless. Vittoria, *247. Ottavio Grimani, marble bust,
248. Pietro Zeno; between these, **200. Michael Angelo, Youthful
John the Baptist, an early masterpiece (1495); several reliefs by
Jac. Sansovino.

Middle Saloon. Comp. 1 . 102. Master of Ancona, Madonna
(figure for processions); 34a. Florentine Master (ca. 1400), Ma-
donna enthroned; 165, 106. Leopardi, Marble shield-bearers from
the Vendramin tomb at Venice. — Comp. II: 128a. Giov. della
Rohbia, Pieta, a large group in painted terracotta. In a glass-case
here is a rich * Collection of Ivory Reliefs, chiefly Byzantine and
Italian. *23. Giov. Pisa.no, Madonna; 158. Paduan Master, Ci-
borium; 200. Sicilian. Master, Madonna. — Comp. Ill contains
the very interesting collection of Early Christian and Early
Rom mieso ue Stone Reliefs, and also several excellent works of
later Romanesque and Gothic times. Back-wall: 21d. Madonna by
the Presbyter Martin (1100). Main wall: *25. Andrea Pisano,
Crucifix in wood. Glass-case containing early-Christian lamps in
terracotta and bronze; ivory pyxes, diptychs, etc. 28. Bust of a
Neapolitan princess (from Scala near Eavello; ca. 1270).

Knd Saloon. To the left : 39. Agostino di Duccio, Madonna.—
115. Luca della Rohbia, Madonna (stucco relief); 121a. Andrea
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delta Robbia, St. Dorothea.— Lucu della Robbia, 157. Pieta,

HOe. Madonna; 153a. Antonio Fede.riyhi, Marble bust of a girl. —
223. Venetian marble chimney-piece. In front, and placed upon it,

are models of the 10-I8th centuries. *G1. Fr. Lanraua, Bust of

a Neapolitan princess; 87. Benedetto da Majano, Vision of Inno-

cent III.; 04. A. Rossellino, Adoration of the Shepherds, terracotta

model for the marble relief in the Bargello at Florence; 85. Bene-

detto da Majano, Half-length portrait of Filippo Strozzi. — On

the back-wall: *79a. Mino da Fiesole, Bust of Luca di Mino, the

apothecary.— In front of a magnificent Persian *Carpet (10th cent.):

**8G. Ben. da Majano, Madonna, a large painted terracotta figure,

the finest work of its kind: *G7. A. Rossellino, .Marble bust.— To

the right: Donatella, 39a. Youthful St. John (painted terracotta

bust), 38a. Madonna; 14lJa. A. Rossellino, St. Elizabeth; 02. Desi-

derio da Settignano, Florentine girl.— Francesco di Simone,

Marble chimney-piece; upon it, *141. Florentine Master (ca. 1400),

Giov. Rueellai, painted stucco bust. The glass-case in front contains

terracotta models of the 15th century.— 80. Mino da Fiesole, Bust

of a young woman; 109a, etc. Madonna-reliefs in painted terracotta

and stucco (Florentine); "151, 15:2. Wooden statues from an Annun-

ciation of the school of Quercia.

2. Ground Flooh.

Opposite the entrance from the rotunda, a staircase (on which

is a model of a Greek quinquereme) descends from the Hall of the

Heroes to the groundfloor of the Old Museum. Here, to the left,

is the Library for the use of the officials, to the right the Cabinet

of Coins.

The ^Cabinet of Coins contains 250,000 specimens, of which

about 110,000 are ancient (75,000 Greek and 35,000 Roman). The

collection has been much enriched by the purchase of the Fox and

Prokesch-Osten cabinets (each of which cost 15,000^.), and those

of Grote, Dannenljery, Fikentscher, and 7mAoo/(purchased in 1900

for 23,000?.), and will now bear comparison with the London and

Paris collections. The collection of oriental, niediseval, and modern

coins is also very extensive. The Collection of Italian Medals of

the 15th and Kith cent., formerly in the possession of Elisa Bona-

parte-Bacciocchi, Grand Duchess of Tuscany, and later in that of

the late Director Dr. Friedlander, and also the collection of Ger-

man Medals are remarkably complete. A selection of the finest

medals and coins , and a collection of box-wood and soapstone ma-

trices for the German medals, are exhibited in glass-cases. About

2000 impressions of seals are exhibited also. Catalogue, 2nd edit.

1890 (50 pf.); see also Von Sallet, Miii/zen mid Medaillen (illus-

trated, 1898, 3 <A). Visitors who wish to examine the coins more

closely must apply to the director.
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3. Second Floor.

The double staircase from the Hall of the Heroes ascends to the

Passage connecting the Old and New Museums (p. XX), whence we
ascend a few more steps to the Second Floor of the Old Museum,
containing the picture-gallery. — Direct approach to the picture-

gallery (in summer only) from the vestibule of the Old Museum,
see p. 71.

The nucleus of the **Picture Gallery consists of the collec-

tions of Mr. Solly, an Englishman, purchased in lx-21 for 750,000

thalers (110,000/.), and of a selection made from the various royal

galleries in Berlin and Potsdam on the establishment of the Mu-
seum in 1X-29. The Sully collection yielded most of the Italian

pictures of the 14th, 15th, and 16th cent., and most of the works
of the early Flemish and German schools. The contributions from
the royal collections embrace the masterpieces of the Dutch and

Flemish schools, the majority of the German works, many of the

Italian paintings of the 16th and 17th cent., and a few French
pictures. Nearly all the works of Caravaggio and the other Italian

'academics' and 'naturalists' now in the Gallery once formed part

of the Ginstiaiani Collection, one-half of which was purchased at

Paris in lxlo.— After the opening of the museum the work of

extension progressed steadily under Dr. Wuw/en (d. 1X67;, the first

director, who acquired numerous pictures of various periods and

schools, though few of them were works of the first order. After

1S50 the progress of the Gallery came almost to a standstill, but

in 1X73, under a new director, the spirit of rivalry with the other

European galleries gave it a fresh impetus. Since that date nume-
rous admirable works of various schools have been added, the most
important acquisition having been the Sitermondt Collection, con-

sisting chiefly of Dutch paintings, which was purchased in 1x74

for 50,000/.

The importance of the Berlin Gallery consists rather in its re-

presentation of the most various styles and epochs, than in its pos-

session of masterpieces by the great painters, although it is by no

means entirely deficient in works of the highest class. In histori-

cal completeness it vies with the National Gallery at London, which
has been formed during the same period and under similar auspices.

The collection of early Italian and Flemish works of the loth cent,

is particularly rich, and the growing appreciation for these schools

has also enhanced the reputation of the Berlin gallery.

The Early Italian Mastkhs are particularly well represented

in the Berlin Gallery. Among the painters of the 14th century we
meet Diiccio, Giotto, the Ciaddi, and others. The Last Judgment
of Frit Aittjelico, the .Madonna with the two SS. John of Saitdro
Botticelli, the Madonna enthroned and Saints of Cusimo Ttiru and
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Carl ii Crivelli, the Woman's Portrait by Don
Tan among the Shepherds and Nymphs and also the Portrait of an

Old Man by Luca Signerelli, the large altar-piece by L.Vivarini,
the Adoration of the Magi by A. Vivarini , and the small portrait

by Antonello da Messina rank among the finest creations of these

leading masters of the 15th century. The Annunciation of Fieri)

Pollajuolo, the two allegorical pieces by Melozzo da Fori), three

small panels by Afasarcio, and the Adoration of the Magi bv Vittore

Pisauo are among the greatest rarities in the Gallery. — The
Golden Period of Italian Art is neither so fully nor so well

illustrated. Of the four works by Raphael three belong to his

earliest period, and the fourth, the Madonna di Casa f'olonna, is

unfinished. The rare Sebastiano del Piornbo is represented by

several works, one of which is the so-called 'Fornarina' from the

Blenheim collection. Among the works of Raphael's Florentine

contemporaries , the admirable altar-piece by Andrea del Sarto is

a masterpiece. The Assumption of Fra Bartolomeo belongs to

the period of his co-operation with Albertinelli. Bronzino, the

best-known portrait-painter of Florence, is illustrated by a masterly

portrait of f
T
golino Jlartelli. — Among the Masters of Chiar-

oscuro Leonardo da Vinci is represented by a highly interesting

altar-piece of the Ascension, and (.'orreggio by the Leda, a work
which, after its varied fortunes, still retains ils attractiveness.

—

Titian, the chief of the Venetian School, is represented by a few

portraits only, among which are the unfinished portrait of himself,

the Lavinia, and the delightful little daughter of ltoberto Strozzi;

Giorgione by an attractive portrait. The Gallery also contains

altar-pieces and ceiling-paintings by Bordone, Francesco Vecellio,

Tintoretto, Paolo Veronese, and Lor. Lotto, all of which, however,

are excelled bv several admirable portraits by Lotto.— The Bres-

cian School is well represented by works of Savoldo, T\[orovi,

and Moretto.

Italian Art in thk 17th Century is abundantly and well

exemplified by a number of the naturalistic works in which it was

most successful, Cararaggio, in particular, is represented by

works of every size and description, while Guido Pen/ is seen to

advantage in a fine altar-piece of his early period. Carlo Mar atti

contributes an admirable Portrait of a Young Man, which was

formerly in the Suermondt Collection. — The second short revival

of the Venetian school is represented by good works by Tiepolo

and several town views by Belotto.

Among works of the Early Netherlandish School the Gal-

lery possesses the wings of the large altar-piece at Ghent by the

brothers Hubert and Jan van. Eyck, the finest work of the school,

and the first painting executed wholly in oils, and six small pictures

by Jan van Eyck, including his finest portrait. Roger van der
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Weyden, the best of the followers of the Van Eycks, is represented

by no less than three admirable altar-pieces. Pttras Cristas,

Dierick Bouts, Hue/a van der Goes, and the Master of Flemalle
are also well represented, the last by a Crucifixion and two por-

traits; by Hans Memling are two Madonnas and an excellent por-

trait. The Virgin and Child of Quintet/ Massys, who forms a link

between the early-Flemish school and the Renaissance, is one of

that master's best efforts.— The contemporary Old French School
is represented by an admirable devotional portrait by Jean Fouqiiet.

The gem of the Early Herman School is Holbein's portrait of

the merchant Gisze, which formed part of the Solly collection, and

is justly regarded as one of the very finest works by this master.

Two other admirable portraits by Holbein belonged to the Suer-

mnndt Cabinet, a third belonged to the late Sir John Millars. The

gallery has recently been enriched by seven genuine specimens of

Albrecht Dttrer: a portrait of Elector Frederick the Wise (of his

early period), the admirable portrait of Muffel (lf>2<>), the celebrated

Holzschuher portrait, considered the finest he ever painted (1">2(i;

bought in IMS! for 17,">00/.), the Madonna with the siskin, two por-

traits of ladies (both painted in Venice), and lastly a Mater Dolorosa.

The collection also contains masterpieces of two of his best pupils,

Hans von Kulmhacli and AJbrerht Altdorfer: a large Adoration of

the Magi by the former, the Rest on the Flight into Kgypt by the

latter. The examples of Lnras Cranach the Elder are numerous.

Pencz, Amberrjer, and Bruyn are represented by characteristic

examples.

The Xktiikri.aniiish Aim ok thk IB-ITth Ckn ithiks, the period

of the development of the two great national schools of the Flemings

and the Dutch, and the gradual development of the arts of painting

in miniature, landscape and genre painting, and painting from still

life, may be studied here to great advantage in numerous works by

the leading masters. Of the works of Peter Paid Rubens, the ver-

satile chief of the Flemish School, the Gallery possesses a small

collection only compared with those of Munich, St. Petersburg,

Paris, Vienna, and Madrid, but on the other hand its specimens

were nearly all executed without the cooperation of pupils. The
Raising of Lazarus is one of his best altar-pieces, the Rescue of

Andromeda, the Bacchanal, and Diana at the Chase are charming
examples of his mythological style, the St. Cecilia and the larger

Andromeda are delightful in their bloom of colour. The unfinished

Capture of Tunis affords an instructive insight into the technical

method pursued by the great master. The St. Sebastian and the

Neptune and Amphitrite are characteristic specimens, of his earlv

period. The talents of Van Dyck are exhibited in a Moulting of

Christ, bearing the stamp of Rubens' influence, and perfect in its

colouring and treatment, two valuable portraits of the Genoese
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period, and finally a Pieta from the period of his return from Italy.

The collection also contains good examples of Snyders and Fyt.

The best works by Teuierx the Youut/er are the Backgammon
I'layers, the Temptation of St. Anthony, and a Rural Feast. A large

landscape by Adrian Hrouicer is remarkable for its idealised

fidelity to nature.

The Dutch School is also well represented. Fran* JTiils, the,

chief master of the earlier period, is nowhere else studied to so

great advantage, except in the museum of his native town of Haar-

lem, the best examples of his skill being the Nurse and the Hille

Bobbe. The collection of paintings by Rembrandt is one of the

finest of its kind and includes characteristic specimens in both his

earlier and later manner. The two small Biblical scenes, the large

painting of Pastor Anslo (acquired in 1894), the Preaching of John

the Baptist, the portraits of his wife Saskia and of his servant

Hendrikje Stoffels, the Vision of Daniel, the Joseph and Potiphar,

and the Susannah are in his most mature style. Among the ten

landscapes by Jacob ran Riu/adtiel are two Views of the Dunes
near Overveen, the great Oak Forest, and a large sea-piece. The
Violoncello Player of Terbury is perhaps his most finished work;

his so-called Paternal Admonition is mentioned by Ooethe. Among
the genre-painters of Rembrandt's time, Pieter de Hooch contributes

an excellent interior, Nicolaas J\Iaca a portrait of an Old "Woman,

and Jan van. der Meer of Delft two works, while Ph. de Koninck,

A. van de Velde, and Woiiverman are also admirably represented.

The gallery contains excellent examples of De Heem , FTui/ftuin,

Hondecoeter, Weeni.r, Kalf, and other depictors of still-life.

The pictures are hung in strict historical order, the (iermanic

schools occupying the E. half of the building (to the left), the

Romanesque schools the AV. half (to the right). In point of lighting,

attractive arrangement, and equipment the gallery yields to few or

none. AVe begin our enumeration of the most important works with

the small A'estibule, entered from the landing at the top of the

double staircase (see p. 7(i).

Descriptive catalogue C-ith ed., lSOS), 1 JL; the same, with 70 photo-

gravures, 10 t //. Photographs 80 pf. each. Each picture is inscribed, with

the name of its subject and that of the. painter, with the date of his

hirth and death.

The Vkstibulk is used for the exhibition of recent acquisitions,

both sculpture and paintings, until they are transferred to the various

groups to which they belong. At the beginning of 1902 the following

sculptures were exhibited here: to the right: School of Giovanni

Pisano, David, Apostle, Prophet, John the Baptist (in marblei:

School of Pisa (about 14(10), Annunciation, painted wooden figures:

Sieucsc Maxter (early 15th cent.), Madonna (in marble): several

reliefs of the Madonna by Donatello and his followers; Studio of
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Veit Stoss, Coronation of the Virgin (painted group in wood). The

glass-case beneath contains Small Bronzes (Donatello, Angel with

tambourine); by the side, Giovanni da Bologna, Rape of Dejaneira

(bronze). Sperandio, Bust; Swabian Master (about 1500), Coro-

nation of the Virgin (painted group in wood). — Pictures: J. van
Ruysdael, Ruins of a monastery by a torrent; Schongauer, Nativity

of Christ ; *L. Cranach the Elder, Rest on the Flight into Egypt

(1504); Netherlandish Master, Pieta; Geertgen van St. Jans,

St. John the Baptist; *Master of FUmalle, Portrait; Elsheimer,

Two small landscapes, Mercury and Argus (in the case of bronzes).

To the right are the Romanesque Schools (see p. 84), straight on,

the Raphael Tapestries (p. 88). We, however, turn to the left to

inspect the Germanic schools.

"Saloon I. German Schools of the 14th, loth, and 16th cent-

uries. To the left: Lucas Cranach the Elder, 567b. Bathsheba,

618. Portrait of a man, 567a. Madonna with the Child and St.

Anne; *596a. Hans von Kulmhach, Adoration of the Magi; *583.

Amberger , The geographer Sebastian Munster; 700. I/udger torn

Ring, Portrait. — 569. H. Burckmair, St. Ulrich; *586d. Hol-
bein the Younger, Portrait of an old man (late work) ; 603. Hans
Baldung Grien, Crucifixion. Holbein the Younger, **586. J6rg
Gisze, a Danzig merchant in the Steelyard at London, one of the

greatest triumphs of portrait-painting (1532), 586b, 586c. Portraits.

639. Barth. Bruyn, Madonna with the Duke of Cleves; 572. H.
Burckmair, St. Barbara. — 638a. Altdorfer, Landscape with

satyrs; 557 i. A. Dilrer, Portrait of a girl (1507). — 556. Am-
berger, Emperor Charles V. , a work of the most uncompromising
realism, painted at the Diet of Augsburg in 1530; Altdorfer, *638b.

Rest on the Flight into Egypt, 638. St. Francis and St. Jerome;

**557e. A. Dilrer, Hieronymus Holzschuher, patrician and senator

of Nuremberg, the finest of Diirer's portraits, painted in 1526. —
A. Dilrer, *557f. Madonna with the siskin (painted at Venice in

1506), *557d. Portrait of Senator Muffel of Nuremberg, dated 1526;

Altdorfer, *638. Nativity, 638c. Pride will have a fall ; A. Dilrer,

557c. Elector Frederick the Wise (an early work, ca. 1497), 557h.

Madonna in prayer (1518), *557g. Portrait of a young woman (ca.

1506) ; 603a. Baldung, Winged altar-piece with the Adoration of the

Magi.— To the right are paintings of the earlier German school:

1235. Master of the Life of Mary (so called from a series of

pictures at Munich), Madonna with saints ; 563a., 563d., B. Strigel,

Altar-wings ; 1222. Soest School , Large Crucifixion ; 575. Frank-
fort Master, St. Anne with the Madonna and Child; 1235a. Cologne
Master of the Glorification of Christ (so called from a series of

pictures at Cologne), Adoration of the Child; 1207-10. Master
Berthold of Nuremberg, Altar-piece in four sections.
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Saloon II. Netherlandish Schools of (he 15 -16th centuries.

To the left: Payer van rler IVeyden, *534b. Winged altar-piece

with scenes from the life of John the Baptist; *535. Winged altar-

piece presented hy Peeter Bladelin for the church at Middelburg,
with the Adoration of the Holy Child, the Tiburtine Sibyl before

Augustus, and the Star in the East; a master-piece, 'remarkable for

the finish of the parts, the delicacy of the touch, and the gloss of

the colours'; 534a. Travelling altar of Charles V., with scenes from
the Life of Christ.

The main wall is occupied by six **Panels (Xos. 512-517) of

the famous Altar-piece of the Lamb, by Hubert and Jan ran,

Eyck, painted for the church of St. Bavon at Ghent and finished

in 1432. The central portion of the altar -piece, representing the

Adoration of the Mystic Lamb, surmounted by figures of God the

Father, the Virgin Mary, and John the Baptist, is still in St. Bavon;

two other panels (Adam and Eve) are in the Museum at Brussels.

The remaining six panels were purchased by Mr. Solly for 400(1/.

The panels which had paintings on both sides have lately been

divided into two plates, which are now exhibited side by side. The

four lower panels (512, 513, 516, 517) depict judges, crusaders,

hermits, and pilgrims moving in procession to the Fountain of Life

(central panel, a copy by Coxie, No. 524); the former backs of these

panels bear portraits of Jodocus Vydts and his wife (51'.t 522) and

their patron saints, SS. John the Evangelist and John the Baptist

(518, 523; in stone colour). Two upper panels (514, 515) represent

I'espectivelv a group of singing angels and St. Cecilia attended by

angelic musicians; on the former backs (520, 521) the Archangel

Gabriel and the Madonna.

'There is not to be found', say Crowe and Cavalcaselle , 'in the.

whole Flemish school a. picture in which human figures are grouped,

designed, or painted with so much perfection as in this of the mystic

Lamb. Nor is it possible to rind a more complete or better distributed

composition, more natural attitudes, or more dignified expression'. The
beholder is charmed both by the naive and careful realism and by the

brilliancy of the colouring.

Dierich- Bunts, -533. Elijah in the desert, *530. Feast of the

Passover. These with two other panels in the Munich (inllery form

the inner wings of an altar-piece. The central panel, representing

the Last Supper, is in the Church of St. Peter at Louvain. 520.

Hants Mending, .Madonna enthroned; no number, -Hugo ran (lev

Guts, Nativity of Christ: 534. P. van rler Weydeii, Descent from

the Cross (copy of the original in the Escorial).— To the right
:
561.

Quinten Massy*, Madonna enthroned (a masterpiece of colouring):

641. Jean Betleya.mbe, Last Judgment; 5s6a. M<ibnse, Portrait

;

*1617. Jean Foiiijuet, Estienne Chevalier with his patron saint (the

other wing of the altar-piece is in the Antwerp Gallery).— 585a. »S7r

Anthony Mi>re,T\vo clerics (1544 ; a youthful work).— 574b. Quinten,

Baedeker's Berlin. 6
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Massys, St. Jerome. — *532a. A. Ouwaler, Raising of Lazarus (the

only authenticated work by this founder of the Dutch school); 545c.

D. Bouts, Madonna; 529a, 529b. P. Cristus, Winged pictures;

*538a. Master ofFlemalle, Crucifixion; 528b. Mending, Madonna;

532. P. Cristus, Girl ; 573. Gerard David, Crucifixion.

Saloon II is adjoined by two small cabinets.

Cabinet 1 contains smaller works of the early-Flemish school.

To the right : *537. Master ofFlern alle, Philip the Good of Burgundy;

545. Roger van der Weyden, Charles the Bold; *529c. Mending,
Portrait of an old man.— Jan van Eyck, 528a. Christ blessing,

523c. Portrait (portion of a larger work), *523b. Madonna with a

Carthusian, *523a. Johan Arnolfini, **525a. Man with carnations,

a fine work, showing on a smaller scale much of the finished execution

and powerful general effect of the Ghent altar-piece (p. 81), *No
number, Crucifixion, with the Madonna and St. John, 528. Christ as

the King of Kings, no number, Portrait, *525c. Virgin at church.

— To the left: Quinten Massys , 574c. Mary Magdalen, No num-

ber, Portrait of a woman in rich dress, with a vase ; 633a. Joos van
Cleve, Portrait of a young man; Lucas van Leyden, 574a. Chess-

players, *584b. Madonna with angels.— 558. Jan Hemessen, Merry
party; 584a. Lucas van Leyden, St. Jerome; 1202. Scorel, Agatha

van Schoenhoven.

Cabinet 2, with small pictures of the Flemish school (16th and

17th cent.). To the right: Rubens, 798b. Mars and Venus, 798c.

Fortune (sketches); Teniers the Younger, 856. Backgammon, 866b.

Dinner-party; 798f. Rubens, Head of an Apostle; 688a. Jan
Brueghel,Y\owt:rs; Teniers the Younger, 857. The painter's family,

866c. Rustic dance; 798k. Rubens, Pieta.— 776d. Rubens, Study

for a landscape; 650a. HansBol, Open - air party. Collection of

miniatures by Bol, Bosse, Petitot , Huot , Chodoiviecki , Fiiger,

and others.— 776e. Rubens, Landscape with the shipwreck of

jEneas; Elsheimer, 664b. St. Martin, 664c. Arcadian landscape, 664a.

Nymph bathing.— Teniers the Younger, No number, Deliverance of

St. Peter, 859. Temptation of St. Anthony; Rubens, *763. Child of

the painter playing with a bird, *798g. Capture of Tunis (unfinished),

780. Marriage of St. Catharine (study).

From Room II we enter a corridor containing Flemish and

Dutch paintings of the 17th cent, (see p. 84), and at *593. Fountain

of Youth, by Lucas Cranach the Elder, reach a series of cabinets,

containing masterpieces of the Dutch School.

Cabinet 1 (Rembrandt Room) contains twenty works of Rem-
brandt. To the left: 810. Portrait of himself (ca. 1634); 828i. Old
man in a red cap (ca. 1655); *828b. Hendrikje Stoffels, Rembrandt's

servant, at a window (ca. 1662-64); 811. Moses with the Tables of

the Law (1659); 808. Portrait of himself (1634); 828m. Portrait of a

young Jew (study).— *828f . Vision of Daniel, a work of exceptional
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delicacy of execution (ca. 1650); **K2Sh. Joseph and l'ofiphar's wife,

a masterpiece of his later period (Hi.")")); *K2Ke. Susannah at (he bath,

one of the great master's finest and most mature productions (1647):

*821a. Ph. de Kouhick, Large landscape.— To the right: Rem-
brandt, *s2Sn. The painter's brother, with a helmet on his head.

— SI);"). Wife of Tobias with the gnat (1645).— **K2Kl. Pastor Anslo

and his wife, a large and vigorous work of the same period as the

Night Watch (1641), acquired from Lord Ashburnham in 1894; *S12.

Saskia, Rembrandt's first wife (1(543; painted after her death); S06.

Joseph's dream (1(545).— S2sd. The money-changer (1627), the earliest

signed work of the master; S23. Rape of Proserpine, a youthful work

(ra. KS32); *s2Sa. Rabbi; s2Sc. Minerva, a youthful work; *s2sk.

Preaching of John the Baptist, a vigorous sketch with numerous

figures (ca. 1635): 802. Samson threatening his wife's father; S2S.

Jacob wrestling with the angel (ca. 1660).

Cabinet 2. To the right: No number, Gerard Terbnry. Genre

scene; S42a. Aert ran der Neer , Moonlight landscape; **N20b.

Pieter de Hooch, Dutch interior, an early masterpiece: *'.l4xd, 948f.

W. Kftlf, Still-life.— *s72a. Panhis Potter, The 'Bosch' near The

Hague, with Prince Frederick Henry's hounds.— To the left: 792.

Gabriel Metsu, A merchant's family; 825a. B. van der Heist,

Portrait; *795. Jan Steen, Tavern - garden ; 1623. Jan ran der

Heyde, View of a town; 838. Frans ran Mien's the Elder, Lady

before her mirror; *S4<). Aert ran der Neer, Conflagration.

Cabinkt 3. To the right: 795c. Jan. Steen., Falstaff and Mrs.

Quickly.— SS5h. ./. ran Ruysdael , Wooded banks.— 791 e, 791 d.

Gerard Terbnry, Portraits.— ss4. J. ran Rnysdael, Stormy sea.

— s7da. M. d' Hondecoeter, Foreign water-fowl. — SOSa. I[erodes

Seyhers, Landscape: *S55b. .4. ran (Made, Boors in a tavern. —
To the left: *919b, 974a. Jan Weeni.c, Game: *912b. J. ran der

Meer van Delft, Girl with a necklace of pearls; **ss5g. ./. ran

Rnysdael, Oak-forest: si 5. Gor aert Flin.rk, Expulsion of Hagar.

— *791g. Gerard Terbnry, Violoncello-player, a masterpiece. —
S85e. ./. ran Ruysdael, Dunes.

Cabinkt 4. To the right: *766, 767. soft. Fran* Hds the

Elder, Small portraits: S53b, S53h. .1. Bronver, Landscapes: *983d.

A.ran Beyeren, Fish; *s()|h. F. H<ds, Tyman Oosdorp (1(55(5); *KX6.

Hatdienia, Landscape; 905a. F. Hals the Yonnyer, Silver ware. —
F. Hids, 801a. Singing boy, *K01c. Hille Bobbe, the sailors' Venus.

— To the left: *S(l(), *801. F. Hals, Portraits of a wedded pair;

G. Terbnry, *791. Paternal admonition (described by Goethe in his

'Elective Affinities'), *793. Knife-grinder: **801g. F. [[ids, Nurse

and child.

Cabinkt 5. To the right: 861b. .4. Cnyp, Cows at the river;

*922b. A. van de Velde, Landscape with browsing horses: *si0d.

Jan van der Meer van Haarlem, Landscape. — To the left: 791f.

6*
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(!. Terbnry. Smoker; *875a. Jan van de Ca/tclJe, Sunny beach;

967a. Martin Sorr/h , The quarrel; ss.">f. J. van Ruysdael , Land-

scape; s')4i'. P. van den Bosch, Lace-maker; 906. Jan de IJeem,

Flowers; 809. Fevd. Bol, Portrait of an old lady.

Cabinet 6. Tii the right: 819c. Nicolaas Maes, AVoman peeling

apples; *750b, *7f)0r. Th.de Keyser, Portraits; 899. Ph. Wouver-
man., Riding-school ; *No number, Q. Brekelenkam, Spinner.

—

S99a. ./. van Ruysdael, The waterfall; 972a. 972b. J. van Huysiuu,

Flowers. — To the left: 901b. S. van Ruysdael, Dutch landscape;
:: 795d. Jan Steen, Christening; *922r. Adriaen van, de Yelde,

Farm, the artist's most finished production; *912c. Jan van der

Meer van Delft, Drinkers.

Corridor (mentioned at p. 82). 907. Jan Fyt , Diana and the

spoils of the chase; 900c. Ph. Wouvernuin. Blacksmith; 84;»b. Is.

van Ostade, Rustic tavern; 970. Lausinck, Dead pig: *901a. S.

van Ruysdael, River-scene : 790c. Dirk Jan van de Laen, Country-

house; 83">a, 835b. A. van Kverdinyen, Norwegian scenes : 9S.ni.

Pieler f'laes::, Still-life ; •-750. Th. de Keyser, Portraits
;
S0.V. Van

Goyen, Winter; ,s(t(la. P. Codde, Masquerade; 903. Ph. Wiaiver-

man, Hay-cart; K55c ^1. van Ostade, The physician; 7">Sa. Pala-
inedesz, Party; 912a. Ksaias Boursse, Boy blowing soap-bubbles

;

K84a. A. van de Velde, Landscape; S55. A. ran Ostade, Hurdy-
gurdy; 840a. Aert ran der Neer, Conflagration; 845d. Isaak van
Ostade, Peasant in a slouched hat.

Saloon III, containing the large works of the Flemish School.

To the right: Rubens, No number, Conversion of St. Paul. **776c
Andromeda (from Blenheim); A. van Dyck. *770. Mocking of

Christ, an excellent early work showing (he influence of Rubens,

^Xo numbers, Portraits of a wedded pair, masterpieces of the

(ienoese period; # *781. Rubens, St. Cecilia, a masterpiece (if his

latest period; *774. Rubens and Snyilers, Stag-hunt : Rubens, *7*3.

Raising of Lazarus, 798h. St. Sebastian.

—

Rubens, 779. Infant

Christ with John the Baptist and two angels (an attractive school-

piece), 917. Madonna (painted along with Snyders, J. Brueghel,

and D. Seyhers). *7K;">. Perseus and Andromeda; 790. „-l. ran Dyck,
Children of Charles I. — To the left: *770b. Rnl,ens (with the

aid of Van Dyck), Bacchanal; 782a, 831. C.de Vns, Man and wife;

A. ran Dyck, 779. John the Baptist and St. John the Evangelist,
>:'77S. Pieta (about 102*): -770a. Rubens, Neptune and Amphitrite,

a characteristic and well-composed work of his early period; *832.

Cornells de V<>s, Daughters of the painter: ^-1. van Dyck, 7S2.

Prince of Carignano. -7*2a. Xymphs bathing (a youthful work
painted under the influence of Rubens and Titian).

To maintain the historical sequence, we now return to the

vestibule (p. 79) and enter —
SaloosIV, Florentine and Cumbrian Schools of the loth century.
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To the right: 98. Raffaellino del Garho, Madonna and saints;
**106. Sit nil ro Botticelli, Madonna with the two SS. John, a master-
piece of his middle period. -103. Lorrir:t> di Credi, St. Marv ot

Egypt; 204. J'iero di Cosimo, Adoration of the Shepherds; '102.

S. Botticelli, Madonna enthroned, with angels; *73. P. PoUajnolo,
Aiiiiiineiation, wilh a charming view of Florence and the vallev

of the Anio. — Fro Filijipo Lippi, 5S. .Madonna, *(>'.). Madonna
worshipping the Child; 100. Lorenzo di Credi, Madonna. — To the

left: 11-24. S. Botticelli, Yenns: 96. Filippino Lippi, Crucifixion,

with St. Mary and St. Francis: 95. Fro Filippo Lippi, .Madonna.

Saukin V. North Italian Schools of the loth century. To the

right: *1G14. Piero dello Francesco (or Domenien Venezittno'?),

Portrait; 115a. Fr. Const i, Autumn; *1156a. Carlo Crivelli, Ma-
donna with saints. — 1150. Carlo Crivelli, Mary .Magdalen. —
*111. Cos/mo Turn, .Madonna and Child enthroned, with saints, an

excellent example of the earlier Ferrarese school: 1170. Mareo
Zoppo, Madonna enthroned, with saints; *79c Lnra Sitpiorelli,

Portrait; Mantegit.ft, 29. Presentation in the Temple, 9. Cardinal

Luigi Scarampi; 112. Lorenzo Costa, Presentation in the Temple;
52. Ambrogio Borgognone , Madonna and saints. — *3k. Luigi
Vivarini, .Madonna enthroned, with saints. — To the left: 23. 17/-

tore Ctd-paccio, St. Peter consecrating St. Stephen as deacon; 54,

54a. Melozzo da Forll, Allegorical representation of the culture

of the sciences at the court of Duke Kederigo of U rhino, forming

one of a series, of which two other pictures are in the London Na-

tional Callery and one at Windsor; Lnea. Signtirelli , *79. Two
wings of an altar, with saints: *79a. Pan with shepherds and

nymphs, 'most poetically conceived and beautifully arranged', and

distinguished by the admirable drawing of the nude, here handled

freely for the first time in Italian art (presented by the painter to

Lorenzo de' Medici).

Saloon VI. (at the side of R. V). Early Italian Masters (14th

and 15th centuries). To the right: 5Sc. Mastteeio, Confinement of a

Florentine lady. — 1067. Lippo Menimi, .Madonna: 10li4. Ber-

nardo da Firenze, Triptych: 1079,1081. Tttthln, Caddi , Small

altar-pieces; 1062a. Duccio di Buoniitsetjna, Part of a celebrated

altar-piece from Siena finished in 1310; losla. Lippo Menimi, .Ma-

donna. — 27a. Sqtiarcione, Madonna; 1162. G. Scliiavtine, Madonna

enthroned; *2. Cinai da Coiiegtiaitu , Madonna enthroned, with

saints (a masterpiece of colouring): 51. Ambrogio Borijotjnone,

Madonna enthroned; *20. Basaiti, Altar-piece, in several sections:

*15. Citna da Confgtiano, St. .Mark healing Anianus; 79b. Luca
Signtirelli, Holy Family; 132a. B. Pinturicchio, Reliquary of St.

Augustine. — 01, 02. Fro Angelica da Fiesole, Franciscan

legends: *95a. Vittore Pisano, Adoration of the Magi. — Anto-

vdlo da Messina, 8. St. Sebastian, 25. Portrait; 26a. Jacopo
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de' Barbari, Madonna with Caterina Cornaro; 1130. Gentile da
Fabriano , Madonna and saints; 5. Antonio Vivarini, Adoration

of the Magi; *18a. Antonello da Messina, Portrait.

Saloon VII. Italian Masters of the 16th century (large paint-

ings). To the right: 113. Domenico Panetti, Pieta; *90b. Leo-
nardo da Vinci, The Risen Christ, between St. Leonard and St.

Lucia. Though in a lamentable condition and at places retouched,

this picture produces a very powerful impression through the beauty

of the two saints, the brilliancy of the colouring, and the charm of

the landscape background. *Door inlaid with the emblems of the

Medici.— 213. Gaudenzio Ferrari, Annunciation; 122. Francesco
Francia, Madonna and Child with saints; 249. Fra Bartolomeo,
Assumption. — Garofalo, 243. St. Jerome, 261. Adoration of the

Magi. — To the left: 46. Fr. Morone, Madonna and Child; *246.

A. del Sarto, Madonna and saints.

Cabinet 1 (Italian Masters). To the left: Raphael, 141. 'Ma-

donna Solly', *145. Madonna with St. Jerome and St. Francis; 245.

Franciabigio, Portrait ; **247a. Raphael , 'Madonna del Duca di

Terranuova' (ca. 1505) ; 245a. Franciabigio, Portrait ; 147. Raphael,
'Madonna della Casa Diotalevi' (this and the above mentioned pictures

are youthful works, ca. 1501-5). — *338b. Bronzino, Eleanor of

Toledo; **248. Raphael 'Madonna della Casa Colonna' (1507; un-

finished); **12a. Giorgione, Young man.— *338a. Bronzino, Ugo-
lino Martelli; *166. Titian, Lavinia, daughter of the painter;

153. Lor. Lotto, Portrait of an architect.

Cabinet 2 (Italian Masters). To the left: 73a. Piero Pollajuolo,

David; 82. FilippinoLippi, Madonna; 90. Raffaellinodel Garbo,
Madonna with two angelic musicians; 104a. Andrea Verrocchio,
Madonna (unfinished work); 106b, 106a. S. Botticelli, Giuliano de'

Medici and his mistress Simonetta. — **60a. Fra Angelico, Last
Judgment, an altar-piece in three sections, forming one of the later

masterpieces of the artist and unexcelled for depth of religious

feeling and attractiveness in the figures. — To the right: *28.

Giovanni Bellini , Pieta, an early work, showing Mantegna's in-

fluence ; 32. Catena, Raimund Fugger ; *18. Antonello da Messina,
Portrait ; No number, C'ima da Conegliano, Coast scene.

Cabinet 3 (Italian and French Masters). To the left : *320.

Lorenzo Lotto, Portrait of himself (1525); *197a, 197b. Palma
Vecchio, Ideal figures, generally known as 'Palma's Daughters'.—
*161, 301. Titian, Portraits; **259b. Sebastiano del Piombo, So-
called 'Fornarina', a noble portrait, grandly and freely handled, of

a Roman woman, painted under the influence of Giorgione and prob-
ably the model of Raphael's 'Fornarina' in the Ufflzi (from Blen-
heim). — 494c. Grenze, Head of a girl; 190. Johann Stephan von
Calcar, Portrait ; *470, *468. Watteau, Italian and French Comedy.
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— *503b, 503c. Belotto, Views of Pima; *1C,;5. Titian, Portrait of

himself; 426a. C. Maralti, Portrait.

Saloon VIII. Venetian .Masters of the 10-lSth centuries. To the

left: 323. Lorenzo Lotto, St. Sebastian and St. Christopher (wings
of an altar-piece); \i\l<). Francixco Goya, The Philippine Committee
presided over by Ferdinand VII. (sketch); 157. Girol. Bonianino,
.Madonna and saints; Paolo Veronese, :

'
:'3O0. Minerva and Mars, 311.

Apollo and .luno, ceiling-paintings from the Fondaco de' Tcdesc'hi,

or Warehouse of the Germans, at Venice. — ''
:

'
: 100a. Titian,

Daughter of Roberto Strozzi (dated 1542): 107, 103a. Moroni, Por-

traits. — To the right: 210. Vorreyyio, lo, an early copy of the

original in Vienna; 2110. Tintoretto, Portrait:
"
>;

'

:

''21S. Correi/i/in.

Leda: 2511a. Set), del Piombo, Knight of Sant' lago. — 307. Saeuldo,
Venetian woman: S1D7. More/to, Fra Bart, Arnolfo and his nephew
adoring the Virgin and St. Elizabeth; *310. Tintoretto, Luna and

the Horse; 307a. Sacoldo, Pieta; 101. Pari* Bon/one, Madonna
enthroned, with saints; 20s. Tintoretto, Portrait.

Saloon IX. Italian, Spanish, and French Schools of the 1718th
centuries. Over the doorway: 404. Pexne, Schmidt, the engraver,

and his wife. — To the left: *448b. Olande Lorrain, Landscape;

413. F. Voet, Cardinal Dezio Azzolini; *47.Sa. N. Poiiss/n, View of

the Acijua Acetosa, to the X. of Rome, with St. Matthew in the fore-

ground (a favourable example of the master's colouring). — 454.

G. B. Tiepolo, Venus at the bath; 40(ib. ^4/. Sanchez (Joello,

Philip II. of Spain; **414. Mnrillo, St, Anthony of Padua with

the Holy Child, one of the artist's later masterpieces; 413c. Vela::-

ifiiez, Maria Anna of Spain, consort of Emp. Ferdinand III.; 404a.

Znrbaran , Franciscan miracle of the Crucifix, one of the artist's

best efforts (1020); 405b. Ribera, St. Sebastian. — *413a. Velaz-

quez (?), Condottiere Alessandro del Borro, as conqueror of Pope

Urban VIII., trampling on the banner of the Barberini, a work of

extraordinary effectiveness of treatment; **413e. Velazi/nez , Por-

trait of a Spanish lady. — To the right: *405. Miynartl , Portrait

of Maria Mancini ; 471. CI). Le Bran, Jabach of Cologne, Louis X I V.'s

banker, and his family: *4*0. Penne, Frederick the Great as Crown

Prince (1730); *450b. G. B. Tiepolo, Martyrdom of St. Agatha, a

large and fine altar-piece, excellent in its colouring and treatment;

372. Anniliale Carrarri, Italian landscape. — 441. Liica Gior-

dano, Judgment of Paris; 373. Guido lieni, The Virgin appearing

to the hermits Paul and Anthony, a good specimen of his early

manner.

Returning by !!. VIII, we reach the Corridor behind the cabinets,

which contains Italian, Spanish and French paintings of the 10-lKth

cent: Wattean, 474a. Al fresco breakfast, 474b. Open air party;

3(53. Gniilo lieni, Mater Dolorosa; 160. Paris liordone , Chess-

players; 207a. Milanese Sehool, Handkerchief of St. Veronica: 372a.
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Agostino Carraeci , Portrait; 1182. Pellegrino Aretnsi , Madonna
enthroned, with saints. The corridor contains also •'Choir-stalls,

with intarsia-work by 1'aiitaleoi/e de Mardiis (ra. 110.") i. - We
now return to the Vestibule (p. 70).

The door opposite the entrance admits to the upper gallery

of the Rotunda (p. 72; entrance direct from the Lustgarten, see

p. 71). The walls here are hung with the celebrated '"'"Tapestry,

woven for Henry VIII. of England from designs (now in the South

Kensington Museum) drawn by Raphael in 1515-10 for the Sistine

chapel of the Vatican. This tapestry, like the original set, of which
it was the first repetition, was executed at Brussels in fine wools,

silks, and gold thread, but like both the original and the later repe-

titions (liOreto, Dresden, Paris) has sadly faded. It was once in the

possession of Charles I., then in that of the Dukes of Alva, and was
purchased by Frederick William IV. in 1*44. To the right: 1. Death
of Ananias; 2. Christ giving Peter the keys of heaven: 3. Paul and

Barnabas at Lystra: 4. The sorcerer Elymas struck with blindness;

5. Conversion of St. Paul; 6. Paul preaching at Athens: 7. Stoning

of St. Stephen; H. Miraculous draught of fishes; 0. Peter and Paul

healing the lame man. (The 10th, Paul in prison at Philippi, is

missing.)

b. The New Museum.
Admission, see p. 35. — Official printed Uiiiilr. see p. 71.

The *New Museum was erected by Staler in the Renaissance

style in 1K43-55 (length 344 ft., depth 130 ft.; height of the cen-

tral part, with the grand staircase, 102 ft.). The exterior of this

edifice is comparatively insignificant, but its internal decorations

are rich and artistic.

The main entrance is on the E. side, opposite the National

Gallery.— The Passaue (p. 70) connecting the Old and New Muse-
ums leads to the central story of the latter. The visitor is re-

commended to traverse Rooms X, XI, and XII (see Plan) and
enter the spacious ^Staircase (PI. II), 125 ft. in length, 50 ft. in

width, and 05 ft. in height, which forms the centre of the building.

A broad flight of steps leads from the groundfloor (p. 00) to the

first storv, and two narrower ones from the first to the second

(p. 93).

Six magnificent *Mural Paintings by W. von Kaidbaeh, ex-

ecuted in 1847-06, representing important epochs in the history of

mankind, adorn the upper walls of the staircase: 1. Fall of Babel,
with Ninirod in the centre: 2. Golden Age of Greece; 3. Destruction

of Jerusalem by Titus; *4. Battle of the Hunts; 5. The Crusaders
liefore Jerusalem under Godfrey de Bouillon; 0. Age of the

Reformation.— Over the doors are figures of Tradition and His-
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tory, Science and Poetry. Between the large pictures appear the

law-givers Muses. Solon, Charlemagne, and Frederick the Great;

above them, Egypt, Greece, Italy, Germany. On Ihe window-walls
are allegorical figures of Sculpture, Painting, Architecture, and

Engraving. Around the entire hall, beneath the rirlil v-dccoraled

pendent work, runs a h"rie::t\ bearing a humorous representation

(in grisaille) of the history of the development of mankind, termi-

nating with Humboldt leaning on his Cosmos, the whole hardly

intelligible without a detailed explanation.

1. FlKST Fl.iiOK.

The first floor of the New Museum is almost entirely occupied by

the very extensive and valuable Collection of Casts. Rooms I-X.

(romp, the Plan) and the Passage from the Old .Museum are devoted

to Cants from the Antitpie, and represent the general development

of antique sculpture fairly completely. The Greek works are arranged

chronologically as far as possible. Excellent scientific catalogue

by Eriederiehs (2nd edit, by Wolters, lHXf>; 12 *.//.). Room III also

contains Greek landscapes, and Room X mural paintings from the

Greek heroic myths. — Less complete, though very interesting, is

the collection of easts of mediaeval and Renaissance Italian Sculp-

tures, in Room XII and part of Room XI. — Casts of Oti/iupiau

Sculptures, see p. '.IS.

Four sections in the S. part of Room XI contain the ^Original

German Sculptures, which have lately been considerably added

to. Sect. I: Sandstone figures from Wiirzburg, on which the colour-

ing has been partially preserved; reliquary of St. Patroclus and two

altar-screens from Westphalia; 2S7. Statue of Kmp. Charles IV.,

a Nuremberg work; 2112. Michael Pacher, Madonna. — Sect. IT:

Fountain from Visclier's workshop; groups of Apostles (Franconian);

statues by Rienieusrhneider and the Master of Cretjliutjeu. —
Sect, III: P)4. (j. Lahe.nwolf, Bust of Frederick 11. of Denmark;

Adoration of the Magi, by a Sirahinu Master; St. Anna with the

Madonna and Child, by Dan. Mauch; two busts id' members of the

Imhof familv, bv Jan'de Zar. — *301-30G Scenes from the Passion,

by Veit Stoss. — Sect. IV: 341. Hans Dandier, Altar; 421. Otto

Many tot, Cupid. In the cases is a valuable *Collection of small

objects in wood, wax, bronze, mother-of-pearl, soapstone, ivory, etc.

In the X. part of the same room are the *Italian Bronzes.

Though formed within the last few years only, this collection already

ranks next to that in the National Museum at Florence as the most

important and choicest of its kind.— In the middle of the room,

*38. Donatello , John the Baptist.— To the left: *4<». Donatella
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and 140. Pitduau Master (loth cent), Rusts of Lod. Gonzaga;

between these, *K>0d. (}. B. Caralli, Bust (if Spagnuoli, superior

of the Camaldulensians.— To the right: two large *Busts of Gre-

gory XIII. and one of Conte del Xegro, private secretary to

Clement VII. (16th cent.). — The shelves and small wall-cases and

the large cabinet in the centre of the room contain ~~Bronze
Statuettes, bv DimateUo, Bertolda, Bel/ano, Ji'i<<ia,J. Sausafina,

Cellini, (linv. da Boloy/ta, and nearly all the other great workers

in bronze.— Uy the walls and at the window are cases containing

a verv extensive collection (nearly 1000) of "Plaquettes. Duna-

tella, Hiecin, JMaderiai, Valeria Bella, and all the other chief

masters are represented by numerous specimens.

The glass-cases in K. XII contain a Colleetiou of Early
Christian Antiquities from Ki/i/jit (glass, terracottas, bronzes,

and ivory carvings).

In the staircase (p. ski, as already mentioned, the wide central

flight of steps descends to the groundfloor.

2. G hound Floor.

From the Vestibule (direct entrance, see p. s.s], we first turn

to the S. (left) and enter the hall of Casts of German Sculp-
tures. The collection, which is historically arranged, contains

important works dating from the beginning of the XI. to the middle

of the XVI. century. The hall was originally intended for the Nor-

thern Antiquities, and the mural paintings represent scenes from

Scandinavian mythology.

.Most of the groundfloor is occupied by the —
*Egyptian Museum, one of the most important collections

of the kind, founded by Bassalaei/ua , and greatly extended by

Lejjsius in 1845 and again more recently. It is arranged in chrono-

logical order (bv dynasties). Illustrated catalogue, 2nd edit., 1SSI0

Vi\//.).

The Vkktim'le contains, among other objects of interest, an

obelisk of Ramses II., a monument of victory of I'sertesen III., from

Nubia (IsOO B.C.), a head of King Har-em-heb, and sacred monkeys.

The door leading hence to Room XI is at present closed (comp. p. 91 ).

— We pass through the anteroom beside the staircase and enter the—
Colonnade Court (PI. Ill), which, together with Room V, re-

presents the main features of an Egyptian temple. On the side

nearest the entrance: Statues of the lion-headed goddess Sekhmet.

In the entrance court: Ethiopian altar which has played an import-

ant part in the deciphering of Ethiopian inscriptions; two crio-

sphinxes (that on the right a cast). In the back-ground are two

colossal figures of kings in a sitting posture, in porphyry: to the
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left Ramses IT., called Scsostris by the Greeks, entirely uninjured;

to the right Psertesen 1. (2100 B.C.), the upper pail restored.

Behind the curtains on the walls are papyri. The mural paintings

represent Egyptian landscapes. — The hieroglyphics on the entab-

lature record that these monuments were arranged here in 1S48 bv

order of Frederick William IV. — We now pass through Boom V
and IV (see below) and enter (to the right) the —

Room iik the Pkim.iox ai. Pkkkid (before I'SOt) 15. ('.; PI. XI;,

at present heing re-arranged. Plainly ''-Objects found in prehistoric

tombs: mummies in a crouching posture, sewn up in leather cover-

ings; line stone vessels: fragments of vessels and sepulchral stones

bearing the names of kings; carved ivory chair-legs: stone knives

and slates for pulverising pigments. Some objects dating from the

ancient monarchy (see below) arc also shown here. In this room is

also the Tomb of Mefen (ca. 2S00 B.C.), rebuilt with the original

slabs. — The mural paintings represent sacrifices and the judgment
of the dead; on the ceiling is a reproduction of the Zodiac of

Dcndera.

VII

Xetios llcirliU1LVL1LM.1L. ,111(11 /.111 lltTIII .^ l\l II 11 M
• • •«»••• m^Af • • • • • • m

, Deut.sch.er 7^ Torlullo I Alteste Zeit ^AltcsReir'^

.^/ilftlT

Boom of the Ancient Monarchy (after 2K00 B. (.'.; PI. TV).

Wall T: Walls of the tomb of Manol'er, with admirable reliefs

(the deceased at meal; his herds); sacrificial slabs and cups. Wall 1 1

:

Tomb-chamber of Prince Mer-eb (son of Cheops), who was buried

beside the (ireat Pyramid at (iizeh. This was reconstructed from

fragments brought home by Lepsius. — Window -wall: * 1 0.s.">S.

Wooden figure of Per-her-n'ofret. — Wall XT: lls.V Pyramid-d •

with fayencV plaques: 771IC. Servant grinding corn ; 1121*. Relief with

harvest-scenes; 15,701. Stone statue of the major-domo Dersenez.

—

We return to the —

Boom of the JIiudu Monarchy (after -woo B. (.'.: PI. V). Tn

the central passage: 3121. Statue of Amen-em-het III. Wall VIII
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(on the left); 1160, 1161. Blocks of rook with marks indicating the

level of the Nile. At the end next the Colonnade Court: wooden
coffins of Mentuhotep and Hcnui, with the figures that were interred

with them. — Mural paintings of domestic scenes. — The—
AxTKii<ic»i (PI. VI) is devoted to the ixth Dynasty (1600-1400

B.C.). Heads of sphinxes, representing queens; 2206. Statue of

Sen-Mut, with a little princess in his lap.

Room of thk New Empike (Pl.VI 1). Period of tlie Neic Empi re

(after 1600 B.C.). Tombstones and coffins. Case A. Furniture and

musical instruments; adjacent. Wig made of wool. — Table-case

B. Bowls, writing materials, ornaments, dolls, stone beetles. —
Wall I: 2297. Statue of Ptahmai and his family. — Case C. Funeral

offerings from a tomb of the period of Ramses II. — Wall II:

Garlands from royal mummies. — Wall III: Case D. Small statues,

head-rests, draught-board.— Wall IV: Case E. Figures buried with

the dead. 2. Sarcophagus of a general called Merit i; 20.">s. Belief

from the tomb of Seti I. — Wall V: 2070. Egyptian and Asiatic

(relief from the tomb of Seti I.). — Wall VIII: Case F. Tools and

weapons, including a battle-axe and a dagger in a leather sheath.

—

Wall IX: 10,s.-)ll. Wooden relief of Tamaket; 2060, 2061. Stucco

paintings from Thebes ; Paintings on Xile mud.— Wall X : -12,-111,

12,412. Relief of a funeral-feast, from the tomb of a high priest of

.Memphis (exceedingly life-like). —Wall XI: 20SK, oos'.l. Relief of the

funeral procession of the architect Maia under Ramses II.— Lilii/an

Kpoi-li (after 1100 B.C.). Wall XII:20'.I4. Relief from Karnak of cap-

tive Jews, from the wars of Sheshenk (Shishak).—Wall XIII: Case (1.

Sepulchral figures in dark blue fayence: 10,114. Statue of a queen;
14X0. Door and wall of a chapel of the Ethiopian king Shabaco.
— Lute Period (after 700 B. C). Wall XVIII: 10,972. Statue of

an old man; -12,500. Head of an old man, in an unusual style. —
On the walls are representations from Egyptian history. — To our

left is the Colonnade Court, straight on is the —
Room of the Late Epoch (PI. VIII). Numerous coffins. Bronze

and wooden figures of sacred animals and gods, temple utensils,

ornaments, amulets, scarabs; to the left, mummies of sacred animals.
— To the left of this room lies the—

Fayfm Boom (PI. IX), containing mummies of the 2nd cent. A. D.,

found at Hawara and Kum-mer (Central Egypt), with portraits on

wood and linen. By the wall on the left, Portrait of Aline and

gilded mask of her husband; in the centre of the room, detached

portraits.— We return through R. VIII to the—
G-RiEC'o-KojiAN Room (PI. X). Tombstones, altars, biers. Wall I:

21 If). Relief of the Ptolemies; 2271. Statue of a general. — Wall III:

31. Wooden coffin in the form of the goddess Hathor; 2123. Head
in the Phoenician style, from a marble sarcophagus.— Wall VII:
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7733. Inscription (if Zenobia, Queen cif Palmyra, referring In a

synagogue. —Wall Y11I: 2110. Relief of Emp. Augustus as an

Egyptian king.— Walls IX and XI: Fragments nf garments and
palls. The cabinets contain terracotta and bronze figures of gods,

lamps, glass vessels, etc. — Late Ethiopian (Coptic) antiquities.

Wall XII: 22(>1. King on a. throne; 22(>K. Monument of victory,

erected by King Nestasen. — Wall XIV: Ornaments of a queen,

from her pyramid at Meroe. Lastly we come to the —
Ant-sin Rooms (PI. XII and XIII: rlosed at present), containing

recent acquisitions. Portions of a ''Stucco pavement from El-Amarna
(ca. 1400 B.C.), with representations of ducks among reeds. *Slabs

from the temple of the sun built by King Ne-user-re, near Abusir

(ca. 2600 B.C.), with interesting representations from the three

seasons: fishing, fowling, hunting, harvesting, boatbuilding etc.

—

Room XIII: Other slabs from the same source, representing

festivities; utensils and vessels of various epochs. — Passing hence

through the Hall of (ierman Sculptures (p. 0(>) we once more reach

the main staircase.

3. Xkcond Floor.

See Plan, p. 8U.

On the upper landing of the staircase (p. SS) which leads to

the second floor of the New Museum are giass- cases containing

reduced copies of bodies found buried among the ruins of Pompeii.

To the left is the Cabinet of Engravings, to the right the, Antiqua-

rium (see below).

The ^Cabinet of Engravings contains some 3(M»,(i()(i en-

gravings, wood-cuts, and lithographs; drawings by artists who

died before 1800 (among which the German and Dutch schools arc

especially well represented); illustrated MS.S. of the 10-KUh cent.;

old illustrated books; and lastly an extensive collection of photo-

graphs of paintings and drawings. Among the recent acquisitions

are an important Dttrer collection (1*77), the illustrated MSS. from

the collection of the Duke of Hamilton (lsx-2). including si illustra-

tions to Dante by Botticelli (d. 1510), engravings by Remit rit mil

from various private collections, including those presented by Frei-

herr von Lipperheide, and the engravings, etchings, and wood-cuts

by modern German artists formerly exhibited in the National

Gallery.— Passing through the vestibule we reach the students'

room, where the portfolios of engravings are shown on application.

Bevond is a room where a varying selection of the best drawings

and engravings is exhibited (at present drawings by Italian masters,

from the recently acquired A. vim, Beekerath ('ollvctimi).

The *Antiquarium is a collection of small antique works of

both ornamental and industrial art.
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Room I. In front are the *Smcdl Bronzes (7-4th cent. B.C.).

To the right of the entrance, *Theseus and the Minotaur, a fine

work of the Alexandrian period, found in Asia Minor. Household

utensils and weapons; objects found in a tomb at Chiusi (chair of

s|tate and cinerary urn).— In the desk-case to the left are Grecian

folding mirrors (chiefly of the 4th cent.) with interesting repre-

sentations (Scylla, Ganymede, etc.) on the covers.— In front of the

next section, large bronze *Vase with four ram's heads, from

Leontini (6th cent.); farther back, ornaments from vases and uten-

sils; male and female satyrs, a double-herma from Pompeii.— To

the right, in Case VII: Toilet-caskets from tombs at Prseneste

(4th-3rd cent. B.C.); above, bronzes of the golden period (Satyr

from Pergamum, Hercules, etc.). In the desk-cases, *Etruscan

mirrors in metal; buckles. In Case VI, to the left: Antique vases

and utensils, and small antique Greek figures, partly of great

beauty (head of a youth from Cythera, youth and warrior from

Dodona, Jupiter Tonans from Olympia, etc.). In the desk-cases,

articles used in the palaestra, writing-tablets, and other small ob-

jects.— Farther on are the * Terracottas, most of which are Greek.

The finest are those found at Tanagra in Bceotia since 1873, which,

to judge from the pleasing movement, drapery, and delicate colour-

ing of the groups and figures, date from the 3rd and 4th cent. B.C.

Many of them are highly humorous in conception. The best are in

Case XIV, to the left. Terracottas from Asia Minor, Sicily, and

S. Italy. To the left, Roman mosaics. In Case XX: Terracotta

reliefs, chiefly from Greece, including one of the Calydonian hunt.

In a recess by the exit, archaic bronzes, and coloured terracottas

from Olympia (chiefly fragments of buildings). *Head of a Roman
lady; *Head of a youth, from Tarentum.

Room II. Larger Objects arranged in geographical order. In

the centre and in front of the two end windows are painted terra-

cotta sarcophagi from Clazomense (6th cent.) and objects found in

Rhodes. In front of the centre window : Coloured terracotta plaques

from Cervetri; black pottery from Etruria. On the walls: to the

left, terracottas from Capua, Psestum, Cervetri, Rome, and the Rhine.

By the exit, two cinerary urns with human heads from Chiusi.

— An adjoining room contains the **Silver Treasure found in

1868 at Hildesheim near Hanover, consisting of Roman plate of the

time of Augustus. Some of the articles possess great artistic merit,

especially the cratera in front of the window and the round dish

with a relief of Athena. A case to the left contains Greek silver

dishes from Hermopolis in Egypt (2nd cent. B.C.).

Room IV contains the Vases, 4000 in number, a collection

scarcely inferior in value to those at London and Paris, and in-

cluding many of exeat artistic value and importance in the history
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uf Greek painting and mythology. Most of 1 hem , though maile in

Greece, have been found in tombs in Italy. The arrangement is

chronological, beginning with the earliest vases from .Mv cerise (Case

I, by the entrance), and concluding with the vases manufactured in

S. Italy during the centuries immediately preceding the. Christian

epoch (Case XXVI, at the end of the room). The climax of exquisite

workmanship is reached in the Attic vases of the 5th cent, with red

figures on a black ground. Among the specially noteworthy specimens
are the Panathenaic Amphora3 in Case Vllf, to the left ; the Hydriie

or three handled water- vessels in Case XIV, to the right; the

shallow drinking-bowls with interesting paintings both inside and

outside, many of them with inscriptions by the artists, in Cases

XV and XX, to the left: and the Attic Lekythi, or anointing-vessels,

with coloured designs on a white ground, in Case XXI, in the centre,

and on stands to the left by the windows. In Desk-Case V, to the

left, are votive tablets from Corinth (7-oth cent. B.C.). and in Desk-

Case VII, to the right, Attic terracotta slabs (0th cent. B.C.).

—

Beyond Room IV, in the staircase gallery, are objects from Cyprus.

In the 'Stkrnsaal' (I'l. Ill) is the Collect'nni af GeiDs itml Ob-

jects in. the Precious Metals. The most valuable part of the collec-

tion of gems (Tiitiifjlios, receding, and Cameos, raised) still remains

the Stosch collection, consisting of 344'2 specimens, purchased by

Frederick the Great for 30.000 ducats, More recently many stones

from Greece have been added. The first case to the right contains

gold objects, the most valuable of which are the *VettersfehIe

Treasure, parts of a suit of armour made probably in a Greek

colony on the Black Sea for a Scythian chief, found in l.s.s-2 at

Vettersfelde in the Nieder-Lausitz, and the *Ai/tii/ne < h-nameids

from the Sabine Mts., purchased in 1S77 for 00.0(10 , // (3000/.):

massive gold bracelets in the form of snakes, rings, etc. The second

case contains the finest of the antique and later cameos, including one

with the Judgment of Paris: onyx 'Cameo with the Apotheosis of

Sept i mius Severus, measuring It by 7'/
a
inches (purchased for ISOit/.);

Head of Athena, by Eutyches; Gorgoiieion orGorgon's head; Hercules

and Cerberus; and a statuette in chalcedony. At the back are the

oldest Greek intaglios. On the wall between these cases are the

Lauersfort phaler*, the silver ornaments of a Roman officer. The

third case (to the left) contains modern cameos and intaglios. In the

centre of the room and in the case at the back are ancient glass

vessels, and to the left of these, articles in bone, and ivory (diptychs).

On the wall, fragments of old glass mosaic, and ancient mural paint-

ings. On the wall near the door are articles discovcre dat Jerusalem

(Dormitio Sanctie Maria'), and on the other walls Roman mosaics,

including (right) a Centaur from Hadrian's villa near Rome, and

(left) an Egyptian festival at the time of the high Nile.
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c. Pergamum Museum. Antiquities from "Western
Asia. Olympia Museum.

Entkance by the Portal at the back of the National Gallery (see
plan

, p. 70). — Admission to the Pergamum Museum , see p. 36. — Guide
to the Pergamum Museum , 30 pf. ; Guide to the Ruins of Pergamum,
80 pf. Description of the Great Frieze (illustrated), 1 JL

The Pergamum Museum (PI. E, 23), an unpretending edi-

fice by F. Wolff, opened in 1901, contains the larger objects found
in the excavations undertaken by the Royal Museums in three Hel-

lenistic towns of Asia Minor, viz. Pergamum (1878-86), Magnesia
on the Mseander (1891-93), and Priene (1895-99). Its chief treasure

is the great **Frieze, representing the contest of the gods and
giants (Gigantomachia) , which formed the artistic decoration of

a huge marble altar to Zeus and Athena on the Acropolis of Per-

gamum, probably erected by King Eumenes II. about the year B.C.

180 in honour of his decisive victory over the Gauls of Asia Minor.

The altar has been reconstructed so as to exhibit the sculptures in

their original position. The engineer Karl Humann (d. 1896), whose
bust (by Brutt) is in the Museum, discovered several isolated reliefs

in 1871 built into a mediaeval fortification wall, and in 1878-80

succeeded in bringing to light the whole of this most valuable work
of art, which is the largest existing monument of Greek sculpture

and rivals in importance the Parthenon sculptures in the British

Museum. The sculptures are characterized by strong dramatic feeling

and great boldness in the representation of scenes of excitement;

and at the same time reveal a knowledge of the human form, a

richness of fancy, and a mastery of execution, such as are displayed

in no other antique remains on so large a scale.

The Altak, reconstructed in its original size and shape, and

surrounded by a broad gangway, occupies the centre of the museum.
It has the form of a rectangular podium or platform, nearly 30 ft.

in height, and is 113 ft. broad and 124 ft. in length at its base.

A flight of steps, 65 ft. broad (see below), let into the W. side,

ascends to the top. The opening on the same side, with columns
(a modern arrangement) and preceded by a fine Mosaic Pavement
from Pergamum, forms the entrance to the inner court (see p. 97).

Round the outside of the altar (including the side-walls of the

flight of steps), above a kind of dado or pedestal, 7^2 ft. in height,

runs the famous Marble Frieze, also 7 1

/2 ft. high. The high reliefs

have been in many cases reconstructed from numerous small frag-

ments, but none has been restored. Above the frieze are the names
of the Gods and Titans, and of the Giants, many of whom are re-

presented in half human, half animal form.
The following are the more important groups and figures, beginning at

the steps and proceeding from left to right. On the W. Side: Dionysos.
On the S. Side : Various deities, including Cybele mounted on a lion, in
combat with " monster in the form of a bull; Selene on horseback;
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Helios in floating drapery in liis chariot; Aurora riding through the
heavens; a lion -headed giant being strangled bv a vouth; Pheeiic and
her opponents; Asteria supported tiv a dog. Oil thi- K. Nidi': Bearded
giant in combat with the triple-headed Hecate; Artemis and the youthful
Otos; Tityus hard pressed by the torch of I,cto ; magnificent 'torso of
Apollo in the background. Further towards the end arc the main groups:
Zeus destroying three opponents with thunderbolts, and Athena grasping
Alkyoneus (son of (ia-a, the earth-goddess) by the hair (the Alkyoneus
is interesting on account of the resemblance to the Lnoeoon). On tin'

X. Side: Castor defending himself against Idas; Xyx hurling the vessel
full of serpents; a goddess, supposed to be Medusa,' supported by a lion.
Oil the W. Side and on the adjacent side-wall of the staircase are marine
deities, including the fantastic form of Triton, and the mighty Oeeanus.

On the platform at the tup of the flight id' steps stood the

sacrificial altar, which was surrounded by a low colonnade, with

elegant Ionic columns. The inner side of the rear-wall was decor-

ated with the Telephwt Frieze, oft. in height, depicting the

history of Telephu.s, the mythical founder id' Pergamum. The
numerous and in part uninterpreted fragments are exhibited on

the entrance-wall of the gangway (beginning beyond the corner to

the right of the entrance; inscriptions below the reliefs). — On the

other walls are the other sculptures discovered at Pergamum, frag-

ments of architecture, and inscriptions from Pergamum. A series

of large Female Figures is noteworthy, and still more so a beautiful
* Female Head (opposite the E. wall of the altar, near the left

corner), recalling the Venus of Milo.

The Ixxkr Court (entrance, see p. ill!), within the reconstructed

large altar, contains architectural fragments illustrating the more
important buildings. By the entrauce-wall and rear-wall are frag-

ments from Pergamum (by the entrance-wall a fragment of the

sacrificial altar also); to the left, fragments from Magnesia; and

to the right those from Priene. Here too. opposite the entrance,

is a large marble copy from Pergamum of the statue of Athena

Parthenos by Phidias.— Outside the entrance to the Museum is a

semicircular marble seat from Pergamum.

The Collection of Antiquities from Western Asia is

exhibited, together with the Olympia .Museum (p. ilH), in a separate

building next to the Pergamum Museum (p. 9C>). Admission on

week-days 11-1.30, by application to the Director.

Ukoi'nd Floor. To the left are Assyrian Alabaster Slulis from the
palaces of King Assur-Nasir-Pal OhSo-Hi',0 B.C.) and Sennacherib (705-l'iSl

B.C.) at Kalab and Nineveh (the modern Nimroud and Kouyunjik), with
reliefs of winged deities, kings, hunting and battle scenes, and pro-

cessions. Niche C: Assyrian bell; monument to King Sargon I722-705),

from Cyprus. Niche 1), in a case, Relief of Sennacherib and his favourite

horse. Before the partition-walls: fragment of an ancient Babylonian
memorial stone with a relief of the primaeval king Gudea; Babylonian
tiles (from Tello) with cuneiform inscriptions dating back to :iooo B.C.;

tile with the stamp of Nabuehodonosor («iO-4-5<>l). — At the end of Room 1.:

Punic tomb-stone, with Latin and Punic inscriptions; two colossal lions

from Sendjerli (see p. !IN); in front, fragment of a colossal statue of

King Panammu from N. Syria (ca. 7 -JO B.C.); statue of the God Hadad,

Baedeker's Berlin, 7
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with ancient Aramaic inscription; to the right, memorial stone of the
Armenian King Rusas I. (ca. 720). — On the right side of the room are
the so-called Hittite Sculptures, discovered in 1888-91 in N. Syria (Send-
jerli) and Asia Minor, some dating from between 1000 and 2000 B.C.
These are mainly mural reliefs (King Barrakhnb with attendants; lion-

hunt); several bear ancient Aramaic inscriptions.

On the Staircase arc casts of Assyrian monuments, chiefly from
Nimroud.

First Floor. To the left, casts of antiquities from Assyria, Phoenicia,
and S. Arabia; to the right, casts from Cyprus and Kommagene in Syria,

and also of Hittite sculptures (see above). Among the most valuable origi-

nals are (in Niche F, to the left) the earthenware tablets found at El-
Amarna in Central Egypt, consisting of letters addressed by Asiatic
princes (one being from Jerusalem) and Egyptian vassals to the Pharaohs
Amenophis III. and IV. (ca. 1400 B.C.). Niche G: Babylonian earthen-
ware tablets (commercial charters, letters, list of words, ground-plan of a

palace). Niche H: Antiquities from Palmyra (3rd cent. A.D.); seals from
N. Syria, Cyprus, and Chaldsea. Niche J: Leaden coffin from Jerusalem;
Armenian bronzes. To the right (Niches K andL): Sculptures from the
tomb of King Antiochus I. of Kommagene (69-34 B.C.). In the centre,

Case II: Babylonian inscribed cylinders, particularly cylinders commem-
orating the buildings of Nabonedus (555-538). The other tablets also

deserve notice, affording, as they do, an insight into the astounding deve-
lopment of the jurisprudence of the country, and ranging in date from
3000 B.C. to the period of the Arsacidae.

The Olympia Museum (admission only by permission previ-

ously obtained at the Pergamum Museum) is arranged in a wing of

the same building, and consists of casts of the sculptures discovered

during the excavations carried on by Ernst Curtius (d. 1896) in

1876-81 at Olympia at the expense of the German government.
Several Doric metopes, discovered in 1829, are also included.

The originals of the first-named sculptures remain at Olympia. The
chief casts on the Ground Floor arc those of the Hermes of Praxiteles,
the only authenicated and at the same time well preserved master-piece
of the greatest Greek sculptor of the 4th cent., and of the Nike of I\iionios,
erected at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, in which the sculptor
has most admirably succeeded in representing the goddess of Victory in
the act of flying.

First Floor. The chief objects here are the two Pediment Groups
from the Temple of Zeus, by an unknown sculptor of the beginning of
the 5th cent. B.C. The E. Pediment represents the preparations for the
race between Pelops and Oenomaos, which Curtius describes as follows.
In the centre stands Jupiter, with Pelops and Hippodamia on his right,
and King Oenomaos and his wife Sterope on his left; to the right and
left of these appear the two four-horse chariots, held by kneeling chariot-
eers, beyond which, on the left, are a seated man, a kneeling girl, and
finally the recumbent figure of the river-god Alpheus, and, on the right, a
bald-headed old man, a boy seated on the ground, and the river-god
Cladeus. On the W. Pediment the struggle between the Lapithse and
the Centaurs at the marriage of Pirithous is depicted. In the middle is

Apollo extending his right hand in a commanding gesture, while on each
side are groups of combatants; to the left a Centaur abducting a woman
and attacked by Pirithous; to the right, Theseus protecting a woman
against her abductors; to the left again, a Centaur carrying off a boy,
and to the right, a kneeling Lapith strangling a Centaur ; the succeeding
groups on each side resemble the first groups, but with the figures in a
kneeling position; the composition finally terminates with a recumbent
female form at each end.
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(I. The National Gallery.

Admission, see p. :ir, (closed on Tuesdays). --The official ('tita!,,,/,,,'

(1 JO.) includes also works which arc not exhibited. The names of the
artists and the subjects represented are Riven on each work. Lift (10 pf.)
in the Apse (comp. p. 101).

To the K. of the New Museum, in the centre of a square sur-

rounded with Doric colonnades and embellished with flower-beds,

rises the *National Gallery (PL R, 26), designed by Staler in

accordance with a plan of Frederick William IV., and built by
Struck in 186(5-7(1. The building is of sandstone, and erected in

the form of a Corinthian temple, 206 ft. long and 102 ft. wide,

elevated on a basement 39 ft. in height. At the S. end is a portico

of eight columns, and at the X. a semicircular apse. The sculptures

are by M. Srlriih, Calaiiilrelli, and Moxer. At the top of the

imposing flight of steps in front of the S. facade is an Ki/iiextr/aii

Statue of Frederick William IV., by Calandrelli (18X6), with
allegorical figures of religion, history, science, and art on the

pedestal. — In the garden, towards the Xew Museum: *Tiiaillim,

Amazon on horseback (bronze); on the side towards the Spree,

Klein, Fountain-group; behind, in the colonnade, M. Schuh, Ma-
ternal love ; F. Lepke, The sculptor (lS'lo): the last three in marble.

The collection in the National Gallery, the nucleus of which was
formed by 262 pictures bequeathed by Heir J. H. Wagner (d. 1X61

)

to the Emperor William I. (then Prince Regent), now contains more
than 800 paintings, 140 cartoons and coloured drawings, and over

130 sculptures. With the exception of those in the Raezynski Gallery

(p. 108), the works are all by masters, chiefly German, of the IVlth

century.

The Entrance is under the flight of steps, and is flanked by

two niches, that to the right containing No. "r2. M. Wolff, Theseus

discovering his father's arms under a rock, that to the left, \n. 63.

Tiixliaux, St. Sebastian.

First Floor.

Vestibule. Marble sculptures: *28. Hahnel, Raphael; 46. ,-1.

Wolff, Dionvsus and Cupid; fi. Kinn, Faith, Hope, and Charity:

18. Bliixer, Hospitality: 111. Tieck and 117/%, Schickel. Paint-

ings (to the right): 2(17. Lexxiwj, Huss at the stake (141")): 24.

Bendemann, Babylonian Captivity. — To the left is the staircase

to the second floor (p. 103); the door in the middle leads to the —
Transverse Corridor. Paintings: GOO. Schiich, Emperor

William II. — o2(>. Becker, Carnival in the Doge's Palace at Ve-

nice; *(U(). Spaio/eit/ier,/, Recognition afler death (unfinished).

—

667. Pigllieiit, Moritur in Deo. — *47f>. Fenerhacli , Concert.

—

Schroder, 328. Charles I. taking leave of his family, 331. The
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citizens of Berlin and Kcilln swearing allegiance to Elector Fred-

erick I. (141")).— Bronze Sculptures: 67. Gotz, Boy balancing

himself.; *60. Briltt, Saved; 35. Tolierentz, Shepherd reposing;

101. Kic Geiycr, After the Fall; *10x. .1. Hildebraud, A. Bocklin

the painter.— 9. Kiss, Return from the hunt. — 107. A. Hilde-

braud, General Bayer; 77. Soinuier, Sleeping siren; L. Ran, 36.

Youth and sphinx, 37. Victoria, 38. Xatura donans et refusans

(sketches for a monument of Liebig); S3. Gotz, (Jirl drawing water.

— ss. Afaixou, Augur (painted terracotta): 7s. L. Caner, (ireek

youth: 75. Encke, Electress Elizabeth teaching her son Joachim:
"

>:'S2. Stuck, Athlete; K4. Biisclt, Girl praying (statuette in wood):

96. L. Alanzcl, Evening song; 7. 7i7.s-.s-, Fox-hunt.— 51. Karl
Schliiter, Portrait-bust; 29. Herter, Alexander reposing; 22. Suss-

luauu-Hclllioru, Drunken Faun; 3, 4. Echtermeyer, Bacchantes;

65. Hanch, Bust of Beuth.— The rooms to the right of this hall

contain the paintings, those to the left the sculptures in marble

(p. 102). We begin with the paintings.

Room I (chiefly Berlin painters). To the right: 67s. Schouleber,

Storm near Rapallo; *579. Konrad Lessiui/, Castle in the Eifel;

664. Bokelina/iii, Alone; Ml. Si-hairenberg, Legend: *4s6. Bracht,

Twilight on the Dead Sea. — To the left: 651. Miihliy, After the

hunt; 750. Koiter, Ernst Curtius; ^540. Flickel, Beech-wood near

Prerow on the Baltic; C>5(i. Freuzel, Downs on the Baltic: 034.

Bokelmami, Klaus Groth the poet.— Back-wall: 714. H. con Yolk-

inanii, Spring; 779. E. Kaiupf, Village in the Eifel; 773. H. rou

Haltermami, Consultation: 524. Gleicheu-Russwurm, Tdyl; 7S3.

E. Jettel, Landscape.

*K<)om II (chiefly works by A. Bocklin). To the right: Bocklin,

*746. Billows, *44s. Fields of the Blessed, -772. Portrait of himself,

with Death playing the violin, -523. Hermit, 635. Pieta; No number,

^Silence in the wood, Nymph and satyrs, Female portrait (these

three on loan).— 776. Alarees. St. George; 749. Lenbach, Prince

Hohenlohe; *747. Bocklin, Spring; 455. Lcattach, Moltke: Xo num-
ber, Bocklin, The artist and his wife (1SG4; on loan).

Boom III (chiefly Diisseldorf painters). 526. Ruths, Twilight;

399. O.Acheiitiach, Market in Amalfl; *K7. Gebhardt, Last Supper:

A.Achenbach, 506. Stormy sea, 3.Scheveningen: 665. Canal, Water-

mill in Westphalia.— To the left: 447. Bochniann, Dutch wharf;

542. Scheunis, Park of Versailles; *4S5. Gebhardt, Ascension;

412. Inner, The Diek-See in Holstein; 53s. Alunthe, Autumn.

—

Back-wall: 421. Zttgel, Sheep in a grove of alders; 7S4. Bantzer,

Sacrament in Hesse; 75s. Lier, Bavarian landscape; 767. Kall-
inorijen, Inquisitiveness.

Room IV. 12>s. Bartels, Spring-tide; 54s. Klaus ATet/er, Dice-

players; 539. Firle, Morning prayer in an orphanage; *491. Oeder,

November dav.— Left wall: 451. D ticker, Scene in Riiffen; 511.
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E. Lwjo, Morning in the Black Forest ; *7I5. h'iilil, Old men's asy-

lum at Liibeck; 541). Braith, Tattle; 50,s. Bnixch, War Dordrecht.
Vestibule of the Apse. Sculptures: 113. I/ib/erx, Muse; 57.

J. J\[oxer, Cupid disarmed; 50. R. Sr/nreini/:;, Cupid in danger:
48. Otto, Vestal Virgin; 41). Karl Caner, The witch ;

-24. E. Maijer,
Mercury and Argus; 44. M. Kriixe, Messenger bringing the news
of the victory of Marathon (bronze); -31. E. Midler, Prometheus
and the Oceanidie; Homer, (ill. Portrait of Kirchhoff (he physicist,

53. Water-sprite.

In the Apse are five radiating cabinets (to the right by the first

is the lift, p. '.)'.»).

Cab. 1. Kniiiix, 4s7. Mommseu the historian, *llitl. 'As the

old have sung, so chirrup the young', 448. Helmholtz the physicist ;

*(i3!l. Friexe, Elks fighting.— 318. Srldeich , Evening scene: 481).

L. Pohle, L. Richter the painter: t!38. Faint, Bear-hunt in Russia:

43o. Lier, Evening on the Isar; Aiii/eli, (ill. Kekule the chemist,

(ill). Hofniaiin the chemist.

Cam. 2. 718. H. Darnaut , Landscape; 134. Lenbaeli , Prince

Bismarck (sketch); 77(1. H. T/anna, Goats in the Black Forest : •»(>.

(hide, Norwegian coast : 77"). Fenerhach, Portrait of himself; — to

the left, *l!12. ]\[arie nm Parmentier, Dieppe: 553. Stanffrr, K rev-

tug the novelist; 804. Hani/, Volunteers: Srlini'dsuii, 734. Pasture,

(i31. Marble quarries of Carrara: 7'.MI. Lenbaeli, Mommsen (study).

Cab. 3. (Mexzel Cabinet). 7(11. Boldini, Menzel (1S'.»."> i : \o

number, E. ]\fei/erlieim, Menzel as a youth. — Adolf Afenzel, 481.

Coronation of King William I. at Ki'migsberg in I8(il (sketch for the

painting in the Royal Palace at Berlin, p. <>7),
"

: 21 (
.>. Flute-concert

of Frederick II. at Sanssouci, 400. Departure of King William I. for

the army in 1870.— To the left: *780. Potsdam Railway, ""'218.

Frederick II. s round table at Sanssouci (1750); eleven sketches

(Frederick II. travelling; Frederick II. at the chateau of Leutheu,

1757; etc.).

Cab. 4. 735. W. Tridmer, Herren-Chiemsee in Bavaria; *771.

Leibl, Hunter; 785. A. Fenerhach, Landscape; 7*2. Tridmer, On

the sofa. — To the left : 7s7 (i. Mar, The three sisters. - 055. Dill,

Dutch canal: Leibl, 831. Country-lad, 7811. Poachers, *745. Women
of Dachau, 78*. Portrait: 722. Sdibnlelter, Landscape; 71 til. Sjierl,

Spring.

Cab. 5. 728. Sc/nnitxon, Horses on the puszta: *22<>. Menzel.

Rolling-mill ; 41. Brandt, Podolian village: 710. F. SLarbina, Lace-

makers at Bruges. -To the left: 481). IT. run Die-:, Wood festival;

828. H. ron Mareex, Hiiger the painter; Liel,erm<inn, *7*1. Shoe-

maker's workshop, -GO*. Girls plucking geese; 774. Lenbaeli.

R. Wagner the composer: (i54. (hide, Sogne Fjord: 71»7. Eijxen,

Meadow.

Room V. 723. Dora Hit::, Portrait of a little girl; (187. Feld-
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mimii; Moonrise; *592. Lleberiiiiiini, Flax-barn in Laren (Holland);

712. H. Vogel, Mother and child in an arbour; 70S. Skarbino,
Evening.— To the left: (152. Herzog, Crushed by the ice; 05s. 0.

Jeruberg, Harvest time; >:'545. F. rim, Uhde, Saying grace ('Komm,
Herr Jesu. sei unser Gast'); 717. Weishaiipt, In the early spring;

(175. Munthe, Autumn in Holland; H02. F. run Willc , Village in

the Eifel.

The next two rooms contain marble sculptures and a few larger

paintings.

Room VI. Sculptures: 30. Kallde, Bacchante on a panther;

(i. Schadmc, 102. Cupid, 144. Princess Louis of Prussia (model).

— To the left: G. Schailmv, *(('.(. Countess Lichtenau , 47. (loethe

in lslO; 61. A. Scholl, Bust of Phil. Veit. the painter; 64. Suss-

mmui-Hellborii, Sleeping Beauty; 19. Wlchinanii, T. Chr. Feilner.

— Back-wall: *31. Karl Schliiter, Roman herd-boy; 2. Drake,
Bust of Fr. von Raumer, the historian; 14. Witt!;/, Hagar and

Ishmael; 11. Ranch, Bust of Fr. Tieck, the sculptor; 5. Gramznw,
Genius of Peace : 74. K. Wolff, ( 'irce.— Paintings : 170. Knille, Venus
and Tannhauser; *473. Feuerbach, Medea and the Argonauts.

Know VII. Sculptures: 10. A. Kiss, Portrait of himself.— To
the right: 54. K. Begas, Bust of H. von Marees, the painter;

R. Begas, 25. Mercury and Psyche, 17. Bust of Wichmann, the

sculptor; A. Hlblebrand, 146. Pettenkofer, *45. Youth.— To the

left: *79. A. Briltt, Eve with her children; 50. Beer, Diirer as a

boy; R. Begas, 76. Bust of Bismarck, *39. Bust of Moltke: 115. L.
Manzel, Study of a girl's head ; 90. E. Beyer the Younger, Madonna;
97. Rheinhold, By the roadside; 42. A. Volkmann, Bust of a girl;

114. Schaper, General von Goben.— Back-wall: 70. Kopf, Bust
of Empress Augusta; 89. Huiidrleser, Statue of Queen Louise; 62.

Kopf, Emperor William I.; *55. Eberleln, Boy extracting a thorn

from his foot; 27. K. Begas, Brother and sister; 49. E. Herter,
Dying Achilles; 72. K. Begas, Faun with the infant Bacchus. In

the centre: *20. R. Begas, Bust of A. Mcnzel; so. Knfsack, The
first prayer; S7. O. Lessiug, Bust of L. Knaus, the painter; 132.

G. Lund, Mourning Psyche; 143. Wenck, Girl drinking. — Paint-

ings: *118. Henneberg, Pursuit of fortune; 474. A. Feuerbach,
Battle of Amazons (sketch).

We now return to the vestibule, and ascend the staircase to the

second floor.— On the Staircase is a frieze in stucco by Otto

Geyer, representing the growth of German civilisation from the

time of Arminius the Cheruscan down to the Franco-Prussian war
in a series of portrait-groups. On tbe walls are hung: 661. Alvarez,
Philip II. on his rock- seat near the Eseorial; 272. G. Rlchter,
Raising of Jairus's daughter; 351. Steffeck, Albert Achilles of Bran-
denburg's war with Nuremberg (1450): 452. .1. Fenerbach, Plato's

banquet.
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Skciind Flook. (I'lan, see p. 99).

Vkstibui.k. Paintings: W. Schirmer, 311, 313. Kiltlinil .scenes

;

cartoons by Bethel: 79. Otho III. at the tomb of Charlemagne (1100),

7(i. Charlemagne's entry into Pavia in 7'.I4. 75. Deslrnct ion of the

Irmensnl in 722. — Sculptures: 110. Hbsel , Hun (bronze); 20.

Canora, Hebe (marble). — We now enter the -

Cri'oL.v Saloon. In the centre: 73. G. Schadme, Crown Princess

Louise and her sister Frederica (model for the marble group in the

lioyal Palace, p. 07). 247, 24s. B. Plockhorst, Portraits of the

Emperor William 1. and the Knipress Augusta ; »SV// »<•//, 550. General

Zieten at the battle of Hennersdorf (174.J), 551. General Seydlitz

at the battle of Rossbach (1757). — The frieze in the vaulting, by

A. von. Heyden, represents the signs of the zodiac. The four lunettes

above the doors, scenes from the history of German art, are by the

same artist: Emp. Henry II. laying the foundation-stone of the

cathedral of Bamberg; Diirer painting a portrait of Emp. Maxi-

milian, while Kunz von der Rosen entertains the emperor with a

song; Contest of the singers at the Wartburg in Thuringia; Adam
Krafft, the sculptor, in his workshop.— The visitor should now
inspect the side-rooms and the cabinets, beginning to the right,

and visit the Cornelius Saloons (p. 100) last.

Room I. 529. K. Steffect, Neumann the physicist : 527. Werner,

Yivandiere; 323. Scholt". Volunteers of 1S13 before Frederick Wil-

liam III. at Breslau; 300. Voyel von Voijelstein, L. Tieck the

poet; 533. J. Schroder, Ranke the historian: 009. R. Worth mttller,

Frederick the Great by the dead body of Marshal Schwerin (May 0th,

1757). — To the left: 753. II. Feehner, General Kirchbaeh: 50s.

.4. Graff, Portrait of himself (1S13): 757. Klin. Jeriehaii, The

brothers Grimm; 379. Fr. G. 1 1 "eitsch. Abbe Jerusalem; x.F. Adorn,

Retreat from Moscow: 001. B. Ploclhorst, Empress Augusta: 93.

.1. draff, Prior Spalding; 530../. Hiibner, G. Sehadow the sculptor
;

3SII. Fr. (t. Weitxch, A. von Humboldt.— 502. A. Graff, Sulzer

the philosopher; 097. J. Schlesini/er. Hegel the philosopher: *472.

Fr. Lenbitrh, Bismarck: 525a. E. ran Ilennn, Peter von Cornelius

the painter: 350. J. H. Tischbein, Lessing the poet
;
025. F. IJilde-

lirond, Queen Louise on her flight to Memel (1X00).

CoiiKiixm (Belgian and French masters of the middle of the

19th century). To the left: s25. Herkimer, Ernie the architect

(enamel); 731. (,'. Manger, Forest -scene; 20. Ed. de Biefce, Com-

promise of the Netherlandish nobles in 1500: Calume, *W. Lake

of Lucerne, 50. Alpine landscape: 742. Fr. Jiossiiet, Granada: Kit).

N. de Keyset-, Death of Marie de Mediris; 27s. L. Robert. Robber

asleep; H. Leys, 210. Dutch party, 211. Diirer [painting Erasmus:

303. H. Vernet, Slave- market ;
>: sl. L. Gull ait, Egmont's last

moments.— To the right: 212. B, de Loose, Tavern company;
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15'.). N. de Keyser, The Giaour; 197. Chas. Laitdseer, Cromwell

at Naseby (1045).

Room II. To the left : 806. K. Zieykr, General von Bose; 479.

L. Kolitz, Scene from the skirmish of Vendome (1x71); 32. G.Bleib-

treii, Capture of Alsen (1X04).— 515. G. Richter, General Blunien-

thal (unfinished); 440. F. Adam, Cavalry attack at Sedan (1X70):

*G02. H. von. Anyeli, Enip. William I.; *719. Saltzrnait.it, Sea-

piece; 507. F. Adam, Mars-la-Tour (1X70): 032. G. Bkihtrm,
Crown Prince Frederick William before Paris (1871); 471. //. von

Anyeli, General Manteuff'el.— (130. J. Scheurenbery, General Stein-

nietz; 442. E. Hilnten, French cavalry attack at Worth (1X70);

131. Otto Heyden, Koniggratz (1x00)."— 076. \V. Schueh, Battle

of Mciekern (1X13) ; 504. L. Kolitz, General Werder.— We now reach

the five cabinets occupying the apse.

Cab. 1. (Diisseldorf masters). 231. H. Miicke, St. Catharine of

Alexandria; R. Jordan, 151. Marriage proposal in Heligoland,

155. The widow's consolation; 024. P. Haxenclever, F. Freiligrath

the poet; 250. Pone, Landscape; 00. K. d' I'nker- Liitzoic, The

arrest; 2X7. W. von Schadoiv, Portrait.— 270. .1. Rethel, St. Boni-

face; 51. W. Camphauxen, Cromwell's riders.— 120. K. Hertel,

Young Germany; Tli. Hildebrand, 138. Robber. 137. Warrior and

child; P. Haxenclever, 109. Library, loss. AVine-tasting.

Cab. 2. (Chiefly Munich masters). To the right: A. Riedel,

273. Albanian women, 274. Girls bathing.— To the left: 123. P.

Hess, Feast of St. Leonard in Bavaria; F. K. Hauxmonn, 571.

Pilgrimage in the Campagna, 700. Galileo before the council at

Rome, 1633 (sketch); 2X2. K. Rottmann, .Marathon (sketch ):

K. Spitzivey, 720, 721 . Hermits ; 40. H. Bilrkel, Towmen resting.—
205. F. Lessiny, Landscape; 525c. E. von Hettss, Chr. Reinhardt

the painter: A Sehrodter, 332. Tasting Rhine wine, 334. Don
Quixote, 335. Scene from Henry V.: 15s. Kalekrenth , Landscape;

K. Rottmavn, 281. Ammer-See, 491. Perugia; 7. A Adam, Studio.

Cab. 3. (Vienna and Dresden masters). To the right: 501. A.

Graff, Portrait of himself; ./. .1. Koch, 413. Monastery of San

Francesco di Civitella in the Sabine Mountains, 554. Sabine land-

scape ; 794. Sell wind, Adventure of Binder, the painter ; *343. M. von.

Schw/nd, The rose; 400. H. Franz-Dreber, Landscape with Diana:
— 599. ./. A. Koch, Sacrifice; 374. F. Wald in idler, After school;

503. F. Tischbein, Lute-player; 082. A. von Pettenkofen, Gipsies

resting. — C. Friedricli, 7x. Moonrise at sea, 77. Harz landscape;

733. F. WaldinUller, Return from the kermess: 20(5. K. Rahl,
Persecution of Christians; 445. L. Richter, Landscape in the Giant

Mountains.

Cab. 4. (Berlin masters). K. Blechen, 499. Gorge near Amalfi,

*010. Roman Campagna, 752. Palm-house, -021. Woodland near

Spandau, *G1X. Campanian landscape (four sketches); 354. E. Stein-
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hriirk, Mary among t lie )';iirii's (t'runt Titck's talis): Fr. Kriiijer,
1N7, INS. Dcpartuif fur arid Return from (In- chase, 721. Knip. Wil-
liam I. as prince, 642. Field-Marshal fount Wrangel, ISO, 727.
Stables, 100. Emp. Nicholas I. of Russia, (ill! I. Prince Augustus of

Prussia: (141, 750. K. Bet/ax the Elder, Portraits. -574. K. Fr.
Sehinkel, Gothic cathedral.

Cab. :">. (Berlin masters). To the right: lit. A. Beijux, Mother
and child; 731

'>. .4 Brendel. Sheep-stable; 30N. AT. (iraeb, Thurin-
gian mill.— To the left: 225. L\ Mei/er/ielm, An antiquary of Am-
sterdam; 43N. K.Stejfecl;, .Mare with foals; 425. K. Mmjniix. ,Iennv

Lind the singer; 563. A. Brendel, Cow-herd: 462. 77/. Iloxeniunn,
Sand carrier; K. J\[e>jerhehn, 720. The first step, 711. Bowls, 224.

The king of the marksmen. — 22. K. Bet/ox, Moor washing: 135.

Fj. H'Mebrandt, Beach scene at sunset : 223. Mei/er run Bremen.
The little housewife: 136. K. Hildebrandt, Castle of Kronliorg.

Room 111. 633. Simm, Duet; 422. A". Seherrex Klo, in

E. Prussia; 33. (1 .Bleibtren, Battle of Sadowa (1N66); 4'.I2. <!.(ir<ief,

Count Roon; 510. //. Crola, E. Bendemann the painter: 464. <). run
Konieke, Pass of St. (iotthanl : *<550. C Sidhiiidiiii, German cruiser

at St. Helena: .V21. Ed. Bendenutnn, Droysen the historian; 40s.

IT. (rent::, ('rnwn Prince Frederick William entering Jerusalem
(1S60):552../. Scheierenbery, Zeller the philosopher ;505. P.Junxxen,
General Herwarth von Bittenfeld; 392. F. Lexxin//, Landscape.

—

"420. (_! . Sjiomjenberii, Procession of Death: *4">6. K. Lndie'iij,

Pass of St. Gotthard.— 64s. Bierinann, Lepsius the Egyptologist:

070 a. KoJit~, Battles near Metz: 506. F. Werner, l'n veiling of the

monument to Queen Louise in the Tiergarten; 441. (1 . Kunfz, Italian

pilgrim; SON. Koh-k renth , The chateau of Klein-Oels.

Corridor. ""'500. Fr. Defrei/i/er. 'Borrowed plumes' (der 'Salon-

Tiroler'); 740. E. Hildebrandt, .Mountain-scene; 434. Chr. Kroner,
Deer; 35N. Vonticr, Dancing lesson: 453. A. Hertel , Coast near

Genoa; *400. Dcfrcf/(/er, Return of the Tyrolcse landsturm (1NO0):

565. Vantier, On the sick-bed: 503. .1. draff, Henriette Ilerz; 42.

Brendel , Sheep: 466. Srlieureuber;/, Lord's Day: 101. (liirlitt, In

the Alban Mountains. — To (lie right: 730. E. Hildebrandt. Land-

scape; 640. f[('nuclei; Hoffmann von Fallersleben the poet.

Room IV. 620. (,'. Bidder, Portrait of himself: 276. W. Iiief-

xtahl. All Souls' Dav: *423. B. Henneber;/, The Wild Huntsman:

E. Mai/mix, 636. AV. Taubert the musician, 6N1. Portrait of him-

self. — "531. P. Mei/erlieim, Menagerie: 01. K. (Iraeb, Halberstadt

Cathedral: 573. .7. Marxliall, Genelli the painter. 17. K. Bed.er,

Charles V. and the banker Kugger: 517. (i. Bierinann. Prof. W.
Weber the physicist: 546. Ilarraeh, Fallen: 6s6. ,/. Jacob, View

in Berlin: 670. .1. run Werner, Before Paris (ls70|: 671. II. ron

Voi<//Idnder, Weierstrass the mathematician. — 02. (!. (,'rnej.

Ferdinande von Schmettau sacrificing her hair for her country i lsl3i.
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We return to the Cupola Saloon, and proceed through the central

door to the—
I. Cornelius Saloon, which is tastefully decorated. The paint-

ings on the upper part of the walls were designed by Ed. Bende-
uiauu, who has endeavoured to illustrate the composition of a work
of art by a series of allegorical figures (beginning with the wall to

the left of the cupola-saloon): Grace, Peace, Poetry, Investigation,

Humility, Enthusiasm, Strength, Joy. The principal contents of this

saloon are the **('iirti>iti)s for the Caiupo Santo, a royal burial-

place planned by Frederick William IV. Soon after his removal to

Berlin ( 1 s4
1 ) Cornelius commenced this work, and he was engaged

upon it down to the day of his death (lsiiT). These scenes were in-

tended to extend over the four walls of the Campo Santo, and to

represent in close connection with the Apocalypse, the Redemption

of Man, the Incarnation, the Sway of the Church, and the Last

Judgment. Above each painting is a semicircular lunette, and below

is a narrow painting in which the chief subject is illustrated and

explained by ingenious allusions, while between the principal paint-

ings were to be placed eight small groups, typifying the Beatitudes

of the Sermon on the Mount. The finest of the principal paintings

are the Apocalyptical Riders (d), the Resurrection of the Body (9),

and the Descent of tlie. Holy Ghost (17). While in these we admire

the richness of conception, the dramatic life, and the boldness of the

drawing, the groups of the Beatitudes (14, 15) appeal to us by the

beauty and compactness of their outlines, no less than by the ex-

pressiveness of their figures.— Of less importance are the cartoons

of the frescoes in the Ludwigskirche at Munich (1S34-40), represent-

ing Eranyelists, Pi-ophets, and the Last Jud.yineut.

This room also contains the following works of art. Cartoons:

Rethel, 77. Battle with the Saracens at Cordova (77*), 7S. Baptism
of Wittekind (7S5); 12-2. \V. con. Kaidhaeh, Battle of Salamis. —
Oil-paintings: iVJii. F. Keller, Kmp. William the Victorious; Xo
number, G. Rodriyuez , (iranada; 754. Leisiikou: , Lake in the

Grunewald; 433. M. Schmidt, Landscape; 77s. (lude, After the

storm.— Busts: Jos. von Kopf, 103. Kmp. William 1., 104. Empress
Augusta; <i<i. A. Don.ndorf, Bismarck.

II. Cornelius Saloon, the painting of which (.Myth of Prome-
theus) was executed by P. Janssen of Diisseldorf. This saloon con-

tains the Cartoons for the Glyptothek at Munich (Halls of the Gods
and the Heroes), with which Cornelius began his monumental com-
positions in Germany (lslil). The leading ideas of the frescoes in

the Hall of the Gods are to some extent borrowed from Hesiod.

The wall-paintings are emblematic of the Sicay of Cupid, the

Seasons, and the Hours; while three semicircular pictures re-

present Olympus, the Ocean, and the Infernal Reyions.— In the

Hall of the Heroes the Myth of Troy is illustrated, the cartoon of
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the Destruction of Troy (Xu. 51, on the side-wall t.i the left)

being considered the most important. —In front of the niche is a

colossal bust of Cornelius, by //. W'ittiij.

This saloon contains also the following recent acquisitions. Oil-
paintings: 810. E. Clmix, February morning; 811. <<h. F. Dniibii/in/.
Landscape; A. Fi'iu'rliiich. 813. Rocks, 835. Reminiscence of Tivoli ; HI 1.

HOlsel, Sunset; 818. IK. /WW. The bailiff; 810. ./. 11". 01, h-, Winter land-
scapes; *8-.'0. '.'. Si'f/inithii, Home-coming; 821. Ziirn, Maia ; 822. H. Ziiijrl,
Hoy with a cow ;

8o:i. 834. Bocklin, Portraits ; 827. Kitner, Eni'p. William II.;
S:ti>. Leiibaeh, R. Begas; 837. Dittinann. Fishermen's cemetery ; 838. Eutjil.
Frisian girls; 8-10. HV/.se, Lady in a landscape; SH. IT. Ilirmiinn, Fishing
village; 812. Bertha Frorii')i. Rtickert the port: 815. Mcirjcl, Interior;
848. Triibuer, Portrait; no number, Klini/ir. Landscapes.- Bronzes: 111.
(1. Bliixri; Lessing the painter; X. iW</'<<r, 125. Head of a girl, l-.'ii. Head
of an old woman, no number. Centaur and nymph: 120. If. Ilnxaeits,
After the tight; 131. /'. /'iijiprl mtnin, Dance; 1311. .SVeWic/,'. Felix Kcinigs:
118. ('. Stnrck; Revery; * 137. /'. Triibetzkoij, (}. Segantini the painter;
140. Vim iter Stujipi'n, Frisian girl; 145. I'rell. Prometheus; 118. Frieiirirh,
Fastening the sandals; 151). Ltit/ae, Portrait head. -Marble sculptures:
*134. .1/. Ktinqer. Aniphitrite (coloured): 135. A. Rnrlin, Man and his
thought: *14i). Cinionic.tt, Spring revels; 151. IK. liii maim, (lirl. — 147.

31. Kritxc. Bust of an old woman (wood).

The third flour is reached by a marble staircase, on the walls

of which are; K2. Schnorr von Cnrolsfelcl, Burial of the Hurguud-
iaus (cartoon); 519. <». Mn.r, Christ healing a sick child.— 4N2.

V. Brozlk, The ambassadors of Ladislaus. King of Hungary and

Bohemia, at the French court, soliciting the hand of the daughter

of Charles VII. for their sovereign (14-57): "443. //. Mnl.urt, Venice

doing homage to Catharine t'ornaro; 537. K. l'ilotij, The dying

Alexander receiving the homage of his army (the artist's last work,

unfinished).

Thiki> Floor.

The Anteroom (I) at the top of the staircase contains pictures

of the seasons by II. Wisliceuns (Xos. 401-404), above which are

good mural paintings by Paul Mci/crheliii, representing nature at

the different seasons.

Room II, to the left, contains >:"*Fresooes from (he history of

Joseph, which were skilfully transferred hither from Rome in Isss.

They were executed in lsld-ls for the Prussian consul in Rome,

by the most eminent (iennan artists then resident in that city, and

formerly adorned a room in his house, the Casa Zureari (since also

called Casa Bartholdy). They are interesting as being the first im-

portant creation of modern (ierman painting. The -Interpretation

of Pharaoh's dream, and ^Recognition of the brothers are by Peter

Cornelius: the -Selling of Joseph, and (he Seven Years of Famine,

by Fried. Orcrhecl:: Joseph and Potiphar's wife, and the Seven

Years of Plenty, by Phil. Veit; Joseph interpreting dreams in

prison, and the Brothers bringing the bloody coat to Jacob, by

Wilh. fichadmv. — Description 1 <.//.

A Passage (in which is Xu. 109, The return of the miners, a
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bronze relief bv C. JMennier) leads to the left from the anteroom

to —
Room III, containing works by foreign artists. — Pai.vi i.\(;s:

120. Dec/as, Conversation; no number, M. Stevenson, Landscape;

*093. E. Monet, Hothouse: *09S. .4. Zorii,

Sweilish scene. — 751. R. BonilUfton. Sea-

piece; Ci'.i"). ./. Lttvert/. Lady in black: (r.

Sei/mitin!, 131. Prayer at the ('rucilix, 090.

(iloomy hours: 7117../. Locldiead, Village in

Fife: 130. R. B. Xisbet. Landscape.—./.
Cms/aljle. 090. Village on the Stour, 091.

Study; *73*. -/. ('. <'a-;in. Landscape with

Mary Magdalen ;092. (i. L'onrbet. Mill-dam;

737. A. T)to~,\Xim&.— 777. C. Monet. Argen-

teuil; 74s. (_'. J'issoro. Villas near Paris:

*732. ./. F.Millet
7
November evening; *705.

//. Fontin-Lo/oiir, Portrait: 094. < '. Monet,

Vetheuil; *744. A Sislei/, Karly snow.

—

Sculptures: *91. .4. Rodin, Dalou the sculp-

f
. ,,,, ,

^
tor; 92. V. V«!l!/ren,Yi<uth; 94. .4. Eivalta,

Qr_ji___-_M=MrrM_K=y Hercules and the Centaur: 93. (' Mennier,

9
>« " »i.-— Prodigal Son; 10(i. F. Bonrdel/e. Portrait:

110. ^4. Rodin. Falguiere the sculptor.

In the following Cu.i.kky IV. and 1!<m>m V. is the Collection
of Drawings, consisting of about 20.IHJ0 sketches and water-

colours by (ierman artists of the 19th cent., among whom we may
specify Bellerina nn , Blerlien, Bbeklin, ( 'ars/ens , Fenerboeh,
Franz-Drelier, (lenelli. Hennt'tin-i/. F.il . llildebriuidt, A. Konqif,
Klini/ei', Knons, F. Kriii/er. Leild . Lieliennonn, Menr.el , J'fonn-

sclimidt, 1'reller, L. Welder, Retltel. Selmorr von ( 'urolsfeld,

Schivind, and Steiide Some of the linest specimens are exhibited.

Room VI, to the right of the anteroom, is also devoted to foreign

artists. 703. •/. M. ( 'arlionero , Scene from 'Gil Bias : 704. •/.

Sorollo Hastido, Fishing; 702. F. Carpentier, Summer; 0s5. ./.

L. Rosello, From the altar to the arena. — 756. L. liozzoni. Arch
of Severus at Rome: 702. It. Ciordi, (iranrl Canal in Venice: 103.

./. de Hoax, Pasture. — *710. P. Fraijiacoino, Melancholy; -0*4.

(r. Melchers, The family: 711. F. Furosi/n, The widow. — 700. R.
Billotte, Quarry at St. Denis: 70S. H. S. Bisbin;/, Sheep: 709. H.
W. Mesdai/, Scheveningen: 700../. Moris. Canal; *099. Fr. Thait-

loiv, November in Normandy.— S9J. Tli. Yineotte, Bust of Catiline.

The rooms beyond contain the Picture G-allery of Count
Raczynski (d. 1S74), which was lent to the government in ls,x3

and is about to be removed to Posen. It is rich in modern works,

especially of the Berlin and Munich schools, but also contains a few

valuable old Spanish and other paintings (catalogue 75 pi).
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Gallery VII. 165. J. V. Schnetz, Sixtus V. as a shepherd-boy;
14'.). Amberg, Heading from Werter; *110. Anj Scheffer, Giitz von

Berlichingen and his wife; its. M. J. Wagenhaiier, In the fields;

24. P. ( 'orneliux, Christ in Hades; "101. .1. Achenbach, Norwegian
scene; K.1'2. K. Begax the Elder, Thorvaldsen ; 139. Stei nhriick,

Mary among the fairies (from Tieck): 109. E. J. Verhoeckhoren,
Ox in a landscape.— 194. B. Thovvaldxen, Ganymede and the eagle

(replica of the Copenhagen group; 1X17).

Room VIII. To the left: S4. A. von Menzel, Frederick the Great

and General Fouquet ; 97. P. Cornelinx, 'Blessed are they which
do hunger and thirst' (comp. p. 100); Sit. A'. Rottiiiann , Temple
of ^Egina.— 90. Th. Hildebrand, The sons of Edward IV.; 94. K.
F. Leasing, Confession in the forest; H. J\[akart, s7. Elfin queen,

*X0. Centaurs (sketches); *90. Fr. Preller, Xausicaa and Ulysses;

*89. Leopold Robert, Reapers; 91. H. Stilke, Pilgrims in the

desert: 92. \V. von Kaulbach, Tradition; *93. P. Delaroche, Pil-

grims in Rome; So. Anj Scheffer, Charity. — 77. K. Sohn the

Elder, The two Leonoras; *71. K. Rottmann, Landscape; 73. E.
Magnus, Daughter of Count Raezynski: 74. K. Witch, Countess

Raczynski: 75. K. Began the Elder, Count Raezynski.— 01. J.

Hiibner, Melusina; 00. A'. Blechen, Landscape; 57. E. Bendeinann,
Pastoral; 54. K. F. Lexxing, Woodland scene; 53. Schnorr von,

Carolxfeld , Introduction to the Nibelungen-Lied; *5x. ,1/. von

Schwind, Father Rhine; 51. E. vtni Steinle, Visitation; *4X. A.

Bocklin, Mary Magdalen; 44. ./. von FilJiricli, Triumph of Christ;

*47. Fr. Overheck, Marriage of the Virgin: 43. E. Meyerheim,
Bleach-field.— 191, 192. Chr. Ranch, Busts of Frederick Will

iam III. and IV.

Cabinet I. 21. H.Baldung, Lucretia (fragment); *33. Castilian

School (10th cent.), Crucifixion. — 30. Qui iden. Maxxgx. Madonna:

22, 23. Portuguese School (10th cent.), Saints. — *100. B. Cana-
letto, Election of King Stanislaus Poniatowski; 31. Master of the

Death of the Virgin, Madonna (copy).

Cabinet II. 190. Spanish Terracotta (1 7th cent.), Pieta.

—

3. Juan. Carreho, Assumption; Velazijiwz (?), 10. Dog and cat,

17. Blind woman; 172. CI. Gillat , Festival of Bacchus.— F. de

Zurbaran, *8. Madonna and monks, *11. Judith; 41. Joxe Anto-

lines, Adoration of the Shepherds.

Cabinet III. 7. Borgognone, Virgin and Child, with SS. Christ-

opher and George; 20. In.nocenzo da Iinola, Holy Family. — 14.

Sofonixba Angiuxxiola , Chess-players: *5. Girolamo Siciolante

da Sermoneta, Descent from the Cross. — 4. Franc/a, SS. Dominic

and Proculus; *9. S. Botticelli, .Madonna and angels: 10. L. Mttz-

zol.ini , Christ and the Pharisees. — 13. Bellini (more probably

(Jutena) Virgin and saints.
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4. Friedrich-Strasse. Gendarmen-Markt.
Wilhelm-Strasse. Leipziger-Strasse.

To the S. of the Linden lies the Friedrich-Stadt (p. 44), the

most regularly built quarter of Berlin. It is intersected from N.

to S. by Friedrich-Strasse (see below), by the Wilhelm-Strasse
farther to the W. (p. 112), and by the Charlotten-Strasse and Mark-
erofen-Strasse farther to the E. The Behrkn-Strasse (PL R, 22),

the first cross-street (running E. and W.), contains many elegant

buildings with sandstone facades, erected by the larger banking

houses. To the E. of the Friedrich-Strasse, on the S. side are Nos.

38-39, the Dresdner Bank (see p. 58); No. 35, the Pommersche
Hypotheken Aktien-Bank; and No. 32, the Berliner Handels-
Gesellschaft, built by Messel. In No. 31 the engraver Chodowiecki

(p. 47) dwelt from 1771 till his death in 1801. On the opposite side

are Nos. 43-44, the Diskonto-Gesellschaft (comp. p. 55), built by
Heim; and No. 4(5, the Berliner Bank. To the W. of the Friedrich-

Strasse, Nos. 55-57, on the X. side, is the Metropol Theatre (p. 28),

built by Fellner & Hellmer, with an auditorium tastefully decorated

in the baroque style. The first and second balconies have direct

connection with the restaurant, which is concentric with the theatre.

Passage to the Linden, see p. 55. On the S. side are No. 13-8, the

Deutsche Bank, a huge building occupying an entire block; No. 7a,

built by Kayser & Von Groszheim , containing the premises of the

Norddeutsche Gi'und-Kr edit-Bank ; and No. 2, the Mitteldeutsche

Kredit-Bank, built by Ende & Bockmann.
The Friedrich-Strasse (PI. R, 24-22; G, 22) is the longest

street in the inner town. Including the section to the N. of the

Linden (p. 153), it measures 2 M. from the former Oranienburg Gate

to the former Halle Gate, which lies l'/4 M. to the S. of the Linden.

The central portion, near the Linden, is flanked on both sides with

handsome and substantial business-houses, including the retail-

depots of several important breweries (comp. p. 9).

At the corner of the Friedrich-Str. and the Behren-Str., and

opposite the S. entrance to the Kaiser-Galerie (p. 55), stands the

building of the Pschorr Brewery, built by Kayser & Von Groszheim,

and decorated with paintings by M. Koch and Flashar. On the upper

floor is Castan's Panopticum (p. 28).— Tramways, see p. 55.

Continuing to follow the Friedrich-Str. we come (on the left)

to No. 80, the Restaurant sum Riidesheimer (by Grisebach, but

later re-modelled by Stahn); No. 79, at the corner of the Fran-

zosische-Str., a fine Renaissance building by Grisebach, the property

of the Baroness von Faber; and No. 78, the office of the Ger-
mania Life Insurance Co., designed by Kayser & Von Groszheim.
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On the opposite (right) side of the street is Xo. 172, the retail

premises of the Munich Spalcn, Breirenj, built by SeidI, and
decorated with gay mural paintings by Seitz. The Kaiser-Hotel,
Xos. 170-1 7s, at the corner of the Jager-Str., contains a cafe, the
quaint wine-moms of the Kaiser-Keller, and the Weihenstephan
Restaurant.— Opposite, No. 72. is Carl Staui/en's Tourist Office
(p. 2), in the Moresque style. — No. ISO (on the right), the retail

premises of the Tucher Breireri/, by W'alther, is elaborately de-

corated with mural paintings by Wanderer, representing the Re-
ception of the Margrave Albert Achilles at Nuremberg in 1455.

The wall-paintings in the interior depict scenes from old Nurem-
berg life. — For the continuation of the Friedrieh-Str. to the S.,

see p. 126.

The following buildings to the W. of the Friedrich-Str. are also

worthy of notice: Franzosische-Str. 53, 54, the building of the

A. Schaaffhausen'sche Ban.kverein, by Heim; No. 7, the Hypn-
theken-Bank in. Hanibiiri/, by Martens; Mauer-Str. 37-41, the
offices of the Nordstern Insurance Co., by Kayser & Groszheim.
In the Tauben-Str. (Xos. 48-49) is the Urania (PI. R, 22), a popular
scientific institution, founded in 1SS9 in the Exhibition Park (where
its observatory still is, see p. 160), and opened on its present site

in 1896. It contains experimental laboratories, scientific collections

(guide 20 pf.), and a lecture theatre (adm., see p. 37).

To the E. of the Friedrich-Strasse, a few hundred paces from
the square by the Opera House (p. 57) and the Linden, is the

*Gendarmen-Markt (PI. R, 22), with the Schauspiel-Haus, the

French Church, and the New Church. Though the general effect

of the square is somewhat marred by the height of some of the

more modern edifices, the three buildings just named form an
admirable architectural group, the outline of which is very effective

by moonlight. At the X.W. corner, Charlotten-Str. 49, is the old

wine house of Lutter (late Lntter A Wei/ner), with memorial tablets

to the actor L. Devrient (d. 1.S32) and the poet E. Th. A. Hoffmann
(d. 1S22), who resorted here.

The *Schauspielhaus , or Rinjal Theatre (PI. R, 22), was
erected by Hchinl;e\ in 1x19-21, to replace the original building

which was burned down in 1817, after standing for only 15 years.

It has a central length of 250 ft., a breadth of 164 ft., and a

height of 125 ft., and contains 1120 seats. The skilful application

of Greek forms to a modern edifice of several stories and the

vigorous articulation render it one of Schinkel's finest works; some
defects (such as the entrance) are due to the cramping nature of

his instructions and to the necessity of using the old walls. Between
1890 and 1893 the whole building was entirely restored, and the

exterior, originally of plaster, was faced with freestone. The E. or
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principal fagade is embellished with an Ionic portico, approached

by a prominent flight of steps, flanked by two groups in bronze

by F. Tieck, representing genii riding on a panther and a lion.

The tympanum of the portico contains a group of the Children of

Niobe in sandstone, by the same sculptor. The summit of the

principal part of the building is crowned with an Apollo in a

chariot drawn by two griffins, a group in bronze by Rauch and

Tieck, in the tympanum beneath which are Melpomene and Poly-

hymnia. On the W. summit of the building, corresponding to the

Apollo , is a Pegasus in copper. The large N. tympanum contains

the *Triumphal Procession of Bacchus with Ariadne; in the S. tym-
panum, Orpheus bringing back Eurydice, both by F. Tieck. The
building contains a fine concert-room, which serves also as a foyer.

In front of the steps of the theatre a marble Monument of
Schiller, 19 ft. in height, by JR. Begas, was unveiled in 1871. The
figure of the poet, 9 ft. high, stands on a pedestal originally

designed to serve as a fountain, and adorned at the corners with

allegorical figures of lyric and dramatic poetry, historical compo-
sition, and philosophy.

To the N. of the theatre is the French Church, in which a

French service is still held every second Sunday. Built between

1701 and 1705, it was partly restored in 1883, but still retains its

original insignificant appearance. The New Church to the S.,

on the contrary, though dating from the same period (1701-8), was
cleverly remodelled in 1881-82 by Von der Hude & Hennicke. The

latter is also known as the 'German Cathedral' (Deutscher Dom),

and is interesting on account of its pentagonal form. The handsome

detached towers covered with domes (230 ft. in height) were added

in 1780-85 by Gontard at the desire of Frederick II., and still hold

their place as one of the most effective architectural designs in

the city.

Opposite the Schauspielhaus (to the E.), at No. 21 Jager-Str.,

is the new building of the KSnigliche Seehandlung , founded in

1772, and now carrying on a banking business. The building at

the other corner of the Jager-Str. (No. 47, Markgrafen-Str.), is now
the seat of the Oberverwaltungs-Gericht , and was built in 1781

(probably by Gontard) at the orders of Frederick the Great.

The *Wilhelm-Strasse (PI. R, 19, 22; G, 22) forms the W.
boundary of the Friedrich-Stadt, and is some l 1

/4 M. long. The N.

half of this street is considered the most aristocratic quarter of

the city. No. 70, on the right, close to the Linden, is the British

Einhassy. No. 72, on the right , is the Palace of Prince George

of Prussia, built by Gerlach in the reign of Frederick William I.,

the new facade dating from 1852. Opposite, to the left, No. 67, is

Hen- Pringsheim's House, built by Ebe & Benda in 1873, with a
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mosaic frieze executed by Salviati in Venice from designs by
Anton von Werner. No. 73, on the right, is the house of the Min-
ister of the Household, erected in 1734 as a palace for the Count
of Schwerin. No. 74 is the Reichsaint des Inncrn, or Imperial
Home Office, where the German Bundesrat meets (conip. p. 164).

No. 05, opposite, to the left, is the office of the Minister of Justice

;

No. 04, the l'rivy Office for Civil Affairs, erected by Vohl; and

No. 63, the new buildings for the office of the Minister of State

(conip. p. 114), the Offices of the State Lottery, and the General-
Ordens-Coinuiission. Then on the right, Nos. 75-70, the Foreign,

Office. No. 77 is the Imperial Chancellery and the Residence

of the Chancellor, originally built about 1738, rebuilt in 1^75-76,

and occupied by Prince Bismarck till March, 1890. (The Congress

of European Powers for the settlement of the Eastern Question in

ls78 took place in the large hall in front.) No. 78 is the Palace,

of Prince Pless, designed by the French architect Destailleur in

1873-75 in the style of the period of Louis XIII.— Continuation

of the Wilhelm-Strasse (to the S.), see p. 126.

The Wilhelm-Platz (PI. R, 19, 22) is adorned with flower-beds

and with Statues of six heroes of the three Silesian wars of Fre-

derick the Great: Schwerin, who fell, grasping the colours, at

Prague in 1757; Winterfeldt , Frederick's favourite, who fell at

Moys, near Gorlitz, in 1757, both by Kiss; Seydlitz, the hero of

Rossbach, who died in 1773; Keith, who fell at Hochkirch in 1758,

both by Tassaert (d. 178.x); the gallant -Zieten, who died in 1780;

and -Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Dessau•, the victor at Kessels-

dorf, who died in 1747, the last two by G. Schadow. The former

marble statues were replaced in 1862 by bronze statues copied from

the original figures (now at the Cadet School in Lichterfelde, p. 17)-i),

with the exception of those of Schwerin and Winterfeldt, who had

been inappropriately represented in Roman costume.

On the N. side of the Wilhelm-Platz, Nos. 8-9, is the Palace

of Prince Frederick Leopold, erected iu 1737 and remodelled by

Schinkel in 1827-28.— On the E. side lie the Kur <t> Nemuarkische
RitterschaftlicheDarlehns-Kasse (No.0), and the Kaiserhof (p. 2),

with its principal fagade towards the Zieten-Platz. Behind the latter

is the Church of the Trinity (Dreifaltigkeits-Kirche), erected in

1837-39 and enlarged in 1885-80, of which Schleiermacher (p. 12K),

the eminent preacher and theologian, was pastor from 1809 until his

death in 1834.— On the S. side of the Wilhelm-Platz (No. 1) rises

the Imperial Treasury (Reichs-Schatzamt), erected by W. von

Morner in 1873-70.

The Voss-Stkasse (PI. R, 19), leading to the Kbniggratzer-Str.,

here diverges to. the right. At the corner (No. 1) stands the Palace

of Herr Borsig, a noble structure in the Italian Renaissance style

Baedeker's Berlin. 8
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by Lucae. The statues on the exterior of the building are by R. Begas,

Encke, Hundrieser, and Lessing, and represent Beuth, Borsig, and
Schinkel (on the Wilhelm-Str. side), Archimedes, Leonardo da Vinci,

James Watt, and Stephenson (on the Voss-Str. side). The extensive

block at the opposite corner (No. 35) is the residence of the Ministry

of Public Works, including the Imperial Office of Railways. At
Nos. 4 & 5 in the Voss-Str. is the Reichs - Justizamt ('Imperial

Justice Office'), while there are many other handsome private residen-

ces in this street.

A little to the S. of the W. end of the Voss-Str. lies the Pots-

damer-Platz (p. 117), adjoined on the E. by the site of the old Pots-

dam Gate and the octagonal Leipziger Platz (PI. R, 19), which is

adorned with gardens and statues of Count Brandenburg (to the

left; d. 1850), the general and statesman, by Hagen, and Field-

Marshal Count Wrangel (to the right; d. 1877), by Keil. The
former was erected in 1862, the latter in 1880. No. 11 in this

Platz is the Ministry of State (Staatsministerium; see p. 113);

No. 10 the Palace of Princess Frederick Charles; Nos. 6-9 the

Ministry of Agriculture, Domains, and Forests; No. 13, on the

N. side, is the Admiralty (Reichs-Marine-Amt); No. 14 the offices of

the Berlin Tramway Co. (p. 14); No. 15 Herr Mosse's House,

built by Ebe & Benda, with a sandstone frieze by Max Klein repres-

enting the development of the German genius; and No. 16 the House

ofBaron Bleichroder, designed by Ihne.

From the Leipziger-Platz the busy Leipziger-Strasse (PI.

R, 19, 22), about 1 M. in length, crosses the Friedrich-Str. and

runs E. to the Spittel-Markt. It is perhaps the chief artery of

traffic in Berlin (numerous tramways to the West End; see pp. 116,

117), and excels even the Friedrich-Str. in the number of its hand-

some commercial buildings, most of which are in the Renais-

sance style. The visitor is advised to inspect this street ki the

evening, when the shop-windows are brilliantly lighted.

No. 1, on the right, is the Ministry of State, built by Strack

in 1852, and now destined for the Ministry of Commerce; in No. 2

is the Ministry of Commerce, in the lower story of which is the

attractive depot of the Royal Porcelain Manufactory (p. 171).—
Adjacent is the new Herrenhaus , or Upper Chamber of the
Prussian Diet, by F. Schulze, now approaching completion. It

is connected with the new House of Representatives (p. 121), and
encloses a spacious fore-court, on either side of which are dwellings

for the presidents of the two chambers. The sandstone facade is

decorated with sculptures, for which O. Lessing supplied the mo-
dels; the pediment, supported by six columns, contains a represen-

tation of Borussia as protectress of the labours of the various
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ministries. The ten allegorical figures on the attic story are from
designs by Pfaimschniidt, Den.nert, Meisen, Uechtritz, and Ca-
landreUi.— No. 5 is the War Office, restored in 1S47, according

to plans by Stiiler, with four figures of soldiers by Gramzow.
Nos. 132-135, on the left side of the street, *Wertheinrn Ein-

poriwin, erected by Messel in 1897 and enlarged in 1*99, is an ex-

cellent type of the modern German commercial house (eornp. p. 50).

The front of the building, which covers over 9000 sq. yds., is

320 ft. long and consists throughout of granite pillars ornamented
with metal work; the back of the building in the Voss-Str. (p. 114)

is also worthy of notice. The interior well repays a visit; visitors

need not make any purchase. The glass-covered inner court contains

a statue of Industry by Manzel and pictures of harbours by Koch
and Gehrke; in the W. portion of the building is an art saloon.

—

At No. 124, at the corner of the Wilhelm-Str., is the office of the

New York Mutual Insurance Co., with mosaics of six great towns,

built in 1885 -Kb" by Kayser & Von Groszheim.

At the corner of the JIauer-Str. is the Reichs-Postamt, or

Office of the Postmaster General (PI. R, 22), a handsome edifice in

a rich Italian Renaissance style, erected in 1871-73 and enlarged

in 1893-98, when the rounded corner was further ornamented. The

facade rises above a series of large columns, and bears medallion

portraits of the three emperors. On the summit of the building

are the imperial arms, behind which rises a group of giants holding

aloft the terrestrial globe.— In the corner-wing is the —
*Postal Museum, containing a collection of objects illustrat-

ing the development of postal and other means of communication.

The various rooms open off an inner court, which is decorated with

carving. The entrance is surmounted by a bust of William II.,

flanked by figures of Industry and Peace, by K. Begas. In side

niches are figures of Science and Communication, by Wenck. Above

are six realistic bronze figures representing different methods of

communication. In the centre is a marble statue of H. von Steplian

(A. 1897; comp. p. 127), under whose direction while postmaster-

general nearly the whole of the collection, now Containing over

6000 objects of interest, has been amassed since 1874. Adm. see

p. 36. A descriptive label is attached to each exhibit.

Ground Fi.ook. In the rooms round the inner court are models of

German 1'oxt Offices. Rooms 4 and 5, on the left, contain letter-boxes,

signs, etc. Traversing these, we reach the *Historical Department, con-

taining pictures, casts, and models representing the systems of communi-
cation obtaining among the ancients and in the middle ages, as well as

the postal system of the l(i-18th centuries. The entrance wall of Room (l

is devoted to the ancients. Room 7. German and Scandinavian articles,

including Germanic bronze chariots, reconstruction of a Scandinavian
chariot copied from fragments found in the Dejherg morass, viking's ship,

plank roads, etc. Model of the Santa Maria, the vessel in which Columbus
made his voyage of 1492. On the walls are miniatures illustrating the

8 *
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methods of writing and forwarding messages and letters during the
middle ages; by the window*, writing materials, wax tablets, and 15th
cent, letters. On the window-wall of Boom 6 are letters, newspapers
and pictures of the 16-18th centuries; postman's bag of the time of the
Thirty Years' War; autograph postal decrees of Frederick William I.

and Frederick the Great. In the centre of the room, models of tra-

velling carriages. — The remaining rooms illustrate the German Postal
System of the 19th Century. Models of vehicles, (beyond the staircase)
model of the locomotive 'Feuer-Ross' of the Fttrth-Nuremberg railway,
the first opened (1835) in Germany, railway postal service, postal uniforms.
Room 14. Military post. Room 15. Selections from the large collection
of Postage Stamps.

First Floor. The central hall is adorned with stained glass win-
dows, and contains the Stephan Collection (dedications of various kinds,
a bust of Stephan by Uphues, etc.). On the other side are Models of
Steam Vessels and the very complete Telegraphic Collection. To the
left of the staircase begins the historically interesting series of exhibits
illustrating *Foreign Postal Systems. The following may be mentioned:
apparatus for collecting the mail-bags in transit by English trains, models
and figures from Russia (reindeer, camel, buffalo, and dog post), Hin-
dostan, Siam, China (wedding palanquin), and Japan.

Second Floor. To the left of the staircase: Submarine Telegraphy
(cable-laying steamers), and finally the building of telegraph lines (destruc-
tion of the poles by woodpeckers; effect of lightning on the apparatus,
etc.). In the Record Office, which is used for periodical exhibitions,
copies and originals of old maps and atlases are at present on view. —
We now return to the staircase, to the right of which is the Telephonic
Collection (including various devices for changing or reversing the
current). In the end room are exhibits connected with the pneumatic
post, phonography, Rontgen rays, wireless telegraphy, etc.

The Bethlehems- Kirche which stands near the museum, was
built in 1735-37 at the cost of Frederick William I. for exiled Bo-

hemian Lutherans and rebuilt in 1883.

Continuing eastwards along the Leipziger-Str., we come to the

office of the New York Equitable Insurance Co., a building by
Schafer, standing at the corner of the Friedrich-Str. — The inter-

section of the Leipziger-Str. and Charlotten-Str. (p. 126) is one of

the important centres of the tramway system.
Tramways (pp. 15-20) run hence to the Lehrte Station, Moabit (9), Ge-

sundbrunnen (34), Lichtenberg (68, 69), the Kllstriner-Platz (78), the Silesian
Station (9), the Gbrlitz Station (92), Rixdorf (53), Hasenheide (53, 95), the
Halle Gate (34, 53, 96), Kreuzberg (34, 96), Tempelhof (96, IV), Schbne-
berg (68, 69, 87, 88), the Zoological Garden (78), Wilmersdorf (78), Char-
lottenburg (54), and the Hansa-Platz (63)

At No. 43, on the right side of the Leipziger-Str. and at the corner

of the Markgrafen-Str., is the silk warehouse of Mlchels & Co., an

interesting brick building by Grisebach, with ornaments on a gold

ground.— Nos. 46-49 form Tietz's Warehouse, erected in 1900 from
designs by Sehring and Lachmann, covering over 6500 sq. yds. of

ground, and extending to the Krausen-Str., with imposing show
windows and mural sculptures and surmounted with a glass globe

15 ft. in diameter (comp. p. 50). No. 85, opposite, now occupied by
the Munchner Hofbrdu (p. 10), was formerly the house of G. W.
von Knobelsdorff (p. 46) and was rebuilt in 1895. —>- Beyond the
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Jerusalemer-Str. the Leipziger-Str. traverses the Dimhoff Platz
and, passing through the Leip::if/er Koh»i.n,aden. (built in 177<>

by Gontard), ends at the .Spitt.el-Ma.rkt (p. 132).

In theI)(iNH( 1 FF-I'i.Mz(Pl.R,22,25) is a bronze statue of Baron
vom Stein (1757-1831), by Scliierelhelii., completed by Hat/en.
On the pedestal are allegorical figures and reliefs from the life of

the famous Prussian minister. — On the X. side of the square
(Xos. 77 and 75 Leipziger-Str.) are the I'eichyhallcit Theatre (p. 28)
and the provisional Herrenhaus (new building, see p. 144).

Tramways (pp. 15-20) run from the Donhoff-Platz to the Brandenburg
Gate CO. the Lehrte Station, Moahit (0, 12. 13), the Friedrich-Str. Station
(12, 13. 91), Gesundhrunnen (3.s, 39), tin- Alexander-Platz (63, HI, OS, 69),
Lichtenberg (H8, 69), the Ktistriner-Platz (78, 79). the Silesian Station ('.)),

the Silesian Gate (83-88). Treptow (83, 85), the Giirlitz Station (85, 8H,
91, 92), Rixdorf (94), the Halle Gate (38. R4>. Kreuzberg (38), the. An halt
Station (H3), Schoneberg (US, (i9, 87, 88), the Zoological Garden (78),
Wilmcrsdorf (78), and the Hansa-Platz (63).

5. Ethnographical Museum and Museum
of Industrial Art.

The somewhat contracted Potsiiamer-Pi.atz ( PI. R, 10; comp.

p. 114) is apt to be congested by the enormously developed traffic to

the S.-W. portions of the city.

Tramways (pp. 15-21), besides the Ringbahn (Nos. 1, 2), run hence to the,

Lehrte Station, Moahit (9, 14, 15, 21), the Stettin Station (33, 51), the Opern-
Platz (49, 51), the Alexander-Platz (HO, 68, H9), Lichtenberg d;8, 69), the.

Spittel-Markt. (9, 68. H9, 78, 87, 88, 92), the. Kttstriner-Platz (78), the.

Silesian Station (9, 80). the Giirlitz Station (92, 93), Hasenheide, Rix
rfnrf (15). Schoneberg (24, 40, CS, 69, 87. 88, B, ('), the Zoological Garden
(78, 80, 93, A), Wilmersdorf (78, B, C), Friedenau, Steglitz (E), Sehmargen-
dorf (B), Kolonie Grunewald (A, B), Halensec (A), and Charlottenburg
(33, 54, 80, 93).

The Potsdamer- Platz, on the right side of which rise the Pn-
1nst- Hotel and the Hotel Bellevve, is traversed by the Koniggratzer-

Strasse (see below). The shady Bellevue-Strasse (p. lli(i), leading off

to the right to the Tiergarten, contains at No. 3 the Kunstler-
Haus (PI. R, 19), erected in 1S9S by Hoffacker for the Society of

Berlin Artists, which was founded in 1841 (exhibitions, see p. 29).

The bulk of the traffic, to Schoneberg (comp. p. 130) runs to the E.

through the Potsdamer-Strasse. A memorial tablet at No. 7, Link-

Str., marks the house in which Jacob and Willielm Grimm lived

and died (comp. p. 131).— To the S. is the Potsdam Station (PI.

(i, 19), erected in 1870-72, combined with the h'iia/tialiu, and Waim-
see Stations. To the left, near the approach from the Koniggratzer-

Str., are the steps leading down to the underground station of the

electric railway (p. 14). Tramways, see above.

The district to the S.E. of the Potsdam Station, to the right of

the K6niggratzku-Stras.se, which leads to the Halle Gate, was a
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moderately expensive residential quarter, much affected by officials,

about the middle of the 19th cent., when it was popularly known as

the 'Privy Councillors' Quarter'. Now, however, many of the houses

are let out in furnished apartments.— At Nos. 4-5 in the Dessauer-

Str. is the Post-Zeitungs-Amt. In' the Bernburger-Str. are the

Church of St. Luke (PL G, 19), built by Mbller in 1862, and (No. 22)

the Philharmonic (PL G, 7; p. 29), rebuilt in 1888 by Schwechten.

The Beethoven-Saal, in connection with the Philharmonie, is en-

tered from No. 32 Kothener-Strasse. The chief office of Messrs.

Siemens & Halslce is situated at Askanischer-Platz No. 3.

On the Landwehr Canal (PI. G, 19, 20), farther to the S.W. are the
Berlin Railway Administrative Offices, Schoneberger Ufer 1-4, completed
in 1895; and, on the Tempelhofer Ufer, at the corner of the Trebbiner-
Str., the Central Junction of the Electric Elevated Railway (p. 13), in

which the transition from the lower to the upper level is made.

The Anhalt Station (PL G, 19), in the Askanischer-Platz,

is a handsome terracotta building erected by Schwechten in 1875-80.

The main hall is 115 ft. in height and as broad as the Linden

(200 ft.).

Tramways (pp. 14-18): Nos. 1, 2, 14, 15, 63.

The Peinz-Albkecht-Strassb (PL G, 19, 22) diverges to the E.

from the Koniggratzer-Str. between the Potsdam and Anhalt Sta-

tions. At the corner on the right is the —
*Ethnographical Museum (Museum filr Volkerkunde;

PL G, 19), designed by Ende and opened in 1886, the main en-

trance' to which is in the large projecting circular portion. On the

groundfLoor are the Prehistoric Collections (director, Dr. Voss)

and Schliemann's Trojan Collection; the two upper floors are devoted

to the Ethnographical Collections (director, Prof. Bastian), which
rival in extent and scientific value those in the British Museum.—
Adm. see p. 35; official guide (1900) 50 pf. As the collections are

constantly being added to and the arrangement of the exhibits al-

tered, visitors are referred to the directing arrows and instruc-

tions on the door-posts of the rooms and to the labels attached to

the various objects.

Court.— The Vestibule, the ceiling of which is adorned with

a mosaic of the Zodiac, and the adjoining glass-covered Court,

which is surrounded by galleries, contain the larger objects. In the

vestibule is a colossal Buddha from Japan. In the court are nume-
rous sculptures in stone from Mexico and Central America; near

the entrance, antiquities (gold objects) from Columbia; opposite the

entrance, a plaster cast, 33 ft. in height, of the eastern door of the

great tope of Sanchi in Central India, dating from the 3rd cent. B.

C., and adorned with reliefs from Indian mythology and history;

to the left and right are two Indian totem poles from Canada, and
on the right the chariot of a god from Orissa in S. India, and a
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plaster cast nf a monolithic gateway in Bolivia. In the corridors

at the sides are large dug-out canoes.

Ground Floor.— To the let! of the vest ibule are the Prehistoric

Collect ions. The Antkkoom contains the European antiquities, with
the exception of those of German origin, which occupy Rooms I-IV.

The gold and silver objects in R. II, the. tombs of the later stone age,

found near Merseburg, and the objects taken from the burial-ground

near Reichenhall (5-7th cent. B.C.) are of special interest.

Room V, partly belonging to the ethnographical department,

contains the * Peruvian Ant itj /titles collected by Prof. Biissler (see

also R. VI on the. first floor). At the end of the room are collections

from Persia, Turkestan, and Siberia.

The rooms to the right of the court contain the *Schliemaun
Collections, presented by the distinguished discoverer (d. 1890) to

the German Empire. Most of the objects were excavated in 1871 -K2

on the site of ancient Troy, including the famous series of gold

articles, formerly designated the 'Treasure of Priam' (in the 2nd
Room). The ceiling of this room reproduces designs discovered by
Dr. Schliemann at Orchomenos in Bo-otia.

First Floor (Plan, p. 120).— The Corridor contains antiquities

from Southern. Peru and objects from German New Guinea. —
Proceeding to the left, we enter —

Room I. Africa. Close to the door is a. ^Collection, of Brass
Objects from Benin , representing a part of those obtained by the

British in the West African expedition of 1S97: heads of negroes;

reliefs of negroes in armout; chiefs with their retinues, and white

warriors (probably dating from the Kith or 17th cent.); animals of

all kinds, etc. The execution of these objects evidences a command
of technique and an acquaintance with art hitherto unheard of

among the negro races. They should lie compared with the rough

carvings in Cabinet 22 (to the left) and with the chief's door to the

right of the bust of Xachtigal (d. Ink")).— The collections here are

only partially arranged in geographical order, but generally speak-

ing we find on the right of the room objects from the Nir/er, the

Slave Coast (especially Togo), ajid the Central Soudan, Southern,

Africa (especially German South-West Africa), the Reylon of the

Great Lakes, and Abyssinia; while the left side (beginning at

the entrance to R. II) is devoted to the West and Fast Coasts

(especially the Cameroons and German East Africa) and the Coui/o

State.

Room II. East Coast of Africa (Zambesia, Xyassaland, Nwahili

Coast, etc.).

Room III. Oceania. This collection is the most complete iu

existence, and contains objects from the time of Cook's (d. 1779)

voyages onwards. Near the entrance: New Zealand; on the back

wall are old carvings.— To the right: Polynesia (Tahiti, Hawaii,
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Samoa, etc.). On these islands metal vessels, bows and arrows,

woven cloth , and pottery are unknown , their place being taken by
clubs (Cab. 64), plaited mats and stuffs made from the fibres of the

paper mulberry-tree (Cab. 58 & 64) , and wooden utensils and cala-

bashes made from bottle-gourds (Cab. 59).— Micronesia (Caroline

and Marshall Islands, etc.). The weapons studded with sharks' teeth

and the native armour of cocoanut fibre should be noticed.— To
the left : New Holland and Melanesia (the chain of islands stretch-

ing from New Guinea to New Caledonia). In Cabs. 81, 55, and 53 are

carved boards and masks, and costumes of the Duk-Duk secret

society of the Bismarck Archipelago, made of tufts of leaves.

Cabs. 70 & 71 contain carved clubs shaped like the old flint-muskets

in use at the time of the discovery of the islands, glazed ntensils

(the only ones found in the South Seas), and objects used at cannibal

feasts, from the Fiji Islands.

Room IV. New Guinea, especially Kaiser Wilhelm's Land.
Outrigged boat with sails made from matting from the Marshall
Islands.

Room V. Central and South America. Against the front wall

is a desk-case with ancient gold articles discovered in Peru and

Mexico, and (on the opposite side) the gold objects brought by
Wissmann from Kilwa in East Africa.— To the right: South Ame-
rican Indians, including curiosities from the upper Xingu, in

Central Brazil.— The rest of the room is devoted to antiquities

and relics of the extinct civilisations of America, collected from

Mexico, Yucatan, and Peru, the last being especially valuable.

Room VI. Fine collection of *Peruvian Antiquities from the

ancient burial-ground of Ancon, to the N. of Lima: unwrapped

mummies; knotted cords (used as aids to memory). Comp. R. V
on the groundfloor (p. 119).

Room VII. North America. On each side of the door are

models of the fortress-like dwellings of the Pueblo Indians. The

remaining cabinets contains objects from North -West America,
collected in 1881-83 by Captain Jacobsen (including numerous
dancing-masks, and carved figures of the Kwakiutl tribe), and

antiquities from Central America (comp. R. V).

Second Floor.— Collections from Hindustan, begun in 1874-

1876 : models of various native types
;
products of tropical plants.—

Room I. To the left, Southern India; at the end, Bengal, Orissa,

Benares; to the right, the Punjab and Cashmere.— Theatrical

costumes (in the anteroom), wood-carvings (Cabs. 12 & 13, and by

Cab. 10 a), miniatures (in front of Cab. 22), embroidery (Cabs. 28-30),

Graeco-Buddhist sculptures (to the right in the centre).— Room II.

Himalaya and Bramapootra Districts.

Room III. Indo-China: in front and to the right, Burma, to

the right the Nicobar and Andaman Islands, at the back Malacca,
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and in the lrl't, Siam and the Eastern Stales,. Front wall: tiles

with reliefs of mythological scenes, from Pagan, (he capital of the

early Burmese kings, destroyed in the 13th century. Objects
relating to the cult of Buddhism as practised in S. Asia, (to the

right of the wooden statue of (iautama Buddha). Models of Malayan
boats. Theatrical masks, musical instruments, and figures for

galanty shows (romp, the shadow - pantomimes in the windows)
from Siam.

Boom IV. Indonesia, or Malay Archipclaf/o, originally affected

by the civilization of Hindustan. To the left, Sumatra and Borneo;
behind, Java, which was the chief centre of the Indian influence

until 147.S when Islam was introduced. To the right are the E.
Malay Islands.— Costume - figures of head-hunters of Borneo
(Cab. ()9 & 71); Javanese shadow -plays (scenes from the ancient

heroic, myths) and puppet shows. Tutelary deities of villages;

ancestral figures, and matauka- figures or magic amulets against

thieves (Cab. 88).

Boom V. Indonesia (continued). Most of the exhibits here have

been collected from Timor, the Moluccas (to the right), fetches,

the Sulu Islands, and the Philippine Islands (to the left). — On
the right at the back a space is partitioned off in which the races

are represented which form a transition to those of Eastern Asia:

the Mongols, Burials, and Kalmucks ; Lamaisin as practised in

Tihel, the chief seat of this X. form of Buddhism (praving-wheels,

Cab. 134).

Room VI. Curiosities of fishing from China and Japan.
Room VII. China (in the first part of the room). Numerous

model figures. Fine collection of objects illustrating the Chinese

religion (Lamaism and Foism practised in the S. and centre of the

country, but more especially Taoism, the religion of the people);

figures of gods and genii (to the left, large Taoistic collection),

paintings from temples, altar utensils; model of a temple to a town

god (at the end, No. 195). AVearing apparel (Cab. 145, women's
clothing and models of feet crippled by compression), pottery and

porcelain, and valuable carvings. — Japan (at the end of the room).

Numerous idols. To the right, interesting paintings; those in Desk-

Case 181 (by the window) relate to foreign countries. In Cab. 17s

are masks for religious operas; on the back wall, gala costumes.

Room VIII. Japan (continued). Objects in lacquer and in-

struments of war. In Cab. 181 a is the model of a theatre. Farther

on are objects from the Riu-Kiu or Loo-Choo Islands and from

('area.— We return through R. VII. to the staircase, where are

several relics of the Ainos, the aboriginal inhabitants of Japan.

On the right side of the I'rinz Albrecht-Str., farther on, is the.

Museum of Industrial Art (p. 1 22j, opposite which rises the —
Alxjtordnetcnhaus or Prussian Chamber of Deputies, a
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handsome Renaissance edifice by F. Schtdze, erected in 1893-98, with

allegorical statues on the exterior by O. Leasing. In the entrance

hall are four bronze figures by Stark. The large session hall,

which had to be rebuilt on account of its poor acoustic properties,

is surrounded by galleries (adm. see p. 34), and contains seats for

433 deputies.— The building is connected with the Herrenhaus or

Upper Chamber of the Diet (see p. 114) by means of a passage at the

back, which leads through an intermediate building for government

representatives (containing a handsome chamber for cabinet meet-

ings, by Messel).

The "Museum ofIndustrial Art (PI. G, 19), founded in 1867,

is a very extensive and valuable collection of the products of many
different countries, both ancient and modern. The imposing build-

ing which now contains it, opened in 1881, was designed in the

Hellenic Renaissance style by Grophis & Schmieden, with effective

details in terracotta and coloured tiles. The exterior is also adorned

with mosaics executed in Venice from designs of Ewald and Gesel-

schap, representing the principal epochs in the history of civilisa-

tion. At the sides of the flight of steps ascending to the door are

statues of Peter Vischer and Holbein, by Sussmann-Hellborn.—
Admission, see p. 36. Director, Prof. J. Lessing. Official cata-

logue (1900), 50 pf.

Ground Floor. — In the Vestibule (PI. I) is a high-altar from

a Mannheim church (ca. 1760), and the bow of a Venetian state-

galley.— We pass hence through a second Hall (PI. II) and enter

the glass-covered Court (PI. Ill), which is used for exhibition pur-

poses. Two tiers of arcades surround this court , surmounted by a

frieze by Geyer and Hundrieser, representing a procession of the

nations most distinguished in art, saluting Borussia. The lower

arcade (PI. IV-VII) contains objects in wrought iron and Renais-

sance furniture (cabinets, chests, caskets, etc.).

The rooms round the court contain furniture and domestic

equipments arranged in chronological order. Nearly all the rooms

contain fine stained-glass windows of the 13-16th centuries.

W. Side. Room VIII (beyond R. IX, to the right): Chinese,

Japanese, and Indian lacquer articles.— R. IX. Domestic furniture

in the Gothic style, chiefly cabinets and chests of simple construc-

tion, adorned with carving and metal work. Gothic tapestry. Cabi-

nets 116 & 117 contain a highly valuable *Collection of carved and

painted caskets of the Gothic period; Cab. 115, early mediaeval

and oriental ivory carvings; Cab. 120, objects in cut leather, in-

cluding a beautiful octagonal *Box of the 14th cent., from Bale,

with representations of love-scenes.— R. X. Ecclesiastical objects

(chiefly Gothic). On the wall, *Flemish tapestry with gold threads

(loth cent.). In the cabinets: mediaeval works in metal (chiefly

ecclesiastical), enamels from the Lower Rhine and Limoges (ll-13th
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cent.), crosses, censers, and ewers. — R. XI. Tapestry and furni-
ture of the early Renaissance, mainly from Burgundy and the

Lower Rhine. In the Window-Frames 95 and 9t> and in flab. 97
is an admirable collection of boxwood carvings, mostly gold-
smiths' models. Wall 91, *Ribbon-Weavers' frame carved in box-
wood (Nuremberg; ca. 1550); top of a table painted by H. S. Beham
in 1534 (copy of the original in the Louvre). Wall 94, *Chamber
organ, beautifully carved (Flanders; ca. 1530).— R. XII. Lid of a
casket (Kith cent.); furniture, picture-frames, and candelabra of the

Italian Renaissance. Wall <>(>, Carved Spanish boxwood cabinet.

Wall 72, *Brida.l chest from the Palazzo Strozzi. Wall 7-1, Seat

from the synagogue of Siena; *('hests with representations of Niobe
and Neptune (Ital. ; Kith cent.).

E. Side. RR. XIII and XIV contain the ^Panelling of two
rooms of the Kith century (the original furniture was different).

The richer of the two, elaborately adorned with intarsia and en-

closing an old stove, is from the chateau of Haldenstein, near Coiro,

and dates from 1548. The other and simpler, from the chateau of

Hbllrich, near Wiirzburg, was made about 1570, and comprises a

fine ceiling with armorial bearings.— Between these rooms is a space
arranged as a chapel, with altar-screens dating from 1500 and
glass -paintings of the 14th cent. — R. XV (above). Collection of

mosaics, basket-work, etc. — R. XVI. Inlaid Renaissance furniture

of the ltith and 17th cent., chiefly (terman. Alusical instruments.

Wall 55, Spinet of Duke Alfonso i I. of Ferrara, Cab. (if): Objects
in amber, most of them made at Dantsic. Cab. 05: Musical instru-

ments and backgammon-boards. — R. XVII. Furniture of the 17th

cent., chiefly heavy and somewhat clumsy articles of Dutch origin.

Tapestry. The cabinets contain objects carved or turned in ivory,

mother-of-pearl, etc.— R. XVIII. Baroque furniture of the 17th

and 1st h cent, from various countries; artistic cabinets; picture-

frames. Niche 41, Specimens of Oriental wood-carving. Wall 45,

*Pedestal table of boxwood (French; ca. 1720); in the centre, body
of a state carriage (18th cent.). — R. XIX. Rococo furniture. Wall
35, Carved and gilded panels from the palace chapel at Versailles

(ca. 1720). Wall 37, Clock and corner cabinet from Liege (ca. 1750).

In the centre: French writing table with bronze mounts.— R. XlXa.
French works of the end of the lKth century; objects in the (ierman

rococo style. In glass-cases, **Furniture from the boudoir of

Queen Marie Antoinette at Versailles; opposite, *Bureau by Rie-

sener. — R. XX. *Room with paintings and carved panelling (Paris;

ca. 1710).

The Staircask is adorned with two stained glass windows repre-

senting the Emperor and Empress Frederick, who founded the mu-
seum, from designs by E. E it:aid.

First Floor. — Collections arranged in technical groups, in-
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eluding pottery, glass, metal-work, leather, and textile fabrics. We
ascend by the staircase on the N. side. The cases between the pi-

lasters in the Gallery contain small articles of domestic use, such

as knives, forks, spoons, combs, fans, and the like, many of them

elaborately carved and ornamented; cake-moulds, New Year's cards

of thin iron, and modern French medallions and plaquettes by *Roty
and others. — In front, to the left: Bookbindings of the 15 -19th

centuries; to the right, in cabinets and rotating stands, a collec-

tion of textile fabrics and embroideries.— Behind, to the left : Orien-

tal, Hispano-Moorish, and Italian majolica tiles and pottery, and

Persian and Turkish fayence. Behind, to the right: *Collection of

Chinese and Japanese porcelain and pottery. Also, between the

pillars, magnificent enamelled vases and incense bowls from China.

— On the W. side is a collection of *Ornaments, in geographical

and chronological order: Cab. 429, mediaeval trinkets (ca. 1400),

discovered near Pritzwalk in Brandenburg; Cabinet 420, Eglomise

work and painting under glass.

West Side. R. XXVII (beyond RR. XXXV and XXXVI, to

the right) contains a ceiling by Schliiter (1701), and is used for

varying exhibitions, especially of recent acquisitions.— R. XXXVI.
Oriental works in metal from China, Japan, India, and Persia. Wall

387, Excellent Chinese representation of a park and summer-house

(17th cent.). Wall 390, Indian narghileh. Cab. 392 , 394 ,& 395,

*Chinese and Japanese enamels.— R. XXXV. *Objccts in the pre-

cious metals. N. half of the room: Cab. 361 (left), German silver

ware of the 17-18th centuries. By the left wall are two 'Muscovite'

cabinets. Cab. 380 (right), *Church-plate from St. Dionysius at

Enger, the earliest pieces dating from the time of Duke Wittekind.

Cab. 377, ** 'Luneburger Ratssilberzeug', a fine service of 36 pieces

of plate of the 15-18th cent. , formerly belonging to the town of

Luneburg and purchased in 1874 for 33,000 1. Adjoining is the

*'Pommersche Kunstschrank', an exquisite cabinet made in 1617

for Philip II., Duke of Pomerania. Its contents are in Cab. 382 and

Desk-Case 368, and the whole forms a splendid testimony to the

skill of the goldsmiths of Augsburg. Cabs. 372 and 373 contain

*German silver ware of the Renaissance, including specimens of the

celebrated goldsmiths Jamnitzer, J. Silber, Petzold, and P. Gottich.

Cab. 370& 371 , Reproductions ofGerman plate, especially (in Cab. 370)

of the work of Eisenhoit. The windows contain stained glass from

Switzerland.— R. XXXIV. Magnificent carvedwood ceiling (ca. 1560),

from a palace in Fano. Works in bronze. Wall 348, Italian *Door-

knockers. *Painted enamels from Limoges (15-17th cent.), including

several specimens of great beauty and rarity. The earliest and

rarest pieces are in Cab. 353. Cab. 346 & 347, Clocks and mathe-

matical instruments. — R. XXXIII. Works in copper, tin, and

brass. Cab. 337, Tin platters by Briot and Enderlein. *Stained-glass
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window from Nuremberg, probably designed l>y Albrecht Diirer

(1508).— R. XXXII. Collection of glass, one of the most complete
departments in the museum. Venetian glass. Cab. 324, *Two
enamelled glasses of the end of the 15th cent. (Venice). Among the
German glass may be specified the so-called *'Schaper Glasses' in

Cab. 31(5. The Bohemian cut glass in Cab. 317 and 321 also deserves

notice. Cab. 320, Ruby and spun glass. Cabs. 31s and 31 !> contain

an almost unique collection of -Chinese glass. Cabs. 314 and 315.

Antique Roman glass; glass vessels with enamel painting; painted
German glass.

East Side. R. XXXI. Porcelain (chiefly German). In front:

Dresden porcelain, including (Cab. 207) specimens of the first efforts

of Bottger(1710). Back wall: Cab. 209, Some pieces of the cele-

brated *Swan Service of Count Brilhl. Cabs. 25s, 200, 201, Berlin.

Cab. 20S, Sevres.— R. XXX. German stoneware. Cab. 2411. Palissy

and 'Hirsvogel' ware. Cab. 252, Franconian stoneware; coffee-pots

from Bunzlau. Cab. 251, "Stoneware from Siegburg. Cab. 247,

Moulds and stamps for earthenware, found in old Rhenish potteries.

Cab. 245, "Wedgwood pottery. Cab. 253, Stoneware from Xassau,
Raeren (near Eupen), and Cologne. *Tapestry and stained glass. —
R. XXIX. Fayenee of the 17-18th cent, from Holland (Delft), Ger-

many, Sweden, etc. — R. XXVIII contains the '^Collection of Italian

Majolica, one of the most extensive of the kind in the world. The
art of majolica-painting enjoyed its highest development in 14SO-

1540, and also flourished at Crbino in the reign of Duke Guido-

baldo II. (1538-74). Engravings and woodcuts were the favourite

patterns of the painters. The chief manufactories were at Caffagiolo

near Florence (Cab. 217), Faenza (Cabs. 221, 222), **Gubbio (cele-

brated for its gold and ruby tints; Cab. 220), and Urbino (Cabs. 213,

21 (
.i, 223, 225). At a later period majolica was also made at Castelli

(Cab. 224). The Hispano-Moorish majolica with its golden lustre,

in Cab. 227 (which contains also parts of a vase from the Alhambra),

and the majolica from Deruta in L'mbria with an opalescent sheen

like mother-of-pearl (Cab. 220) should be noticed. Cabs. 212 and 218

contain fayenee from France (Moustiers, Rouen, etc.), Spain, and X.

Italy (17-18th cent.).— R. XXVII contains a selection (frequently

changed) of textile fabrics. The main collection of *Textile Fabrics

is, however, in two adjoining rooms, and is showrn only to students

of this branch of industrial art, who obtain admittance by ringing

the bell at the door. The collection is the most complete in exi-

stence, especially as regards the exceedingly rare mediaeval fabrics,

which, however, are only of technical interest. Xeedlework of every

kind, period, and country is here represented, as also tapestry and

wall-papers.

Basement (closed on Sundays). To the W.: Stoves, models of

stoves, stove-tiles: flooring-tiles of the 14-1 7th centuries. Rustic
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pottery. To the right is a collection of decorative plaster-casts,

extending from antiquity to the 18th century.

The Museum possesses a valuable Library and Collection of
Ornamental Engravings (director, Dr. Jessen), of which special

catalogues are issued.

A new building is in course of construction for a School (director,

Prof. Ewald) in connection with the museum.
The Library of Costumes (30,000 plates and 10,000 vols.), collected

by Baron von Lipperheide and presented to the state in 1898, is also

in the care of the museum (keeper, Dr. Doge). It is stored at Flottwell-

Str. 4 (3rd floor), where it may be consulted, by students only, on week-
days 10-1 (on Tues. and Frid. also 6-8 p.m.).

6. The South Friedrichstadt. Kreuzberg.
Schoneberg Quarter.

The S. half of the Friedrichstadt (p. 110) is duller and less inter-

esting than the N. half. Most of the principal streets converge on

the Belle-Alliance-Platz, either directly, as the Friedrich-Str. aud

Wilhelm-Str., or through the Linden-Str. (see p. 135).

In the S. part of the Wilhelm-Strasse, Nos. 92-93, is the

Architects' Union (Architektenhans ; PI. R, G, 22), the headquar-

ters of numerous societies, built by Ende & Bockmann in 1875-76.

The hall is adorned with frescoes by Prell, representing the history

of architecture. Restaurant, see p. 10. — No. 102 is the Palace of
Prince Albert, erected in 1737-39, and remodelled by Schinkel in

1833. An arcade leads from the court of the palace to the street.

At No. 90 in the Zimmer - Strasse, between the Wilhelm-Str. and
Friedrich-Str., is the Public Market No. III. (PL R, 22), in which are

temporarily accommodated tho greater part of the Municipal Library
(p. 140), and the Markische Provinzial-Museum. The latter, for

which a new building is under construction (see p. 135), is an extensive
collection of antiquities and natural objects connected with the Mark of

Brandenburg and Berlin, established in 1874 by the present director,

Herr Friedel. Adm., see p. 36.

In the S. part of the Friedrich-Strasse, No. 42, at the corner

of the Koch-Str., is the Cafe Friedrichshof, fantastically decorated

in the rococo style.— No. 235 in the Friedrich-Str. is interesting

as having been the house of A. von Chamisso, and bears a memorial

tablet and medallion portrait of the poet (see p. 127).

Near the end of the Charlotten-Strasse, Nos. 90-92, is the

Berliner Theater, and farther on, in the Encke-Platz, the Royal
Observatory (PI. G, 22), erected by Schinkel in 1832-35. In 1878

the mean altitude for the kingdom of Prussia (121 ft. above sea

level) was marked on the N. fagade of the building. Adm. Wed.
& Sat. 9-11 (in winter 10-11). Director, Prof. Forster.

In the centre of the circular Belle-Alliance-Platz (PI. G, 23)

rises the Friedens-Siiule, or Column of Peace, 60 ft. in height,
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erected in 1840 to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the peace

of 1815. The granite column, rising from a lofty pedestal, has

a marble capital, crowned with a Victory by Ranch. The four

surrounding groups in marble, representing the principal powers
that took part in the victory of Waterloo (England, Prussia, the

Netherlands, and Hanover), designed by Fixchcr and executed bv
Franz and Walyer, were added in ls7t>. On the S. side of the I'latz

are allegorical figures in white marble by A. Wolff { Peace) and
Hartzer (Historical Composition).

On the S. the square is bounded by the Halle Gate (PL Or, 23),

a monumental edifice erected in 1879 by Struck on the site of the

old building, and embellished with figures of the Seasons by L.
Drake and Pohlmann. — Just outside the gate is the S.E. end of

the Kciniggratzer - Str., with a station of the Elevated Railway

(p. 14). At No. 88 Kouiggriitzer-Str. is a tablet commemorating the

fact that Prince Bixmarrl,- was a pupil at Plamann's School here.

Tramways (pp. 14-21), besides the Ringbahn (Nos. 1, 2), run from the
Halle Gate and the Blticher-Platz (8. side) to the Lchrto Station, Moabit
(14, 15), the Behren-Str. (9ti. 97), Gesundbrunnen (34, as, 39], the Opern-
Platz (53), the Alexander-Platz, the Landsbcrgcr Allee Station (04), the
Silesian Station (2), the Gorlitz Station, the Silesian Gate (89, 90), Trep-
tow (89), Rixdorf (15, 53, I, and II), Tempelhof. Mariendorf (lie, IV), Kreuz-
herg (34, 38, 95), Schbncbcrg (I and II), the Nollendorf- Platz, and the
Zoological Garden ((14, 89, 90).

Opposite the Halle Gate the Lainhvehr Canal is crossed by

the Belle-Alliance Brithje, 110 ft. wide, on the buttresses of which

stand marble groups of Navigation, Fishing, Industry, and Trade.

The canal, which was formed in 1845-50 from the remains of the old

moat and was widened in 1883-8',), is 6'/a M- '" length, and stretches

from the Silesian Gate to Charlottenburg, connecting the Upper
and Lower Spree. From its S.K. portion, the Liiisenstadt Canal

(l'/a M. in length; see p. 135), diverging at right angles, runs to

the river.

At the S. end of the bridge is the BllU-hei -Platz (PI. G, 23),

whence the Tbmpelhof Quarter stretches to the S.

Near the Bliicher- Platz lie several old Cemeteries. Those of the

Jenmulems-Kirche, the Xrin-Kirehe, and the Dreifaltigkeitg-Kirehe are

connected, and have entrances (to the left) from the Blticher-Platz, and
the Belle-Alliance-Str., the portion of the grounds lying along the Baruther-

Str. i to the S.) being of particular interest. By the S. wall of the E. section

is the grave of Iffland (d. 1814, comp. p. 17); close by, to the right of the

main patli in the central section, lies F. Mr»tlrhxnhu-liai1hoMn (d. 1847).

Near the side-path to the left a handsome monument by Uplines marks
the last resting-place of If. run Ntephan (d. 1897 ; comp. p. 115). A gateway
leads to the S.W. section, which contains the grave of Chain isxo ul.

1838, see p. 12G), near the path along the S. wall, and that of K. Th.

A. Hoffmann (d. 1822, comp. p. Ill), near the junction of the central patli

and that leading off to the W.

The BLUcHER-STUAsse (PI. G, 23, 20), which diverges from the

Bliicher- Platz to the S.E., leads to the Haseuheide, passing the

'Platz am Johannestiseh', in which rises the Church of the Holy
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Hood (Zum Heiligen Kreuz; PI. G, 23), a handsome Gothic brick

structure relieved by coloured tiles, erected in 1885-88 by Otzen.

No. 26 Bliicher-Str. (to the right) is the barracks of the 2nd Dra-
goon Guards, and Nos. 47-48 (to the left) of the Emperor Franz
Grenadier Guards.

Several cemeteries lie to the S. of the Bergmann-Str. In the Neue
Dreifaltigkeits-Kirchhof, which lies furthest to the W. , are the graves
of the poet Ludwig Tieck (d. 1853), the philologist K. Lachmann (d. 1851),

and the theologian Schleiermacher (d. 1834, comp. p. 113), all three near
the centre of the ground and to the right of the main path, and of the
poet A. Kopiseh (d. 1853), against the E. wall.

To the S. of the cemetery, Friesen-Str. 15-16 (PI. G-, 24, 27), are the
barracks of the Cuirassier Guards and the Queen Augusta Grenadier
Guards. — Farther to the S.-E , about 1 M. from the Dreifaltigkeits-
Kirchhof, is a Military Cemetery, with a fine monument to the fallen of
1866 and 1870-71, by Bose (erected in 1888). To the N. lies the singular-
looking Mohammedan Burial Ground.

In the Kaiser-Priedrich-Platz, on the outskirts of the Hasen-
heide (PL G, 27, 30), stand the Second Protestant Garrison
Church and the Second Catholic Garrison Church, the former an

early Gothic sandstone building, the latter in Bomanesque style.

Both were erected in 1894-97.
To the N., near the Urban - Hafen of the Landwehr Canal, is the

Third Municipal Hospital {'am Urban'; PI. Gr, 26, 29: adm. on Wed.,
Sat., and Sun. 2-3). The Wrangel-Brunnen, by Hagen, formerly in the
Kemper-Platz (p. 166), has been re-ereted here in front of the E. facade.

Further on, in the Hasenheide street Nos. 80-87, is the Eliza-

beth Hospitalfor Children (PI. G, 30). At the end of the street,

and opposite the Union Brewery, is a gymnasium ground, with a

bronze statue of F. L. John, the German 'Turnvater' (father of

gymnastics), by Encke (1872). The pedestal is formed of stones sent

by German gymnastic societies in all parts of the world. The first

gymnasium ground, founded by Jahn in 1811, was situated on the

site of the present Karlsgarten. The Friesenhiigel, with a mem-
orial tablet, lies to the E.— Neue Welt', see p. 30.

Immediatelybeyond the gymnasium ground beginsRixdorf(-Dewtscftes

Wirtshaus, Berg-Str. 137), a suburb which attained to the dignity of

a town in 1899, and now numbers 90, 422 inhabitants. It is served by the
stations of Bixdorf and Hermann-Strasse, on the Siid-Ring; and by tram-
ways (pp. 15-21) Nos. 15, 28, 29, 46, 47, 48, 53, 94, I, and II. — An equestrian
statue of Emp. William J. , by M. Wolf , was erected in 1902 on the
Hohenzollern-Platz. Remains of antediluvian animals have been discov-
ered on the heights (Rollberge) of Bixdorf.

In the Belle-Alliance-Strasse (PL G, 24, 23), which diverges

from the Bliicher-Platz to the S.-W. , No. 6 is the barracks of the

1st Dragoon Guards and Nos. 7-8 the Belle- Alliance Theatre

(p. 27). — To the W., at the corner of the Wartenburg-Str. and

Grossbeeren-Str., is the St. Gertraudt Hospital, erected in 1871-73.

— The Belle - Alliance - Str. goes on across the Tempelhofer Feld

(p. 129), just before reaching which it passes a little to the left of

the Kreuzberg, which may be reached direct by tramways Nos. 34,

35, 36, 37, 38, 95, and 96.
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The Kreuzberg (PI. (i, 21, 24) is (he highest eminence in the

S. portion of the Spree basin. Victoria Par/,-, laid mil on the slope

of the hill in 1SSS-94, contains a Wittcrfnll in an artificial rocky

ravine, which runs S hrs. daily from May 1st to Oct. 15th, and is

illuminated for 2 hrs. every Wed. and Sat. evening. The falling

waters are distinctly visible far down the Grossbeeren-Str. In the

basin at the foot of the fall is a bronze group ('The strange fish')

by Herter, and in the grounds are six henna? of national poets.

The National Monument of the "War of Liberation,
on the top of the Kreuzberg, consisted originally of an iron obelisk

65 ft. high, designed by.tSchhi-M, and inaugurated in 1821. In 1K7.S

it was raised 24 ft. and received the addition of a bastion-like sub-

structure. In the niches of the monument are 12 figures, by Bunch,
Tieck, and Wichmtmii. the YouiHjer, symbolising the chief victories.

Most of these are portraits; the battle of Bar-sur-Aube, for instance,

being represented by a symbolical figure bearing the features of the

subsequent Emperor William I.— From this point a splendid *View
of Berlin is obtained, especially on Sun. when the atmosphere is

free from smoke. The Grossbeeren-Str. stretches due N. from the

foot of the hill; to the left of it is the central hall of the Anhalt

Station, with the Gnaden-Kirche, the Reichstags-Gebaude, and the

Monument of Victory in the distance; somewhat nearer we see the

Central Station and triangle of lines of the Electric, Railway, the

Luther- Kirche, and the Church of the Twelve Apostles, then the

Technical Academy, the Emp. William Memorial Church, and the

Matthias-Kirche and Apostel-Paulus-Kirche in Schoneberg. To the

W. lie the Grnnewald, Steglitz, and Lichterfelde Cadet School. To

the right of the Grossbeeren-Str. rise the domed towers in the

Gendarmen-Markt and the cupolas and pinnacles of the Hedwigs-

Kirche, the Cathedral, and the Royal Palace. Beyond these the

Marien-Kirche, Jerusalemer-Kirche, Nicolai-Kirche, Petri-Kirche

(the last two near the Rathaus), and the Georgen-Kirche are visible,

with the Church of the Holy Rood and the Simeons-Kirche in the

foreground, while the Emmaus-Kirche appears in the distance. To

the E. the Hasenheide and Rixdorf stretch away behind the two

garrison churches; and to the S. lies tin' Tempelhofer Feld.

In the Tetit/ielhofrr Feld the animal manoeuvres and reviews of the

Berlin garrison have taken place since the days of Frederick William I.

(1721), as also the great reviews of the Guards in the spring and autumn

(p. 30). On the W. side, which forms part of Schoneberg (p. 130), are the

buildings of the four Militia District Comma mix and the barracks of

the •Jnrl and 3rd Haitian) Ret/intents.

The village of Tempelhof (tramways Nos. '.hi, I, and IV) includes

the S. side of the Hasenheide (p. 128) and has a population of ussi. It

belonged to the Knishts Templar down to 1319, and from that time till

1435 to the Knights of St. John. At the entrance to the village are the

Tempelhof Station on the SUd-Ring (p. 13), the Barracks of the .Ifilitari/

Train Corps, and, to the rear of these, a victualling-office; to the S.

lies the Second Garrison Hospital.

BaEDEK^"^- Eaiilin— ^
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The York-Strasse (PI. G, 20) leads under the lines of the Anhalt

and Potsdam railways to the Schoneberg Quarter (p. 44), which
lies to the W. of the Tempelhof Quarter. From the Potsdamcr-

Platz (p. 117) to the Botanical Garden (see below) the Schoneberg

quarter is traversed by the Potsdam kr-Strasse. At Nn. 120 in this

street, to the S. of the Potsdamer Briicke (p. 169), the Hogal
School of Music (PI. G 16; ca. 200 pupils) still has its seat. Direc-

tor, Prof. Joachim. New building, see p. 174.

The Potsdamer-Str. is intersected by the Liltzow-Str., Kur-
fursten-Str., and BiiW-Ktr. At Liitzow-Str. Xos. 24-211, to the W.
of the Potsdamer-Str., is the Elizabeth Hospital (PL G, 16; adm.

Wed. and Sun. 3-4). The Lutzow-Platz (PI. G, 13) is embellished

with a Hercules Fountain, designed by 0. Lessing, with four groups

of tritons at the base (1903). The groups in sandstone by Schadow
on the Hercules Bridge, which here crosses the Landwehr Canal,

were taken from another bridge near the Exchange. For the Tier-

garten Quarter, see p. 169.

Tramways from the Ltttzow-Platz (pp. 15-21): Nos. 33, 52, 54, 63,

78, 80, 93, P, and R.

Parallel with the Liitzow-St. on the S. runs the Kurfirsten-
Strasse, ending on the W. at the main entrance of the Zoological

Garden (p. 170). In this street are the Church of the Twelve
Apostles (PI. G, 16) erected in 1*71-74. and (Xos. 63-69) the Head-
quarters of the Engineers (PI. G. 13), dating from 1x74-76.— The

W. portion of the Kurfursten-Str. contains many handsome private

residences and is known as the 'Kiel<;ansche Villenviertel'.

Still further to the S., and also parallel with the Liitzow-Str.,

runs the Bulow-Strasse, with a station (p. 14) on the Elevated

Railway, which here runs above the roadway. Near by, to the left,

is the Luther-Kirche (PI. G, 17), a fine brick ediibe built in the

Gothic style by Otztn (1891-94), with effective details in coloured

tiles.— The Biilow-Str. ends on the W. at the Nollendorf-Platz
(PL G,13), in which stands the domed station of the Elevated

Railway. The latter here descends and runs underground through

f'harlottenburg, passing under the Kleist-Str. and Tauentzien-Str.

and making a bend round the Emp. William Memorial Church

(p. 173), to the Zoological Garden (p. 170).

Tramways from the Nollendorf-Platz (pp. 15-21): Nos. 51, 60, HI,

80, 90, 02, A, B, C, and D.

At Motz-Str. 6, to the S.W. of the Nollendorf-Platz, is the new
American Church, a tasteful sandstone building in the Gothic style by
March, opened on July 4th, 1903. — Close by, at Eisenaehcr-Str. 12, is the

Grand 'Lodge of German Freemasons, a handsome building by Lange
(1900). — The .S7. Matthias-Kirche (PI. G, 14), a Gothic building dating
from 1893-95, with a spire 300 ft. in height, rises to the S. of the Nollen-
dorf-Platz and to the W. of the Potsdamer-Str.

The town of Schoneberg (RatskeiJer Restaurant) extends beyond
the old Botanic Garden (PI. G, 17) which is in the course of tranference
to Dahlem (comp. p. 177). Although there is no visible break in the
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line of Btreets joining it with Berlin, Sehcineherg enjoys independent
administration and numbers over 100,000 inhabitants. It is served by
the stations of Schoneberg and Ehers-Strasse on the 'Slid-Ring', by the
Grossgorsehen-Strasse station on the Wnnnsee Railway (p. 177), and by
a station on the Military Railway (PI. G, 18; for the ranges at Kummers-
dorf and Jllterbog). Tramways (pp. 15-21): Nor. 21, :)), :il , 10. i;s, mi,

87, 88, III, A, C, D, and E.

The main street contains a bronze Statin' of Emp. William I., by
(lei-ling, and the Town Hall (Ratskcller). — The Gruncwald-Str.. to the.

W.. contains the Aposti'l-I'tntlug Kirehe, built by Schwechten, and conse-
crated in 1895, and the l'rinz Heinrich'n Gi/miianiitm (PI. G, 15). erected
in 1893 by F. Schulze, both tine specimens of the brick architecture of the
Mark of Brandenburg. The llohenzoltern-Schnie (Reform-Gymnasium),
a building by Egeling, is in the Belziger-Str. To the N. of the Church
of St. Paul, at Barbarossa-Str., 7 In, is the 1'i'nltilitzzi- Frfihel Houw, in

the hall of which is a marble statue of Queen Louise with Prince William
in her arms, by Sehaper. — Beyond the Potsdam Railway, to the E., lie

the barracks of the lift Railway Refitment and the Military Rail/ray
Station (see above).

St. Matthew'* Cemeteri/ (PI. G, IS) lies close to the Grossgorschen-
Str. Station. It contains the graves of numerous modern scholars and
artists, and a number of finely executed tombstones. L. run Sybel (d. 1895)

is buried close to the E. pathway; F. Drake, (d. 1882) to the right of the
central path; Kixx (d. 1805) at the end of the third intersecting path to

the right; the Brothers Grimm (d. 1859 and 1865, cump. p. 117) near the
path running parallel to the central path on the 8. ; and G. Kirchhoff
(A. 1887) close to the side pathway.

7. Friedrichswerder. Ravene's Picture
Gallery. Luisenstadt.

The district of Friedrichswekdek is a narrow strip stretching from
the Arsenal (p. 59) along the Schleusen-Spree to the Spittel-Markt (p. 132).

Opposite the "W. front of the Eoyal Palace (p. 64), on the other

side of the Spree, extends the Sohinkel-Platz(P1. R, 20, 25), which

is adorned with bronze statues of *Schinfre! (d. 1841 ; comp. p. 154),

by Drake, erected in 1869; Thfter (&AS2X), the agriculturist, Ranch's

last work, completed by Hagen in 1860; and Benfh (d. 1853; comp.

p. 154), to whose efforts Prussia has been much indebted for her

advance in industrial pursuits, designed by Kiss, with reliefs by

Drake (erected 1861).— Nos. 1-2 are the Bank filr Handel itnd

Industrie (Darmstadt er Bank), by Ende & Biickmann, with a facade

of red sandstone.— The square is flanked on the S. by the old Bau-

Akademie, from the steps of which one of the finest views of the

Cathedral (p. 62) is obtained.

The old Bau - Akademie , or Academi/ »f Architecture

(PI. R, 25), is a lofty square edifice erected by SrliiiiM in 1S32-35,

150 ft. in length, with handsome details in terracotta. The successful

union of mediaeval structural forms with (ireek details stamps this

as one of Sehinkel's most interesting creations. Since the erection

of the Technical Academy (p. 172) the rooms have been devoted to

0*
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various educational purposes. In the E. portion of the groundfioor

is the Geoyraphical Institute of the University (director. Prof.

von Richtliofen). In the S. portion is the Royal Meteoroioyicat
Institute (director, Prof, von Bezotd), founded by Alex, von Hum-
boldt in 1848, and entrusted with the elaboration of the material

obtained by observations from the astronomical stations of X.

Germany (comp. the Astro-Physical Observatory, p. 181).

The Royal Collection of Musical Instruments, at present on
the second floor of the building, is to be transferred to the Royal School
of Music (p. 174). It contains several instruments of historical interest

:

J. S. Bach's manichord, the folding harpsichord of Frederick the Great,
and pianos that belonged to Marie Antoinette, C. II. von Weber, and
F. Mendclssnhn-Bartholdy. There are also beautiful hass-viols by Jak.
Steiner, V. Rtigger, and B. Normann, every kind of viola and piano,
including a Renaissance specimen by Viti de Trasuntini (lbtii); one of

Kirckmann's harpsichords, and other interesting pieces. The collection

is in the care of Prof. Fleischer. Adm. see p. 37.

To the S. of the Bau-Akademie, and beyond the Werder-Str.,

whence the Sehleusen-Brucke leads to the E. to the Schloss-Platz

(p. 69), lies the Unterwasser-Str. , which contains the (First)

Gerson Bazaar and (Xos. 2-4) the Royal Mint (PI. R, 25; no

admission). The tine sandstone frieze of the latter, executed by
Scltadotv in 17i>8 from designs by Gilly, represents the processes

of obtaining and treating the metals, and was restored in 1871 by
Siemering and Hagen.

The Werdkr'sc he Markt, to the W. of the Bau-Akademie. con-

tains numerous shops, including (Xos. 5-(>) the (Second) Gernoit,

Bazaar. On the X. side is the Friedrich-Werder Church
(PI. R, 22), a brick structure erected by Schinkel in 1824-30. The
exterior, in modified Gothic, is not happy, but the vaulted interior

is more pleasing. (Sacristan, Oberwall-Str. 21).

In the Jaokr-Strassk, to the 8. of the WVrder'sche JIarkt, rises

(Xo. 34) the Deutsche Reichsbank, or Bank of the German.
Empire (PI. R, 22, 25), a noble brick and sandstone edifice, built

by Hitzifi in lS(»<)-70. An addition to the bank, facing the Haus-

vogtei-Platz (see below), was built in 1H94 from designs by Emme-
rich and JJaxak, and contains the vaults for the storage of secu-

rities. — At Xos. 42-44 Jiiger-Str. is the large Central Teleyraph
a nrl Telephone Office ( PI . R , 2 2 )

.

The Hausvokjtei-Platz (PI. R, 25) takes its name from the

'Hausvoigtei', an old prison which in its time held many poli-

tical prisoners of importance, and has since been replaced by the

Reichsbank (see above). The remaining three sides of the 'Platz',

which is a centre of the dressmaking trade, are occupied by a

number of fine shops. — From the Hausvoigtei-Platz we may pro-

ceed either to the 8. by the Jerusalemer-Str. to the Donhoff-Platz

(p. 117), or to the 8.E. by the Niederwall-Str. to the Spittel-Markt
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(PI. R, 25), a small but very busy square, surrounded by large

business -houses. In the centre of the Spittel- Markt rises the
Spiiidhr-Bruniien, a fountain of red and grey granite. Hence (lie

Gertraudten-Brilcke, which was restored in 1894-95, leads N. to

Alt-Kolln (p. 138). The bridge was embellished in 1896 with a bronze
group by Siemering representing St. Gertrude (d. 659), abbess of

the Franconian convent of Nivelles and patron saint of travellers,

reviving an exhausted wanderer. The statue was erected in com-
memoration of the old hospital of St. Gertraudt (p. 128), formerly

situated in the Spittel-Markt.
Tramways (pp. 15-21) run from the Spittel-Markt to the Brandenburg

Gate (9), the Luhrtc Station and Moabit (it, 12, 13), the Friedrieh-Stv.
Station (83, S4), Gesundhruunen (38), Pankow, Nioder-Schonhausen (40, 47),
Weissensec (C.2), the Vielihof (05, 00, 07), Liehtenbcrg (KG, (is, 09, 70),

Friedrichsfelde (70), the Ktistriner - Platz (78), the Silesian Station (9),

the Silesian Bridge (83, 84, 87, 88), Treptow (83), the Giirlitz Station (»£),

Kixdorf, Britz (40, 47, 18), the Halle Gate (38, (14), Kreuzberg (38), the
Potsdam Gate (traversing the whole length of the Wilhelm-Str.: a, 118,

Oil, 78, 87, 88, 92), Schcineberg (08, 09, 87, 88), the Zoological Garden (04,

78), Wilmersdorf (78, ill), and Halensee (91).

In the Wall-Str. (Nos. 0-8), to the E. of the Spittel-Markt, are

the business premises of Jacques Ravene Sons, wholesale metal-

merchants (founded 1775), a tine modern building completed in

1895-96. On the third floor is

—

*K,avene's 'Picture Gallery (PI. R, -25), a collection of

about 200 works by modern German and French masters, including

several choice examples of the older Berlin and Diisseldorf schools

(adni., see p. 36).

Room I (to the right). Schrader, Bacchante, Sleeping Bacchus;

Knaus, *Mouse-trap, Woman and cats ; V. Becker, Family Portraits,

Morning after the ball, Jeweller and senator; Tidemaml, Sunday
in Norway; E. HUdebraiidt , Santa Gloria near Rio de Janeiro:

Graeb, Fontana .Medina in Naples; Knaux, *P. L. Ravene; E. HU-
debraiidt, Winter pleasures; Brendel, Sheep; Graeb, Near Flo-

rence; Schrodter, Eulenspiegel as baker's apprentice; Hertel,

Cochem castle on the Moselle (the property of the Ravene family).

Room II. Voyel, Industry under German protection ; Hasen-
elever, Jobs (a dunce) undergoing examination, *Jobs as school-

master; Hoyuet, Landscape; Fteiiry, Massacre of Jews in London,

1307.— Front wall (view from balcony): Water-colours by HMyers,

Hosentann, Hoyuet, and others.

Room III., with busts of the founder of the collection, Peter

Louis Ravene (d. 1861), and of his son, Louis Ravene id. 1879),

by Hoffmeister. Jordan, Child's funeral in Heligoland; Leu, Land-

slip in Norway: Stevens, Mourners; Gallait, Bohemian musicians;

Ritter, Drowned fisherboy: Hasenelever , Portrait of himself;

Kraus, Farm; Couture, Page; Graeb, Halberstadt Cathedral;

Hasenelever, Hilgers the painter; E. HUdebraiidt, Leisure hours;
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A. Achenbach, Ostend harbour; Menzel, ^Frederick the Great;

Scheureu , Landscape in storm; Biard, Fight with a polar bear;

Leasing, Huntsmen: flaxen-clever, *Jobs as night-watchman;
Tidemand, The old wolf-hunter; Biard, ^French custom-house;

Schreyer, Hussars attacking; Thlemund , Funeral in Norway;
Haxenclever, Scene in a cellar; Troyon, -Cattle, ^Hounds; Marter-
xteig, Augsburg Confession; Schmitxim , Hungarian brood-mares

:

F. Kriiger, Stable; C. Begas, Moor-washing; Heilbnth, Titian the

younger; (J. Hiibner, Game-law; Hoyuet, Landscape.

Room IV. F. Hildebrandt, Boa Viagem, near Rio de Janeiro:

\V. H. Schmidt, Death of Charles V.; Gndin, Storm at sea; Hilyers,

Winter landscape ; Willemx, Picture-sale ; A. Achenbach, Norwegian
ice-scene; Hiiguel, Silvan scene.

Room V. Maichin-, Lake of Schwerin; //. Herrmann, Fish

market ; F. Werner, Grenadiers; M. Gaisxer, The protocol; Oeder,

Environs of Blaukenberghe; Jernbery, Landscape; P. Mayerheim,
Hunting-spoils; H. Kranse, Lions; WartlimiUler, Carnival scene;

Bokelmanii, Klaus Groth as narrator; V<>yel, Mass in Ste. Gudule

(Brussels): Biichmann, The lady of the house; Breitbach, Forge;

Salfzmai/n, *Cape of Good Hope; Kamele, Alpine scene: l'reyer,

Fruit: Fmp. William II, Sea-piece (lsti/ii; Douzette, Moonlight

scene; 1'. Meyerhcim, Farmyard with draught-oxen; Mttnthe,

Autumn; Kanff'mai/n, Genre-scene; 0. Achenbach, Italian land-

scape; Glide, Fishing off RUgeu; K. Meyer, Old Dutch tavern.

Cahinkt I (apply to the custodian). F. Hildebramlt,. Streets

in Rouen and in Lyons; Dtijjre, Landscape: Kuans, *Our darling:

l'reyer, Sparrows' breakfast; Hilyers, Winter landscape: Lexxiny,
>: Westphalian landscape: .1. Weber, Moonlight scene; F. Hilde-

brandt, Irish hut.

Cabinkt II. F. F. Meijerheim, Woman and girl of the Harz,

The youngest born, Going to church, Morning hours: P. Meijer-

heim, E. Meyerheim: A. Achenbach, Landscape; F. Kr tiger, Fred-

crick William IV.; F. Hildebramlt, Fisher-girl, Children on the

beach; Flenry, The report; Knaitx, *Girl gathering flowers.

Cabinkt III. Graeb, Cloisters: Hilyers, Fishermen's huts:

Hosemaim, Violinist; Vernef, *Zouave acting as a nurse ('Le soldat

nourrice'); Bon.r, Linnaeus as a youth: Ten Kate, Rococo conver-

sation-piece; Hoxernarni, Genre-scene; Meixxonier, Genre-scene.

The Spittel-Markt marks the eastern limit of the Friedrichs-

weriler (p. 131). Neu-Kolln, which lies beyond, consists chiefly of

the Wall-Strasse. The blocks of houses on the bank of the Spree

here are being gradually rebuilt as factories and large business

premises with central courts ('Fabrikhofe', see p. 52). Nos. it-13,

a series of courts and buildings occupied by Spindler's dye-works

(p. 194), are known as the Spindlershof. Large offices are being built

here by Kayser & Von Groszheim.— The Luge zu den drei Welt-
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kityehi, a Masonic lodge founded in 1740, is close by in the Splitt-

gerber-Uasse (No. 3). — Farther to the K., at the junction of the
Insel-Str., Neue Jakob-Str., and Kopeniekcr-Str. (PI. R, 25, 28),
a marble Statue of Sehulze -Detitzseh (d. 1883), founder of the
co-operative system in Germany, by Aruoldt, was unveiled in 1899.
The bronze groups on the pedestal represent the alliance of in-

dustrial and held labour, and a woman of the working-class teach-
ing her son.

The Wall-Str. ends at the Markische Platz (PI. R, 28), in which
is a handsome Fountain, by Brunow (1897), bearing the figure of a
woman washing. To the left stands the Nen-Kolln Emporium.
To the right are the new premises for the Marklsc/te Provinzial-
Museinn (p. 12C>), constructed from designs by L. Hoffmann. Borrow-
ing suggestions from various mediieval structures (both sacred and
profane) in the Mark of Brandenburg, the architect has applied them
to a number of different buildings, the whole forming an irregular

group, dominated by a tower of massive construction. Beyond are

the last two relics of the old fortified town of Berlin (comp. p. -15),

viz. a part of the town wall, and the 'Wusterhausener Bar' (comp. the

inscription), which was removed hither from its original site.

—

Prom the Markische Platz we cross the Willsen -Brticke (with
a view of both arms of the Spree enclosing Alt-Kolln) to the Xeue
Friedrich-Strasse in Alt-Berlin. On the right bank we find (An
der Stralauer-Briicke, to the right) the quay of the steamers plying
on the upper Spree (p. 193), and the Jaiiianvitz Station of the

Ntadtbahn (PI. R, 28; p. 13, and comp. p. 144).

The manufacturing district of Luisknstadt, to the X. and S.E.

of the Xpittel-Markt , is the most populous but least interesting

quarter of Berlin. The Lidscnstadt Canal (p. 127) divides it into

an inner and an outer district, known respectively as 'diesseif and
'jenseit des Kauals'. On the W. it is bounded by a part of the

Koinmandanten-Str., from the Donhoff-Platz (p. 117) to Stemmler's
l,Imhistrie-(jel)uitde' (Nos. 77-79; PI. R, 25) and the Linden-Xtrasse.

At the beginning of the Lixdkn-Strasse (PI. G, 22) is a Sy/ia-

yoyue (Nos. 48-50), a brick edifice by Cremer & Wolffenstein

(1890-91).— At No. 41 is the Ventral Station of the Fire Briyade.
Visitors are admitted at all hours except 2-3.30 p.m. ('siesta'); on

summer mornings the teams are generally to be seen practising or

exercising. There are 13 other stations of the fire-brigade, which
was organised by Hinkeldey in 1851. At present it counts 27 officers

and 800 men, and is noted for its efficiency and excellent manage-
ment.— At the corner of the Jerusalemer-Str. and the Koch-Str.

is the JerusaleiHS-Kirclte (PI. G, 22, 25), a handsome edifice with

terracotta details, built by Knoblauch in 1875-79; the original church
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was founded in 1484.— At Xos. 20-21 in the Linden-Str. are the

offices of the Victoria Insurance Co., and in the next building

(Xos. 18-19) are the business premises of Schaffer tfc Walcker.—
Xo. 14 is the Kammer-Gericht (PI. G, 22), founded by the Elector

Joachim I., and built by (lerlach in 17:54-35; the building was
remodelled in Is.sO. On the other side of the street (Markgrafen-

Str. 104-107) is Jordan's establishment (p. 33), and further down
the Linden-Str. (Xos 117, i>K) is the Public Market No. II, with an

important flower department. The Friedrich-Str. (comp. p. 126)

may be reached from this point either by traversing the market,

or throngh the Handelsstatte. Belle-Alliance (Xos. 101-102), a few

steps farther on. — On the S. the Linden-Str. ends at the Belle-

Alliance-Platz (p. 126)*

The Oranikn-Stkassk leads to the E. from the above-mentioned

Jerusalems-Kirche into the heart of the Luisenstadt. At Xos. 90-91

(corner of the Alte Jacob-Str.) is the Reichs-Druckerei, or

Government Priiitiiu/ Office (PI. U, 25: no adm.), an institution

controlled by the Imperial Post Office. The imposing building

contains a model art-printing department in which the bank-notes

and postage-stamps of the empire are produced. The facade and

round tower are by Bnsse. — In the Waldeck-Park, at the corner of

the Kilrassier-Str., a marble Statue of Waldeck , the politician

(d. 1870), by Walger, was unveiled in 1**9. In the last-named

street (Xos. 21-22) is a comfortably arranged Children's Hume,
by L. Hoffmann.— Further along the Oranien-Str. we come to the

Jacob!- Kirclte (PI. (1, 25), a brick edifice in the early Christian

basilica style, with a detached tower, completed in 1845 from

designs by Stiller.— The Simeons- Kirclte, some distance to the

right, in the Wasserthor-Str. (Xo. 21a). is a Brandenburg brick

edifice with lateral gateways, erected by Schwechten in 1*96-97.

Continuing along the Oranien-Str. we reach in turn the jIuritz-

Platz and the Oranikn-Platz (PI. U, 2.s), the latter intersected

by the Luisenstadt Canal (p. 135).

Tramwavs (pp. 15-211, from the Moritz-Pliitz: Nos. 1. 2 is, 29, 35, 36,

37, 46, 47, 4S, 65, 91, 93, 95; from the Oranien-Platz: Nna. 11, 2S, 29,

46, 47, 48, 91, 93, 95.

To the X. of the Moritz- Platz, at Prinzen-Str. 70, rises the

Central Turnhalle, or gymnastic establishment (PI. (i, 25. 28), a

spacious building covering an area of over 11,000 sq. ft. and dating

from 1S02-(14.

A little to the X. of the Oranien-Platz, at the Engelbeckeu, rises

the handsome Church of St. Michael (PI. O, 2S), designed by

Soller, and erected in 1853-50 as the (first) Roman Catholic garrison-

church. A walk of 5 min. to the S.E. takes us to the Church of
St. Thomas (PI. CI, 31), built by Adler in 1*04-69. Both churches

are domed and exhibit a combination of Romanesque plans with
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Renaissance details. — Near the latter church, in the Mariauuen-
Platz, rises the building of the Bethanien (PI. G, 28; adm.Tues.,
Fri., & Sun. 2-3), a hospital managed by Protestant sisters of

charity, and opened in 1847. In front is a monument to the celeb-

rated surgeon Wilms (d. 1880), by Siemering. Here also rises a

marble monument erected in 1902 from designs by L. Hoffmann to

the Firemen, of Berlin (p. 135); it consists of two pylons flanking

a relief, by A. Vogel, of Athena directing the struggle with the
monster Hydra.

At the end of the Oranien-Str. is a station of the Elevated Rail-

way (p. 14). The Wiener-Str. and the Skalitzer-Str. stretch hence
to the S.E. and E. Close by, in the Lausitzer- Platz, rises the

Emmaus Church (PI. G, 31), built by Ortli in 1893, a handsome
brick edifice in the Romanesque style, and interesting from its

combination of an octagonal central structure with a nave and
aisles. A glass mosaic over the porch, designed by Moliu, re-

presents Christ with the two disciples. — To the S., in the Wiener-
Str., is the G-orlitz Railway Station (PI. G, 32), built in 1806.

Tramways (pp. 15-21): Nos. 11, 91, 92, 93, c ; — also So, 8G, 89, 90
(Skalitzcr-.Str.) and 94 (Reichenberger-Ktr.).

The Elevated Railway (p. 14) passes eastwards down the centre

of the Skalitzer-Str., which leads past the Emmaus Church and the

back of the BarraeLs of the 3rd Foot Guards to the site of the

old Silksia.n Gate, or Schlesische Thor, now occupied by the hand-
somest of all the Electric Railway Stations, a structure by G rise-

bach. In the adjacent Groben-Ufer, on the river-bank, is a landing-

stage for boats, bearing copper figures of an Oarsman, and a Boat-
Builder, by Janensch and Bernewitz (1896).— Farther to the E.

the river is spanned by the Oberbaum-Briicke (PI. G, 34), a

massive brick structure 500 ft. long and 90 ft. broad, built by

Staim in 1895-96. The E. side of the bridge, from the centre of

which rise two towers, is occupied by the arcade of the Electric

Railway, with numerous turrets and ornamental gables. — Beyond
the bridge we come to a station of the Electric Railway, followed

by the terminus, close to the Warsehauer-Strasse Station of the

•Stadtbahn' (PI. G, 34; p. 13).

A handsome avenue, running to the S.E. from the Silesian Gate, and
forming a continuation of the Kopenicker-Str., leads via the Seliletiixrlu'

Busch to (25 niin.) the Treptoiv Million (PI. G, 3*> of the 'Sttd-Ring'

(p. 13). Beyond the station it passes through tin- Treplouvr Park (230
acres), which stretches to the left as far as the Upper Spree. The park
was laid out in 1870-87 by (J. .Vft/ri-, of whom a statue, by Manthe,
stands to the right of the play-ground. Iu 1890 it was the site of the
Berlin Industrial Exhibition. About 1 M. from the station lies the vil-

lage of TreptOW (PI. G, 12), containing several frequented garden res-

taurants on the river (Rei/eliit ; Ahti'i, on an island). Steam. ivi sec pp.23
and 194; tramways (pp. 19-22): Nos. 83, 85, 89, d, e. Near the village is

the Trejitotr Observatory (astronomical museum), containing Archcnhold's
'Giant Telescope', which is interesting for the simplicity of its installation
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(adm., see p. 35). Beyond Treptow lies the Planter Wald (i-M acres),

another public park intersected with paths, in which the timber for the
city parks and grounds is grown. In the park itself, and on the Laiik «€
the Spree (1 M. from the village) are the Eiei-'Hauscheu (s*e«mv1>oat sta-

tion), two restaurants much visited from Barjia.—On the right bank of

the Spree, opposite the yu'uii at *rtt«3i Treptow commences, lies the vil-

lage <rf StTulmi (PI. Or, 41), containing a picturesquely situated church.
The two villages are connected by a tramway tunnel (line d) nearly
500 yds. in length.

8. Alt-K611n. Berlin Old Town. Stralau
Quarter. Konigstadt.

The N. portion of Ai/r-Kui.Ls is mainly occupied by the Royal Palace,
the Lustgarten, and the Schloss-Platz (see pp. 02, OH), while the S. half,

especially the portion lying beyond the KUllnisclie Fisehmarkt and the
Cfertraudten Strasse , abound in narrow and tortuous streets, still pre-

senting an old-fashioned appearance.

The Konig-Strasse, beginning at the Kurfiirsten-Brilcke, to the

E. of the Schloss-Platz (p. 09), runs through Berlin Old Town,
jiast the Rathaus (p. 139), to the Alexauder-Platz (p. 144;.

To the S.W. of the Schloss-Platz (p. C.'J) run the Briider-Strasse

and the Breite-Strasse. The liuuse So. 40 Bruder-Str. bears a tablet

iu memory of A. SrliJiiter (p. 40): So. 13, mice the property of

Fried. Nicvhii, was the temporary abode of Tliemlore Korner in

1S11 and 1813 (tablets in memory of both). At the end of the street

stands the Gothic Church of St. Peter (PL R, 25), a brick struc-

ture erected from designs by Struck in 1S40-50, with a graceful

tower 310 ft. in height.— Breite-Str. s-9, opposite the Royal Stables

(p. 09), is the office of the Voxxinche Zei.tinty, the oldest newspaper

in Berlin, founded under licence by Riidiger in 1722, and carried on

by Voss after 1751. The more eminent contributors to the paper,

including Lessing, are represented in medallions on the fagade.

Almost the entire block between this point and the Bruder-Str.

and Scharren-Str. belongs to the firm of Rudolf Hertzoy (p. 32).

The composer Lurtzliuj was born at No. 12 (tablet with medallion

portrait, above, to the right). Opposite the end of the Bruder-Str.

stands a house ( Kiillnischer Fisehmarkt, Xo. 4) with a tablet in

memory of Fii'lil-j\f(irslmi'.Derfflini/er (d. 1095), its original owner.

The Rathaus of Kblln, which stood here on the right, was pulled

down in 1.S99. A barricade here was hotly contested by the in-

surgents in 1S4S. — The Fischer-Strasse, running hence to the S.K.,

is considered to be the oldest existing part of Alt-Kolln.

From the Kbllnische Fisehmarkt the busy Gertraudten-Str.

leads S.W. (right), past the Church of St. Peter (see above), to the

Gertraudten-Brticke and the Spittel-Markt (p. 132). To the N.E. of

the Kbllnische Fisehmarkt stretches the imposing Miildeiidamm-
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Brilcke {PI. R, 25), which was completely transformed in 188S-92

in consequence of alterations made in the l>ed of the Spree, and
fitted with new locks and flood-gates. To the left rises the cast-

ellated Dammmiihlen-G-ebaude (InclwtiBg Uu? municipal
Savings-Bank, etc.), a reconstruction of the former royal mills,

made in 1N92-93 from designs by Blankenstein. Opposite, at the

divergence of the Fischer-Briicke, are the house of the lock-keeper

and bronze statues (1894) of the, Margraves Albert the Bear (d. 11711),

by Boese, and Waldemar I. (d. 1319), by Uia/er. At Fischer-

Briicke 7 a is the Registrar's Office I, connected with a fire-brigade

station in the Kisclier-Str., two German Renaissance buildings by
L. Hoffmann.

Beyond the Muhlendamm is the Moi.kkn-.Makkt (PI. K, 26, -Jo),

in the Oi.u Town, the heart of the original settlement on this side

of the Spree. Before reaching it we pass the palatial Kphraim
House (to the left, at the corner of the Post-Str.), built in 1766 by
Ephraim the Jew, known for his dealings with Frederick the Great.

The building is now municipal property, and is occupied by govern-

ment offices.— To the \., in the Post-Str., is the Church of
St. Nicholas (PI. R, 26), the oldest church in Berlin, restored in

1x77-80 by Blankeuste'in , who added the N. tower. The basements
of the towers, consisting of square blocks of granite, date from the

beginning of the 13th cent., the choir from the 14th, and the nave

from the 15th century. The ^Interior (sacristan, Propst-Str. 14-16)

deserves a visit for the sake of the picturesque general effect of its

brick nave and aisles, and also for the numerous monuments, tablets,

paintings, etc., in which every artistic style, from the end of the

tlothic period down to the rococo era, is represented. The figure

of Death, by Schliiter, at the Mi'tnnlich family vault (under the

organ), is especially worthy of attention. The Kijtteritz Chapel

(under the organ-loft to the right) is a well preserved example of

late-Renaissance work. To the left in the choir is the tomb of

l'afeiulorf, the celebrated jurist (d. 1694). Paul Gerliardt, the

hymn-writer (p. 201), was pastor of this church from 1657 to 1666.

In the Spandauer-Str., which runs to the X. from the Molken-

Markt, we may notice a large building in the late-Gothic style

(Nos. 33-44), and N. Israel's large drapery establishment ( \os. 26-32),

at the corner of the Ki'inhj-Strassk (p. 144). Opposite stands the —
*Rathaus, or Town. Hall (PI. R, 26), an imposing brick edifice

with tasteful terracotta embellishments and granite facings, (reefed

in 1861-70 from the plans of Waeseiuaim. on the site of the old

building to which the Gerichtslaube (p. 191) belonged. The structure

is 325 ft. long, 22S ft. deep, and S8 ft. high to the top of the attic

stage above the third story, while the tall tower rises to a height of

243 ft. (to the top of the 'flag-staff 2«5 ft.). The dial-plates of the

clock measure 15 1
/., ft. in diameter. Like many of the other modern
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buildings of Berlin, the Rathaus exhibits a union of a mediaeval

structural system (round-arched) with Renaissance details, and

resembles the edifices of North Italy. It is rich in ornamental

finish, and the front of the balconies bears a number of reliefs,

representing scenes in old and new Berlin.— The bronze statues in

the niches by the portal, representing Emp. William I. and Elector

Frederick I. (d. 1440), were executed by Keil and Eucke.
The architectural 'Decoration of the interior (adin., see p. 30),

which gave a new impetus to industrial art in Berlin, is due to

WaesemauH and Kolscher.— The Staibca.sk is embellished with

stained glass windows and allegorical marble statues.

On the left side, next the Konig-Str., is the Vestibule of thk
Magistrates' Saloon. This contains a colossal marble figure of

the Spree, by (Jltristeiixeii, and a series of historical paintings:

1. (beginning on the E.) The Great Elector receiving the Refugees

(p. 45); 2. The Councillors of Berlin-Kolln taking the Sacrament

(1539), both by Yoyel; 3. Suppression of the robber barons by

Elector Frederick I.; 4. The Council of Berlin-Kolln sitting in

judgment on Tyle Wardenberg (ca. 13x11), both by Sclteiirenbery;

5. Frederick William I. inspecting the building of the Friedrich-

stadt (p. 40), by Voyel ; 6. Frederick the Great riding in Unter

den Linden; 7. Return of Frederick William III. and Queen Louise

in 1809, both by Simmler; k. The Berliners on the battlefield

of Grossbeeren (1813), by Bleibtreu; 9. Frederick William IV.

at the unveiling of the statue of Frederick the Great (1851), by

Simnder. — The -Magistrates' Saloon contains fine panelling and

full-length portraits of the Great Elector and the nine kings of

Prussia.

On the right side, next the Konig-Str., we first enter the Library.

Most of the books, however, are stored in .Market III. (see p. 126).

— The small Hall of Legends, the ceiling of which is adorned

with '•'Figures from German legends, by L. Buryer, contains busts

of Bismarck and *Jloltke, by Drake, and of Schliemann and

L. von Ranke, by G'riittiier. — The handsome *Festsaal, 103 ft.

in length and 57 in width , is 49 ft. high, extending through three

stories. Its fine coffered ceiling, massive candelabra, and beauti-

fully carved oaken doors all well repay inspection. The pictures of

the months in the lunettes are by O. Beyas. This hall also contains

statues of Frederick the Great and Frederick William III., by

Sussiiuiiw-Hellborii, a bust of William II., by Schott, A. von

Werner's well-known picture of the Berlin Congress of l.sTs, and

a painting of Tullia driving over her father's corpse, by E. Hilde-

hrund.— Hence we pass through the Town Council Chamber and

its vestibule, with pictures in the lunettes by Hertel (Works of

charity, in a landscape setting), and regain the staircase.

Three walls of the Staircase ascending to the upper floor are
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adorned with admirable large *Paintings by Muhleii.brnch: to the

left, The German States before the Temple of Concord; in the centre,

Germania bearing the imperial crown in triumph to William I.; to

the right, the Practical citizens of Berlin (75 portraits of citizens

who have been prominent in municipal administration, science, and

art; explanatory tablet above).— On the upper floor is the Biirger-

saal, with a frieze by A. von Heyden, representing scenes from
Berlin life.

On the groundfloor is the Ratskeller (p. 10), a popular place

of refreshment, the central room of which is adorned with paintings

by A. von Heyden., and contains a copy of the column in the

Gerichtslaube (p. 191).

The Tower commands the best *Piu/oramic View of Berlin
(adm., see p. 36).

The large area bounded by the Jliden-Sti'., Kloster-Str., Parochial-Stv.,

and Stralauer-Str. is to be occupied by a new municipal building, after

plans by L. Hoffmann.
Tramways (pp. 15-19) to: Moabit (16) — Oranienburg Crate (28, 29) —

Gesundbrunnen (38) — Schonhauser Allee Station (41), 47, 48, 49) — Pankow
(46, 47, 49) — Nieder-Schonhausen (46, 47) — Danzigcr-Str. (HO) — Greifs-

walder-Stv. (61, 62, 63) — Weissensee. (61, 62) — Viehhof (65, (ill, 67) —
Lichtenberg (66, 68, 69, 70) — Friedrichsfeldc (70) — Kttstrinor-Platz (16)

— Moritz-Platz (29, 46, 47, 48) — Rixdorf and Britz (28, 29, 46, 47, 48) —
Halle Gate (38, 64) — Kreuzberg (38) — Potsdamer-Platz (60, 68, 69) —
Schoneberg (68, 69) — Nollendorf-Platz (60, 64) — Zoological Garden (64)

— Hansa-Platz (63).

To the N.W. of the Rathaus, and occupying almost the entire

block bounded by the Konig-Str., the Heilige Geist-Str., and the

Spandauer-Str., is the Central Post Office (PL R, 26; comp.

p. 24), built in 1874-84. The annexe in the Heilige Geist-Str.,

containing a letter post-office, is a brick building in the Branden-

burg Gothic style, with details in coloured tiles, and dates from 1901.

A little to the N. of this point the Spandauer-Str. intersects

the Kaiser Wilhelm-Str., which leads to the left to the Lustgarten

(p. 62), and to the right to the New Market (see below) and the

Central Market (p. 144). Farther on the Spandauer-Str. passes the

old Chapel of the Holy Ghost (13th cent.?), and finally ends at

the Neue Friedrich-Strasse. The Protestant Garrison Church
(PI. R, 26), in the latter street, originally erected by Gerlach in

1721-22, was rebuilt in 1900. The interior (sacristan, No. 46 in the

same street) contains flags, captured by Blucher, and monuments to

five heroes of the Seven Years' War, by Rode. Generals Keith (d. 1758)

and Kleist von. Nottendorf (d. 1823) are buried in this church.—

A short distance to the W. is the Exchange (p. 146).

The Kaiser Wilhelm-Str. (see above) leads past the New Market

(PI. R, 26), in which rises the *Luther Monument, begun by

Otto (d. 1893) and completed by Toberentz in the year of his death

(1895). The figure of the great reformer, Bible in hand, stands

upon a lofty granite pedestal, at the foot of which are seated
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figures of Jonas and Cruciger, Reuchlin and Spalatin, and standing

figures of Melanchthon and Bugenhagen, while at the sides of the

steps are statues of Hutten and Sickingen.

In the same square is the Marien-Kirohe (PI. R, 26), huilt

in the 13th cent., rebuilt in the 14th, and restored in 1892-94. The
beautiful Gothic spire of the tower (295 ft.) was added in 1790. In

front of the principal entrance is an expiatory cross for the murder
of the Prior of Bernau (1325). The exterior of the church is plain,

but the interior (sacristan, Bischof-Str. 4-5) well repays a visit.

In the hall below the tower is a Dance of Death, a mural painting

of about 1470, with rhymes in Low German, discovered beneath the

whitewash in 1860. In the choir is the ^Monument of Count tiparr

(d. 1668), a field-marshal under the Great Elector, an admirable

Dutch work. The curious marble pulpit is by Schlilter (1703);

votive-paintings by Rode. Organ concert on Mon., 7.15 p.m.; adm.

free.

To the N.W. stretches the Rosen-Strasse, see p. 49.

To the E. of the Rathaus the Konig-Str. is intersected by the

Kxoster-Strasse (PL R, 26). Turning to the right we enter the S.

part of the latter, which still preserves to some extent its mediaeval

appearance. No. 32-36, immediately to the right, a palatial edifice

of the early 18th cent., still retaining a fine banqueting-hall of

that period, now accommodates the—
Museum of Hygiene, belonging to the University (adm.,

see p. 35). This extensive collection of objects and models relating

to the domain of public health was founded in 1883 and has been

constantly added to since. It embraces sections illustrating the

protection of workmen, water-supply, dwellings, scholastic institu-

tions, the care of the sick, clothing, and food. Director, Prof. Buh-
ner. Catalogue (1890), 50 pf.— In No. 36 also is the—

Museum of German National Costumes and Domes-
tie Industries (PL R, 26), an extensive and valuable collection

founded in 1889 by private munificence, which, however, suffers

from inadequate accommodation. Adm., see p. 36; catalogue (out

of date), 30 pf. .

Front Building. Room I. Numerous Tyrolcse costumes from the

Val fiardena. The cahinets contain articles from Jamund near Kbslin
and Schleswig-Holstein (cab. 1); Switzerland and Alsace (2); MSnchgut
in the island of Riigen (3); Baden (6); and Pyritzer Weizacker in Pome-
rania (7). Here also are a model of a peasant's hut from the Kinzig-
Thal (Black Forest); wooden tomb-memorials from the neighbourhood of

Reiehenhall; *Peasant's room from Alsace; house from Berchtesgaden in

Upper Bavaria; in front of the latter, a votive cross from the vicinity
of Elzach; peasant's house from near Osnabriick. The desk-cases contain

embroidered bodices, head-dresses, ornaments, etc. — Room II. Lithuania:
baptismal certificates. — Room III. Articles from Serbia , the Vicrlande
(near Hamburg), and Hesse. In the anteroom, Tyrolesc costumes ; baking-
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hoards. — Room IV. Articles from Brunswick and East Fricsland ; also

a large collection from Brandenburg (Cab. 27. Spreewald; Cab. 30. Oder-

bruch and Flaming) and the Altmark (cabs. 20 & 30). Room V. Upper
Bavaria, Hesse, and Tyrol; drinking-vessels ; house from the Spreewald.
— Room VI. Bavaria and the Egerland (Bohemia). — Room VII. *Wendish
peasant's room. — Room VIII. Bavarian costumes; peasant's house from
Upper Hesse; carved furniture; 'Fcuerkieken' or portable foot-warmers.
— Other rooms (opened on request; contain the collection presented to

Prof. Virehow on his 70th birthday (IS: H) and the Herman ethnographical
collection shown at the Chicago Exhibition of 1K93.

Building in theGii-ut. Vestibule. Gothic stove ; belts from Tyrol
and Transylvania. Room I. *Hindelopen room from Dutch Friesland;
walls lined with Delft tiles; carved cabinets. At the back, Roman chariot.

— Room II. Room from Luneburg, with handsome panelling of 1510.

—

Rioht Wing. Room I. (Virehow Room). Old cabinets, one of which
contains ornaments; peasants from the Altenland and Hanover (Nollen-

dorf). — Room II. Transylvanian costumes; peasant's house from the

neighbourhood of Husum ; chicory-mill from Thuringia; cow-bells.

—

Room III. Swiss room, with 17th cent, panelling; fayence stove from
Winterthur (1665).

Opposite, at Kloster-Strasse 76, is the Layerhaxx, used for

different purposes, built in 1705 on the site of the so-called 'Hohe

Haus', the Berlin residence of the markgraves and early electors

before the royal palace was built. Frederick 1. received the homage

of his subjects here in 1415. Behind rises the new Royal Privy
Record Office (Staats-Archiv).— Adjacent (No. 75) is the School

of Art (director, Prof. Ewald), erected in l*77-SO, and containing

the studios of several sculptors. Behind this, in rooms once used

by Raueh as a studio, is the Rauch Museum (director, Prof.

Siemering), a collection of casts and models of the works of that

distinguished master, the originals of most of which are in Berlin.

Adm., see p. 36; catalogue, 1 JL
Adjoining the School of Art is the Gymnasium znm Graueu.

Kloster, founded in 1574, and containing the common and chapter-

rooms (the latter dating from 1474) of the old monastery, in good

preservation. A tablet on the outer wall recalls the fact that

Prince Bismarck was a pupil here in 1*30-32. — The (iothic

Kloster-Kirche (PI. R, 20). erected at the end of the 13th cent,

by the Franciscans, is, in virtue of its fine choir, the most interest-

ing medifeval building in Berlin. The choir-stalls date front the

15th century. The interior contains a painting in memory of a

Count Hohenlohe (d. 1412), a votive-painting in memory of the

wife (d. 1575) of the electoral court-physician Thurneisser, a memo-
rial stone of the poet Sam. Rodegast (d. 170*), once rector of the

'firey Convent', a large triumphal cross, etc. The church was

restored in 1*42-47, when the vestibule, towers, and belfry were

added (sacristan, Kloster-Str. 71, second floor).— Beyond it is the

Parochial Church (PI. R, 20), erected l.v Nering in 1695-1703; the

tower, containing a peal of bells, was added in 1715: interior re-

stored in 1884.
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The next street crossing the Konig-Strasse (p. 139), to the E. of

the Kloster-Str., is the Neue Friedrich-Strasse. In the N. part of

the last-named is the spacious Central Market (PI. R, 26; comp.

p. 35), and in the S. part the new District Court I. (PL R, 29) is

now rapidly approaching completion. The last, designed by Schmalz
in a free adaptation of the S. German rococo style, presents its main

facade, flanked by two lofty turrets, to the Gruner-Strasse. It con-

tains a fine staircase.

At the E. end of the Konig-Strasse is a colonnade (Konigs-

Kolonnaden), built by Gontard in 1777 to form the approach to

the former Konigs-Brticke, which spanned the city-moat. Both
bridge and moat were removed on the construction of the Stadt-

bahn. The name commemorates the formal entry of the first king

of Prussia after his coronation at Konigsberg in 1701.— Behind

the colonnade, to the N.W., is the Alexander-Plate Station
(PI. R, 26; see p. 13).

Tramways (pp. 15-20) from the station and from the Alexander-Platz
(on the E.) to : Oranienburg Gate, Lehrte Station (16) — Moabit (11, 16)
— Stettin Station (11) — Gesundbrunnen (35, 36)— Reinickendorf (35)—
Schbnbolz Station (36) — Schbnhauser Allee Station (49, 50)— Pankow (49)
— Weissensee (61, 62) — Viehhof (65-67) — Lichtenberg (66, 68, 69, 70) —
Friedrichsfelde (70) — Kttstriner Platz (16) — Silesian Station (30, 31)—
Gorlitz Station (11) — Hasenheide (30, 50)— Moritz-Platz (35, 36, 37, 65)
— Halle Gate (64) — Kreuzberg (35, 36, 37) — Anhalt Station (63) — Schone-

berg (30, 68, 69) — Zoological Garden (64) — Hansa-Platz (63).

The Konig-Strasse passes under the Stadtbahn and ends at the

long and narrow Alexander-Platz (PI. R, 29). On the N. side of

the Platz stands a colossal copper figure ofBerolina, by Huiidriese)'

(statue and pedestal each 25 ft. high). To the S. are the Police
Headquarters (PI. R, 29), a huge pile erected in 1885-90. The

niches at the N.E. angle contain statues of the Great Elector,

Frederick I., Emperor William I., and Emperor Frederick III.—
At No. 10 in the street 'Am Kbnigsgraben', diverging from the

Alexander-Platz to the N., are a bust and tablet commemorating

the fact that Lessing completed 'Minna von Barnhelm' here in 1765.

To the N.E. of the Alexander-Platz, between the Landsberger-

Str. and the Neue Kbnigs-Str., is the Church of St. George
(PI. R, 29), built in a Transition style by Otzen in 1895-98. The

principal tower (340 ft.), rising high above the surrounding houses,

admirably fills in the vista along the Konig-Strasse. The choir

and organ-recess are embellished with glass-mosaics (sacristan,

Kurze-Str. 2).

From the Police Headquarters we skirt the Stadtbahn towards

the S. to the Jannowitz-Brilcke (p. 135).

The quarters to the E. and N.E. of the old town of Berlin are

of little interest to strangers. To the S. of the Landsberger-Str.

lies the Stralau Quarter, to the N. of it, the Konigs Quarter.
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The more important points are here mentioned in order from S. to

N. ; most of them are most conveniently reached by means of the

tramway (Ringbahn, p. 13).

Near the Spree lies the Silesian Railway Station (PI. R, 31),

built in 1864 and greatly extended in 1880-81.

Tramways (pp. 15-21):'Nos. 9, 81, so, d; also 1, 2, 30 (Andreas-Str.),

1(1, and 78 (Kiistriner-Platz).

In the Audreas-Platz (PI. R, 31) is a large bank and two bronze

groups: Workman and his son, by Haverkamp, and Woman of the

working-class with her child, by Gormanski.— Near the beginning

of the Grosse Frankfurter-Str. stands the Church of St. Mark
(PI. R, 32), built in the round arched style by Sttiler, in 1848-55.

The Grosse Frankfurter-Str. goes on to the Municipal Cattle Mar-
ket and Slaughter Houses (PI. R, 38; tramways Nos. 06, 07, and C).

The market is busiest on Wed. & Sat. forenoons (adm. free), the slaugh-
terhouses on Moii. & Thurs. (adm. by tickets obtained at the office in

Thaer-Str.). Good restaurant. The market has a special station on the

'Nord Ring' (p. 13). — Near the market lies the commune of Lichten-
berg, with 43,300 inhab. (Frankfurter Allee Station on the 'Nord Ring'

;

tramways Nos. 66, 68, OH, & 70). A tramway runs to the N.E. from the

Frankfurter Allee Station to the municipal lunatic asylum of Herzberye.

To the N. of the Grosse Frankfurter-Str. are the Pius-Kirche

(PI. R, 32), a Gothic church built by Hasak in 1893-94, and the

Church of tlie Resurrection (PI. R, 32, 35), another brick edifice

in the Brandenburg style with Romanesque details, by Blankenstein

and Menken (1895). — The Gothic Church of St. Bartholomew
(PI. R, 30), by Stiiler (1854-58), beside the old Konigsthor, has a

fine tower.

Outside the Konigsthor extends the Friedrichshain (PI. R,

33, 36), a park laid out in 1845 and enlarged in 1874-76 (tramways

Nos. 1, 2, 02, 63, 64, 65, b). The entrance near the Konigsthor is

to be embellished with sculpture. Outside the S. entrance, at

which a gateway is to be erected, stands a bronze War Monument,
by Calaiidrelli, commemorating the natives of E. Berlin who fell

in 1870-71. Adjoining the W. wall of the hospital, near the Lands-

berger Allee, is the Cemetery containing the graves of the insur-

gents killed in 1848 (PI. R, 32). — The large Municipal Hospital

(Stadtische Krankenhaus), No. 159 Landsberger Allee, with 800 beds,

was completed in 1874 by Gropius & Schmieden. Visitors are ad-

mitted on Wed. & Sat., 2-3.

About 3 M. to the W. of the Konigsthor is the village of Weissen-
see (PI. B, 40; Sehloss-Restaurant), with 33,000 inhab. (tramways Nos. 61

& 62). To the N.W. is the (l'/a M.) race-course for trotting -matches

(p. 30). — In the Prenzlauer Allee, which leads towards the W. to New
Weisseusee, are the Friedrich- Wilhelms Hospital for the Aged (PI. B,

32, 33), the Home for Incurables, and the Municipal Lodyiny-House
(Stadtische Obdach).

Baedeker's Re.rlin. 10
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The handsome Friedrichs-Briicke, built in 1892-1)3, crosses the

Spree to the N. of the cathedral (p. 02).— In the Burg-Str. , on
the opposite bank, rises the imposing Borse, or Exchange (PI.

R, 20), erected in 1K59-04 by Hit~i<j, the first modern building in

Berlin executed in stone instead of brick. The chief facade towards

the Spree is embellished with a double colonnade, above which, in

the centre, is a group in sandstone by R. Beyas, representing Bo-

russia as the protectress of agriculture and commerce. In the

vestibule is a seated marble figure of Emperor William I. as law-

giver, by Siemeriia/. T«he walls of the main hall, which is lined

with imitation marble, are embellished with a double row of arches

resting on granite columns. It is 110 yds. in length, 29 yds. in

breadth, and 05 ft. in height, and is divided into three sections by

two galleries supported by arches. .More than 4000 people con-

gregate in the Exchange daily. During the business-hours, 12-2,

the gallery affords the best survey of the busy scene (admission,

see p. 35). An annexe on the S., added in 1SS4-K5, accommodates
the corn-exchange.

To the X.E. of the Exchange are the Cirms Buseh (p. 2iSi, on

the left, and the tasteful little Borse Station (PI. R, 20) of the

Stadtbahn (p. 13), on the right. Passing between these, we reach the

Monmjou-Platz, which is adorned with a marble bust of A. eon

Cliamisso (p. 120) by Mosen.

Here, in an old garden (part of which is open till dusk), stands

the royal Chateau of Monbijou (PI. K, 23). The nucleus of the

edifice consists of a villa erected by Eosu inter von. Goethe in 170s

for Countess Wartenberg, which was afterwards enlarged as a resi-

dence for Queen Sophia Dorothea, wife of Frederick William I.

The two detached buildings facing the Monbijou-Platz were added

by linger in 17S9-90. In the .Monbijou garden is the tasteful little

English Church (St. Geori/e's), erected in 1SS4-S5 from the

designs of J. C. Raschdorff (services, see p. 40). Adjacent (entr.

from the Oranienburger-Str.) stands the Dom-Interimslirehe or

Temporary Cathedral, built in 1S92 (comp. p. 02).

The MonbijouChateau containsthe *Hohenzollern Museum,
which consists of personal reminiscences of the Prussian rulers from

the time of the Great Elector down to the present day. It includes

a large number of objects of genuine artistic interest, and affords

a good survev of the progress of the last two centuries. Director,

Prof.Seidel. Adm., see p. 35. Catalogue (1*95: antiquated), 50 pf.

Rooms 1 &2 (comp. Plan, p. 147) are devoted to Emperor
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William II. Memorials of his

visit to Palestine (1898), includ-

ing paintings by Ism. Oentz and

a mother-of-pearl model of the

Mosque of Omar at Jerusalem.

Original drawings and engrav-

ings of published drawings by

the emperor. Cavalry charge

under the emperor's command,
by Kossack. — R. 2. Paintings

of state ceremonials (to the right,

Audience of Prince Chung, 1901 )

;

Portrait of the emperor as a hoy,

by P. Kaulbach (1869); in the

centre, Wedding gift from the

'Borussia' student-corps atBoun.

— K. 3 is closed at present.

Boom 4: Emperor Frede-
rick (1831-88). Memorials of the

emperor at school and college;

Marriage garments of the em-

peror and empress (1858) ; Paint-

ing, by E. Hildebrand, of the

royal family in front of the New
Palace (p. 188); above the jasper

chimney-piece, Portrait of the

emperor, by G. Richter; Obse-

quies of Empress Victoria at

Cronberg, by Briitt (1901).

Rooms 5-8: Emperor Wil-

liam I. (1797-1888). R. 5 con-

tains *M. Lock's marble group,

'No time to be tired'. — R. 6.

Addresses, the most interesting

designed by Menzel after the

attempt on the emperor's life in

1878 (in the right corner). By the

rear-wall are the emperor's coro-

nation-robes (1861) and uniforms

appropriate to his various orders;

also the coronation-canopy. By
the window -wall is Moltke's

study-table , with a cast of his

death-mask audHarrach's draw-

ing of Moltke on his death-bed.
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Silver Hall of Fame by Friedeberg Sons.— R. 7. By the X. wall,

costumes and uniforms; sabretashe (to the left of the swords) on

which the emperor wrote his letter to Xapoleon III. at Sedan. In

the centre is the table at which Napoleon III. signed the declaration

of war at St. Cloud in 1870. On the window-wall are memorials
of the emperor's youth, comprising a letter from Queen Louise to her

.son (1800); tower presented by architects. Portraits of Bismarck
and numerous generals.— R. 8. Bust of Prince "William by Ranch

(1833). Paintings: Unter den Linden, March 22nd, 1**7, by fieissler;

the emperor on his death-bed, drawing by A. von Werner; the

emperor's portrait, by Biilow (1888); address of the city of Berlin

after the campaign of 1*00, by Menzel.

Rooms 9 & 10: Empress Am/imtit (1810-90). R. 9. To the

right, Christening-robe of Emp. Frederick: addresses at the golden

wedding (1870). — R. 10. Bridal-train il* -29) and coronation -robe

of the empress; ornaments worn at her golden wedding; to the

right her widow s dress. Portraits of the empress (1*09 and 1888)

by Plockhorst.

Room 11: Frederick William IV. (1795-1*01). In the corner,

to the left, robes of the Order of the Garter. In the centre and

by the window, tables with drawings by the king. — On the walls

are replicas of landscape studies by the king; his portrait by Otto;

and "''Portraits of contemporary savants and artists, mostly by

K. Begas the Elder.

Room 12: Queen Elizabeth (1801-73). Her portrait, by Billow;

water-colour portrait, by Otto, of King Frederick William IV. after

the attempt on his life in 1*50; homage at the castle of Hohen-

zollern, by Biirde.

Room 13: Frederick William III. (1770-1N40). Portraits of

contemporary generals. In the centre and by the window-wall are

memorials of Prince Louis Ferdinand, who fell at Saalfeld (1805).

By the rear-wall, Napoleon's table-service captured at Waterloo;

memorials of 1813, including ornaments made of iron; paper money
from Colberg (1*07); robes of the various orders to which the king

belonged. By the E. wall are a portrait of Theodore Korner, painted

by his sister, and the Judgment of Paris, a bas-relief by Canova.

Rooms 14-16: Queen Louise (1770-1810). In RR. 14 & 16 are

numerous portraits of the queen, memorials of her childhood,

articles used by her, clothes, work done by her, and musical instru-

ments. In R. 14 are busts of Queen Louise and King Frederick Willi-

am III., by Schadow; in R. 15, the queen as Urania, by Wiedemann.

R. 15 is fitted up in the style of Queen Louise's bedroom at Potsdam

and contains her bed, her death-mask, and the cradle of Emp.
William I.

Room 11: Frederick William II. (1744-97). Cabinet made at
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Neuwied, embellished with painlings and marquetry (1791); clock

of 1703; portrait of the king, by Graft'.

Room 18: Queen, Frrdrrlca Louisa (1751-1805), second wife

of Frederick William II. Portrait of the queen, by Graff.

We now traverse the Porcelain Room and Gallery (Nos. 10

& 20), containing porcelain formerly used in the palace. The rococo

consoles and the large Chinese vases beneath may be noticed.

Rooms 21-24: Frederick the Great (1712-80), with furniture

from the New Palace. The case near the entrance to R. 21 contains

small articles used by the king: snuff-box hit by a bullet at Ku-
nersdorf in 1750; snuff-box held by the king in his hand when he

died; remains of a golden service melted in 1S08.— R. 21. Cedar
Room. To the right are snuff-boxes with portraits of the king,

battle-scenes, etc.— R. 22. Blue Room. Frederick's study-table,

with specimens of his hand-writing and two sketch-books of Kno-
belsdorff, the architect. Chinese cabinet that formerly contained

the king's collection of cards. In the case by the window, to the

left: the bullet by which the King was wounded at Torgau (1760);

tankard made of rubles. In the adjacent ease: the king's first essays

in writing and drawing; above, portrait of the king, by Knobels-

dorff. In the alcove (to the right of the entrance): Frederick's

drawing of the Town Palace at Potsdam; ribbons recording victories;

clothes and uniforms of the king from his childhood till his death;

his gala-uniform as colonel of the life-guards (when crown-prince);

the shirt in which he died; table-top with views of Rheinsberg; his

death-mask. — R. 23. Throne Room. By the rear-wall arc Frede-

rick's cradle and the chair in which he died; effigies of his favour-

ite dogs. In the centre is his pianoforte.— R. 24. In the china

cabinet: small porcelain bust of Voltaire ('Immortali'), originally

presented to the latter by the king; the king and his grandson;

two tin cups engraved by Baron Trenck during his imprisonment at

Magdeburg; the king's flutes. Statuette of Frederick by Bettkober.

Room 25. Upper Gallery of the Busts, with busts of mem-
bers of the Hohenzollern family. On the walls are the remains of

a table-service made in China as a gift for Frederick from the

Frisian Trading Co. but lost in a shipwreck on the way to Europe:

also an admirable rococo service made at the Berlin porcelain factory.

Room 26: Quern Sophia Dorothea (1RS7-1757), mother of

Frederick the Great. Reliefs of the queen's children (in wax).

Room 27: Cupola Room. Coloured wooden figure of the Great

Elector; King Frederick I., a cast of Schltlter's statue at Konigs-

berg; model for a statue of Frederick William I., by Bettkober.

On the walls, portraits of the children of Frederick William I.

Room 28: Quern Elizabeth Christina (1715-07), wife of Fred-

erick the Great. The carpet was a present from the Emperor of

China to Peter the Great. Indian and Turkish figures made of shells.
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Room 29. Lower Gallery of the Busts, with busts of generals,

statesmen, and savants (after Ranch). Here also are 20 views of

Old Berlin; table-services; in the first cabinet, cups in memory of

Queen Louise and of the year 1813. Valuable collection of glass,

including glasses used in the Tobacco Parliament' (see below), glasses

ridiculing Gundling, and ruby-coloured glass made by Kunkel,

the alchemist.— In the small Room SO are two busts of Napoleon,

that tn the left by Canova.

Room 31: Frederick William I. (1688-1740). By the rear-

wall are portraits of the king's family, the chair in which he died,

and his turning-lathe. By the windows: arm-chair made for Peter

the Great; pulpit from Kiinigs- Wusterhausen; specimens of the

king's handwriting; memorials of Lieutenant Katte, who was exe-

cuted for complicity in Frederick the Great's attempted flight (when
crown-prince); picture of a 'Tobacco Parliament.' In the centre

are the table, chairs, and pipes used at the 'Tobacco-Parliaments'.

Rooms 32-84: Frederick I. (1657-1113) and Queen Sophia
Charlotte (1668-1705).— The ceiling of R. 32 is a reproduction

of a contemporaneous one in the Palace at Berlin; to the right,

portrait of the king, by Weidemann; in the glass-case to the left,

statuette of the Great Elector as St. George.— R. 33. Portrait of

the queen, by Weidemann; her pianoforte; reliefs of the royal

couple from Sehluter's sarcophagi (p. 59). — R. 34, with Renais-

sance panelling, is a reproduction of the room in the Palace of

Konigsberg in which Frederick I. was born. Wax figures of the

King and the Great Elector.

Room 35: Frederick William, the Great Elector (1620-88).

Helmet, 23
'/2

lbs. in weight; hat and boots worn by the Great

Elector at the battle of Fehrbellin. Tapestry representing the

elector's military achievements. Ivory ornaments of the latter

half of the 17th century.

Room 36: The Early Electors. Triple altar-piece (1417) from

the church of Kadolzburg, with portraits of Elector Frederick I.

and his wife; vestment worn by Cardinal Albrecht of Brandenburg.

By the window: Model of the (new) castle of Hohenzollern; orna-

ments, including the chain of the Order of the Swan.

Room 37: Ancestral Gallery (Ahnen- Galerie). At the E.

end are portraits of the electors.— By the rear-wall : Plan of Berlin

in 1 (iS5 ; views of old Berlin; casts of the tomb of John Cicero, by
Peter and Johannes Yischer (comp. p. 63). Paintings: Frederick

William III., Frederick William IV., and the latter receiving homage,

bv Krtiger; Queen Louise visiting an orphanage, by Sehrader;

Battle of Sadowa, by Steffeck; Moltke's 90th Birthday, by A. von

Werner. — By the window are three colossal busts: Frederick the

Great, after Rauch; the Great Elector, after Schliiter; and Emp.
William I., after R. Begas. Cast of Blaser's statue of Frederick
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William IV. at the rustle of Hohenzollern. Other models here are

those of the rustle of Nuremberg, the Mausoleum at ('harlottenburg

(p. 175), and the Palace at Berlin as it was in the time of Joachim II.

The chateau of Mon bijou is situated in the Spandat Qj-arter,

which also includes the Oranienburger-Stkakse, running thence

to the N.W. as far as the old Oranienburg date (p. 154). No. 76a.

in this street is the Dom-Kaiidido/eitxtift (Theological Seminary),
built in 1858 from St iiler's design; the church was completed in 1873.

No. 30, farther on, is the New Synagogue (PI. R, 24), one of

the finest modern buildings in Berlin, begun in 185!) in a modified

Oriental style from designs by Knohhiiicli, and completed in 1866

under the superintendence of Staler. The facade, which is con-

structed of brick with details in granite and sandstone, is very

effective in spite of its lack of width. The gilded dome attains a

height of 158ft. The '-Interior (adm., see p. 37) is still finer.

Passing through a vestibule, we first enter the Small Si/i/(it/o<//ie,

used for the daily services, beyond which is the Chief Synaf/nf/ue,

130 ft. long (not including the apse), 79 ft. broad, and 78'/
2

ft. high,

with 3000 seats. The iron vaulted roof is supported by slender

iron pillars. During the evening-service (Fridays at dusk) the 'dim

religious light' from the stained glass and the cupolas produces a

remarkably fine effect. The places for men are on the groundfloor,

those for women in the galleries.

No. 70 Oranienburger-Str., opposite the Synagogue, is the Parcel
Pont Office, and No. 35-36, on the other side of the street farther

on, is the Postal < 'oiii-pijance Office (Post-Firft rami). The church

of St. John the Kraiajelixt , in the Angust-Str., near the Oranien-

burger-Str., is a Romanesque edifice by Spitta (1808-1900).

A little to the N. of the Borse railway station (p. 13) lies the

small Hackexehe Markt (PI. R, 26), the chief centre of traffic for

the Stralan Quarter, and for the Rosenthal Srnunis, which begins

about '/„ M. to the N.
Trammii/x (pp. 15-17): Nos. Hi, 2S, 2(1, :!H, 311, 40, 4(i , 47, IS, 52

53, ii t.

Outside the former Schiinhausen Gate are the Church of the

Sacred Heart <Ifer"-Je*u-Kirche; PI. R, 27), by Hehl (1897-98),

and, at the corner of the Schi'inhauser Alice and the Weissenburger-

Str., a marble statue to A. Senefeldcr, inventor of lithography

(1771-1834), by Pohle (1892).

Ahout 3 M. beyond the Nchonhausen Gate (tramways, Nos. 4(i, 17,

111, a) lies the village of Pankow (lAiirti'r'x Hextm/nnif), a favourite

resort in summer (21, Son inhal).), with a station on the Stettin railway

and on the Nordhahn (pp. 19K, 198). — Ahout ;!

/i M. farther on is the

village (3400 inhab.) of Nieder-Schonhausen (li'i'xt. Linlt>mit), with

a royal chateau built by Eosandcr von (Joet.hu and long occupied by the

wife of Frederick the Great. — To the W. of Pankow lies (!'/, M.) Schon-
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holz, a station on the Nordbahn, with a large restaurant and a pleasure-
resort.

Prom the Hackesche JIarkt (p. 151) the Rosenthal-Nlr. runs

to the former Rosenthal Gate, passing a large Fountain, with the

figure of a girl drawing water, by Uechtritz (1898).
In the Kleinc Rosenthaler-Str. (PI. R, 27) is the Old Garrison Church-

i/arri, with the graves of F. de la Motte Fouqui (d. 1843) and of Gene nil

vim Liitzotc (d. 1834).

A little to the W. of the Rosenthaler-Str. rises the Sophien-Kirrhe,
(PI. R, 27), founded by Queen Sophia Louise in 17(12 and rebuilt in 1802.

The churchyard contains the tomb of Leopold run Raiike, the historian

(d. 188fi). — In this neighbourhood are St. Hed wig's Hospital (PI. R, 24, 27
;

visitors admitted daily 1-H), a Roman Catholic institution, and, in the
Elsasser-Strasse, the Deaf anil Dumb Asylum (PI. R, 27), founded in 1788.

Outside the Rosenthal Gate, to the E. of the Brunnen-Strasse,

is the Zions-Kirche (PI. B, 27), erected by Orth in 1866-73, to com-

memorate Emp. William I.'s escape from the attempt on his life at

Baden-Baden in 1861. The Friedrns-Kirehe (PI. B, 21). in the Rup-

piner-Str., is also by Orth (1X91). To the W. of the Brunnen-Str.

is the Church of the Atonement (Versoltnungs-Kirelte; PI. B, 24),

a Gothic edifice by Miickel (1895); and in the Garten-Platz (PI. B,

21, 24), to the N.W., is the Rom. f'ath. Church of St. Sebastian,

in the early-Gothic style, by Hasak (1893).

The Brunnen-Str. ends at the Gciundbrunuen Station, on the

Nord-Ring, the Stettin line, the Xordbahn, and the Kremmen and

Wittstock line (PI. B, 23; comp. pp. 13, Ids,.— A little short of

the station, to the left, is the Humboldt-Hain (PI. B, 20. 23), a

park 90 acres in extent, laid out in lxr>9-76. It contains a large

number of non-European trees and shrubs, which are grouped ac-

cording to their continents of origin, while the American specimens

are also arranged according to botanical zones. A group of large

erratic boulders, near the Brunnen-Str., serves as a monument to

Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1850). The botanical section (adm.

"Wed. & Sat. 1-6; strangers at other times also) is on the S. side,

near the manager's office; it contains a department in which plants

are grown to be used in object-lessons at schools. Here also are a

vivarium for tortoises, snakes, and lizards, and a Geological Wall
(explanation 50 pf.). A marble bull, by M. G'et/i/cr, was erected

in the park in 1903.— At the N.E. angle of the park is the Church

of the Ascension (Himmelfahrt-Kirche; PI. B, 23), a brick build-

ing by Orth (1891-93).

Beyond the station is the Gesundbrunnen (PI. B, 10, 22; tram-

ways, Nos. 8, 34, 35, 3t>, 38, 30, a), which has belonged to the city since

1861. The mineral spring , known on its discovery in 1701 as the

Friedrichs-Cresundbrunnen and after 1809 as the Luisenbad, is quite

insignificant.
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10. Northern Friedrich-Strasse. Oranien-
burg Suburb. Neue Wilhelm-Strasse and

Luisen-Strasse. Moabit.
The Friedrich-Strasse (p. 110) runs in a straight direction to-

wards the N. from the Linden (PL R, 23) to the old Oranienburg
Gate. The busiest part is the S. section, between the Linden and the

Friedrich-Strasse Station (see below), which traverses the Dohothkkn-
Stadt (p. 44). It is here intersected by three cross-streets running
parallel with the Linden, viz. the Alittel-Str., the Dorotheen-Str.,
and the Georgen-Strasse.

The Dorotheen-Strasse (Pl.R, '23, 20; tramways Nos. N and 0)
begjns to the E. at the 'Chestnut drove' (see p. 57), with its colossal

Bust of Hegel (d. 1831), by Bliiser, and then leads between the

University (p. 56) and the University Library, a tasteful brick

building by Spieker (1871-73). On the adjoining building (No. 10)

are busts of A. S. JIarggraf (d. 1782), discoverer of sugar in

beetroot, and F. K. Achard (d. 1821), founder of the beetroot-sugar

industry.

In the W. portion of the Dorotheen-Str. stands the Dorotheen-
stadt Church (PI. R, 23), remodelled in 18ti0-<>2, containing the

*Monunient of Count von der Mark (d. 1787), a natural sun of

Frederick William II., Schadoir's first important work (sacristan,

Jlittel-Str. 28). Opposite (Dorotheen-Str. 27) is the Royal York
Masonic Lodge, built in 18N1-K3 as an addition to a house erected

by Schliiter in 1712. Farther to the W. we reach the Neue Wilhelm-

Strasse (p. 155).

The Bahnhof Friedrich-Strasse (PI. R, 23), at the corner

of the Friedrieh-Str. and Georgen-Str., is the main station of the

Stadtbahn (pp. 1 and 13). On the S. side is a bronze bust, by Brunow,
nf Direksen, the builder of the Stadtbahn (1002).

Trumimi/s (pp. 15-21) to Gorlitz 8tation (91). Also from the Char-
Intte.n-Str. (on the E.) to: Moabit (12, 13) — Tegol (2ii) — Dalldorf (27) —
Rcinickendorf (32) — Gesundbrunncn (34, a) -Stettin Station (33) — Pau-
kow (a) — Spittul-Markt (12, 13) — Kreuzberg (34) — Potsdam Station,

Zoological Garden, and Charlottenbuvg (33).

On this side of the station, at No. 97 Friedrich-Str. (corner of

Georgen-Str.), is one of the Aschinger restaurants, a large and

tastefully fitted up establishment (comp. p. 10). In the deorgen-

Str., farther to the K.. stands the new University Institute mid
Museum of Marine Study (director, Prof, von Richthofen). In

the AVeidendamm and Kupfergraben are the Barracks of the

Alexander Guards Regiment.

The Friedrich-Strasse (PL R, 23), proceeding to the \X. beyond

the station (see above), leads past the Kaiser Wilhelm Academy,
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founded in 1795 for the training of army doctors (No. 139-141, on
the left), which, however, is about to be removed. It then crosses

the Spree by means of the Weidendamm Bridge (PI. E, 23).— To
the left, on the N. bank, runs the Schiffbauerdamm, containing the

New Theater (p. 27), built in 1892 by Seeling.— To the right

of the Friedrich-Str. are the United Clinical Institutes of the

University (for surgery and for diseases of the eye and ear), at

Nos. 5-11 Ziegel-Str., and the Midwifery Institute, at Artillerie-

Str. 20. Connected with the former is the Langenbeck-Haus, the

meeting-house of the German Surgical Society. Visitors are ad-

mitted to the clinical institutes on Wed., Frid., & Sun., 12-1.30 p.m.

The Friedrich-Str., just beyond its junction with the Oranien-

burger-Str. (p. 151), which runs hence to the S.E., ends at the site

of the former Oranienburg Gate (PI. R, 24).

Tramrmys (pp. 14-16): Ringbahn (Nos. 1, & 2), also to: Lehrte
Station (p. 159) — Moabit (16) — Tegel (25, 26) — Dalldorf (27)— Reinicken-
dorf (32) — Stettin Station (33) — Gesundbrunnen (34) — Rathaus (16, 28,

29) — KIlBtriner Platz (16) — Rixdorf (28, 29) — Charlotten-Str. (26, 27,

32, 33) — Kreuzberg (34) — Zoological Garden and Charlottenburg (33).

The Oranienburg Suburb in its present aspect is a creation of

the last ten years. Until 1888 the huge engine-works of Messrs.

Borsig (pp. 160, 193) stood immediately outside the Oranienburg
Gate on the right side of the Chaussee-Strasse , on a site now
occupied by new streets. To the left are several old cemeteries.

The Old Dorotheenstadt Cemetery (PI. R, 21, 24) contains many
handsome monuments and interesting graves. Near the E. wall repose
the philosophers Fichte (d. 1841) and Hegel (d. 1831; comp. p. 153); to

the left of the main walk arc the graves of Schinkel (d. 1841 ; monument
designed by himself) , Rauch (d. 1857), Stiller (d. 1865 ; monument by
Strack), A. Borsig (d. 1851 ; monument by Schadow), and Schadow (d.

1850); to the right of the main walk is the grave of Beuth (d. 1853;

eomp. p. 131).

No. 6 Chaussee-Str., with the bronze figure of an iron-worker,

is Messrs. Borsig's Office. Farther on, the Invaliden-Str. inter-

sects the street, leading to the left to the Scientific Museums
mentioned on p. 156, and to the right to the Stettin Railway
Station (PI. R, 24; see p. 1), with a station for suburban traffic

beside it on the W.
Tramways (pp. 15-21): Nos. 10, 11, 33, 51, and Q; also a (Garten-

Str.) and Nos. 16, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 32, and 34 (Chaussee-Str.).

Beyond the Invaliden-Strasse are the Schiller-Theater Nwd
(Friedrich Wilhelmstadt Theatre; p. 27) and the Fusilier

Guards' Barracks (PI. B, 21). The Chaussee-Str. ends at the

Wedding - Platz (PL B, 18, 21), where stands the Romanesque
Dankes-Kirche, built from a design by Orth to commemorate Em-
peror William I.'s escape from assassination in 1878.

Farther on is the suburb of "Wedding, incorporated with the eity
in 1861. At Reinickendorfer-Str. 32 is the Emperor and Empress Fred-
erick Children's Hospital (PI. B, 16), built in 1890; at Schul-Str. 97-78

is the Emperor William and Augusta Institution for the Aged (PI. B,
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16, 19), established in 1880: and at Exerzier-Platz 12 is the Ilimpilul

of the Holy Ghost ami Si. Oeori/e (PI. B, 10), erected in 1XK2-HC. --In
the Mtlller-Str. is tlie Xazareth-h'iirhr (PI. B, 17), a brick edifice in the
Brandenburg style, by Spitta (18!tl-!iH).

The Wilhelm-Slr. (p. 112) is continued to the N. of the Linden

by the Nette Wilhklm-Strasse (PI. K, '20). In the latter, at the

corner of the Dorotheen-Str. (p. 153), is the Mil itan/ Acarleui)/,

founded by Seharnhorst in 1S10 for German officers. The present

building dates from 18K2. Farther to the N. are the Physioiot/ical,

Pharmacolot/ical, and Physical Institute* of the University.

Beyond the Marsclialis-Bii'icke the st reel is called the Limskn-

Strasse (PI. R, 21, 20), and, runuing parallel with the Friedrich-

Strasse, ends at the Neue Thor. The district it traverses is

known as the Frikdrich- Wilhei.m - Stadi after Frederick Will-

iam II. At Luisen-Str. 32 is the Patent Office. A tablet on

No. 24a, opposite, marks the house where the historian Ranl-e died

in 1SS(!. No. 35 is the office of the Berlin, Electricity Works,

which produce a force of about 55,000 horse-power.— Farther on

the Luisen-Str. crosses the Karl-Str., which leads to the left to the

Friedrich-Karl Ufcr. No. 1 in the Karl-Str. is the Lessi ii.ij Theater

(p. 2(i), built in 18KN; No. 5 is .the Nicdcr - Bar n'tm Court House,

erected by Schweehten in 1898.

The next cross-street is the Schumann-Str., No 13a in which,

to the E., ist the Deutsche Theater (p. 2li), opened in 18X4. At

the corner of the Schumann-Str. and the Luisen-Str. is a handsome

monument to Prof, ron, Grtife, the oculist (d. 1870). by Siemering.

Farther on is the Charite (PL R, 21), a large hospital founded in

1710, now being rebuilt. The Charite serves also as a teaching

institution in connection with the University, and is united with

the Pathological Institute, which reached its present position

of firstrate importance under the management of Prof. Yirchow

(d. 1002). Visitors are admitted to the hospital on Wed. & Sun.,

2-3 p.m.

At No. 5(i Luisen-Str. is the Veterinary Colleye (PL R, 21;

500 students), opened in 1790. In front of the main building is a

bronze statue of A. C. Gerlach (d. 1877), a former rector. In the

garden is the Auatomie, or Uuiccrxity Dissect in.// Room, built by

Cremer in 1863-(i5 (main entrance, Karl-Str. 23a). A little to the

E., at Hessische-Str. 1, is the new First Chemical Institute of the

University.

Outside the Neue Thor the Luisen-Str. joins the long Invalii.kn-

Strasse, which begins on the E. beyond the Stettin Station (p. 1)

and ends on the W. at Alt Moabit. At the point of junction

(PL R, 21) are three important scientific institutions, in buildings

by Tiede; viz. the Agricultural Academy, to the E.; the Museum
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of Natural History, in the middle; and the School of Mines to the

W. (p. 15S); comp. the Plan.

The Agricultural Academy (ca. 3f> teachers and 400 stu-

dents), founded in 1810 by A. Thaer (comp. p. 131) at Moulin near

Wriezen, was removed to its present quarters in 1W0. It contains

the Aumcri/rruAL Museum (adm. see p. 34; official guide 50 pf.).

In the vestibule are models by Von Kau, illustrating the history

of manual tools and of the plough. In the covered court straight

on is the Machinery Department (objects changed from time to

time), including a collection of models. On the groundnoor also

(in front and to the left) is the Zoological Department , with a

large collection of the skulls and skeletons of domestic animals

(illustrated catalogue by Prof. Nehring, 1 . // C>0 pf . ). — On the first

floor, on the N. side, is the Zootechnical Department, illustrating

the development of stock-farming and fisheries, with models of

farm-cattle, etc. The ^Y. wing contains the Mineraloyical and
(rci/logical Department : specimens of rocks and soil; mineral

fertilizers; geological map of Berlin (to the depth of 1250 ft.);

representations of the salt industry in Stassfurt and of the saltpetre

industry in Chili. The Vegetable Department, in the S. wing,

illustrates the history of gardening, agriculture, and forestry: also

the relative values of different foods, etc. (catalogue by Prof. Witt-

mack, 1 <^H-. -0 pf.). On the side next the glass-covered court is a

colonial section. In the E. wing is a Technological Department

;

also collections illustrating the biology and pathology of plants.

The *Museum of Natural History (PI. R, 21 1. built in

1SM3-H0, bears on its 1'ac.ade portraits in sandstone of L. von Buch
(d. 1S53), the geologist, and of J. Miiller (d. 1K5S), the physiologist.

Adm., see p. 3*i. The building accommodates three separate insti-

tutions, each with its museum, viz. the Geological & Palaeoiito-

logical Instil nte, the Mincralogical <(' Petroyrapliieal Institute,

and the Zoological Institute. — The "Main Collections', on the first

and second Hours, are reserved for students. The 'Exhibition Collec-

tion', to which alone the public are admitted, occupies most of the

groundfloor. All the objects are labelled. Numerous direction-

boards assist the visitor to find his way.

The PALyEONTOLOGiCAL Muskum lies to the right of the entrance.

The room next the street contains fossil plants. In the hall opposite

are fossils of the chief types of antediluvian animals, the inverte-

brates being to the right, the vertebrates to the left. The most

important specimens are exhibited at the ends of the room. By the

entrance-wall, foot-prints of the Chirotherium ; to the right a sea-

cow (Halitheriuni Schinzi); by the partition in front, marine cro-

codiles (Steneosaurus); at the back, to the left, an Ichthyosaurus

(with embryo), to the right, a Plesiosaurus, in perfect preservation.
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The last section of the room contains the most complete of the

specimens of mammoths found in N. Germany, colossal skulls of

extinct quadrupeds, and, to the right, two skeletons of the extinct

giant bird (Diuornis) of New Guinea. At the back, in a glass-ease

by the window, is a well-preserved Archa-opteryx in Solnhofen slate,

the oldest fossil bird as vet discovered, slightly impressed on a

slab of stone, the chief glory of the collection. (Another specimen
of the Archieopteryx is in the Natural History Museum at London,

and a cast of it is exhibited here.) Adjoining, by the partition, is an

Ichthyosaurus, with distinct traces of its skin.

The Minkralocucal Museum lies to the left of the entrance.

The room next the street contains the petrographieal collection. In

the principal room opposite is a series of table-cases containing

an unusually beautiful collection of crystals, systematically arranged.

The stages in the upright cases illustrate the co-occurrence of min-

erals and their usual position in geological sequence. In the first

cabinet on the right are several unusually large specimens of amber,

malachite, and topaz; in that to the left are rock-crystals and ame-

thysts. The table-case by the second window to the left contains

diamonds and larger crystals of the precious metals. The collection

of meteorites in the centre of the main corridor is one of the largest

in existence. The (iothic cabinets contain the finest specimens from

the collection of Carl Rumpft', formerly belonging to Archduke

Stephen, in the chateau of Schaumburg on the Lahn.

The Zoological Mitskttm is an admirably selected collection,

illustrating all the important groups of the animal world, with the

fauna of Germany naturally conspicuous (official guide 20 pf.). The

series of preparations exhibiting the stages of development and

inner structure of the various parts of the body should be specially

noticed. The visitor should begin with the glass -covered court

(comp. the Plan, p. 156) in which the larger animals are exhibited.

Beyond , in the central rooms of the transverse building, are the

Mammals. — A hall adjoining these on the W. is devoted to the

most important Mammals and Birds of Germany, of which the

complete lists number respectively 69 and 440 species.— Three

wings project to the X. from the above-mentioned transverse building.

In that to the W. is the extensive Systematic Collection of Birds.

— The second contains the Invertebrate Animals (sponges, corals,

shells, snails, etc.). At the beginning, on the right, is the model

of a gigantic cuttle-fish, at the end a coral-reef and an oyster-bed.

— The E. portion of the transverse building is devoted to Reptiles,

Amphibia, and Fishes. — The E. projecting wing, immediately

adjoining, contains Insects and Crabs, with illustrations in some

cases of the animals' habits and methods of life. To the left are
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butterflies and bees (notably colonizing bees); to the right, beetles

and spiders.

The Geological Institution and School ofMines (PI. R,

21) was built in 1874-78. The School of .Mines, which was founded

in I860 and has now 25 teachers and about 150 students, occupies

the groundfloor. In the vestibule are two paintings by L. Spangcn-

berg (the (Jurische Nehrung, and the Papenkaul near Gcrolstein).

On the first floor is the Museum of National Geology, to which

visitors are escorted by an attendant. The collections in the eight

rooms illustrate the geological formation and the fossils of Prussia

in systematic order. On the walls are geological maps (1:25,000).

On the second floor are the offices of the Geological Institute and

a valuable collection of amber from Konigsberg. — The glass-covered

court and the gallery of llic first floor are occupied by the Miinrum

of Minim/ and Snielti hi/ ladin., see p. 30). The processes of ex-

tracting and working the ore are shown in the court. We may also

notice here a gigantic fossil tree-trunk from a mine near Osnabriick,

and the fine examples of artistic casting from Lauchhamnier and

from the former royal foundry at Berlin (elegant statuettes after

Kauch, Kiss, Stiiler, Strack, Tondeur, etc.; medallion portraits,

plaquettes. etc.). In the gallery is a systematic collection of miner-

als obtained by mining.
1'ruiiunu/s (pp. 15, lti): Nos. 1 1, 11, ir>, Q (Neue Thor), and 25, M,

27, i's. 29, and 32 (Chaussee-Str.).

The Li.ralideu-Park, to the W. of the School of Mines, contains

the *G-nadenkirche (PI. K, '21 ; open daily, 12-1 and 5-7), a Roman-
esque sandstone building by M. Spitfit (d. 1002), erected in lsv>2-04

to the memory of the Empress Augusta. The elaborate choir has

stained-glass windows by Linnemann and mosaics designed by

Geselschap. In front of the church stands an obelisk comme-
morating the loss of the corvette Ainazone in lsiil.

The Invalidenltous (PI. R, 21), Scharnhorst-Str. 42, erected by

Frederick the Great in 174s 'keso et invirto militi', is devoid of

architectural interest. — Opposite is the Warriors' Monument, a

Corinthian column of iron, 145 ft. high, erected in 1854 to the

memory of soldiers who fell in 1848-49 (view from the top; apply

to porter of Invalidenhaus; fee). On the same side are the Atu/iista

Hospital and the Central Gymnastic Institute, for the training

of gymnastic teachers for the army.
Tlie Isvai.iden-Kirchhof, adjoining the Invalidenhaus on the N., is

the burial-place of many distinguished officers, including Scharnhorst
(A. 1813; monument by Sehinkel, with reliefs by Tieck); Boyen (d. 1848),

founder of the 'Landwehr'; Friesen (d. 1814); Winterfeldt (d. 1757;

transferred hither in 1857) ; and Tauenlzifu von Wittenbera (d. 1824).

To the W. of the Invaliden Park the Invaliden-Strasse crosses

the Berlin and Spandan Canal (completed in 1885), which is con-
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nected with the Spree mi the S. by means of the Hinnhold.t-Hafen
(PI. R, 21) and separates the Oranienburg suburb from Moabit, in-

corporated with Berlin in 1801. Moabit, which extends along the

right bank of the Spree to opposite Charlottenburg (p. 171), was so

named by French immigrants, chiefly gardeners, who on account of

the sandy and sterile nature of the soil styled the country '/J«i/x

de Moult'. It has much extended within the last twenty years

(comp. p. 53).— In front of the old Hamburt/ Station., now used

for goods traffic only, is a bronze bust of Fr. Xeuhatis (d. Is70),

founder of the railway from Berlin to Hamburg. — Farther on, to

the left, are the Lehrte Station, of the Stadtbahn (p. 13), connected

with the main Lehrte Station (see below), and the first German
Postal Railway Station, with electric power. Still farther on is

the Ausstellungs-Park (see below).

To the right, opposite the Ausstellungs-Park, are the Zelleu-

i/cfant/nts or Prison , a model establishment for the reception of

505 inmates, built in 1S42-49 ; the Oberfeuericerker-Schule, founded

in 1M4U for training noii-comniissioued officers of artillery ; and the

Barracks of the 2nd Uhlan Guard.* Ret/tment. — At the end of

the street is the Criminal Court (p. 10(1).

Moabit may also be reached via the Konigs-Platz and the

Moltke-Briieke (p. 107). — Beyond the bridge begins the street

known as Alt- Moabit, to the right of which rises the handsome
Lehrte Station (PI. R, is, 21; see above). In the station, to the

left, in front, is a small Oriental ('ommercial Museum (adm. free

daily H-<s, Sun. 9.30-2), containing an exhibition of art-industrial

objects (periodically changed).

Tramways (pp. 15-21): Nos. 10, 11, Hi, l£ (Invaliden-Str.), and 9,

12, 13, 14, 15, 24 (Alt-Moabit).

Adjoining the Lehrte Station is the German Colonial
Museum (PI. R, 17), opened in 1S99 (adm., see p. 35; description,

20 pf.). Besides ethnographic collections, it contains also a number
of dioramic views from the German colonies by Hellgrewe and

Harder. There is also a refreshment-room.

Opposite, close to the Spree, is the Provinzial-Sfeuert/ebdnde

(PI. R, 17), or Office of the Local Tax Commissioners , with

bronze statues of the finance-ministers Mofz (d. 1K30) and Maassen
(d. 1834), who took an active part in the foundation of the German

Zollverein or Customs Union.

Farther on, to the right, lies the Ausstellungs-Park (PI. R,

17), or Exhibition Park, which is intersected by the Stadtbahn.

It is accessible also from the Invaliden-Str. and from the Lehrte

Station of the Stadtbahn (tramways, see p. 100). The annual ex-

hibitions of the Academy (Grosse Berliner Kunstausstellung) are

held here in summer (adm., see p. 29; catalogue 1 JL, with illustra-

tions 2 *M); concerts, see p. 29. The Domed Hall in which the
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exhibitions take place is a sumptuous baroque erection, with sculp-

tured groups at the corners, by Hundrieser, Eberlein, Geiger, and

Kaffsack. The ceiling-paintings are by \V. Friedrich; the plastic

and painted ornamentation by 0. Lessing.— In the W. part of the

park (main entrance at Invaliden-Str. 57) is the Urania Observa-
tory (adm., see p. 37; comp. p. 111).

The street Alt-Moabit beyond the Stadtbahn passes the Crimi-
nal Court (PI. R, 15, 18), built in 1877-81, with a prison for 1000

inmates. On the facade are statues of Prussian kings. The court

sits almost daily from about 9.30 a.m.; visitors are freely admitted,

but for trials exciting unusual public interest tickets of admission

must be secured before 4 p.m. on the previous day. In front of the

building is a bronze group of a lion and a serpent, by A. Wolff.
Tramways (pp. 15-21): Nos. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, ir>, 24, and Q.

At this point Alt-Moabit is joined by the Invaliden-Str. (p. 159)

on the E. To the S. the Paulus-Str. leads, past a Victualling

Office, to the Luther-Brttcke and the Tiergarten (p. 108). To the

N. lie the Barrack* of the 4th Foot Guards and of the 1st, Field

Artillery Regiment of the Guards.

Farther along Alt-Moabit is the Church of St. John (PI. R, 15),

by Schinkel, with a tower added by Stiller in 1S35 connecting it in

one block with the parsonage and school-house. The Kirch-Str.,

diverging here to the left, leads to the Moahiter-Brucke, rebuilt

in 1893-94 and embellished with bronze bears. Beyond the bridge

is the Bellevue Station, of the Stadtbahn (p. 13).— Nos. 99-103,

Alt-Moabit, accommodate Butte's well-known dairy. No. 80 is the

Villa Borsig (PI. R, 12), with its interesting hot houses and

palm houses (adm. usually in Feb. and March, 10-6.30; 50 pf.).

A marble hall, built by St rack, contains seven large paintings by

P. Meyerheim, illustrating the construction and work of a locomo-

tive engine. The Borsig engine-factory has been removed to Tegel

(p. 193). — Alt-Moabit now skirts the S. side of a park known as the

Ki.eine Tiergarten, in which are a War Monument for 1870-71,

and St. Saviour's Church, or Heilands-Kirche, a brick-building

erected in 1892-94 in the Brandenburg style. The other side of the

park is skirted by the Turm-Str., No. 21 in which is the large

Moabit Hospital (PL R, 15; visitors admitted on Wed., Sat., &
Sun., 2-3 p.m.). Farther to theW.in the Turm-Str. is the Dominican

Church of St. Paul, erected in 1892-93.
In the industrial quarter of Martinikenfelde to the W. of Moabit is

the extensive timaU Arms Factory of L. Lowe & On. Limited (PI. R, 9).

At Plotzensee, to the N. of Moabit, and '/., M. from the Beussel-

Str. station of the Ringbahn (p. 13 ; tramway No. 12), is the Peniten-
tiary (PI. B, 9), built in 1808-78, where executions take place. — To the

E. of Plotzensee, on the other side of the Spandau canal, are the Fourth
Municipal Hospital (PI. B, 14, 15), the Institute of Infectious Diseases,
managed by Prof. Koch, the Experimental Institute for Agricultural
Machinery, etc.
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11. Konigs-Platz. Tiergarten.
Zoological Garden.

The open space outside I lie Hrandenburg (!;i(e (p. 54) is under-

going at prcsenl a process of transformation. The fountains on

each side ol' the Charlottenburger Chaussee are to be replaced hv

two colossal marble statues: on the right, that of Emperor Fred-

erick III., with the busts of Helmholtz and (ieneral Blumenthal,

by Brill t ; on the left, that of Empress Victoria, with busts of

Prof. Zellcr and Prof. W. von llofmann, by Gehrt. --The Friedens-

AUee leads to the right to the Konhis-Pi.atz (PI. H, -20), which
with its environs forms one of the most imposing parts of the city.

Triiiumiys (pp. 15-il): Nns. 1, !l, 11, If), 21, 51, hi. N, and 0.

The *Monument of Victory (Siet/ex-Sait/e ; PI. R, 2(0,

200 ft. in height, designed by Strut;/,; and inaugurated on 2nd
Sept., Is73, rises in the centre of the Platz, on a. circular terrace

approached by eight steps of granite. This massive tower, built of

dark red granite, sandstone, and bronze, is perhaps the most im-

posing column of the kind in existence. The square pedestal, 22 ft.

in height, is adorned with reliefs in bronze: on the B. side is the

Danish War of ls<14, by A. ( 'aland relli ; on the X. the Battle of

Koniggratz, 1S0O, by M. St-hnlt::: on the W. the Battle of Sedan,

1*70, and the Entry into Paris, IsTl, by K. Keil: on the S. the

Return of the troops to Berlin, 1S71, by A. Wolff. The base of

the column is surrounded by an open colonnade, and embellished

with Venetian mosaics designed by Anton eon Werner, illustrating

the war of 1*70 and the restoration of the German empire. Above,

in the flutings of the column, are placed three rows of captured

Danish, Austrian, and French cannon (00 in all). The capital,

formed of eagles, is crowned with a gilded figure of Borussia, 4S ft.

in height, by Drake. The proportions of the monument arc so cal-

culated that the surmounting figure bulks as the principal feature.

Fine view from the capital, 151 ft. high (adm., see p. 36).

The Konigs-Platz is bounded on the E. by the *R,eiehstags-

Gebaude (Hall of the Imperial Diet; PL K, 20), built in lSfU-i'U

from the designs of Paid Wallat. The building, in the florid

Italian Renaissance style, which cost 22,0ll0.O00marks(l,100,000/.),

is 430 ft. in length, 290 ft. in breadth, and *s ft. in height (to the

main cornice). The external material is Silesian sandstone. Rising

above a square central structure is a huge glass dome, girt with

highly gilded copper bands and bearing a lantern encircled with

columns, which is in turn surmounted by an imperial crown (225ft.).

At the corners are four boldly designed towers, 11)5 ft. high.

Baedekkk s Berlin. 11
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The chief (W.) fagade, turned towards the Kbnigs-Platz, with a

portico home by six columns, is the richest in plastic adornment.

To the right and left of the door are *Reliefs, by 0. Lessing, of the

Rhine and the Vistula, leaning respectively against an oak-tree and
a pine-tree, in the branches of which hang the arms of the German
states ; above the door is a figure of St. George (with the features

of Bismarck), bearing the imperial banner, designed by Siemering

;

in the pediment is a relief by Schaper, representing Art and In-

dustry protected by Germanic warriors; on the apex of the pedi-

ment is a colossal Germania on horseback, bearing shield and

banner and escorted by two genii, by R. Begas (in copper).— Over

. the S. door is a lion guarding the regalia, by Klein; over the N.

door a figure of Truth, by Brtttt. — On the E. fagade is a portico,

beneath which is a covered carriage-way. At the sides are huge

representations of the imperial coat-of-arms protected by two
knights, and at the foot of the approach on each side is a bronze

candelabrum, 26 ft. high , surmounted by a figure of Victory dis-

pensing laurels, designed by A. Vogel. Above are two mounted
heralds (in copper), by Maison.

The exterior of the corner-towers also deserves notice. Above
the architrave supported by columns rising from the basement story

are figures typifying the different industries and occupations of the

German people, by Behrens, Diez, Eberle, Eberlein, Lessing,

Maison, Schlierholz, and Volz. Between these are the names of

the German princes reigning in 1871. — The windows of the prin-

cipal floor show the arms of the federal states and free cities.

The Interior (adm., see p. 36), the decoration of which is still

incomplete, is entered by Portal V, on the N. The N. Vestibule is

supported by eight columns, in front of which are to be placed

statues of eminent Germans. To the right is a Waiting -Room,
whence we ascend to the principal floor. Here we enter the

*Wandel-Halle, or Promenade Hall, which rises through two

stories and runs N. and S. for the length of 315 ft. The walls are

covered with coloured stone and the floor with coloured marble.

At the sides are galleries. The central portion consists of an

octagon (82 ft. high, and 75 ft. in dianjeter), surmounted by a dome

and separated from the side-halls by galleries and rows of columns.

In the centre is the finishing stone laid by Emp. William II., which

is to be covered by a statue of Emp. William I. by Pfuhl. Above

hangs a huge bronze chandelier (25 ft. in diameter), an admirable

work by Riedinger of Augsburg, embellished with towers, statues,

and the imperial insignia. The elaborate decorative figures above

the four angle - recesses of the dome are by O. Lessing. The door

on the E. of the octagon leads into the Hall of the Diet (see p. 163),

while to the W. is the main entrance (from the Konigs-Platz), which

is used on ceremonial occasions only. The general effect of this
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hall will bo greatly enhanced when its colonr-drcoraliou is completed
by the addition of ceiling-paintings and stained-glass windows.

To the W. of the X. end of the Wandel-Halle, overlooking the

Kdnigs-I'latz, is the Rkadinc; Room, with panelled walls and ceiling.

About 4l)ll newspapers are laid out here. The frieze of putti is by
M. Koch; the wall-paintings, representing Marienhurg, the Purl,

of Hamburg, Speyer, and Arcona, are by Litrhci;/, Kiel, 1'rcll, and
Bracht. — The adjacent Writinc; Room, in the N.W. tower, is also

finished throughout in wood. In the corners are statin's of Vulcan,
Neptune, Mercury, and Ceres. The wall-paintings (Strassburg, the

Wendelstein, the Teufels-.Schlucht, and the Chiemsec) are by Sclii'm-

leher, Jsiifhriy, and Raupp.
The central space beneath the great glass dome is occupied by

the *Hall of thk Dikt, '.)"> ft. long, (!!) ft. wide, and 43 ft. high.

The walls are panelled in light oak and adorned with ornamental

designs, coats-of-arms, and figures, partly painted and gilded.

Beneath the glass roof runs a circular vaulting, embellished with

coats-of-arms, and above is a colossal imperial eagle with outspread

pinions. In the middle of the E. side is the richly decorated seat

of the president, beside which is the secretary's desk. In front is

the tribune, whence members address the house, Hanked by the

places for the ministers and members of the Federal Council. Im-

mediately in front of the tribune are the seats of the shorthand-

writers and beyond these, the table of the house. The seats for the

397 deputies are arranged amphitheatrically, facing the president,

to whose 'right' and 'left' sit the political parties grouped under

these names. The doors on the N. and S., leading to the division

lobbies, are embellished with intarsia designs representing Ulysses

escaping from Polyphemus and Rubezahl ('Number Nip'). The

upper part of the E. wall is to be adorned with three large paint-

ings, while the recesses are to be filled with allegorical figures.

On the other three sides are galleries, divided into sections by

means of supports treated as hernia- figures. — The hall is sur-

rounded by a broad panelled corridor, the beams of which are

supported by small half-figures, each bearing a gilded letter of the

motto 'Erst das Vaterland, dann die Partei' ('country before party').

To theW. of theS. end of the Wandel-Halle are the Refreshment
Rooms. The main room, with handsome wainscot and bullet, has a

waggon-vault, embellished by Hupp with coats-of-arms and festoons

of thistles, amid which are sportive putti with the imperial insignia.

— The ceiling of the corner-room displays the phases of the moon

in metal; in the angles of the vaulting are low reliefs of the four

elements. The chimney-piece is elaborate.

We now descend to the S. Vkstiihlk, with rich Renaissance

portals in sandstone, by Vogel. Above that to the E. are the arms

of Prussia supported by Wisdom and Strength ; above that to the

11*
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W. the arms <if Bavaria, with Justice and Unity. The effective

stained- glass windows are both bv Liini-rnmnn: to the X. is seen

the imperial eagle, bearing the arms ol' the federal states nn its

wings; over the S. portal is Germania as the general mother.

—

In front of the columns are colossal statues of early emperors, viz.,

Charlemagne, by Brcncr, Henry I., by Briitt, Otho ]., by Maisnn,
Henry III., by Mauzcl

'

, Frederick Barbarossa, by Baumbaclt, Rudolf

of Hapsburg, by V»<)<\, Charles IV., by Die::, and Maximilian I., by

Widpititmii.

The S.K. part of the main floor contains the rooms of the

Government aud of the Federal Council. The *Yorsaal des

Bondkshathks, or Wnitiiuj Room of flic Vrdcrol Council, one of

the finest apartments in the building, is adorned with sculpture

in Istrian limestone, with which also the walls are lined. The
pillars dividing off the rear part of the hall are adorned with beau-

tiful bas-reliefs by O. Less!////. Along the walls run finely carved

benches, upholstered in stamped leather. The ceiling-paintings are

not yet in place. A hernia-bust of Bismarck, by Ruemann, was

placed here in 19(13.— The Hai.l ok thkCoi-ni ii,, in the S.E. tower,

contains seats for the oil members round a table. The rich wooden

ceiling is adorned with paintings, and the walls are hung with tap-

estry. The chimney-piece, reaching to the ceiling, should be noticed.

This room is used only when the Reichstag is in session (comp.

p. 113). — After inspecting the Royal Box, the anteroom of which

is elaborately adorned with stucco and bronze, we finally enter the

E. Vestibule, with portals by O. Lrxxiiitj. In the spandrels of the

staircase are skilfully designed ornamentations by Widemann, repre-

senting warlike trophies on the left, and peaceful tools on the right.

The N.E. part of the main floor is occupied by the rooms of the Pre-

sident of the Reichstag and by a Reference Library. In the antechamber
of the former is a bust of Moltke, by Ruemann. — On the second floor

are the assembly-rooms of the various 'fractions' or parties, and the

large library.

An official residence for the President of the Reichstag, designed
by Wallet, is to be erected at the corner of the Sommer-Str. and Reichs-
tags-Ufer. It is to be adorned with sculpture by Widemann.

Opposite the W. facade of the Reicbstagsgebaude rises the

^National Monument to Bismarck, h\ Reiuludri'Ber/as, dedi-

cated in 1901 'to the first imperial chancellor by the German people'.

The structure, which rises to the height of SO ft, cost 20,000/. The

principal figure is impressive and the general effect is fine; but the

somewhat unintelligible allegorical details, and the sketchy and

uninteresting reliefs have been unfavourably criticised. The monu-

ment proper rises from a sandstone platform, bounded at each end

by a spacious fountain-basin. By the basin to the right is a graceful

sandstone group of two fishermen with a mermaid in their net;

by that to the left are a triton and nymph feeding a seal. The base

and pedestal of the monument are of red granite. The figure of
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Bismarck, 20 ft. in height, expresses by attitude and gesture a

proud self-reliance; the left hand holds t lie sword firmly against

his side, while the right hand is spread upon the charter of the

foundation of the empire. The chancellor is represented in the

uniform usually worn by him in the old Reichstag (he never entered

the new building). The reliefs on the pedestal represent, on the

right, ravens hovering round an owl, and, on the left, genii beside a

herma of Bismarck. Four groups surround the base of the pedestal: in

front Atlas bearing the globe; behind, Siegfried forging the imperial

sword; to the right, an armed woman treading a panther underfoot

(Constitutional Power suppressing Revolt?); to the left, a sphinx

supporting a woman engrossed in a document (Statecraft?). The
front and rear of the base each bear three reliefs: in front, .Michael

the German in leading-strings, stirred up to fight, and victorious in

combat; behind, Germania in the chariot of victory, the ally of

Labour and Art, and hailed as the Bringer of Peace.

The broad *Sieges-Allee (Pl.R, 20, lit), or Avenue of Victory,

which runs to the S. from the Konigs-Platz through the E. part of

the Tiergarten, was adorned in 1N9S-1901, at the expense of the

emperor, with 32 Statues of Prussian Rulers. Behind each

monarch is a marble hemicycle, adorned in the style prevalent

during his reign, and bearing two herma-busts of two eminent con-

temporaries. The statues from that of Elector Frederick I. onwards

are portraits. Official guide, 50 pf.

W. Row. — Margrave Albert the Bear (d. 1170), with Bishop

Otho of Bamberg and Bishop Wigger of Brandenburg; by Schott.

Margrave Otho I. (d. 1184), with the Wendish prince Pribislaw

and Abbot Sibold of Lehnin; by linger.

Margrave Otho II. (d. 1-205), with Henry of Antwerp, the

.chronicler, and the knight John Gans von Putlitz; by Uphues.

Margrave Albert II. (d. 1220), with Hermann von Salza, (irand

Master of the Teutonic Order, and Ecke Repkow, author of the

'Sachsenspiegel' ; by Bose.

Margraves John I. (d. 12)50) and Otho III. (d.1207), with the

Berlin magistrate Marsilius, and Provost Simeon of Berlin; by

Baumbach.
Margrave John II. (d. 12sl), with Conrad Belitz, councillor

of Berlin, and Count (i anther I. of Lindow
;
by Felderhoff.

Margrave Otho IV. irith the Arrow (d. 130*), with his con-

fidants Droiseke von Krocher and Johann a Buch; by K. Begas.

Margrave Waldemar (d. 1319), with Heinrich Frauenlob, the

minnesinger, and Siegfried von Feuchtwangen, Grandmaster of the

Teutonic Order; by R. Begas.

Margrave Henry the Child (d. 1320), with the knight Wcdigo

von Plotho and Wratislaw IV., Duke of Pomerania; by Kraus.

Margrave Lewis I., the Elder (abdicated in 1351), with Chau-
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cellor Johann von Buch the Younger and Johann II., Burggrave of

Nuremberg; by Herter.

Margrave Lewis II., the Roman (d. 1365), with the knights

Friedrich von Lochen and Hasso the Red of Wedel; by Count Gortz.

Margrave Otlvo t/te Lazy (deposed in 1373), with Burgomaster
Thilo von Wardenberg and Thilo of Bruges, master of the mint;

by Briitt.

Emperor Charles IV. (d. 1378), with Chamberlain Klaus von
Bismarck and Dietrich Portitz, Archbishop of Magdeburg; by Cauer.

Emperor Sigismnnd (d. 1437), with Bernd Rvke. patrician of

Berlin, and the Provincial Governor Lippold von Bredow ; by Borniel.

Elector Frederick I. (1415-40), with the knight Wend von Ile-

burg and Count Hans of Hohenlohe ; by Manzel.

Elector Frederic/,- II., the Iron (1440-70), with Burgomaster

Wilke Blankenfelde and Friedrich Sesselmann, Bishop of Lebus;

by Calandrelli.— We have now reached the Kemper-Platz, in which

a Gothic fountain with a granite figure of Roland, by 0. Lessing,

was erected in 1002 (Bellevue-Str., see p. 117).— We return hv

the —
E. Row. Elector Albert Achilles (1470-86), with Ludwig von Eyb,

the historian, and Captain Werner von der Schulenburg; by Lessing.

Elector John Cicero (1486-99), with his advisers Eitelwolf von

Stein and Busso von Alvensleben; by Manthe.

Elector Joachim I. Nestor (1499-1535), with Dietrich von

Biilow, Bishop of Lebus, and Joachim's brother Cardinal Albert

of Brandenburg, archbishop of Mayence; by Gotz.

Elector Joachim II. Hector (1535-71), with Bishop Mathias of

Brandenburg and Margrave George of Ansbach; by Magnussen.

Elector John George (1571-98). with Count Rochus von Lynar,

the architect, and Chancellor Lampert Distelmeier: by .M. Wolff.

Elector Joachim Frederick (1598-1608), with Count Hierony-

mus Schlick and Chancellor Johann von Loben ; by Pfretzschner.

Elector John $igismund(lWx-19), with the Governor Thomas von

dem Knesebeck and the Oberburggrave Fabian of Dohna; by Breuer.

Elector George William (1619-40), with Count Adam of

Schwarzenberg and Konrad von Burgsdorff; by K. von Uechtritz.
*Elector Frederick William the Greed (1640-88), with Baron

Otto von Schwerin and Marshal Derfflinger; by Schaper.

King Frederick I. (1688-1713), with Baron Eberhard von

Danckelmann and Andreas Schliiter, the architect; by Eberlein.

*King Frederick William I. (1713-40), with his minister Von
Ilgen and Prince Leopold of Dessau; by Siemering.

We have now reached the Charlottenburger Chaussee, on the

sides of which are —
-Frederick the Great (1740-8(5), as a young man, with John

Sebastian Bach and Marshal Schwerin; by Uphues.
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K'/nij Frederick William II. (1780-97), with Immanuel Kant
and Chaiicullur Count von Carmer; by Bi'iitt.

Km;/ Frederick William III. (1797-1840), as a young man,
with Baron vom Stein and Bliieher; by Fberlein.

Kinij Frederick William IV- (1840-01), as a young man, with

Rauch and Alexander von Humboldt; by K. Begas.

Emperor William I. (1801-88), with Moltke and Bismarck; by

R. Begas.
A monument to Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, by Siemering, is to

be erected beside the Gnlilflnch-Teich (PI. R, 19), behind the \V. row
of statues.

To the \. of the Kouigs-Plalz lies the Alskn-Platz (PI. R, -ill),

adorned with four groups of sculpture representing scenes from

military life. To the ^\
^

. are situated the extensive premises of

the General Staff, a Renaissance building consisting of two diffe-

rently treated portions. Fieldmarshal Count Moltke died in 1891

in the older (S.) half. Opposite its N.E. side, Moltke-Str. 3, is the

Austrian Embassy. — The Moltke-Brucke, uniting the Moltke-

Str. with Alt-Moabit (Colonial Museum, see p. 109), was rebuilt in

1888-90 and is adorned with griffins and putti bearing candelabra.

On the W. side of the Kiinigs-Platz is Kroil's Establishment,

founded in 1842, built in 1852 by Titz, and now leased by the

management of the royal theatres and used as the New Opera
Theatre (p. 20). Garden-concerts see p. 29. A large monument
to .Moltke, bv Uphues, is to be erected in front of the theatre, as

a pendant to the Bismarck Monument opposite. — About '/
2
M. to

the W., on the Spree (PI. R, 17), are the places of recreation known
as the Zelte (i. e. Tents, from their original construction). These

are simply 'al fresco' restaurants and have been popular resorts

ever since the reign of Frederick the Great. The Kroiipriuzen-

Zel.t is a handsome building by Grisebach (1888). Boats for hire,

see p. 29.

Farther to the W., at the end of the Bellevue Avenue, which

begins at the Kemper-Platz (pp. 100. 169), is the royal Chateau
of Bellevue (PI. R, 14), built in 1785. The park (open till

dusk) contains a monument, by Zumbusch, to Prince Augustus of

Prussia (d. 1843), reorganizer of the Prussian artillery.— The

Lnther-Briicke here crosses the Spree to Moabit (p. 159). Farther

along the river are tin- Bellevue Statin// of the Stadtbahn (PI. R, 14),

and the Moabiter-Briicle (p. 160).

Between the Bellevue Station and the Tiergarten Station

(PL R, 1(1) a fine new residential quarter has sprung up known as

the Hansa (Quarter (comp. p. 53). In the centre, at Klopstock-

Str. 19-20, is the Public Health Office (PI. R, 14), a Romanesque

brick edifice by Busse (1896-97). To the S., prettily situated on

the edge of the Tiergarten, is the Emperor Frederick Memorial
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Church (PI. R, 13), a Gothic building by Vollmer (1H95). Adjoining

is the popular Charlattetthof Restaurant (p. 10).

The *Tiergarten (PI. R, 13, 10), the largest and most attrac-

tive park near the town, extends from the Brandenburg Gate to

Charlottenburg and covers about 030 acres. It is the private pro-

perty of the crown, and until the reign of King Frederick I. it was

veritably a deer-park. In the 16th cent, it extended as far as the

E. end of the present Jiiger-Strasse, where a royal hunting-lodge

stood. Some portions, still laid out in the Versailles style, owe
their arrangement to Knobelsdorft', the architect of Frederick the

Great, while Frederick William III., assisted by his landscape-

gardener Lenne, did much to beautify the park in the 19th century.

Within recent years the Tiergarten has exchanged much of its

former character as a natural forest for the trimmer beauties of

a public park. The Sieges-Allee and the roads skirting the Tier-

garten on the E. and S. are fashionable promenades in the afternoon.

— The remoter parts of the park should be avoided after dark.

The following Drive of -l 1
/* M. {l l

j2 kil. ; taxameter cab about a'/-< JL)

includes the most interesting points in the Tiergarten. — From the Bran-
denburg Gate by the Koniggriitzer-Str. (Goethe Monument!, Lenne-Str.

(Leasing Monument), Kemper-Platz (Sieges-Allee; View of the Column
of Victory), and Tiergarten-Str. to the monuments of Frederick
William III. and Queen Louise; thence by the tirosse Weg, passing
the Rousseau Island and the Keue See, to the Tiergarten Station, by
the Charlottenburg Chaussee to the Grnsse Stern, by the Spree- Weg,
from the Zelte to the Konigs-Platz, then the whole length of the Sieges-

Allee, and finally back to the Brandenburg Gate.

The E. Side of the Tiergarten is skirted by the Koniggratzer-

Strasse, leading to the Potsdamer-Platz (p. 117) on the S. In the

walk diverging to the S.V. from the Brandenburg Gate is a group

of lions, by A. Wolff. Facing the Koniggratzer-Str. is the *Monu-
ment to Goethe (PI. R, 19), by F. Schaper (lssoj; the marble

figure of the poet stands on a pedestal on the base of which are

allegorical figures of Lyric and Tragic Poetry and Scientific Research.

— To the S., in the Lenne-Str., is the Monument to G-. E. Lessing
(PL R, 19), by O. Lesxui.r/ (IsitO); on the pedestal are portraits of

Moses Mendelssohn, Ewald von Kleist, and Friedr. Xicolai (p. 138),

and at the base are allegorical figures of Humanity and Criticism.

The Lenne-Str. and, beyond the Kemper-Platz (pp. 100, 107),

the Tiert/ttrteu-Strasxe (PI. R, 13, 10), skirt the S. side of the

Tiergarten. Among the handsome residences in these streets, the

Staiult 2[<tim<ni; at the corner of the Tiergarten-Str. and Regen-

ten-Str., built by Rieth, is distinguished by its wealth of plastic

ornament by Vogel and Widemann. Farther to the W. in the Tier-

garten-Str., opposite the end of the Hildebrandt-Str., a monument
to Richard Wayiter , by Eberlein, is to be unveiled on Oct. 1st,

1903. - - In the park, to the N. of the Tiergarten-Str., is the marble
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Statue of Frederick "William III. (PI. 11, 1(1), executed by
Drake in 1849, the pedestal of which, is ft. in height, is adorned
with *Reliefs representing the enjoyment of nature. The correspond-
ing *Statue of Queen Louise, by Enche, in the Luiscn Island,

was erected in 1880; the reliefs on the pedestal represent woman's
work in war. On the W. side of the island is a Marble Bench with
busts of Emp. William I., Crown Prince Frederick William, Bis-

marck, Moltke, and Roon (1903). To the N. of the statue of Fred.
Will. III., near the Bellevue Alice, is a graceful figure of a girl

wreathed with vine-leaves, by Drake.—The neighbouring Rousseau
Inland (PI. R, 16) and its pretty environs were laid out in the latter

half of the 18th century. — At the W. end of the Tiergarten, lies

the charming Seepark, with the Neue See (PI. R, 13; p. 30), where
numerous skaters display their skill in winter. On the Schleusen-

Insel (Lock Island) is a hydrologieal experimental station. A little

to the N.W. is the Tien/a rten Station of the Stadthahn (p. 13).

The Tikrgaktkn Quarter, which lies to the S. of the Tier-

garten, between it and the Landwehr (.'anal (p. 127), is the most
fashionable residential quarter in Berlin (comp. p. 53). Here par-

ticularly are to be seen numerous examples of those self-contained

houses standing in gardens of their own that may be regarded as

the most attractive achievements of architecture in Berlin since

the days of Schinkel. Tiergarten-Strasse, see p. 108.

The Potsdamer-Strasse, between the Potsdamer-Platz and the

Landwehr-Canal, intersects the W. part of this quarter. At the

point where the Potsdamer-Str. is joined by the Viktoria-Str.

(leading from the Kemper-Platz, p. 167), the canal is spanned by
the Potsdamer und "Viktoria Briicke (PI. B, 16), rebuilt in

1897-98, on which are bronze statues of four eminent men of

science: Hel/nholf:: (by Klein), Ri'mtijen (by Felderhof ), Siemens
(by Moser), and Gauss (by Janensch).— On this side of the canal,

to the right of the bridge, are several public buildings of interest.

No. 18, Viktoria-Str., is the Teltoiv Court House, by Schwechten

(1891). In the Matthaikirch-Str., near the elegant Mattliai-Kirclic,

built by Stiller in 1S4.V40, is the House of the Provincial Estates

of Brandenbnri/, by Elide & Bockmann. — The llofmann Harts,

by March, at Sigismund-Str. 4. was erected by the Herman Chemical

Society in 1900 in memory of Hofmann (d. 1892 j, the first president.

— The large Renaissance building of the Imperial Insurance Office

(PI. (i, 16), by Busse, is situated on the canal, at Konigin Augusta-

Str. 2o-27. Its vestibule contains a group of workmen, by Briitt. —
Near the canal (Regenten-Str. 1o) is the Spanislt Emlmssi/, in a

villa built as a private residence in 1873-76 by Elide & Uenda. and

embellished with a frieze from Northern mythology by Kngelhard.

— Farther to the W. the canal is spanned by the Yon der Heydt-
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Brilcke, adorned with tritons and mermaids by Herter, and by the

Herkules-Briicke (p. 130), leading to the Liitzow-Platz.

On the 8. bank of the Landwehr Canal, opposite the W. end of

the Tiergarten and to the W. of the Lower Friedrichs-Vorstadt,

lies the Zoological Garden. From the Potsdamer-Briicke it may
be reached in \'„ hr. by pleasant promenades skirting the canal.

Stadtbahn, see p. 12. — Elevated & Umlerqraitnd Railway, see p. 13.

— Tramways (pp. 1C-21): Nos. 3.3, U4. 78, 79, 80, 89, 90, 93, D, F, G, 0,
and P.

The *Zoological Garden (PI. G, 10, 13) was founded in

1S41-44 as the third of the kind in Europe by a company to whom
Frederick William IV. presented the small collection of animals

previously kept on the Pfauen-Insel (p. 17X). The first director was
the naturalist Lic.htensteiu (d. 1X57). Under //. Bodinus (d. 18X4),

who became director in 1XG9, the collection developed to greater

importance. The present director is Dr. Heck. Adm., see p. 37

(usually overcrowded on Sun.); concerts, see p. 20. Restaurants:

*Li. Ad Ion; the Wfddschenke'Zurndiirstitjen• F/amini/o' is cheaper.

From the entrance we follow the paved path, which leads to all

the points of interest (illustrated description with plan, '25 pf.).

The present arrangement of the garden dates from lxllis. The various

buildings are built after foreign patterns. The Main Entrance Gate,

on the Kurfiirsten-Dainm, the Offices, and the Wadinc/ Birds' House
are in the Japanese style. The new Aviary is Saracenic, as is also

the Antelope House, which has a painting on majolica, by P. Meyer-

heim. The group of centaurs in front is by R. Begas. The Elephant
House is in the form of an Indian pagoda; while an ancient Egyp-

tian style has been adopted for the Ostrich House. Near the Chinese

music-pavilion are an Illuminated Fountain and busts of Lichten-

stein and Bodinus. The Russian Orchestra near the quaint Vienna

Cafe, and the View Tower (ascent 10 pf.) may also be mentioned.

The collection of animals embraces about 1300 different kinds,

several here shown for the first time in any zoological garden. Many
interesting specimens have recently been brought from the German
colonies. Animals of the same species but from different regions

are exhibited together for the purposes of comparison. Among the

beasts of prey mention may be made of the N. varieties of the tiger,

leopard, and puma, which remain here in the open air even in winter.

The completed wing of the great aviary contains 400 separate cages

for foreign birds: among 130 varieties of parrots, 20 are green

parrots from the Amazon. Nearly every known variety of cranes

and storks is represented. Many rarities are to be found also

among the deer (about 50 varieties), wild goats, wild sheep, and wild

cattle.— The animals are usually fed between 6 and 7 p.m. from

June to September. Wed. is a fast-day for the carnivora. Comp. the

lists exhibited at various points in the garden.
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II. ENVIRONS OF BERLIN.

12. Charlottenburg.

Stadtbaim Stations (mimed in order from Berlin; see p. 13): Tier-
l/arteii (PI. R, 10), Zoohiyischer Garten (PI. G, 111), Satitfity-l'latz (PI.
G, 7), Charlotte libit ;•</ (PI. G, 4), and We.xteml (PI. K, 2). Passengers should
alight at the Tiergarteii Station and take the tramway thence, or go on
to Wesitcml, as the other stations are far from the town. The Zoological
Garden and Charlottenhurg Stations are the only ones with luggage-offices
or with connection with main -line trains. — Tramways "(pp. 15-21):
Nos. «, 33,54, SO, 113, N, <l, and S; at Charlottenhurg, Nos. T and V.

—

Taxameter Cab from the Brandenburg Gate to the Charlottenhurg
Bridge (PI. R, 10), 1 JU 10 or 1 ,* 30 pf. (see p. 22).

Hotels. *Fi'-KST Bismarck, Hii'i-oiiitoM, both at the Knie (PI. R, 7);
Lii.i.popf, near the Flora (PI. R, 5); all with restaurants. — Restaurants.
*Tieri/artenhof, near the Tiergarteii Station; 0. H". Ifelttciy .C- Uohit,
Hardenherg-Str. 15; Union, opposite the Technical Academy; 'Am Knie.
at the corner of the Berliner-Str. and Bismarck-Str. ; in the Theater ties

Westenx (p. 174); (li: Restaurant Saviunij- I'lat- (Koeh), Savigny-Platz 11

;

Tiirkisrhex Zelt, Loyen-Hextttnrant, Berliner-Str. 53 and 01; Flora, see
p. 174.

Post, Telegraph, & Telephone Offices, Berliner-Str. 02; also
five branch-offices.

Cliarlottenbnrt/, a town with oyer 1!I3,(I00 inhab. (in 1SN0 only

30,4«3), begins immediately to the W. of the Tiergarteii , about

l
3
/4 JI. from the Brandenburg (iate. It is now practically part of

Berlin, though it still retains an independent municipality, and its

present size and prosperity is entirely owing to the recent rapid

advance of its large neighbour. It lies on the site formerly occupied

by the village of Lictzmv, where Sophia Charlotte, wife of Fred-

crick I., founded a country residence at the end of the 17th century.

Beyond the Tiergarten .Station, to the right of the Wcgely-
Str., stands the Royal Porcelain Factory (PL R, 10), under the

management of Dr. Heiiieche. Adm., see p. 37: see also pp. 33, 114.

The factory was founded in Berlin in 17(11, and was acquired for the

state by Frederick the Great in 17(53. It soon employed 500 work-

men, and its wares were at one time preferred even to those of

Meissen. It was removed to the present site in ls71, and still

retains a high reputation.

The Charlottenburger Chaussee, which leads across the Tier-

garteii from the Brandenburg Gate, is continued through Charlotten-

burg bv the Berliner-Strasse. Xo. '.( in the latter street is the Royal
Glass Painting Institute (adm., sec p. 30), founded in 1S43 and

transferred hither in 1SS3. The bridge over the Landwehr Canal,
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further on, is to be rebuilt and adorned with, statues of Frederick I.

and his consort. On the left, just, beyond the bridge, rises the —
Technische Hoehschule, or Technical Academy (PL R,

7, 10), a building of imposing style and dimensions, designed by
Lueae and Hitzit/ in 1.S7H, constructed under the superintendence

of the latter and I'aschdorff, and completed in 1MS4. The exterior

is embellished with numerous sculptures. On the attic story are

allegorical groups, typifying the various studies prosecuted in the

institution. In front of the attic story of the central building are

realistic figures representing different branches of applied science.

The balustrade in front of the aula is embellished with five bronze

busts by K. Begas: Gauss, the mathematician (d. 1855), Eytelwein,

the civil engineer (d. 1*1*), Sehinkel, the architect (1841), Redten-

bacher, the mechanical engineer (d. lsG3), and Liebig, the chemist

(d. 1873).. The niches on the central building and the projecting

wings are filled with statues: viz. Erwin von Steinbach and Bra-

mante, by En eke; Andreas Schluter, by Hundrieser ; Leonardo

da Vinci, by Eberleiii; James Watt and George Stephenson, by
Keil. Bronze monuments were erected in front of the building in

1899 to "Werner Siemens (d. 1892; by Wandschneider) and Alfred

Krupp (d. 1887; by Herter).— The Academy was established in

1*79 by the union of the Architectural Academy (p. 131; founded

in 1799) and the Industrial Academy (founded in 18-21). It has a

teaching-staff of 150 and is attended by 3375 students.
A room adjoining the vestibule on the left contains a collection of

Piaster Casts, and in the corresponding room on the other side is the
Technological Museum. The central court, covered with a glazed roof
and surrounded by arcades with granite columns, has been fitted up as
the public examination and exhibition room. It contains a bronze statue
of Frederick William III. in classical costume by Kiss, the Genius of

Steam by Rensch, busts of eminent teachers, etc. In the corridor on the

first floor is an attractive bronze group by Herter, representing Art pay-
ing homage to Technical Science; at the sides are busts of Sehinkel
and Beuth. The Aula contains a statue of Emp. William I. by Hund-
rieser and is adorned with mural paintings by Spanginberg , Kbrner,
and Jatob.

On the second floor, to the left (E. & S. sides), is the Architectural
Museum (adm., see p. 37 ; director, Prof. Raschdorff), a large collection
of models and plans. Specially noteworthy are the Callenbach collection
of models of mediaeval German buildings and the competing designs for

the Cathedral, the Reichstags-Gebaude, and the Monument of William I.

In a separate room is the Beiith-Schinkel Museum, containing the col-

lections of Beuth (p. 131) and the *Works of Art left behind by Sehinkel
on his decease. The latter include landscapes and architectural paintings,

architectural plans (e. g. of the Chateau Orianda in the Crimea) , the
original sketches for the frescoes in the Old Museum, and designs for

theatre-decorations.
To the left of the main-building is the Chemical Laboratory ; farther

back, in the garden, are the Mechanico-Technical Experimental Institute
and the Testing Station for Building Materials. To the right are the
new buildings for the Machinery Department.

A little to the N., in the Sophien-Str., which diverges to the

right from the Berliner-Str., is March's Terracotta Factory, the
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exhibition- room of which is interesting. In the March-Sir., running
parallel with the Nophien-Str. farther to the W., is (\o. 2">) the Pln/-

sieihTechnieal fnstitntinii, founded at Helmholtz's suggest ion (presi-

dent, Prof. Kohlrauseh). Behind, at Wernor-Sieinens-Str. 27--JK, is

the Office of Standard Measures ('Xormal-Kichuiigs-Kommission')

and in the Krauonhofor-Str. is the building for (he Workmeiis
Welfare Permanent Exhibition.

To the S. of the Zoological (iarden Station rises (he 'Emperor
William Memorial Church (Rl.fi, 10), alatr-RomanesiiuecdihYe

hy Sell ireeliteii, erected in lSMl-O.). The main W. tower, 370 ft. high,

is the loftiest building in or near Berlin. There arc four smaller

towers at the angles. The choir is adorned with a dwarf arcade and
there are large rose-windows in the \V., X., and S. facades. The
finely executed portals also merit notice. The church is built of

tuff'stone from the Rhine, with details in sandstone, granite, and
basaltic, lava. Admission, see p. :-};">.

Passing through the W. door we first enter the Mkmhrial Haij. ( Cir-

rififhtnis- Halle; KM ft. long and 2:t ft. wide), the walls of which are

embellished with seeues from the life of Emp. William I., while the barrel
vaulted roof is richly decorated with glass-mosaics. The. centre of the
mosaic pavement is occupied by a figure of the Archangel Michael. The
apses at the sides of the vestibule are decorated with stained- glass
windows, representing (right) scenes from the life of John the Baptist,
and (left) scenes from the history of the Prophet Elijah.

The Interior of the church, which produces a handsome and spa-
cious effect, has three galleries, supported by columns of labradorite.
It is embellished with mosaics from designs by Linnemann. On the
choir-arch appear SS. Peter and Paul, hy Clrxrlxrhnj) , above whom are

angelic musicians, by Qiiensen. The wall of the Choir is embellished
with coats-of-nrms and emblems; and above the triforium gallery are

five beautiful stained-glass windows by Linnemann, representing Moses
and the four major Prophets. In the choir are statues of the Evangelists
by Janensch and Wenck ; of SS. Peter and Paul, by Haverkamp ; and
of Luther and Melanchthon, by 0. Lessing. The altar, the pulpit, and the

font are elaborate works in Istrian limestone, marble, and bronze. Beneath
the altar-canopy is a figure of Christ in the attitude of blessing, by
Srhaper. To the left of the altar is the richly decorated imperial pew,
with a Jerusalem cross in mosaic. The vaulting of the Crossing, which
is Kd ft. square and 82 ft. high, bears colossal figures (21 ft. in height)

of four archangels and four fathers of the church. Beneath hangs a

handsome circular chandelier, is ft. in diameter, ornamented with apostles'

headB. The rose-windows in the transepts, each framed in mosaic, are

filled with stained glass, by Geiges, representing the. Presentation in

the Temple and the Resurrection. The windows in the Save are filled

with scenes from the life of Christ (below) and the Christian virtues

(above). The Oroan (tai.lkky, which is intended also for concerts of

sacred music, can accommodate so musicians and 300 singers. The
organ, with a ease in forged copper, has 80 stops and 1S00 pipes. An
'echo' -attachment sounds from the roof through an opening in tin-

vaulting of the nave.
The Towkr has a peal of five bells cast from the metal of captured

cannon and worked hy electricity. The belfry-stage commands a beau-

tiful view of the W. environs of Berlin.

The Romanesque houses opposite each end of the church are

also by Sehwechten. The streets radiating from the church contain
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many handsome structures. At Kant-Str. 12, near the Stadtbahn,

is the elegantly fitted up Theater des Western (PI. G, 10; p. 20),

built in 1890 by Sehring. On the garden-terrace is the small ex-

hibition-building of the Berliner Secession (PI. G, 7, 10; adm.,

see p. 29).

In the Hardenberg-Strasse, which leads to the N.W. from the

Zoological Garden Station to the bend ('Knie') of the Berliner-Str.

(see below), is the Artillery and Enijincerinij School (PI. R, 10),

founded in 1810 and removed hither in 1876. Farther on are two

admirably designed baroque edifices by Kayser& Von Groszheim, viz.

the Academy of Music (pp. 130, 132), with a long facade towards the

Fasanen-Str., and the Academy of Art (comp. p. 56). — Trinity

Church {Trinitatis-Kirche; PI. R, 4),
8
/4 M. to the W. , is a

noteworthy building in the Brandenburg style by A'ollmer (1898).

A little to the S. of the Emp. William Memorial Church begins the
suburb of "Wilmersdorf (35,000 inhab.), now also practically a part
of Berlin. In its N. part is the Joachimsthal Gymnasium (PI. G, 11),

founded in li>07 and transferred hither in 1880 from the Burg-Str. in

Berlin. To the W. is the Rom. Cath. Church of St. Louis (PI. G, 8),

a Gothic building by Menken. The Gothic Parish Church in the old
village (to the S.) is by Spitta. — Wilmersdorf Station, on the Ring-
bahn, set- p. 23. Tramtcays, Xos. 78, si, 82, B, C, F, G, and 0.

Xear the March-!Str. (p. 173) the Berliner-Strasse makes a bend

('Knie') to the right and then leads straight to the Royal Palace.

Near the end of the street, to the right, is the restaurant Flora
(PI. R, 5), with a large palm-house and a spacious concert-room.

In front of the palace is the Luisen-Platz, in which an equestrian

statue of Emp. Frederick III., by Uphues, is to be erected by the

town of Charlottenburg. — At the beginning of the Schloss-Str.

(leading to the left) is a bronze statue of Prince Albert of Prussia
(d. 1*72), by Bbrmel and Freyberg (1901). The reliefs on the pedestal

represent the prince at the attack on Frenois and escaping capture

at Orgeres by his presence of mind.

The *Royal Palace (PL R, 2) consists of a large group of

buildings, with a total length of 550yds. The central portion,

erected by Schliiter in 1695-99, was enlarged by Eosander von
Goethe (p. 64) in 1701-7 and provided with its effective dome. The
right wing ('Neues Sehloss') was added by Knobelsdorff in 1741-42,

while the theatre at the end of the left wing and the belvedere in the

park were erected by Lanr/hans in 17s,x. — Tickets of adm., and

also tickets for the Mausoleum (p. 175) are obtained to the right, in

the first court (marked 'K' on the Plan); comp. p. 35.

Interior. At present only the apartments formerly occupied by
Frederick I., in the central part, next the garden, are shown. Emp.
Frederick III. also spent ten weeks of his last illness here (March 11th
to June 1st, 1888). The rococo decorations are well worthy of inspection.
Visitors should note the Porcelain Chamber, with Chinese porcelain
presented to Queen Sophia Charlotte by English merchants; and Wich-
mann's marble statue of the Empress Charlotte of Russia, in the round
garden-saloon.
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The entrance to the pleasant *Palack (Jakdkk, laid out hv the

eminent French landscape-gardener Le Notre in Ifi'.U, a favourite

promenade for Berliner* and Charlottenburgers, is near the small
guard-room, adjoining the W. wing, Crossing the orangery i<> the

right, turning to the left and skirting it on the farther side, and
then (guide- hoard) following an avenue of pines to the right, we
reach (in 8 min. from the entrance) the ^Mausoleum (PI. II. 2:

tickets, see p. 174), erected by Gent:: in the Doric style from Schinkel's

designs and enlarged in Isss-'.io. Queen Louise (d. isldj and her

husband Frederick William II I. (d. 1840) repose here, together with

their second son, Emperor William I. (d. l.ss.S), and the Empress
Augusta (d. lS'.HJ). The recumbent figures of the first-named pair,

executed in marble by R<iucJt
,

s masterly hand, are strikingly im-

pressive. The beautiful figure of the <|iiren, executed at Carrara and

Rome in 1S12-13, was placed here in 181;) and at once established

the sculptor's fame. The line figures of the Emperor William and

his wife, by Encke, were placed here in ls'.»4. The mourning angel

in the vestibule is also by Enake. The beautiful candelabrum on the

right, with the three Kates, is by Ranch, that on the left, with the

Horse, by Tied' ; the crucifix by Ar/iferiiidiui. Above the crucifix

is a fresco by Pfmiiisclnnidt, representing Christ in benediction,

with kneeling figures of the king and queen.
From the palace the Spandauer-Str. leads to tin- W., past the Frird-

rich-Karl-Platz (with a marble figure of Lenoir, by Polilei, to the WestentI

Station of the Riiighabu (p. 1M>. Farther to the W. are the Barracks
of Queen Elizabeth's Regiment <<f <• rruattier (laaeils, and the colony
of villas known as Westend ' Westnnl Restaurant). About l'/._, M.
to the S.W. of the last, bevnnd the trotting-cnurso (p. 3)), begins
the Gruneieatil (p. 17(1). -- The 'Spandauer Back, 1 M. to the W. of West-
end by the Spandauer Cliaussec (tramway X". R), is a popular heer-

garden commanding a view towards Spandau. About 2 1
/.! M. to the NAY.

of it is Pichelsbei (j (p. 177).

13. The Forest District between Charlotten-
burg and Potsdam.

An extensive wooded district extends to the S.W. from ('har-

lot.! en burg and Spandau (p. I'.Il'i to Potsdam, lying on the E. bank

of the Jin ivV, which expands here to the proportions of a lake (steamer

between Spandau and Potsdam, sec p. 1<>3). This district is divided

into two unequal parts by the Wiiniisra, a bay-like indentation of

the Havel; to the X.E. is the (irunewald, to the S.W., accessible

from the station of Wannsee, is the Potsdam Forest. The land-

scape of mingled wood and water, to which the more favoured parts

of the Mark of Brandenburg owe their characteristic charm, may

here be enjoyed to special advantage.
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The Grunewald is reached from Berlin by various routes.

1. Via the Stadtbahn to Grunewald Stat inn, by the suburban
trains to Potsdam (p. 180; main-line platform) or to Grtinau and
Grunewald (p. 105; local platform at all stations). — 2. Via the

Eingbahn (p. 13; 'Siidring') to Ifalensee, from any station.

—

3. By Tramway from the corner of the Link-Str. and the Potsdamer-
Str.,'or from the Nollendorf-Platz (Nos. A and B; p. 20).— 4. The
Wannsek Railway touches the S. verge of the forest at the stations

of Schlachtemee and Nikolassee (p. 177). For cyclists (pp. 42, 102)

the best route is via the Kurfilrsten-Damm.

The Grunewald, a royal forest of coniferous trees, in which is

situated the shooting-lodge of the same name, has an area of about

11.350 acres, including several lakes. It is a favourite resort of the

Berliners, and offers a refreshing change to the tourist when jaded

with sight-seeing and weary of the bustle of the city. It is proposed

to convert part of the forest into a 'people's park'.

Afternoon Excursion's from the station of Grunewald. 1. Past the
Teufels-See to I'ichelsiivrder (bridge) and T'ichelsberg, and thence via,

the Spandaner Burl- (p. 175) to the station of Wextend (p. 175), a walk
of 3 hrs. — 2. Past the Texfels-See to Schildhorn and along the bank of

the Havel to the Kaiser Withelm Turm, returning via the Saubucht
(rfmts.) to Grunewald station (31/4 hrs.). 3. Via HundekMc to Pauls-
born, and thence, skirting the Riemeister-See. the Krumme Lanke, and
the Schlachten - See ,

to Schlachtensee Station, or on via Belitzhof to
Wannsee. Station on the Wannsee Railway (p. 177; 2 or 3 hrs.). — The
walk from Grunewald station to Halensee via Hundekehle and the villa
colony of Grunewald may be taken even late in the afternoon.

Near the station of Ha leasee and within the precincts of the

forest lies the fashionable Villa Colony of Grunewald, con-

sisting chiefly of elegant and comfortable residences grouped on

the banks of a number of little lakes, some of which are artificial.

Pounded only in 1889. it already numbered 3250 inhabitants in 1902.

From the Bismarek-Platz, embellished with a statue of Bismarck
by M. Klein (1807), we may proceed to the 8. to the prettily situated

Hubert 11 ft Restaurant and Cafe Grunewald (good cuisine), or to

the S.W. by the Bismarck-Allee to the *Hundekehle Mestaurant,
lying respectively l 1

/i and 2 M. from the station. Tramways, see

above.

From the Grunewald Station p iths lead through the woods
to the W., in the direction of the Havel, to (3

1

/i M.) the peninsula

of Schildhom (restaurants), where a monument commemorates the

legendary escape of the Wendish prince Jaczo , when fleeing from
Albert the Bear. Pichelsberg (Kaisergarten Restaurant) lies iy2 M.
to the N., prettily situated in a bay opposite the island of Pichels-

werder (Koniggratzer Garten Restaurant) , which is reached by a

bridge. From Pichehdorf, on the opposite (W.) bank of the Havel,

an electric tramway plies to the station of Spandau (p. 192). About
iy2 M. to the S. of Schildhorn, on the lofty bank of the Havel (steam-
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boat pier), rises the Knitter WUhelm Turin, commanding one of
the finest views in the neighbourhood of Berlin, extending as far
as Potsdam.— To the S. of the station of (Jrunewald lie's (1 .M.)

Hnndekehle (p. 17li), l
1

/, M. beyond which is the *Pauhbom
Restaur (dit, lying within 5 niin.'s walk of the Shootiui/ Lodge of
Grunewakl, on the Grunewald-See, built in 1542 bv Ka'spar Theyss
(p. M) for Elector Joachim II. To Steglitz, see "below. Farther
on to the S.W. we pass Onkel Tom's Hiitte, a restaurant on the
Riemeister-See, then the Krntiiine Louie (another lake), and the
picturesque Schtachten-See (boats for hire; Alte Fischerhiitte
Restaurant), above the left bank of which we see the villa-colony of

the same name (p. 17*). The Grunewald comes to an end at Befifz-

hof (restaurant), situated on the Wnuvsec, (i M. from Paulsborn
and 1 31. short of the station of Wannsee. A little to the S.E. is

the station of Nikolassee (p. 178).

Wannsee is served by the suburban trains to Potsdam via Grune-
wakl (p. ISO) on the Stadtbahn (main-line platforms) and by the

trains to Potsdam from the Wannsee .Station (PI. G, 19; pp. 13," 117).— The trains on the Wannsee Railway run as far as Zehlendorf (see

p. 178) every 10 min. (during part of the day) on week-days and
every 20 min. on Sunday. The stations are as follows.

V, :

4 M. Grimsi/orselieii-St rouse.— 3 M. Friedei/an (Kaiser-Eiche

Restaurant), a villa-colony with 11,000 inhab., founded in 1871, is

also a station on the Stid-Ring (p. 13).

4 1

/ 4 31. Steglitz, a village with Ki.500 inhab., contains a water-

tower on the Fichteiiber;/ (view) and the former chateau of Field-

Marshal Wrangel (d. 1S77), now the Schloss Restaurant. Between
these is the Blind Asylum, founded in 180ti and removed hither in

1877. Tramways, Xos. D, E, and F (p. 20); also to Gross-Lichter-

felde (two lines: to the E. station at Gross-Lichterfelde and to the

Cadet School) and to Siidende.— In the fields to the S.W. of the

Fichtenberg, near the former estate of Dalilem , a new Botanic
Garden (see p. 130) is being laid out, which vies in size with Kew
Gardens near London (visitors admitted twice monthly). A special

feature in the new gardens, of interest even to non-scientific visitors,

is the arrangement of plant-types from all parts of the world on the

appropriate mountain-formations, imitated in stone from the actual

localities.— From Steglitz to Paulsborn (see above) via Dahlem
and the shooting-lodge of Grunewald is a walk of l'/4 hr.

5'/2 51. Gross - Lichterfelde (Hans Sachs Restaurant, at

the Potsdam station: Schnlz, at the Anhalt station), a villa settle-

ment with about 25,000 inhab., extends from the Potsdam railway

(Gross-Lichterfelde West Station) to beyond the Anhalt line (East

Station; suburban trains, see p. 13). Tramways ply from one station
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to the other, passing the Cadet School, and also to Steglitz (see

p. 177). In the middle of the village are a Monument to Emperor
William I., by Wenck, and the Gothic St. Paul's Church, built in

189K-1900. Near the E. station is a bronze bust of Bismarck, by

Magnussen.— At the W. end of the village is the German Central

Cadet School (1000 pupils; entr. on the X. side), which was founded

in 1717 and transferred hither from Berlin in 1«78. The 'Field-

Marshal Hall', in the school-building, contains the portraits of

01 Prussian marshals. The 'Flensburg Lion', originally erected by

the Danes at Flensburg in ls.jo after the battle of Idstedt. stands

in the court. The vestibule of the administrative building iS. side)

contains the marble statues formerly in the Wilhelnis-Platz at

Berlin (p. 113).

At (7'/a -W) Zelile.ittlorf (Kaiserhof Restaurant), a village with

hsOO inhab., the Wannsee line diverges to the right from the main
Potsdam railway. We pass ('}\'

4 M.) Schlachteusee (Restaurant

Schloss Schlachtensee) and (10 1
/., M.) Xi/.nlassee , two groups of

villas situated in thl- woods, convenient starting-points for excursions

in the Grunewald (p. 17(1).

12 M. Wannsee is the station for the villa-colony of the same

name (Kaiser Pavilion Restaurant), the handsome and sometimes

imposing houses of which are grouped in a wide curve on the ele-

vated banks of the picturesques Wannsee. At the X.K. angle of the

Stolper Loch, or Little Wannsee, opposite the Yilla Siemens and
3
/4

M. from the station, is the grave of the poet Heinrieh von Kleist,

who shot himself and his friend Henriette Yogel here in 1S11. A
walk may be taken round the W. side of the Wannsee to the

Schu-etlische Pavilion liextau rant, near a small park (I 1
/., M.), in

which are a view-tower and a reproduction of the Flensburg lion

(see above).
Stkamkk from Wannsee to Potsham, starting on week-days (Sun.

oftener) from the Kaiser Pavilion at 11.15, 2.15, 3.15, 5.15, and 6.30, and
from the Schwedisehe Pavilion 5 min. later; highly recommended. Sta-

tions: lfaueii-Imti'l, Miim-luke-, SukrtiH-, Olii'nicke Jiritlt/i', and Potsdam
(p. 180). Fare to Pfauen-lnsel 30, to Potsdam no pf. — Steamer to Sjioiiduii

see p. 193.

A road leads to the W. from Wannsee through the woods to the

(3 M.) ferry (and steamboat-station) for the Pfauen-lnsel, the

favourite resort of Fred. William III. The pleasant park laid out

by the king abounds in fine oaks. The Hoijal Villa, a specimen of

the 'romantic' taste of the lsth cent., presents the appearance of a

ruined castle, with two round towers connected by a flying bridge.

The Karalier-Haus is constructed of the materials of a Renais-

sance house brought from Dantzic. At the X. end of the island is

a Farmhouse (Meierei) built to resemble a Gothic ruin.

The road farther on skirts the Havel. On the high wooded bank

of the river rises the Church of SS. Peter <l' Paul, built in the
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Russian style by Schadow, containing the tombs of Prince Charles
(d. 1883), Princess Charles (d. Is77), and Prince Frederick Charles
(d. 1885). Beside it is the log-house of Nikohhoe' (rfmts.; view).—
About iy2

M. farther, beyond Moorlitk-e Restaurant (steamboat-
pier), situated on a bay, we ferry to Sakrinr (restaurant on the

river; steamboat-pier), with a pleasant park and the Heilaiids-

Kirche, built in the basilica style by Persius. A walk may he taken
hence through the woods to the (3 M.) Jlomer-Sclituw, an entrench-
ment opposite Nedlitz (p. 189).— The road ends at the (ilienieke

Bridge (p. 190), 1 M. from the Sakrow ferry.

Beyond Wannsee the trains of the Stadtbahn and of the Wannsee
railway use the same rails. — 14 M. Neu-Babelsberg, a group
of villas on the "W. bank of the Griebnitz-See. A steamer (20 pf.)

plies from beside the station to Klein-Clienicke and Babelsberg

(p. 190). A pleasant walk also leads to Babelsberg in l'/4 hr. via

Kohlhasenbriiek (to the E.; restaurant) and along the X. bank of

the Griebnitz-See; comp. the Map, p. 177. — The Shooting Lodge
ofStern (rfmts. from the custodian), 3'/2 M. to the S.K. of the station,

contains some memorials of King Fred. William I., its builder.

—

1G M. Nowawes-Netieiidorf. Xowawes was originally a colony of

Protestant weavers from Bohemia, established by Frederick the

Creat.— 16 :
/2 M. Potsdam.

14. Potsdam and its Environs.

A visit to Potsdam is highly recommended on account, both of

its natural beauties and its historical associations. The spacious

parks with their rivers and fountains and the palaces with their

well-preserved interiors and contemporary decorations and furniture

present us with a better picture of a royal residence of the 18th

century than can be seen even at the larger and more pretentious

palace of Versailles, which was deprived of so much of its splendour

by the Revolution. If Versailles has the advantages of a uniform

scheme in its arrangement, Potsdam has the charm of variety. The
wealth of French paintings of the 18th cent, owned by the Prussian

royal house excited universal admiration when displayed at the Paris

Exhibition of 1900.

Railways from Berlin to Potsdam.

Upwards of fifty trains run daily in both directions on the three

lines that connect Berlin with Potsdam. The journey occupies

Vj-1 hr. ; fares by suburban trains from the Potsdam Station or the

Friedrich-Strasse Station, 75, 50 pf.

1. Potsdam Main Line (station, P1.C,19; pp.1, 117). The long

12*
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distance trains stop at no intermediate station and have no reduced

fares. A suburban service, with its terminus at (Im 1
,^ M.) W'thlpark

(»/* M. from the Xew Palace, p. 188) or (2172 31.) Werder (p. 192),

calls at (1372 31.) Neu-Babelsbeiy, (16 31.) Potsdam, and (17 1
/, 31.)

Charlotterthof (10 min. by the Waldemar-Str. from the S. entrance

to the park of Sanssouci).

2. Wannsee Railway (station, PI. G-, 19), trains to Potsdam every

hour; comp. pp. 177-179.

3. Stadtbahn (main line platforms). Beyond Charlotteitbiny

these trains call at G rinieivald (6 31. from Friedrich-Xtrasse Station,

p. 17(1), traverse the Gruncwald, and beyond (11 31.) NihAuxxee
follow the route described cm pp. 17s, 179.

Potsdam.

Hotels. At the railway-station: Eisenbahn-H6tei. , with a garden
on the Havel, R. 2-3, B. »/4 , U. (12-4) li/

2 -It. — In the town: *H8t. zum
Eixsieoi.ek , Schloss-Str. 8; Staut Koniosberg, Brauer Str. 1, with a
veranda on the. Havel, R. 2-5, B. 1, D. 2'/a-3 JL ; Deutsches Haus, Schloss-
Str. li, R. 2i/

a-4, B. 1, D. (12.45-3.30) l»/4 ,
pens, ti JL; Zimmekmann, Branden-

burg-Str. 31, popular; Hospice ani> Family Pension, Kaiser Wilhelm Str.,

R. 2-ti, B. 3/4 , dej. 1, 1). (1 p.m.) li/a, S. (7.30 p.m.) 1, pens. 3V-.-7 JL, with
baths and a garden.

Restaurants. *Baihcaij Bestaurant, D. (12-5) 3 -#. — In the town:
*Zum SjchuUhei^s, beside the Stadt-Schloss (steamhoat-pier), dej. (9-12.30)

•iT&- (12.36-5) SJL, with a terrace on the Havel ; X/erft, Wilhelm-Platz 9,

D. (1-3) 2 JL; Dornuth (Vienna Cafe), Nauener-Str. 29, D. li/
3
-2 t*; Hor-

nless (wine-room), Weiss (confectioner), Nauener-Str., Nos. 34a and 33;
Cafe Sanssouci, outside the BrandenburgGate.— In the environs : * Wacker-
iitaiin's Hbhe, on the Brauhausherg (p. 191), with garden and view-tower,
D. (12-4) 2 JL.; Zum Obelisketi, Obelisken-Str. 4, outside the Brandenburg
Gate; Cafe, near the Orangerie; *Wild)>ark Station (see p. 188), dej.

(9-1) 1, D. (1-5), Vj.^JL, with garden. — In Klein-Glienickc: *Glieuicke
(Fernau), on the Berlin highroad, dej. 2'/.j, B. from 3 JL, with garden;
Biiryershof, in the village (steamhoat-pier), D. (12-3) from li/

2 JL, with
garden on the lake ; Babelsberg, opposite the main entrance to the park,
I). 2'/2 JL, with garden.

Post and Telegraph Office, by the canal, at the corner of the
Wilhelm-Platz.

Cabs. First class (for 1-2 persons only): per drive within the town
75 pf.; outside the town per 'A, hr. 75 pf., 1/2 hr. I 1

/., JL, 3
/4 hr. l»/2 , 1 hr.

2 JL, for each additional »/4 hr. 50 pf. more, a
whole day 12 JL
Second class: for 1/4 hr

'/» hr
3
/4 hr
1 hr

To Babelsberg, Sakrow, Moorlake . . .

To Pfauen-Insel, Templin, Baumgartenbriick
Luggage 25 pf.

Fares by time: 6 hrs. 12 JL, 12 hrs. 15 JL, for 1-5 persons
at night. Larger vehicles according to bargain.

Steamboats (in summer only; recommended). 1. From the Lange
Brileke (Eisenbahn Hotel), a. At 11 a.m. and hourly from 1.45 to 7 p.m.

1 -2 pers. 3 pers.

— 50 — 75
— 75 1 —
1 — 1 25
1 50 1 75
150 175
3 — 3 50

4-5 pers.

1 25"

150
1 75

4 —

Double fares
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(on Sun. at S. 9.15, and 11 |>.m. and everv '/., lir. in the afternoon), In
Ulienicke (p. 100; 20 pf.), Sakroir (p. 17!i). ihmrhike (p. ITU; 3(1 pf., return-
fare on week-days 50 pf.i, the I'fancn-Inxel (p. 178; In, liOpf.). and H'didMce
(|i. 177; HO, 80 pf.). - ft. Twice or tliriee every afternoon inn Sun. everv lir.

from 2 p.m.), to the Glienieker Uriicke, the Meierei, and Xeilli/r: ip. 'i'.mi;

.10. 50 pf.). — <-. Three or four times in the afternoon lofteiicr on Sun.) to
the h'iewitt, Ttirnmi; Tempi in, ('ii)iiith, Ilaiiiiii/arlrnbriirk, and U'enlrr
(p. 102; 30-KO pf.). - (I. On Mini, a trip is generally made round the 'Is-

land of Potsdam' ('Potsdamer Werder"), touching at the 111 irniekrr liriirkr,
the Meierei, and Xetllitr: (1 hrs. ; 1 JL), starting at :!.15 p.m. Restaurant
on board.

2. From the Lange Brticko (Schiilthciss Restaurant) twice every
morning and five timeR every afternoon to (,'lieuirke (Biirgersliol Res-
taurant; p. 100), Glienieker Uriicke, Mnnrlake, Meierei, and Xeillitzifari;
30 pf., return-ticket 50 pf.). The steamers run in connection with the
steamers plying on the Griebnitss-Sce between Neu-Bahelsberg station and
Glienickc (romp. p. 170).

Steamboats to Spamlau, see p. 103; to Hi'rlin, sec p. 23.

Tramways. From the Railway Station: 1. To (ilienicke (p. 100;
cars changed at the canal); 2. By the Willnlin-Platz to the llrniitlcn-

burger Thar (near Sanssouci) and by the Luiseu-Str. to the Yiktoria-
Stranse, near (Jharlottenhnf (p. 188); 3. By the Wilhclm-Platz (with change
of cars) to the Allee-Kt,:, near the New Garden (p. ISO). - 1. From the

Wilholm-Platz to Glienickc. Fares 10-15 pf.

The Fountains of Sanssouci usually play in summer on Sundays,
from noon till 7 p.m. The great fountain also plays on Tuesday and
Thursday, 3-7 p.m.

The Royal Palaces are usually open from 10 to li (Sun. 110) in

summer; 10-4 in winter. Admission to the Town Palace (p. 183], the

(xarrison Church (p. 184), the Mausoleum of Emp. Frederick III. ip. 185),

Sanssouci (p. 18(i), the Picture Gallery (p. 187), the Orangery (p. 1X7), the

New Palace (p. 188; from the middle of Jan. to the end of April, or in

the absence of the royal family), the Marble Palace (p. 180). and Babels-
berg (p. 100) is granted by ticket (2ft pf. for each po'rs..; no feci.

Smoking is prohibited in the royal gardens, except at Rabelsberg
and at the Orangery.

Plan of Excursion. One day is insufficient for the excursion
to Potsdam, unless only the chief points be visited and a free use of

cabs be made. In any case visitors are recommended to he at the Tnirn

ItUace (p. 183) punctually at 10 a.m., when the first party is admitted.

Thence take the tramway to the Brandenburg Gate (p. 185), and walk
to the Frierlens-Kirche, Snnxsouei (p. 180), and the Orangery (P

;

\*~')-

In good weather a cab is usually to he found here, near the cafe, for

the drive to the Xeir Pallid' (p. 188). If the latter be closed to visitors,

walk from the Orangery via Charlottonhof to the Viktoria-Strassc, and

return by tramway to the town. In the afternoon drive via the I'flngxt-

berg (p. 180). past the Marble I'ahiee (p. 180), and via (Ilienicke to

Babelsberg (p. li)o), returning to Berlin from the station of NYu-Babels-
herg (p. 170).

An alternative plan for one dav is as follows. Take the train (p. 1 <'-')

to Xen-Babelsberg and the steamboat (p. 178) thence to Ktein-Glienicke.

Walk to *Babelsberq J'alare and through the park, passing the (lerichts-

Laube and the Flaiow- Turin (*View) to the Havel. Cross by boat to

I'Otsdam (Holzmarkt-Str. ; sec p. 100) and visit the Town 1'alace about

midday. Then take the tramway to the Brandenburg Gate; walk to

Sanssouci and the Orangery, and proceed thence cither to U'ililjiark

Station or'to the tramway in the Luisen -Strasse, which takes us to

Potsdam station.

Cycling Route (comp. p. 102; cycles are not admitted to the royal

parks). After visiting the Toicn Palace proceed via the Alimarkl,
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Schloss-Str., Plantage, Bdcker-Str., and Charlotten-Str. , to the Caft
Scmssouci outside the Brandenburg Gate, where cycles may be left

Visit the Friedens-Kirche. Then ride via the Obelisken-Strasse, passing
the historic windmill, to the Cafe' below the Orangery, where the cycle
is again left. Then, on foot, visit Sanssouci, the Picture Gallery,
the Great Fountain, Charlottenhof, the New Palace, and the Orangery
Mounting once more, ride past the Russian Chapel and via the Pfingst
berg to the Dairy in the New Garden (leave cycle). Visit the MarbU
Palace on foot. Ride via the Grosse Weinmeister-Strasse, AUe'e-Strasse
flpandauer-Strasse, Nauener-Strasse, Am Canal, the Berlin Gate, and th<

Neue KSnigs- Strasse to the Glienicke Bridge (which must be crossed or.

foot) and to the Biirgershof Restaurant in Klein-Glienicke (leave cycle).

Visit Babelsberg on foot, and finally ride back to Potsdam. — Before cross-

ing the Glienicke Bridge a digression may be made to the left to the

Boating Station (p. 190).

Potsdam (58,500 inhab., garrison 7000), the seat of government

for the province of Brandenburg and the frequent residence of the

imperial court, is charmingly situated on the Potsdamer Werder,
an island in the Havel, which here expands into a series of lakes

and is bounded by wooded hills. The town , first mentioned in the

10th cent., is of ancient Slavonic origin, but was of no importance

until the Great Elector founded the original town-palace. It

is indebted for its modern splendour to Frederick William I. and

still more to Frederick the Great, who generally resided at Pots-

dam. From the reign of the latter date the present Town Palace

and the Palace of Sanssouci, the interiors of which are among the

finest examples of the then prevalent rococo style, and also the

gorgeous New Palace and a large part of the royal parks. The

Marble Palace, in the incipient 'classicist' style, was built by

Frederick William II.; Frederick William III. began the Church

of St. Nicholas and laid out the park on the Pfauen-Insel. Frederick

William IV., while still crown-prince, erected the Charlottenhof,

a charming work in the developed classicist style, and after he

came to the throne added, besides the Priedens-Kirche and the

church of Sakrow, the Orangery and the erection on the Pfingstberg,

two highly effective examples of the Italian decorative style. In

the Gothic palace of Babelsberg, built by William I. before he be-

came king, we recognize the influence of the romantic Khenish

school. The edifices and gardens at Glienicke, designed by Schinkel

for Prince Charles, are of greater artistic importance.— The royal

influence extended even to the private buildings. Frederick William I.

erected a Dutch quarter, and Frederick the Great adorned the main

streets with reproductions of the fagades of Italian palazzi. On the

whole, the older parts of Potsdam present as monotonous an appear-

ance as Versailles.

Potsdam is the true cradle of the German army. From Potsdam

Frederick William I. issued the regulations for the promotion of

uniformity of drill and discipline in the army, which he had previ-

ously tested on his gigantic grenadiers. Every regiment had an-

nually to send a detachment^a«fiMMMai^B^Hwissioned officers.
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and men to Potsdam, where the king personally demonstrated to

them the application of his regulations. To this day the numerous
soldiers, especially the picked men of the regiments of guards f,

form the most characteristic feature in the streets of the town.

The Railway Station is situated in the Teltow Suburb, on

the left (E.) bank of the Havel. The Lrwr/e Briicke , which leads

thence to the town, rests partly on the "W. end of the 'Freundschafts-

Insel' and is adorned with eight typical figures of soldiers since the

time of the Great Elector, by Herter (lSOo).— On the island, close to

the bridge, is an Equestrian Statue ofEmperor William I.,

by Herter, erected in 1900. A goddess of victory is seated in front

of the pedestal, which is embellished with reliefs of Prince William

as 'galloper' at Bar sur Aube in 1814 and of the Entry into Paris

in 1871. From beside the monument we command a view, to the

S., of the Brauhausberg, with the Military Academy, while from
the bridge we have a view, to the E. . of the Church of the Holy
Ghost and Babelsberg.

On the right bank, in the middle of the street, stands the lime-

tree where petitioners used to station themselves in order to attract

the attention of Frederick the Great, when he was in residence at

the Town Palace.

The *Town Palace, or Stadt-Schlosx, originally erected about

1(570, but dating in its present form from its reconstruction by

Knobolsdorff about 1750, is a remarkable specimen of the dignified

classic, style, built at the zenith of the rococo period. The excellent

materials used and the admirable taste displayed in the execution

of the interior place it on a very high level. Only the apartments

on the groundfloor of the S. main building and the W. wing are

shown (adm., see p. ISl; tickets at the X.E. angle of the court).

Main Buinmxc;. Frederick the Great's richly decorated apartments,
with sumptuous furniture and noteworthy pictures by Pater, Lancret, and
Posne, have been preserved in their original condition. Adjoining the
Library, which is separated from the Bedroom by a massive silver

balustrade only, is a Cabinet with double doors, from which the dining-

table could be let down by means of a trap-door, and where the king
occasionally dined with his friends without risk of being overheard by
his attendants. The Study in the S.E. angle is noteworthy. (The library

and bedroom arc still frequently used for royal christenings.) — In the
centre is the Marble Salaon, built by the Great Elector and richly deco-

rated by Frederick the Great. Tt contains a ceiling-painting, four large

allegorical paintings, and three bronze reliefs, referring to the achieve-

f The garrison consists of the 1st regiment of l^oot Guards, a bat-

talion of Riflemen of the Guards, the Gardes du Corps, the Hussars of

the Life Guards, the 1st and 3rd regiments of Lancer Guards (Uhlans),

and the 2nd and 4th regiments of the Field Artillery Guards. The In-

fantry Instruction Battalion, to which officers, non-commissioned officers,

and men from all regiments in the German army (with the exception of the

Bavarian contingent) are temporarily attached from April 15th to Oct. 1st,

serves the same purpose as the above-mentioned arrangement of Fred-

erick Willi!
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rnents of the Great Elector. The adjoining; *Bronze Saloon, with its
white panelled walls and minors adorned with charming bronze-gilt
ornaments hy J. M. Rambly and Schwitzcr, is an admirable example of
rococo decoration. Over the tin-place is a double portrait of King Frederick
William I. and Augustus the Strong, by Silvestre. The handsome French
clock opposite should he noticed. -- To the right are the Recej'tioii Rooms,
containing paintings hy Hasenpfiug, Begas, G-udin, etc., and marble groups
by F. Wolff and Miiller.

West Wino. The so-called Russian Suite is used for distinguished
guests. — The Apartment* of Frederick William I. contain a few pictures
painted by Unit monarch 'in tormentis' (i.e. during attacks of gout),
and also a large equestrian portrait of him by t'aniphausen. Adjoining is

the tasteful Theatre. — The Oranien Kammern contain some old tapestry.
- The Ajiartmeiits of Frederick William III. and his consort Queen

Louise in the X. part of the W. wing are not generally shown.

In front of the palace, on the bank of the Have], extends the

Lustgarten, with a colonnade and fountain, decorated with statues

of the early 18th century. Near the fountain are bronze busts of

personages eminent at the period of the war of liberation, by Ranch.
A bronze statue of Frederick AVilliam I. by Hilt/as (a replica of

that in the Berlin Arsenal) was erected here in l.ss ;
") on the side

next the parade-ground, where he used to drill his gigantic grena-

diers. The spring review of the garrison still takes place here.

To the X. of the palace is the Ai,tmakkt, in which is an Obelisk,

75 ft. in height, embellished with medallion portraits of the (Jreat

Elector and the first three kings of Prussia.

The Church of St. Nicholas , in the Altmarkt, erected in

1x30-37 from a plan by Schiukel, a lofty edifice of cubical form

with a dome added in 1842-50, contains a large fresco in the apse

(Christ with the apostles and evangelists), by Scliiukel , and four

prophets by Cornelius, in the spandrels of the vaulting under the

dome. Fine view from the open colonnade of the dome. (Sacristan

at the parsonage, adjoining the church on the right.)

The neighbouring Rathaus, the gable of which is adorned

with a gilded figure of Atlas bearing the globe, was built in 1754.

Adjoining the royal palace is the Barberini Palace, erected by

Frederick the (Jreat in imitation of the palace of that name at

Rome. — At the corner of the Xeue Markt and Schloss-Str. is the

simple Kabinetts-Haas, fitted up in 1900 for the crown-prince. The

house in the Neue Markt, in which Frederick William III. was born

in 1770, is indicated by a tablet.

The Garrison Church, 5 min. to the W. of the palace, was

built by Gerlach in 1731-35. A vault under the pulpit contains

the remains of Frederick the Great and of his father Frederick

William I., the founder of the church. In this church Frederick

William III. and Alexander I. ratified their alliance on Nov. 4th,

1805. A number of flags, chiefly French, captured in 1813-15 and

in 1870-71 , are suspended on each side of the pulpit. The peal of

bells in the tower chimes at the hours and half-hours. Adm., see
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p. 181. — To the \V. is the large Military Orphminr/e. To the X.,

in the Planlage, is a bronze replica of the statue of Frederick the

Great, by Uphues (p. Kili).

The Wilhelm-Platz, skirted by the tramway, is adorned with a

St nlvc of Frederick William III., designed by King (1845). On
Ihe E. side is the handsome new /'«*•( Cffirc. — To the X.E., in the

Bassin-Platz, are the Frcv.clt Church, built by Knobelsdorff in

1752, and the liomtut. Catholic Chttrcli , designed by Salzcnberg

ll8(i7-70). The pavilion, known as the Tabaks-Collegium ('Tobacco

College'), in the same square, has no demonstrable connection with

Fred. William I. (comp. p. 195). — The Offizier-Cash/.o, to the left,

in the Waisen-Str., near the Brandenburger-Str., was built by Schin-

kel in 1823-24.

At the W. end of the Brandenburger-Str. rises the Brandcit-

burtj Gate, erected in the form of a Roman triumphal arch by

I'nger in 1770. On a hill near the gate a Statue of Emperor Fred-

crick, in bronze, from Bormel's design, is to be erected in 1903. Out-

side the sate, to the SAW of the Luiseu-Platz, lies the Brandenburg

Suburb, with the Church, of the Redeemer (Erli'igcr-Kirchc), by

Mfickel, and the station of Char/o/teithof (p. 188).— The Obelisken-

Str. leads to the X. to the main entrance of the Park of Sanssouci

(p. 1815; beside the obelisk) and to the so-called }Veiiibcrr/$-Tiit>r,

erected by Fred. "William IV. in 1852 in honour of the return id'

his brother (afterwards Etnp. William I.) from the campaign in

Baden (1849). The sculptures on the latter are by Scbievelbein and

Blaser.

The usual entrance, however, to the Park of Sanssouci is by

the 'Green Gate', reached by an avenue bearing a little to the right

from the Brandenburg Gate. On the right, shortly before the gate

is reached, rises the *Friedens-Kirche, or Church of Peace, in

the earlv-C'hristian basilica style, designed by Persius, and com-

pleted in 1850, the favourite building of Fred. William IV. The

detached campanile is 130 ft. in height. In the Atrium (the 'para-

dise' of the ancient basilicas), in front of the church, stand Ranch'*

*Group of Moses, Aaron, and Hur, and (in the centre) a copy of

Thorvtddsen* Kisen Christ. To the S. of the atrium are cloisters,

the entrance to which from the park is formed by a terracotta re-

production of the entrance to the abbey-church of Heilsbronn. In

the cloisters are a few fragments of early-Christian sculptures.

The somewhat bare Istekioh of the basilica, home by sixteen Ionic

columns in black marble, contains, in front of the chancel, the burial-

vaults of Frederick William IV. (d. 18(U) and his Queen Elizabeth (d. 1873).

The apse is adorned with an old Venetian mosaic from the church of

San Cipriano di Malamocco, representing Christ, Mary, and Peter on the

right, and John the Baptist and St. Cyprian on the left.

On the X. side of the atrium is the Mausoleum of Emp.
Frederick III. (adm., sec p. 181), erected by Raschdorff in 1890
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in imitation of the chapel of Innichen in Tyrol. The interior of the
circular domed structure is supported by nine columns of labra-
dorite. The marble *Sarcophagus of the emperor (d. 1888) and
those of his sons Waldemar and Sigismund are by R. Begas, to

whom has been entrusted the execution of that for the Empress
Victoria (d. 1901). In the altar-niche is a *Pieta by Rietschel (1845).

The dome is embellished with mosaics of angels, after Eivald's
designs.

Entering the *Park of Sanssouci by the green gate and
bearing to the right, we soon reach the Great Fountain (p. 181),

the water of which rises to a height of 130 ft. The twelve figures

surrounding the basin are French works of the 18th century. The
Mercury (eopy; original in the Old Museum, p. 74) and the Venus,
by Pigalle, were presented by Louis XV.; the figures of Hunting
and Fishing are by Lambert Sigisbert Adam, and most of the

others are by his brother Francois Gaspard Adam. The fountain

is situated in the broad main avenue which intersects the park from
E. (Obelisk, p. 185) to W. (New Palace, p. 188). The equestrian Statue

of Frederick the Great in Carrara marble, to the S. of the Great

Fountain, is freely copied from Eauch's celebrated work (p. 56).

A broad flight of steps, 66 ft. in height, intersected by six

Terraces, ascends from the great fountain to the palace. On the

highest terrace two elegant fountains project their water in the

form of bells. Frederick the Great's greyhounds are buried at the

E. end of this terrace. The king expressed a wish to be buried at

the foot of the statue of Flora here ('Quand je serai la, je serai

sans souci').

The *Palace of Sanssouci, a building of one story, erected

by Knobelsdorff for Frederick the Great from the king's own sketches

in 1745-47, and that monarch's almost constant residence, stands

on an eminence above the town. The terrace on the N. side is en-

closed by a semicircular colonnade. Frederick's rooms are still

preserved almost unaltered ; they are interesting on account of their

rococo decorations as well as for their historical associations (adm.,

see p. 181 ; tickets obtained at the rear of the palace).
The West Wing contains Voltaire's Room, with interesting wood-

carving, and Fred. William IV.'s Boom, in which he died in 1861. — In
the Central Building is the oval Dining Boom, the S. side of which
can be thrown open to the terrace. The figures of Apollo and Urania
are by Fr. G. Adam (comp. above). The king's famous round table is

shown here. — Bast Wing. The Audience Boom and the adjacent apart-
ments are hung with admirable *Paintings by Watteau, Pater, and Lancret,
and contain handsome furniture. — The clock in the Concert Saloon, which
Frederick was in the habit of winding up, is said to have stopped at

the precise moment of his death (2.20 a.m., 17th Aug., 1786). The wall-
paintings in this room are by Pesne; handsome ceiling. — Frederick
the Great's Apartment. This room, in which he died, was reconstructed
the same year by his successor. Graff's portrait of Frederick represents
him at about the age of fifty six. In 1899, a marble *Statue by Magnussen,
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representing the 'last moments of Frederick the Great', was placed at
the window, by which the king expired. — The Library, charmingly de-
corated in the rococo style, contains a few antique busts, the best of
which is one of Homer. The walls are decorated in cedar-wood and gilt-
bronze. — The Gallery, with paintings by Watt-can and his school, leads
to the ramie Room, behind the dining-room, where our visit terminates.

The Picture Gallery occupies a separate building to the E.,

the interior of which is lavishly decorated with stucco (adm., see

p. 1st ; keeper usually in the gallery). It contains a few good
works by Mtibens (Diana bathing; Holy Family; Repentant Mag-
dalen), Van Dyck (Four Evangelists; Cupid skating), Rembrandt
(a small, early work, of 11128), Cranach, Cornells run Haarlem,
Hans Bcddnng Grien, and P. Molenaer. There are also several

works by the two Van der Werffs, some good examples of Jan
Brueghel, and paintings by Pesne, Graff (Iffland the actor as

Pygmalion), etc. A small room at the back contains a costly vase

of bloodstone.— The Grotto of Neptune, a little to the E., is a

relic of tbe architectonic decoration of the Park of Sanssouci in

the reign of Frederick the Great. In front of it stands a repro-

duction of the statue of Frederick by Uphues (p. l(i(>).

From Sanssouci a path leads in 1

/i hr. to the Titdnrnhery, an

eminence with artificial ruins, beneath which is the reservoir for the

fountains of Sanssouci. The water is pumped into it from the Havel

by means of steam-engines. The tower (fee) commands a beautiful

and extensive prospect. Efmts. from the keeper.

The way to the Orangery leads to the W. from Sanssouci past

the famous Windmill, the owner of which is said to have refused

to sell it to Frederick the Great (now royal property).

The '"Orangery, an extensive structure in the Florentine style,

330 yds. in length, was completed in 1851! from plans by Nrsuc.

The facade is embellished with numerous modern statues; and in

front of the central building is a marble statue of Fred. William IV.,

the builder, by Blaser (1873). The towers command a wide *View.

On the terrace is a copy of the Farnesc Bull, in bronzed zinc.

Below are two ancient sarcophagi, used as fountain -troughs. The

astronomical instruments from the former Jesuit college at Pekin,

brought to Europe by the German troops in 1901, are also placed

on this terrace. These magnificent specimens of Chinese bronze-

casting are stated by the Bev. Father Verbiest to have been finished

by Chinese artists in 1(173.

The Central Saloon contains forty-eight ('opien from Raphael and
numerous original sculptures by Steivhiiuxer, Troschel, Iinhof, Vans, and
Beri/es. — Malachite Saloon: Thorvahlseii, Head of Antinous, and Head
of a shepherd; Troschel, Bacchus; doner, Statuette of Fred. William IV.

Paintings: 0. Achenbach, Park near Frascati, etc.— Amber Room: *Ranfh,
Danaid :

good Berlin and Dresden china.— Tortoise Shell Room : E. Tlili/e-

bram/t, Views in Palestine.

The beautiful terraced garden with its clipped hedges is main-
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tained in the style of the 10th century. In the Maulbeer (mulberry)

Allee, below the Orangery, to the S., is a Cafe, opposite which is

the halting-place for cabs. On the right of the Maulbeer Allee, to

the AV. of the cafe, lies the PararMes-Garlen, which contains a

charming Atrivrn in the (ireek style (shortest route to the New
Palace, see below). To the E. of the cafe the Allee divides the

,Xortliern. (lai-deii (on the left) from the 'Sicilian- Harden'' (on the

right). In the latter are figures of a colossal Archer, by M. Geyger,

and of a *Girl drawing water, by E. Wolff.

To the S. of the Sicilian Garden, on the other side of the main
avenue (conip. p. 1X0 and the Alap, p. 17!l), are the Sea Horse
Foil ida in, by Kiss, and the Japanese House (called the 'ape-

saloon' by Frederick the Great). Farther on (best route over the

bridge at the end of the Lenne-Str.) is the Iioman Bath House
(fee), containing a valuable bath of jasper, a copy of the antique

mosaic of the Battle of Alexander, etc. — In 2f> min. from the

Orangery we reach the —
Charlottenhof, originally an unpretending country-house,

but tastefully transformed by Schinkel in 1X20 into an Italian

villa. The vestibule contains reliefs by Tharvaldsen, a bust of

Schinkel by h'anch, etc. In one of the rooms is a chair of steel

and silver, made by Peter the (treat. Two rooms contain memor-
ials of A. von Humboldt. (Castellan on the sunk floor; fee.)—
The Wild-par/: Station (p. ISO) is :)

/4 M. from here.

AVe now skirt the AV. portion of the park of Sanssouci (closed

to the public in summer and autumn) in order to visit the New
Palace, which lies 1 Al. from the Orangery, about 1 */

4
AI. from the

Charlottenhof, and 1

/2 AI. from AVildpark Station. The —
-New Palace, the summer-residence of the present emperor,

was planned by Frederick the Great during the Seven Years' AVar

as a visible proof of his power and wealth and was built by him in

1703-09 at a cost of 450,000/. The plans were furnished by ./. (J.

Buring of Hamburg, who followed Dutch and English models.

The main building is 70(1 ft. in length, and the central portion, sur-

mounted by a dome, has three stories. The chief facade is turned

towards the E., overlooking the park. To the AV., behind the palace,

are the (\mnniuix, intended as quarters for the royal retinue,

picturesquely designed buildings by A', von Gwitttrd, united by a

semicircular colonnade. The palace and the communs together form

an imposing pile, though the execution of the details is sometimes

careless. The sculptures are mediocre, but the effect of the weathered

sandstone figures against the red brick background is very pleasing.

Emperor Frederick III., who was born in the palace in 1831, resided

in it for a considerable time as crown-prince, and died there in

June 1888. William II. has thoroughly restored the building and
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has added a large terrace, with candelabra by Schott, on the side

next the garden. Adm., see p. LSI ; entrance in the S. Wing.
The Interior contains about 2O0 rooms, tin- fanciful decoration of

which speaks highly for the decorators employed by Frederick the Great,
although the elegant execution of the rooms "in the Town Palace is far
from being equalled here. — Ground Floor. The Apartment* of Fre-
derick the Great contain relics of that monarch and a portrait of Vol-
taire drawn by him. The *Shell Saloon is inlaid with shells, the friezes
with minerals and precious stones, and contains reminiscences of Wil-
liam II.'s visits to N. Europe. In the other rooms are good French works
by Watteaii, Lane ret, and Pater. The Theatre lias seats for 500 persons.— On the First Floor are numerous old pictures. In the Marble or
Concert Room (100 ft. long): Van Loo, Ganymede introduced to Olympus
(ceiling-painting), Sacrifice of Iphigenia; 1'esne, Rape of Helen. — In the
Ball Room: G. Reni, Lucretia, Diogenes; L. Gionltinn, Judgment of
Paris, Rape of the Sabines.

The castellan also keeps the key of the Antique Temple, con-

taining an admirable marble *>Statue of Queen Louise by Ranch,
somewhat more realistic than that at Charlottenburg(p.l75). Oppo-
site to it is the elegant Temple of Friendship, erected by Gontard
by order of Frederick the Great to the memory of his sister the

Margravine of Bayreuth, and containing her statue.

An avenue, IV4 M. long, running to the W. behind the palace, in-

dicates the contemplated extension of the park in that direction.

To the X. of Potsdam, about 1
i2

M. from the Xauener Thor,

is the colony of Ale.candrotvka, consisting of fourteen houses and
a Greek chapel, built in 1*26 by Frederick William III. for the

accommodation of the Russian musicians who were at that time

attached to the 1st Regiment of Guards.

On the *Pfingstberg, which rises in the vicinity, stands a

handsome ornamental building, enclosing a reservoir. The two
towers afford an extensive view of the environs, with Berlin, Span-

dau, Xauen, and Brandenburg in the distance, most striking by
evening-light. A carriage road ascends to the summit of the hill.

The castellan lives in the X.E. tower. — To the W. lies the large

Drill Ground (Bornstadter Feld). About 3 M. to the N. of the

Xauener Thor is the village of Nedlitz (restaurants; steamboat,

see p. 181), opposite which is the Romer-Schanze (p. 179).

To the E. of Alexandrowka, near the tramway-terminus (p. 181),

lies the Nkue Gartkn, or New Garden, distinguished for its fine

examples of foreign trees. In the E. part of the garden, on the

Heilige-See, rises the graceful —
Marble Palace, begun in 1786 by Gontard and continued in

1788-96 by K. G. Langhans for Fred. William II., who died here in

1797. It was completed by Fred. William IV. in 1844. Portions of

the former decorations of the park of Sanssouci (p. 186) have been

utilized in the colonnade. Emp. William II. occupied this palace

before his accession (18Xl-,ss). Adm., see p. 181 ; the custodian lives

in the right wins-

.
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In the Court, in front of the palace, Prometheus, by E. Wolff. In
the Arcades, scenes from the Niebelungenlied and views of the Rhine
and the Danube by Kolbe and Hesse. The Interior contains marble
sculptures by Ranch, Tassaert E. Wolff, and Truxchel. and pictures by
Ifnikfrt and others. In the Oriental Cabinet is a costly table, presented
by Empress Catherine II. to Frederick the Great. — In the large Dining-
Kuoni are marble busts of Emp. William II. and the Empress Fred-
erick, by H. Began.

On the Jungfem-See, to the X. of the palace, lies the Melerel,

or dairy (ri'mts.); ferry to the woods between Sakrow and the

Riimer-Sehanze, see p. 17'.l; steamboats, see p. lKl.— To the \Y. of

the palace is Kongsitds, a boating-station built in the Norwegian
style, y._, hr. from the (lite n'teke Bridge (see below). The roval

yachts 'Alexandra' and 'Royal Luise' lie here. Numerous attractive

footpaths.

To the E. ok Potsdam we ferry from the Holzmarkt-Slr., out-

side the Berliner Thor, to Babelsberg (see below). The Xeue Kiinig-

.Strasse, which begins at the Berliner Thor, passes the Barrack* of
the Hussar (i minis (right) and of the (lartles tin Corps (left) to

the C'/ienicke Bridge (tramway, see p. LSI ). The bronze groups

before the latter barracks (soldiers of the regiment leading horses)

are by Kiss.

At Klein- G-lienicke (see p. 1711), beyond the bridge, is situated

a Palace, built by Prince Charles (d. Ls,s3), now the property of

his grandson, Prince Frederick Leopold.
The beautiful *Park, laid out by Lenne and Prince Piiekler, is ac-

cessible with special permission only. Close to the road to the G-lienicke

bridge are the 'Xrityirrttr', or entrance-court, and a Rotitmla, built by
Schinkel in imitation of the monument of Lysicrates at Athens. Far-

ther on are the l'axi»o, with a large number of Renaissance sculptures,

and a 'restoration' of the court of an old monastery, the older parts
of which came from Murano, with a collection of medieval church
utensils.

Farther along the Babelsberg road, on the right, is Prince Fred-

erick Leopold's Palace, originally a hunting-lodge of the Great

Elector, whose bust is placed above one of the gates, in the rococo

style, recently restored and enlarged (no admittance).— Farther on

are the Biirgershof Ilestatiraitt (steamboat, see p. Lsl) and the

pier for the steamers on the G liebnitz-See (to the station of Neii-

Babelsberg, see p. 17!t). Opposite, to the N., rises the Bottcher-

Berg, surmounted by a loggia, commanding a fine ^Panorama.
Another ascent leads from the Glienicke Restaurant on the road to

Wannsee.

About 1

/i
M. to the S. of the steamboat-pier, beyond the Teltow

Canal connecting the Criebnitz-See with the Havel, is the principal

entrance to the park and the palace of Babelsberg, a visit to which

occupies l'/2 hr.

The picturesque chateau of *Babelsberg was erected in the

English Gothic style by Schinkel in 1835. and extended in 1S43-49
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by Straek. It stands in a beautiful park, laid out by Prince

Piickler. The interior of the chateau is simply but tastefully deco-

rated in the unassuming style which prevailed in (Jeriniiny about

the middle of last century. Emp. William T. invariably spent the

latter half of summer here, and his study and bedroom as well as

the reception rooms are shown to visitors. The walls are hung with

numerous works of art, mainly of the early Berlin and Diisseldorf

schools. Memorials of the campaigns of 1S49, lsii4, 1S(>(>, and 1.S70-71

are also preserved here. The windows command charming views.

— In front of the palace is the Gi'rhard Fountain; and behind the

palace is a monument with the Archangel Michael, by Kiss.

A walk through the park is recommended (guide-posts). To

the S.W. stands the Gericltts- Batdje, a Gothic portico originally

attached to the old Eathaus in Berlin (p. 139). To the 8. rises the

Flatoiv-Tiirin, a copy of the EsehenheimerThor Turin at Frankfort,

erected in l)S.")(i and commanding a fine *View of Potsdam and the

environs, across the broad expanse of the Havel in the foreground.

— To the E. of the tower is the Feldherrn-Baid: , with busts of

generals in the war of 1S70-71; a little higher up is a Column of
Victory (fine view).— Ferry to the Holzmarkt-Str. (p. 190), 1-3 pers.

f)0 pf. (from the ferry-house, '/._, M. to the S., lUpf. ): to the (jlienicke

Bridge or the Lange Brticke, 1-4 pers., 1 c//.

To the S. of Potsdam rises the wooded Brauhausberg, which

may be easily ascended in ]

/4
hr. from the railway -station by

crossing the bridge over the line and skirting the Schiitzen-Platz

to the right. On the Brauhausberg stand the new Military Acad-
emy and, to the W., a Belvedere (10 pf.; keeper in the tower in

tine weather), commanding a tine *View. The Wackermamixhohc
Restaurant (p. ISO), a little lower, also has a good view.

Farther to the S., on the Telegraphenbery, are three govern-

ment scientific institutions, with conspicuous domes. The Astro-

Fhi/sii-al Observatory, usually known as the 'Sonnenwarte', is an

admirably-equipped institution, opened in 1S7S (adm. Prid., 3-ti;

director, Prof. Vogel). The new (1899) double refracting telescope,

with object glass 20 inches in diameter for ocular observations

and 3iy2
inches in diameter for photographic purposes, is the largest

existing instrument of the kind but two. The other institutions are

the Jifeteoroloi/ical-Mai/uetir Observatory (eomp. p. 132; director,

Prof. Sprung) and the Geodetic Institute (director, Prof. Helmert)

in which is the central office for the international measurement of

the earth.
Other pleasant points in the neighbourhood of Potsdam are the Wihl-

park (rail, stat., p. iss), with the Baijrische Hdnschen, built by Fred.

William IV. tor his queen, a Bavarian princess (1 hr. from the station);

the forester's house of Templhi (restaurant), on the Havel, a drive of
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'/a hr. or row of 1 hr. (steamer, see p. 181); the village of Caputh, '/a hr.

farther on, behind which rise the Krdhenberge (views). We may cross
the Havel at Caputh and proceed to (>/a hr.) Baiimgartenbruvk (inn), at

the point where the Havel emerges from the Sehirieloio-See, about
5i/a M. to the S.W. of Potsdam.

The orchard-covered hills beside the little town of Werder (6800 inhab.)
afford charming views, especially when the fruit-trees are in blossom.
One of the best points of view is the BisinarekMhe Restaurant. The
town, which lies upon a little island, '/a hr. from the station (tramway), is

reached by the suburban trains from the Potsdam Station in Berlin;
steamers, see p. 181. A ferry here plies to the opposite bank of the

Havel, at a point within Vjt hr.'s walk by a pleasant road from Wild-
park Station.

Cycling Route. From Berlin to Potsoam, I81/2 St., by a good
and generally level road, traversing a landscape of wood and water.
Start from the Sehloss-Platz (prohibited streets, see p. 41). — 4 M. Schmie-
k«'j.-5M, Friedenau. — ij'lt M. Steglitz, beyond which the road is less

good. — 9V2 M. Zehiendurf. — i:-i M. Wannsee. — Beyond the kilometre-
stone 21.9 (13'/a M.) we keep straight on via the (1G II.) Bottcherberg to

the (16 1
/,, M.) Glieiticke Bridge, which must be crossed on foot. — lS1

!^ M.
Potsdam (Altmarkt), p. 184.

Return Route (20 M.). — l'/ 4 M. (ilieuicke Bridge (dismount). — At
kilometre-stone 2(>.2 turn to the left and then skirt the Havel. — At
kilometre-stone 21.9 (see above) turn to the left. — 7 St. Wannsee. —
Turning to the left at kilometre-stone 20.4 (before the railway-line),

proceed through the trrititrtcald. — ll'/a M - The Stern. — 13 it. TTundekehle
(dismount). — 13'/4 M- (irune. irtdtl - Halen see. — Thence via the Kurfiirsten-

Damm, past the Emp. William Memorial Church (keep to the right)

across the Cornelius-Briieke, and via the Hitzig-Str. and the Tiergarten-

Str. to the (20 M.) Brandenburg Gate.

15. Spandau and Tegel.

The Upper Spree and Dahme.
Spandau and Tegel. — Tegel may be reached direct from

Berlin by railway (8 31.; suburban service on the Kremmen line,

from the Stettin Station) or by tramway (p. 16; Nos. '25&26); but

a more attractive route is that via Spandau (suburban service from

the Lehrte Station, 7V» M., or from the Stadtbahn stations), and

thence by steamboat.

Spandau {Friedrichshof, R. •2\li-5, B. 3
/4 , D. l'/2 JL, Kaiser-

hof, similar charges, both near the station; Restaurant Pohrt,

Breite-Str.), a formerly fortified town with 65,000 inhab., at the

confluence of the Spree and the Havel, has large gun-factories,

cannon-foundries, and other military establishments. Beyond the

Oharlotten-Brucke is a bronze statue of Emp. Frederick III., by

Manthe (1892); and in front of the Nicolai-Kirche is a statue of

the Elector Joachim II, by Encke, unveiled in 1889, commemor-

ating the elector's confession of Protestantism here in 1539. At the

beginning of the Xeustadt, beyond the Garrison Clmrch, is a
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Monument to Bismarck, by G. Meyer (1901). The imperial mili-
tary reserve fund of six millions sterling is kept in the Juliux-
Turiii of the citadel, to the N.E. of the town.

Steamers on the Lower Havel. From the Charlotten-Brttckt1

(10 mill, from the station) to the Orunewcdd and Potsdam, at 10.30 a.m.
2, 4, & t> p.m. (oftener on Sun.). Stations: Pichelmerder (p. 17(1), Schild-
hom, Gutow, Koisfr Wilhelm- Turin, Wannsee (p. I'm), l'fauen-Iiisi'l,
Moorlake., Stikrow, Glienicke Bridi/e (p. 190), and Potsdam (Lange-
Brticke, p. 183). Fairs: to tin.- Kaiser Wilhelm-Turm, 30 pf., Pfauen-
Insel (10 pf., Potsdam 80 pf.

The suburban trains on the Lehrte line go on beyond Spandau to
Finkenkruy. The popular Finkenkrug Restaurajit, yt hr. from the
station, is situated in the *Forest of Brieselang (41 /* M. in length), the
only forest of deciduous trees now left, in the neighbourhood of Berlin.— About 3 M. to the S. of Spandau lies Pichetsdorf (tramway), on the
bank of the Havel opposite the Urunewald (p. 176). — To the N. of
Spandau extends the Biirye.rheide, prettily diversified with groups of
trees. Tramway to the Stadtpark Restaurant.

Steamers from Spandau to Tegel, starting at the lock, near the

citadel, ply thrice daily on week-days and on Sun. at 10 p.m. and
hourly from 12 noon (fare 30 pf.). They touch at the island of

Valent/nsuvrder (restaurant) and the pleasure-resort of Saat-
winkel (restaurants), and then enter the wood-girt Tegeler See,

which brandies off towards the N.E. from the broad Havel. Finally,

passing the Berlin Waterworks on the right, we reach—
Tegel (Strandscldoss), a village with 7300 inhabitants. To the

S. are Bm-sig's Engine Factory (comp. p. 160) and the New
Penitentiary. To the X. ('/4 hr. from the station) is *Sclt!<>ss

Tegel (Schloss Restaurant), rebuilt by Schinkel in 1822 in the style

of a Roman villa. Formerly in the possession of the Humboldt
family, it now belongs to the connected family of Heinz. The house

contains plaster casts and a.number of original antique sculptures

(adm. daily, except. Sun., in the absence of the family). In the

park are the graves of William (d. 1835) and Alexander (d. 1859)

von Humboldt, marked by a copy of Thorvaldsen's statue of Hope
(original in the chateau). Numerous pleasant walks in the woods
of the vicinity; also to Saatwinkel and other points on the Tegeler-

iSee (practicable for cyclists also).

After flowing through two lakes of some size, the Spree unites

at Kopenick with the Dahme, the lower course of which is toler-

ably broad, and thence flows on towards the Oberbaum-Briicke

(p. 137) as the Upper Spree (Oberspree). This reach is the chief

resort of the boating circles of Berlin, and the settlements on its

wooded banks are very popular (served by the suburban trains on

the Silesian and (iiirlitz lines).

A Stkammoat Tkip on the Upper Spree is recommended (p. 23),

especially as it affords also an opportunity of estimating Berlin's

importance as an industrial centre. Beyond the Sud-Ring (p. 13)

Baedeker's TWLui- 23
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the steamer touches al ritralau (left) and Treptow (right; comp.

p. 137), after which follows a series of pleasure resorts. To the

right the Eierhauschen, then, partly in Ober - Schiineweide (1.),

partly in Xieder-Schoneweide (r.), Tabberfs Waldsehlosschen,

*)VUhelminenhof, Hasselwerder, Loreley, Kyffhanser, Sedan,
(Mend, Neptuushaiu , and Sadtnva. Opposite the last is (r.)

Spiuillersfeld, the large cleaning and dyeing establishment of

Messrs. Spindler (pp. 134, 195). — The voyage ends at Kopenick
(Ratskeller Restaurant), a town with 20,900 inhab. and the

chateau (now a normal school) in which Frederick the Great was
tried by court -martial in 1730, when crown-prince. Tramway to

the (20 min.) railway-station (see below). Steamboat on the Dahme
to Schmockwitz, see p. 23.

Sii.esian Railway to Erknek (from the main-line platforms

of the Stadtbalm).— l
1

/i
M. (from the Silesian Station) Stridau-

Ruminelsl/ury. Stralau. see above. At Rummelsburg, on the lake

of that name, are the Municipal Orphanage (Grosse Friedrichs-

Waisenhaus), opened in 1K59, and the Municipal Workhouse, com-

pleted in 1S(19.— l s
/4

M. Kietz-Rinninehbiirij. — 4 J

/2
M. Karls-

hurst, a villa-colony, with a steeplechase course (p. 29). The
steamboat stations of Tabberfs Waldschlosschen and Wilhelminen-

hof (see above) are each l 1^ M. from the station.— S'Aj M. Sadou-a
(in the Wuhlheide); the pleasure-resort of the same name lies l'/

L>
M.

to the S.E. — l x
j<, M. Kopenick, see above.— .s M. Hirscliyarten,

3
/4

M. to the N. of the village-colony of that name on the Spree.

9'/2 M- Friedriehshagen (Restaurant Waldhaus, at the

station; steamer, see p. 23), a village with 11,300 inhab., on the

Miiyye! -See, founded by Frederick .the Great. Sailing regattas

frequently take place here. On the X. bank of the lake are the

Berlin waterworks. A tramway runs from the station to the (1 M.)

efflux of the Spree from the Miiggel-Sce. On the other side of the

river is the Aliiyiyelsehlosschen Restaurant, whence a road, passing

the Teufeh-See (restaurant), ascends to the (1 hr.) top of the

Muggelberge (p. 195). — 12
'/a 31. Rahnsdorf. — 13'/

2 31. Neu-
Rahnsdorf.

15 3L Erkner (Railway Restaurant) is a village situated

between the Pameritz-See and the Flaken-See. — Rudersdorf is

visited hence by steamer in 3
/4

hr. (fare 35 pf.). The steamer crosses

the Flaken-See to the summer-resort of Woltersdnrfer Schleuse

(Hot. zum Kranichsberg; steamer to Berlin, see p. 23), situated in

the woods. View-tower on the Kranichsberg. We change steamers

here and proceed on the Kalk-See to Kalkberge Rudersdorf
(Restaurant zur Traube). The large limestone quarries here

belong to government; one-sixth of the annual revenue is paid to

the city of Berlin. Pleasant promenades in the gardens laid out

on the heaps of debris. View from the tower on the Schulzenberg.
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— The railway station of Riidersdorf lies about 3
/4 hr. from the

middle of the village ; a branch-line runs thence to (3 M.) Freders-

dorf, a station on the Ostbahn (p. 200).

Cycling Route. FWom Berlin to the Muooelsee and back, a

circular tour of 33'/2 M. ; bad road as far as Johannisthal, hut beyond
that good; numerous rivers and lakes beyond Kopenick. Start from the
Silesiaii Gate. — To (4'/2 M.) Nieder-Sch'6nev:eide (JoJuiuuixthtil) , see

below. Turning to the left at the station, proceed via Sphullersfeld
to (7 M.) KSpenick. Beyond the bridge over the Spree in Kopenick, at

kilometre -stone 11.6, and again at kil. stone 12, turn to the right.

—

7 3/4 M. Farm of Bellevne. — w 1
/* M. Hirschgarten, a group of villas. —

10 M. Friedrichshagen, where we keep to the right. — 103
/4 Miiggelsee,

another group of villas. — 12 :l

/4 M. Jtahnsdorfer Miihle, another group.
— At kil. stone 25 (W/a M.) on through Erkner and Keu-Buchhorst. —
18 M. SchOn-Schor-nstein, a villa colony. The numbering of the kilo-

metre-stones now belongs to a different series. About 430 yds. farther

on, at kil. stone 24, turn to the right. Beyond (19% M.) Gosen, the

Sedclin-See appears on the left. — 22'/4 M. Miiggelheim. A road to the

Teufels-See (p. 194) diverges to the left, 2 M. farther on. — 2<;i/
4 M.

Kiets- KSpenick:— 29 M. Nieder-Schoneweide, sec below. — 33V2 M. Berlin

(Silesian Gate).

Gorlitz Railway to Konigs-Wusterhausen (suburban service;

to Nieder-Schoneweide or Grttnau also from the local platforms of

the Staatsbahn). — 3 M. (from the Silesian and Grorlitz station)

Baumschulenweg. Spath's Nursery, 1 M. to the S., is the largest

in Europe.— 4^2 M. Nieder-Schoneweide, an industrial village on

the Upper Spree (steamboat-station Hasselwerder, see p. 23). A
branch-line runs hence via Oberspree, near the pleasure-resorts of

Cafe Sedan and Neptnnshain, to (2Y2 Af.) Spindlersfeld (p. 194).—
(j M. Adlershqf.

.sy
2
M. *Grunau (Gesellschaftshaus Restaurant: steamer to

Schmockwitz, see p. 23) is a villa-colony, pleasantly situated on

the Dahme, on which sailing and rowing regattas are held. About

Ya hr. upstream is a monument to Emp. William I., beside a restau-

rant. A ferry crosses the Dahme to the Wendenschlosschen Restau-

rant, and a pleasant walk leads through the woods on the opposite

bank to the
(

3
/4 hr.) Miiggel-Berge

(

1

/i hr. to the N. of the steam-

boat station). The *View Tower (restaurant) commands a wide

survey (to the X. the Miiggel-See and Friedrichshagen, p. 194).—
12 M. Eichwalde. The village of Schmockwitz (Palme Restaurant),
3
/4 hr. to the E., is prettily situated between the Lange-See, the

Seddin-See, and the Zeuthener See. — 13Y2 M. Zeuthen (Hankel's

Ablage Restaurant) is a village and group of villas on the Zeuthener

See, frequented by boating-parties.— 15

y

8
M. Wildau.

17Y2 M. Konigs-Wusterhausenfffote/jyW«/, at the station),

a village on the Notte, contains a Royal Shooting Lodge, famous

as the meeting-place of King Frederick "William I.'s 'Tobacco Par-

liament'. The house contains various memorials of that king (por-

traits of his gigantic grenadiers painted by himself, etc.) and also

of Emp. William I. In 1730 Fred. William I. here pronounced the

13*
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final sentence on the crown-prince (afterwards Frederick theGreat);

comp. p. 194. On the Dahme, \ l

j2 M. to the E. of the station, is the

*NeueMuhle (restaurants; steamer, see p. 23), near pleasant woods.

Cycling Route. From Berlin to Koxiok-WuS'j euhauxes, 18'/,, M.
Beyond Nie.der-Schbneweide the road is good ;uid level; numerous woods.
Start from the Silesian Gate. — l'/jM. 'J'reptow; riders must dismount
before the village. — S'/uM. Paved road, where riding is prohibited. 4>/,J(.

Nieder-Schoneweidf.'(Johannisthal), where we may remount. To Kbpenick,
see p. 194. Our route lies straight on. (>•/., M. Adlershof. — 8>/2 M.
Oriiitait. — 15>/4 M. Beuthen. — 18'/4 M. Kbuit/H- Wuxterhauxeii , whence
a trip may be made to Neue Mtthle and back.

Return route: 6 l
lt M.Wnlterndt>r/'. -10'/4 M. Rudow. - H»/ 4 M. Hixdorf.

-- 17'/.2 M. Berlin (Halle Gate).

16. Longer Excursions from Berlin.
The long distance trains call only at the termini of the suburban,

service, not at the intermediate stations, with the exception (for the
routes described below) of Ueniiitdbrttnne.il, Spandatt, and Nieiler-Schihii'-

loeide.

a. Ebekswalde. Chorin. Freienwalde. Railway (Stettin line

;

suburban service to Bernau, comp. p. 13) to Freienwalde, 40 31.,

in 2 hrs., return-tickets on Sun. at single fares by the slow trains;

special cheap trains on Sun. mornings in summer. — 3 31. Pankmo-
Schi'.ithauseii (p. 151). — 9*/., 31. Bitch, with sewage-fields (see

p. 53) and a new municipal lunatic asylum.— l^ 1

/* ^- Bernau
(Kaiserhof), a town of 8300 inhab., noted for its determined re-

sistance to the Hussites in 143d.— 20V2 31. Biesenthal. The little

town ('2700 inhab.) lies 2'/4 31. to the W. of the station.

About y M. to the W. of the town is Lunke, with a chateau and
*Park of Count Redern. Thence we may go on through tine woods to

(l'/a M.) Uetzdorf (restaurant) and skirt the pretty *Liej>nit:-See to the

(3M.) restaurant at its W. extremity. At IVanillitz Station, l'/aM. from
the restaurant, we may join the branch-line of the Nord railway (p. 1M!I),

beginning at Reinickendorf.

Cycling Route. From Berlin to Waxolitz, 22 M. As far as

Malchow the road is paved; thence the road is mediocre as far as

Bernau, beyond which it is good; several slight hills. Start from the

Alexander - Platz (prohibited streets , see p. 41). — l 3
/4 M. Weisseusee

Station. — 3V4 M. IVeixseusee Chateau; keep to the left. — 5 l
/2 M.

Malchow. — 8 M. Liiidenberg. — 10 M. SchwanebecTc. — 14>/4 M. Bernau.
— 15 M. KarlsluHt. — 16 M. Waldkater Inn. — 21V4 M. Cross the Prenzlau
high-road at Wandlitz-Station. — 22 M. Wandlit-, on the lake of that

name.
Return-route: Turn to the right at the above mentioned crossing

(kil. stone 34.5). — 2 M. Basdorf. — 5'/2 M. SchSnwalde. — 7>/2 M. SchOner-
linde. — 103

/4 M. Franzbsisch Buchhvh. — 18 M. Berlin (Alexander-Platz).

28 M. Eberswalde (Deutsches Ham, R. 2, B. 3
/4, D. I 1

/-', Pens -

5 JL, well spoken of; Hohevztillerii, R. l 1/.,-^
1
/., Jl., B. 60 pf., pens.

4-5 cV/.; Railway Restaurant), a busy town with 21,600 inhab.,

situated on the Finow Canal, which here receives the Sclnvarze,

is the seat of a school of forestry. The well-wooded neighbourhood
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attracts numerous visitors in summer. — A ''Walk leads to the S.,

via the Sehiltzenhaus (restaurant and view-tower) and Gesuud-
brnnncn (Hotel & Restaurant), to the (2

1

/4 AI.) Za i'uh anuncr Restan -

runt, whence we may go on to the Wasserfall Restaurant, to

Spechthausen. (restaurant), and to the Nonnenfliess.
The second station beyond Eberswalde is (35 1

/.; At.) Chnrin, about
a'/i M. to the S. of which lies *Amt Chorin ( Xeuc Kloxterschenke), :<.

former Cistercian monastery, founded about 1200. The ruined abbey-
church, a brick basilica in the purest early-Gothic style, is the most
interesting mediajval building in the Mark of Brandenburg. The monas-
tery is surrounded by fine woods.

AVe leave the Stettin main line at Eberswalde and take the

branch-line, via (36Y2
AI.) Falkenberg (Hotel Kettlitz), a favourite

summer-resort, to —
40 AI. Freienwalde (Schertz, R. from l72

-2>/
2 , B. 3

/4 ,
well

spoken of; Lanc/e), a town with 8000 inhab., charmingly situated

on the verge of the Oderbruch. The hills which rise behind it dis-

pute with those near Buckow (p. 200) the title of the *Markish
Switzerland (Mdrkische Schweis). The tower on the Wilhelms-

hljhe and the Ruinenber;/ command beautiful views. A weak chaly-

beate spring, rising in the Brmmenthal (Blumenhotel; Hotel

Bellevue), 3
/4

AI. to the S. of the town, was used by the Great

Elector. The Restaurant zur Griiuen Tanne, a little farther to

the S., is the starting-point for pretty walks through the woods: to

the Baa-See, 1 hr. ; to the Bisuiarck-Turnt and Falkenberg (see

above), l
]

/4 or 2 hrs.

b. Bkan'dknburg. Travellers who are interested in the medieval

art of the Alark (of which there are comparatively few examples in

Berlin itself; comp. p. 51) should not fail to devote a day to

Brandenburg. Railway in 1-1 Va hr. (fares 5 JL, 3 JL SO, 2 JL 50 pf.,

return-tickets 7 JL. 50, 5 JL 70, 3 ,JL 75 pf.) via Potsdam (p. 180),

Werder (p. 102), and Grosskreutz. From the last a branch-line

runs to (7 51.) Lehuin, which has a monastic church of the 12-13th

centuries.

38 AI. Brandenburg (Selnvarzer Bar, Stein-Str., Schwarzer

Adler, St. Annen-Str., both very fair; Railway Restaurant), a

town with 4(5,500 inhab., is divided by the Havel into an Old Town,

a New Town, and the Cathedral Island. Under the name oiBrenna-

bor it was the chief town of the Slavonic Hevelli. It was captured

in 927 by King Henry I., and in 1157 by Albert the Bear, who

thenceforward styled himself Margrave of Brandenburg. From 949

to 1544 the town was the seat of a bishop.

From the railway-station (tramway) we proceed via the Schiitzen-

Str., the Annenthor Bridge, and the St. Annen-Str. to the
(

3
/4

AI.)

Rathaus, which dates from the 14th century. In front of the Rat-

haus stands a Roland Column, 16'/l> ft. in height, the ancient

emblem among the Lower Saxons of free market rights. — A little
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to the W. is *St. Catherink's Church, a noteworthy Gothic brick

edifice without transepts, of which the nave was built in 1381-1401,

the choir about 1410, and the W. tower in 1583-85. The carved

wooden altar (restored) dates from 1474; one of the N. chapels con-

tains a brazen font of 1440 (sacristan, Katharinen-Kirch-Platz 4).

— From the Rathaus we proceed via the market-place and the

3Iuhlendamm to the—
*Cathedral (sacristan, Dom 70), a Romanesque columnar basi-

lica of 1165-M7, converted in the 14th cent, into a Gothic church

with a vaulted roof, and afterwards frequently restored. On the

walls of the interior are numerous tombstones. The choir contains

an altar of 151K and portions of another of 1375. The elaborately

adorned columns and the excellent sculptures in the Romanesque
crypt should be noticed. The S. transept contains a small museum.

We now cross the Grillendamm to the old town, in which the

most interesting buildings are the Gotthards-Kirche (12-14th cent.)

and the former AIM wit Rations (13th and 10th cent.).

The Marienh erg, to the X.W. of the town, commands a good
view; tramway from the Rathaus to the Plauer Thor.

Amongst other towns of interest to the student of mediaeval art in

the Mark are Steiidal and TanpermiiiHle, Cfwrin (p. I!'i7), Koin'r/sher(i

in (lev Xeuiiuirk, and also Harelberg and Lehnin (p. l'JH). For details
concerning these, and for farther details about Brandenburg, see Baedeker's
Xortherii Germany.

c. Xeu-Ruitin. Railway in about 3 hrs., either by the Hamburg
line (4772 M.) or the Kremmen line (AO'/g M.). By the Hamburg
line to Spandau and (14 31.) Finkcnkriit/ , see p. 193 (suburban

service to Xauen, see p. 13). — 30
'/a 31. Pavlineuaiie. A branch-

line runs hence to (10 31.) Fehrbellin (Deutsches Haus). -l
1^ -M- l(l

the N.W. of the village of Hakenberr/, where the Great Elector

defeated the Swedish in 1675. A column. 105 ft. in height, with a

figure of Victory and a relief portrait of the Great Elector by
A. Wolff, was erected here in 1879. View of the battle-field from
the top. — 47

'/2
3L Neu-Riipjjin, see below.

The Kremmen line starts from the Stettin Station (suburban

service to Tegel, see p. 13). — 1

/i 31. Gesnndbrunnen (p. 152);

l
3
/4 31. Pankow (p. 151); 2 31. Schonholz (p. 151); 5 31. Dalldorf,

with a municipal lunatic asylum and idiot asylum (tramwavXo. 27,

p. 16); 7 31. Terjel (p. 193)'; 15

V

2
M- Velten, with 69U0 inhab. and

numerous stove-factories. At (23 31.) Kremmen (2800 inhab) we
change carriages.— 33 31. Radensleben is the station for the village

of Wustrau, situated l
3
/4 31. to the W., at the S.E. angle of the

Ruppiner See (8 31. in length). Hans Joachim von Zieten (d. 1786)

is buried here.— The railwav crosses the lake to—
4072 31. Neu-RuppinffloteZ du Nord, R, 2, B. 3

/4 , D. Vj^lL
;

Krone), a town with 17,000 inhabitants. On the lake stands the

Abbey Church, a 13th cent. Gothic edifice of brick, restored by
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Schinkel. A Monument to Fred. William II, by Tieck, commem-
orates that monarch's contribution towards rebuilding the town after

a conflagration in 1787. Another monument, by Wiese, commemorates
Karl Fried. Scliinkel (1781 1841; p. 48), who was born here.

—

The so-called *Ruppin Switzerland, a hilly district with beech-

woods and several lakes, is one of the prettiest parts of the Mark.
On Sun. afternoons in summer (sometimes in the morning also) a

steamboat plies to the forester's house of Tornow (rfmts.). Visits

may be paid also to the forester's house of Rottsticl (rfmts.), to the

Bolten - Mulile on the Tornow-See, and to Binenie<dde on the

Kalk-See.

d. Rheinsberg. Railway from the Stettin Station, 52 3I. in

about 2 1
/., hrs. (Nordbahn: suburban service as far as Oranienburg,

comp. p. 13). — 4 J

/2 M. Reinickendorf-Rosenthal. Branch -line

hence to Gross-Schiinebeck (comp. Wandlitz, p. l'.Mi).— 8 31. Herifts-

dorf lies at the beginning of the wood which stretches hence far

beyond < Iranienburg and attracts many visitors. — 18 M. Oranien-
burg (Hotel Eilers, R. from 13/4-2, B. 3

/4 , I). PJ2 Jf\ with 7850

inhab., is situated on the Havel. A monument, by Fr. Wolff, in

front of the chateau (now a normal school), commemorates Princess

Luise Henriette of Orange (d. Ififi7), wife of the Great Elector, to

whom the town owes its name.— From (28'/
2 31.) Lowenbery,

where we change carriages, we take a branch -line via (41'/2 M.)

Lindmv to—
52 M. Rheinsberg (Ratskeller : Kronprins, R. 1

!

/2 <-#), a

town with 2600 inhab., situated in a wooded district interspersed

with lakes, at the efflux of the Rhin from the Grinerick-See. The

chateau, purchased by Fred. William I. in 1734, was the residence

of Frederick the Great as crown-prince in 173<>-40. From 1753 to

1802 it was occupied by Prince Henry. It has ceiling-paintings by

Pexne and retains some memorials of its former owners, though

many objects of interest have recently been removed to Berlin. The

sculptures in the park are in poor preservation.— The woods on the

X., extending to the borders of Mecklenburg, include extensive

stretches of deciduous trees and several large lakes. Drives may
be taken to the hamlets of Zechlin, Zechliner Hiitte, and Nen-
Globsow.

Cycling Routes. From Bkbijk to Okaniknhuko. IO'/u 51. Rough
paved road to Dalldorf; thence a mediocre road. We start from tin'

Schloss- Platz (prohibited streets, see p. 41). — 5s
/., M. Lunatic asylum

and (7 51.) commune of Dalldorf. — At kil. stone 11. s (7 l

/ 4 51.), keep
to the left. — !• Jt. Hermsdorf. — 9s

/4 M. Glienickn. — 13 M. Stnlpr-Hohen-
Neuendorf. — U?U M. Mrkeiiwerder. — 17 M. Harelhttitsen. — VJifa Ora-
nienburg.

From Berlin to Rheinsbf.ro, 52 M. The road is good almost
throughout. We start from the Schloss-Platz (prohibited streets, sec

p. 41). — 4 1
/.. M. Tegeler Ohaimnee-Haus, beyond which we keep straight

on. --7'/
a M". Tegd. — 'MI-, 51. Schtdzcndorf. — 12'/., M. Heniiigxdorf.—

13'/i M. Cross the railway to the left. — 17 M. Mitrwitz. — 1!) 51. Eich-
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atari t. — 21 M. Vehlefanz. — 213
/4 M. Schirante. — 25 l

/2 M. Kremmen. Turn
to the right at the Rathaus. — 28 :1

/ 4 M. Sommerfeld. — 2 ,.i»/
4 M. Beet:.

— 34'/a M. Ruthenick. — 37 M. Herzberq. — Beyond the village, at kil.

stone 13.7, turn to the right. — 39'/4 51. SchOnberg. — 42 M. Lindote. Here
keep to the left. — 43>/ 4 M. Klosterheide. — 4ii' M. Dierberg. — 47 1

/, M.
Heinrichsdorf. — 49 M. Kopernitz. — 52 M. Rheiitsberg.

e. Buckow. Railway to (28'/
2 31.) Dahmsdorf-3Iuncheberg in

1
i

/a hr. from the Silesian Station (Ostbahn : suburban service as

far as Strausberg, comp. p. 13).— 3 31. Li'eliteiiberg- Friedrichs-

felde. For Lichtenberg see pp. 13, 145. About 1 31. to the X.E.

of the station is the large public cemetery of Berlin (62 acres;

opened in 1881). The chateau at Friedrichsfelde, built in 1722 and
formerly royal property, has belonged to the Treskow family since

1815; fine park.— 5'/
a

31. Biesdorf has a municipal hospital for

epileptics.— At (10'A, 31.) Hoppegarteii is the chief race-course of

Berlin (p. 29).— 14 31. Fredersdorf (branch-line to Riidersdorf,

see p. 195).— 17*/2 Strausberg. This station is connected by a

branch-line (3
3
/4

31. long) with the town of Strausberg (Hot. Stadte-

feld; Restaurant Seebad, on the W. bank of the lake), which is

pleasantly situated on the Straus-See, to the N. About l 1
/., 3[. to

the X. of the town begins the Binmen- Thai, a somewhat lonely

wood, intersected by two chains of lakelets.— 28 1

2
M- Dahmsdorf-

Milncheberg. A branch-line runs hence to (3 3L)—
Buckow (Be/levuc, R. from l 1 ',-? 1

/, JL\ Eel's Hotel; Cen-

tral Hotel), with 1900 inhab., a favourite summer-resort. The
pleasant lakes and well-wooded, picturesque hills of the neighbour-

hood have earned for it the title of the *Ma rkish Switzerland
(Mdrkische Scltweiz); comp. p. 107. Among the most picturesque

points are the Bollersdorfer Hohen on the Schermutzel-See, the

Silberkehle, the two Tornow-Seen, the Pritzli age iter Millile, etc.

Cycling Route. From Berlin to Buckow, 39 51. This is an
attractive route; the road is good, though hilly; the first 5'/2 51. are
paved. Start from the Alexander-PI atz (prohibited streets, see p. 41).

—

4'|j M. Friedrirhsherq - Lirhtenlieri/. — o l
j2 Fried richnfeld e. — 7 II. Bies-

dorf. — 8 M. Kauhdorf. — &j.. M. Ihdsdorf. — 10»/4 51. Daldiritz (to the
left, road to Hoppegarten). — 14'/-j M. Vugrhdnrf. — 17 M. Tasdorf (side

excursion to the Riidersdorfer Kalkberge). — 20 51. Iferzfelde.— 213
/ 4 M.

Lichtenoic. — 2U'/4 M. Wilder Jhinn Inn. — 32 M. Mi'nicheberg. Then to

the left via (36»/a 5L) Dahmsdorf to (39 M.) Buckon .

Return route: l'/4 M. Bollersdorf. — 3"V4 M. Ruhlsdorf. — 83/4 M.
Strausberg. Then keep to the right to (16'/a 51.) Alt-Landsberg. — 19 M.
Seeberg. — 21 M. Hbnow. — 24i/

2
51. llurzahn. — 31V2M. Berlin (Alexauder-

Platz).

f. The *Spreewald, a well-watered district, 37 31. long and

from y2 31. to 4'/2 31. broad, is dotted with villages, woods, pastures,

and cultivated land, and watered by the Spree, which intersects it

in a network of about 200 channels. It is reached from Berlin by

the Gorlitz railway.
In natural beauty the Lower Spreewald, below Ltthhen , has the

advantage in virtue of the wide expanses of deciduous trees that still

cover part of it. In the Upper Spreewaid woods of any size are to be
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fouurl only in the N. ; the W. is a region of fiat pasture-land; while
the S.K. (Burg), which is tolerably well populated and has nearly all

been brought under the plough, has more the general appearance of a

well-wooded park. Nursery-gardening, cattle-reaving, and fishing are the
principal industries of the Wendish population, which has here retained
its original language and customs. The women still wear a peculiar
costume. The villages of Lehde and Leipe, in the pastoral region, are
accessible only by water, or in winter over the ice. In the farming
district of Burg the widely scattered wooden houses may be reached on
foot, but many water-channels have to be crossed by curiously-built
bridges. — A visit to the Upper Sprecwald is both more convenient and
more interesting. In summer, however, the gnats arc very troublesome.

Railway to Litisbkn, 46 ,

/2
3I., in l 3

/4 hr.— To (17'A, 31.) Konit/s-

Wusterhaiisen, sec p. 105. — SI 1
/., 31. Halbe.

4(5 1

/2
31. Liibben (Starlt Berlin, R. V/^-2 i

/2 , D. V/2
-2 JL,

Stern, both very fair), an old town with 6800 inhab., is surrounded

by four arms of the Spree. Paul Gerhardt (p. 139), who was arch-

deacon from 1668, died here in 1676; the chief church contains his

grave and portrait. Between the station and the (1 31.) town, we
pass an attractive grove.

Liibben and Halbe are the recognized starting-points for excur-

sions in the Lower Sprecwald. The most convenient plan is to

proceed from Liibben by boat (ample notice to the boatman should

be given at the hotel) via Schlejjsiy (Gottlieb's Inn) to the Pnhl
and G riisx-Wasscrbnrg, although by this route the woods are not

reached until 2 hrs. after starting. An alternative plan is to drive

to Schlepzig (l 1
/,, hr.; 5-7 JL) and thence take a boat.— From Gross-

Wasserburg we may either proceed on foot to the N.W. via (2 hrs.)

Wendisch-Buclihalz (omn. thence) to the (3 31.) station of Halbe
(see above), or return by boat through the woods to the path between

a forester's house and Hartmamisdorf, and walk thence via the last-

named village to the (l 1
/., hr.) station of Liibben.

Those bound for the Upper Spreewald go on by railway beyond

Liibben to (oS'/a 31.) Liibbenau (Branner Hirseh, R. \
:i

/i
-2'

/
.

2 <,//.;

Deutsche* Hang), a little town with 3700 inhab. and a chateau and

park of Prince Lynar. The boatmen of the Spreewald Society (tariff

5 vIL per day, 3 JL per 1
/., day) may be found stationed at the E.

end of the town (1 31. from the station) or may be enquired for at

the hotels. Boatmen must be engaged in advance for Sun. in the height

of summer. The usual boating-trip from Liibbenau (5 hrs., not incl.

halts; fatiguing) is that via Lehde (see below), the Wotxchofxka

Restaurant (also R., good), the forester's houses of Kaiunnniilile

and Eiehe, situated in the woods, and then via the Polenz-Sclienhe

Restaurant and Leipe back to Liibbenau.— An idea of the curious

residential and domestic arrangements of the Spreewald may, how-

ever, be obtained by a trip from Liibbenau via the Liibbenauer

Kanpen to the ('A, hr.) village of *Lehde (Inn ziim Frohlichen

Hecht, with an annexe for tourists, R. l'/^-rJ c//.), the 'Venice of

the Spreewald'. — An interesting spectacle is offered on Sun. by the
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gay costumes of th« SpreewaM -women on their way to church at

the Tillage of Burg {Inn zwm Spreewald, very fair, Ziir Bleiche,

both cm the Miihlspree, respectively 50 and 30 min. from the village

;

Schwarzer Adler, in the village). Intending spectators should leave

Berlin on Sat. and take the Spreewald Railway (C'ottbus line) from

Liibben to Burg. Or they may take the railway beyond Liibbenau

to (61 M.) Vetschan (Inn at the station) and walk thence to (2hrs.)

Burg. After the midday meal at Burg on Sun., they may take a

boat from Burg via the forester's house of Eiche, Kannomilhle, etc.

(the above-mentioned route in the reverse direction) Jo Liibbenau,

and return to Berlin by an evening train. Those who desire to begin

the tour at Liibbenau and also to be present at the church-service

in Burg, are advised to leave Berlin by an early train on Sat., in

which case they will have time to visit also the forester's house of

Schiitzenhaus and the Straupitzer Ihwhmiilile in the woods and
to inspect the neighbourhood of Burg at their leisure.



List

of the more important German Architects, Painters, and Sculptors

of the 18th and 19th centuries, mentioned in the Handbook.

Achenbach, Andreas, P., b. 1815 at

Cassel.

Achenbach, Oswald, P., brother of

the preceding, b. 1827 at Dttssel-

dorf.

Achtermann , Theodor Wilhelm, S.,

b.1799 atMUnster, d.1884 at Rome.
Adam, Franz, P., D. 1815 at Milan,

d. 1886 at Munich.
Adler, Fried-rich, A., b. 1827 at

Berlin.

Angeli, Heinrich von, P., b. 1840
at Odenburg (Hungary).

Baisch, Hermann, P., b. 1846 at

Dresden, d. 1894 at Carlsruhe.
Bantzer, Karl, P., b. 1857 at Ziegen-

hain (Hesse).

Bartels, Hans von, P., b. 1856 at

Hamburg.
Baumbach, Max, S. , b. 1859 at

Wurzen.
Becker, Karl, P., 1820-1900, Berlin.

Beer, Friedrich, S., b.l84fi at Brilnn.

Beqas, Adalbert, son of Karl B. the
Elder, b. 1836 at Berlin, d. 1888

at Nervi.
Begas, Karl, the Elder, P., b. 1794

at Heinsberg, d. 1854 at Berlin.

Begas. Karl, the Younger, youngest
son of the preceding, S., b. 1845

at Berlin.
Begas, Oskar, eldest son of Karl B.

the Elder, P., 1828-83, Berlin.

Begas, Rein-hold, son of Karl B. the

Elder, S., b. 1831 at Berlin.

Behrens, Christian, S., b. 1852 at

Gotha.
Bellermann. Ferdinand, P., b. 1814

at Erfurt, d. 1889 at Berlin.

Be-nda, Julius, A, b. 1838 atKauden.
Bendemann, Ednard, P., b. 1811 at

Berlin, d. 1889 at Diisseldorf.

Bettkober, Christ. Friedr. Heinr.
Sigm., S., 1746-c. 1816, Berlin.

Biermann, Gottlieb, P., b. 1824 at

Berlin.

Biermann, Karl Ed., P., 1803-92,

Berlin.

Bldser, Gustav, S., b.1813 at Dussel-
dorf, d. 1874 at Cannstatt.

Blechen, Karl, P., b. 1798 at Kott-
bus, d. 1840 at Berlin.

Bleibtreii , Georg, P., b. 1828 at

Xanten, d. 1892 at Berlin.

Bochmann, Gregor von, P., b. 1850
in Esthonia.

Bbcklin, Arnold, P., b. 1827 at Bale,
d. 1901 at Fiesole, near Florence.

Boeckmann, Wilhelm, A., b. 1832 at

Elberfeld, d. 1902 at Berlin.

Boetticher, Karl, A., b. 1806 at Nord-
hausen, d. 1889 at Berlin.

Bokelmann, Christ.Lndv?., P., b.1844
near Bremen, d. 1894 at Berlin.

Bonmann. Johannes, A., b. 1706 at

Amsterdam, d. 1776 at Potsdam.
Bracht, Eugen, P., b. 1842 at Morges
on the Lake of Geneva.

Braith,Anton, P., b.1836 at Biberach.
Breitbach. Karl, P., b.1833 at Berlin.

Brendel, Albert, P., b. 1827 at Berlin,

d. 1895 at Weimar.
Brodwolf, Ludwig Gusta,v Eduard,

S., 1839-95, Berlin.

Bmnoic, Ludwig, S., b. 1843 at Lu-
theran near Llibz (Mecklenburg-
Schwerin).

Briitt, Adolf, S., b. 1855 at Kiel.

Biichmann, Frau Helene, P., b. 1849
at Berlin.

Billow, Paul, P., 1842-89, Berlin.

Burger, Ludwig, P., b. 1825 at

Cracow, d. 1884 at Berlin.
Biiring, Johann Gottfried, A., b.

1723 at Berlin.

Biirkel, Heinrich, P., b.1802 at Pir-

masens, d. 1869 at Munich.
Calandrelli, Al., S., 1834-1903,

Berlin.
C'amphausen, Wilhelm, P., 1818-85,

Dttsseldorf.
Cant-ian, A., 1794-1866, Berlin.

Ca-rstens, Asmus Jakob, P., h. 1754

near Schleswig, d. 1798 at Rome.
Cauer, Carl, S., b. 1828 at Bonn,

d. 1885 at Kreuznach.
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Cauer, Pan! Liidicig, 8., b. 1866 at

Kreuznach.
Chodoniiecki, Daniel Niknlavs, P.

and engraver, b. 1726 at Dantsic,
d. 1801 at Berlin.

Clements, Hermann, P., b. 1852 at

Berlin.
Cornelius, Peter von, P., To. 1783 at

Dtisseldorr', d. 1867 at Berlin.
Cremer, Fried rich Albert, A., b.1824

at Wiesbaden, d. 1882.

Cnilit, Hugo, P., b.1841 at Ilscnburg.
Dalit, Joh., P., b. 1788 at Bergen
(Norway), d. 1857 at Dresden.

Darnaut, Hugo, P., b. 1850 at

Dessau.
Defregger, Franz, P., b. 1835 at

Stronach in the Pusterthal.

Deger, Ernst, P., b. 1809 at Bocke-
nem (Hanover), d. 1885 at Dtissel-

doi-f.

Dies, Robert, S., b. 1844 at Possneck
(Saxe-Meiningen).

Dies, Wilhelm von, P., b. 1839 at

Bayreuth.
Dill, Liidicig, P., b. 1848 at Gerns-

bacli.

Donndurf, Adolf, S. , b. 1835 at

Weimar.
Doepler, Karl Emit, P., b. 1824 at

Sclinepfenthal.

Drake, Friedrich Johann Heinrich,
8., b. 1805 at Pyrmont, d. 1882 at

Berlin.
Dreher, Heinrich, known as Franz-

D., P., b. 1822 at Dresden, d. 1875
at "Rome.

Diieker, Eagen, P., h. 1841 at Arens-
berg (near Riga).

Ehe, Gustav, A., b. 1834 at Halbcr-
stadt.

Eher/e,Syriiis, S„ b.l844at Pfronten
in the Algilu. d. 1903 at Munich.

Eberlein, Gustav, S., b. 1847 at

Spiekershausen near M linden.

Echtermeyer, Ka rl, 8., h. 1845 at

Cassel.
Eckm-ann, Otto, P., b. 1865 at Ham-
burg, d. 1902 at Berlin.

Encke, Erdmann, S., b. 1843 at Ber-

lin, d. 1896 at Neu-Babelsberg.
Ende, Hermann, A., b.1830 at Lands-
berg on the Warthe.

Engelhard, Friedrich Wilhelm, 8.,

b. 1813 at Griinhagen near Liine-

burg.

Enhuber, Karl von, P., b. 1811 atHof
(Oberfranken), d. 1867 at Munich.

Erdmannsdorf, Friedr. With, von,
A., b. 1736 at Dresden, d. 1795 at

Dessau.

En-old, Eensl, P., 1836-84, Berlin.

Fechner, Hans, P., b. 1860 at Berlin.

Feuerbach, Anselm, P., b. 1829 at

Speyer, d. 1880 at Venice.
Firle',Walther, P., b.1859 at Bivslau.
Fischer, Ferdinand August, S. and

medallist, b.1805 at Berlin, d.1866.

Fla mm, Albert, P., b.l823at Cologne.
Flickel, raid, P., b. 1852 at Berlin,

d. 1903.

Franz, Julius, S., 1824-87, Berlin.
Frenzel, Oscar, P., b. 1855 at Berlin.

Friedrich , Caspar, P., b. 1774 at

Greifswald. d. 1840 at Dresden.
Friedrich, Woldemar, P., b. 1846 at

Gnadau, near Magdeburg.
Friese, Richard, P., b. 1854 at Gum-

binnen.
Fiihrich, Joseph von, P., b. 1800 at

Kratzau in Bohemia, d. 1876 at

Vienna.
Funk, Heinrich, P., b. 1807 at Her-

ford, d. 1877 at Stuttgart.

Gaisser, Jakob Emanuel, P., b. 1825

at Augsburg, d. 1899 at Munich.
Gartner, Eduard, P., 1801-77,

Berlin.

Gaul, August, 8., b. 1867 at Gross-
Anheim near Hanau.

Gebhardt, Eduard von, P., b. 1838

at St. Johann (Esthonia).

Geiger, Xikolaus, S., b. 1849 at Lau-
ingen (Wtirtemberg), d. 1897 at

Wilmcrsdorf near Berlin.

Geissler, Wilhelm, P., b. 1848 at

Berlin.
Genelli, Bona rentlira, P., b. 1798 at

Berlin, d. 186s at Weimar.
Gentz, Heinrich, A., d. 1811 at

Berlin.

Gentz, Wilhelm, P., b. 1822 at Neu-
ruppin, d. 1890 at Berlin.

Gerlach, Philipp, A., b.1679 at Span-
dau, d. 1748 at Berlin.

Gesetschap, Friedrich, P., b. 1835

at Wesel, d. 1898 at Rome.
Geyer, Otto, S., b. 1843 at Char-
lottenburg.

Gil-ly, Friedrich, A., b. 17 71 at

Altdamm near Stettin, d. 1800 at

Carlsbad.
Gleichen-Rnsswurm, Ludwig von,

P., b. 1836 at Greifenstcin in Ba-
varia, d. 1901 at Weimar.

Gontard, Karl- von, A., b. 1731 at

Mannheim, d. 1791 at Berlin.
Graeb, Karl, P., 1816-84, Berlin.
Graeb, Paul, P., son of the pre-

eeding, 1842-92, Berlin.

Gra-ef,' Gustav. P., b. 1821 at K6-
nigsberg, d. 1895 at Berlin.
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Grael, Johann Friedr., A., b. 1708
at Quielitz (Silesia), il. 1740 at
Bayreutb.

Graff, Anton, P., b.^Oat Wintcr-
thur, d. 1813 at Dresden.

Gropius, Martin Karl Philipp, A.,
1824-80, Berlin.

Groszheim, Karl ran, A., b. 1841
at Ltibeck.

Gude, Hans, P., b. 1825 at Christ-
ian i a.

Gussoio, Karl, P., b. 1843 at Havel-
berg.

Haberntauu, Hugo von, P., b. 1849
at Dillingen.

Hiihnel, Ernst, S., 1811-91, Dresden.
Hayeu, Hugo, S., d. 1871 at Berlin.
Harrach, Count Ferdinand, P.,

b. 1832 at Rosnoehau (Silesia).

Hartzer, Karl Ferd., S., b. 1838 at

Celle.

Hasenclever, Johann Peter, P.,

b. 1810 at Remscheid, d. 1853 at

Dtisseldorf.

Hasenpfluy, Karl, P., b. 1802 at

Berlin, d. 1858 at Halberstadt.
Hauij, Hubert, P., b. 185? at Stutt-

gart.

Haitsmunn, Karl, P., 1825-8(1,

Hanau.
Ileilbnth, Ferdinand, P., b. 1830 at

Hamburg, d. 1889 at Paris.

Henneberg, Rudolf, P., b. 1825 at

Brunswick, d. 1876 at Brunswick.
Ilemiicke, Julius, A., b. 1832, d. 1892

at Constance.
Hensel, Wilhelm , P., b. 1794 at

Trebbin, d. 18(51 at Berlin.

Heuseler, Ernst, P., b. 1852 at

Mcscritz.
Hermann, Karl Heinrivh, P., b.1802

at Dresden, d. 1880 at Berlin.

Herrmann, Hans. P., b. 1858 at

Berlin.

Hertel, Albert, P., b. 1843 at

Berlin.

Hertel, Karl, P., b. 1837 at Breslau,

d. 1895 at Diisseldorf.

llerter. Ernst, S., b. 1840 at Berlin.

Hess, Peter von, P., b. 1792 at

Dtisseldorf, d. 1871 at Munich.
Ileuss, Eduard von, P., b. 1808 at

Oggersheim, d. 1880 near Mayencc.
Heijden, August von. P., b. 1827 at

Breslau, d. 1897 at Berlin.

Heijden, Otto, P., b. 1820 at Ducho-
row (Pom.), d. 1897 at Gottingen.

Hildebrand, Adolf, S., b. 1847 at

Marburg.
Hildebrand, Ernst, P., b. 1833 at

Falkcnberg (Nieder-Lausitz).

Hildebrand , Theodor, P., b. 1804
at Stettin, d. 1874 at Dtisseldorf.

Hildebraiu/t, Eiluard, P., b. 1818
at Dantsic, d. 1808 at Berlin.

Hildebraiiilt, Fritz, P., brother of
the preceding, b. 1819 at Dantsic,
d. 1855 at Home.

Ilihjers, Karl, S., b. 1814 at Diissel-
dorf.

Hilgers, Karl, P., 1818-90, Dtissel-
dorf.

Ilitz, Dora, P., b. 1850 at Altdorf
near Nuremberg.

Hitzig, Friedrieh, A., 1811-81,
Berlin.

Hoffmann, Ludwig, A., b. 1853 at

Darmstadt.
Hoffmeister, Heinz, S., b. 1851 at

Saarlouis, d. 1894 at Berlin.
Hofnuinn, Luituig von, P., b. 1801

at Darmstadt.
Hoguet, Charles, P., 1821-70, Berlin.
Ho'seinann, Theodor, P., b. 1807 at

Brandenburg, d. 1875 at Berlin.
Ifiibner, Julius, P., b. 1800 at
Oels, d. 1882 at Losehwitz near
Dresden.

Hiibner, Karl, P., b. 1811 at Kiinigs-
berg, d. 1879 at Diisseldorf.

Hurle, Hermann Philip)) Wilhelm
von der, A., b. 1830 at Liibeck.

Hundrieser, Emit, S., b. 1840 at

Konigsberg.
Hiinten, Emit, P., b. 1827 at Paris,

d. 1902 at Dtisseldorf.
Hupp, Otto, draughtsman and me-

dallist, b. 1859 at Dtisseldorf.
Ihne, Ernst Eberhard, A., b. 1848

at Blberfeld.
Inner, Karl, P., b. 1834 at Babitz,

d. 1900 at Dtisseldorf.

Jacob, Julius, P., b. 1842 at Berlin.

Janensch, Gerhard, S., b. 1800 at

Zamborst in Pomerania.
Janssen, Peter, P., b. 1844 at Diissel-

dorf.

Jernbery, Olof, P., b. 1855 at Diissel-

dorf.
'

Jordan, Rudolf, P., b. 1810 at Ber-
lin, d. 1887 at Diisseldorf.

Kaffsack, Jos., S., b. 1849 at Ratis-
bon, d. 1890 at Berlin.

Kalckreuth, Count Stanislaus, P..

b. 1821 at Koschmin, d. 1894 at

Munich.
Kalide, Theodor, S., b. 1801 at

Kdnigshtttte, d. 18B3 at Gleiwitz.
Kallmoryen, Friedrieh, P., b. 185(1

at Altona.
Kuineke, Otto von, P., b. 1820 at

Stolp, d. 1899 at Berlin.
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Kampf, Arthur, P., b. 1804 at Aix-
la-Chapelle.

Kampf, Eugen, P., 1). lxoo at Aix-
la-Chapelle.

Kaulbach, Wilhelm von, P., b. 1805
at Arolsen, d. 1874 at Munich.

Kagser, llehirich, A., b. 18 42 at

Duisburg.
Keil, Karl, S., b. 1X38 at Wiesbaden.

d. 1889 at Kiderich.

KMnke, Karl, P., b. 1852 at Ham-
burg.

Keller, Fen/., P., b. 1842 Carlsruhe.
Kieseuiridter, llehirich, S., b. 1X54.

Kirbenj, Olio, P., b. lx5o at Elber-

feld.'

Kiss, August, S., 1). 1802 in Upper
Silesia, d. 1X05 at Berlin.

Klitti/er, Mas, S. and P., b. 1851

at Plagwitz near Leipsic.

Klober, August rim, P., b. 1793 at

Breslau, d. 1804 at Berlin.

Knackfuss, Hermann Wilhelm Jo-

hunu, P., b. 1818 at Wissen near
Siegburg.

Kuans, Ludn'ig, P., b.l82!l at Wies-
baden.

Kuille, Otto, P., b. 1832 at Osna-
briick, A. 181)8 at Meran.

Kuobelsilorff, Geary Wenzeslatts
von, A., P., b. 1099 at Kuekiidel
(Lausitz), d. 1753 at Berlin.

Knoblauch, Eduant, A., b. 1801 at

Berlin, d. 1X05 at Berlin.

Koch, aeon/ Karl, P., b. 1857 at

Berlin.

Koch, Joseph, P., b. 1708 in the

Tyrol, d. 1839 at Rome.
Koch, Ma.e Fried rich, P., b. 1859

at Berlin.

Kokolski, Hermann, S.. b. 1853 at

Berlin.

Kolbe, Karl Wilhelm, the Younger,
P.. 1781-1853, Berlin.

Kolitz, Louis, P., b. 1845 at Tilsit.

Kane,-, Max, P., 1854-1900. Berlin.

Kopf, Joseph von , S., h. 1827 at

Unlingen (Wtirtemberg).
Konter, Ernst Karl Eugen, P.,

b. 1840 near Crone (West-Prussia).
Kroner, Christian, P., b. 1838 at

Riuteln.
Kriiger, Franz, P., b. 1797 at Rade-
gast nearCOthen, d. 1857 at Berlin.

Kruse, Ma.e, S., b. 1854 at Berlin.

Kuehl, Gottharclt, P., b. 1851 at

Liibeck.

Kuntz, Gustav, P., b. 1843 at Wil-
denfels (Saxony), d. 1879 at Rome.

Kyllmann, Walther, A., b. 1837 at

Weyer near Wald.

Langhans, Karl Ferdinand, A.,

b. 17«1 at Breslau, d. 1809 at

Berlin.
Langhans, Karl Gotthard', A.,

father of the preceding, h. 1733

at Landeshut (Silesia), d. 1808 at

Gruneiehe.
halt, Hans, S., b. 1859 at Breslau.

Lei hi, Wilhelm. P. b. 1844 at Co-

logne, d. 1900 at Wiirzburg.
Leislikoic, Walter, P., b. 1805 at

Bromberg.
Leubach, Franz con, P., h. 1830 at

Sehrobenhausen (Upper Bavaria).

Lepsius, Reiuhold , P., h. 1857 at

Berlin.
Lessing, Karl Friedrich, P., b. 18 ix

at Breslau, d. 1880 at Carlsinhe.

Lessing, Konrad, P., son of the

preceding, b. 1852 at Dusseldorf.

Lessing, Otto, P., S., son of Karl
Friedrich L.. b. 1840 at Diisseldorf.

Leu, August Wilhelm, P., b. 1818

at Minister, d. 1897.

Liebermann , Mar, P., b. 1819 at

Berlin.

Lier, Adolf, P., b.1820 at Herriiliut,

d. 1882 at Wahren near Brixen.

Lock, Michel, S., b. 1848 at Cologne,
d. 1898 at Berlin.

Lucae, Richard, A., 1829-77, Berlin.

Ludioig, Karl, P., b. 1839 at Rciiu-

hild,' d. 1901 at Berlin.

Lugo, Fniil, P., b. 1840 at Stock-

ach, d. 1902 at Munich.
Liirsse)!, Eihtard August, S., b.1810

at Kiel, d. 1891 at' Berlin.

Magnus, Ed., P., 1799-1x72. Berlin.

Magnussen, Harm, S. . b. 1801 at

Hanim near Hamburg.
Maison, Rudolph, S.^ b. 1854 at

Ratisbon.
Makart, Hans. P., b. 1X40 at Salz-

burg, d. 1884 at Vienna.
Malchin. Karl, P., b. 1838 at Krii-

pelin (Mecklenburg).
Mauthe, Albert August Karl, S.,

b. 1847 at Angermttnde.
Manzel, Ludwig, S. , b. 1858 at

Kagendorf.
March, Otto, A., b. 1X45 at Char-

lottenburg-Berlin.
Marees, Hans von, P., b. 1837 at

Elberfeld, d. 1887 at Rome.
Martersteig. Friedrich, P., 1814-99,

Weimar.
Mao:, Gabriel, P., b. 1840 at Prague.
Maijer, Eduard, S. , b. 1812 near
Treves, d. 1881.

Menken, August, A., b. 1858 at Co-
logne.
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Meuzel, Adolf con, P., b. 1815 at
|

Breslau.
Meurer, Moritz, P., b. 1839 at Wal-
denburg (Saxony).

Meyer, Johann Georg (known as
Meyer con Bremen), P., b. 181:)

at Bremen, d. 188(1.

Meyer, Klaus, P., b. 185(1 near Han-
over.

Mei/erheini, Eduard, P., b. 1808 at

Dantsic, d. 1879 at Berlin.
Meyerheim , l\uil , P., son of the
preceding, b. 1842 at Berlin.

Mockel, GotthilfLudwig, A., b. 1838
at Zwickau.

Miiller, Karl, S., b. 1803 at Berlin,
d. 1882.

Moser, Julius, S. . b. 1832 at

Berlin.

Miicke, Heinrich , P., b. 180(1 at
Breslau, d. 1801 at Diisseldorf.

Miihlenbruch, J., P., b. 1851'. at

Trutzlatz (Pomerania).
Miihliq, Hugo, P., b.1854 at Dresden.
Miiller, Eduard, S., b. 1828 at Hild-
buighausen, d. 1895 at Rome.

Miiuthe, Ludwig, P., b. 18-11 at

Aaren (Norway), d. 180(1.

Neumann, Richard Gnstac, S., P.,

b. 1848 at Berlin.
Xoster, Lndloig, P., b.1859 at Friedc-

berg (Neuraark).
Oeiler, Georg, P., b. 184(1 at. Aix-

la-Chapelle.
Okie, Hans Wilhelm, P., 1). 1855 at

Sllderau (Holstein).

Orth, August, A., b. 1828 at Wind-
hausen near Seesen (Brunswick).

Ottmer, Karl Theodor. A., P.,

b. 180J at Brunswick , d. 1843 at

Berlin.
Olio, Johannes Samuel, P., b. 1798

at Unruhstadt (Posen), d. 1878 at

Berlin.

Otto, Paul, 8., 184(5-93, Berlin.

Otzen ,
Johannes, A., b. 1830 at

Siesebye (Schleswig).

Ocerbeck, Frietlrich, P., b. 1789 at

Llibeck, d. 18(19 at Home.
Panzner, Georg Otto, S., b. 1853 at

Konigstein (Saxony).

J'ersius, Ludwii/, A., b. 1804 at

Berlin, d. 1845' at Rome.
Pettenkofen, August con, P., 1821-

89, Vienna.
J'fannschmidt, Fried rich Johann,

S., b. 1864 at Berlin.

lfannschmiilt, Gottfr., P., b. 1819

at Mlihlhausen, d. 1887 at Berlin.

Pfuhl, Johannes, S. , b. 18411 at

Lihvenberg (Silesia).

Piglhein, Bruno, P., b. 1848 at Ham-
burg, d. 1804 at Munich.

Piloty, Karl Theodor con, P., b. 182(1

at Munich, d. 188(1 at Ambach.
Viper, Curl, S., h. 185(1 at Stettin.

Plockhorst, Beruhard , P., b. 1825
at Brunswick.

I'uhle, heioi, P., b. 1810 at Lcipsic.
l'ohliitanu, Heinrich, S., b. 1830 at
Sehcventorf (Han over).

Poppelmauu, I'eter, S. , b. 18(1(1 at

Harsewinkel (Westphalia).
Pose, Eduard Wilhelm, P., b.1812

at Diisseldorf, d. 1878 at Frank-
fort-on-the-Main.

Prell, Hermann, P., b. 1854 at

Leipsic.

l'reller, Fried rich, the Elder, P.,

b. 1804 at Eisenach, d. 1878 at

Weimar.
Pre/jer, Johann Wilhelm, P., b. 1803

at Rlicvdt, d. 1880 at Diisseldorf.

Rahl, Karl, P., 1812-05, Vienna.
Raschdorff, Julius, A., b. 1823 at

Pless.

Bau, Leopold, S., b. 1817 at Nurem-
berg, d. 1880 at Rome.

Bunch, Christian Daniel, S., b.1777
at Arolsen, d. 1857 at Dresden.

Ranrpp, Karl, P., b. 1837 at Darm-
stadt.

Bethel, Alfred, P., b. 181U nearAix-
la-Chapelle, d. 1859 at Diisseldorf.

Bheinhold, Hugo, S., b. 1853 atOber-
lalmstein, d. 10J0 at Berlin.

Richter, Gustac, P., 1823-84, Berlin.

Pichter, Ludn-ig, P., 1803-84, Dres-
den.

Si eel el-, August, P., b. 1799 at Bay

-

reuth, d. 1883 at Rome.
Piefstahl, Wilh., P., b. 1827 atNen-

strelitz, d. 1888 at Munich.
Riesch, Otto, S., b. 1851 at Berlin.

Rietschel, Ernst, S., b. 1801 at Puls-
nitz, d. 1861 at Dresden.

Rietschel, Ernst Wilhelm, P., b.1821

at G-iessmannsdorf , d. I860 at

Munich.
Ritter, Henry, P., b. 181(1 atMontreal
(Canada), d. 1853 at Diisseldorf.

Rbber, Ernst, P., b.1849 at Elberfeld.
Rbber, Fritz , P. , brother of the

preceding, b. 1851 at Elberfeld.
Rochling, Karl, P., b. 1855 at Saar-
brucken.

Rode, Christian Bernhard , P. &
etcher, 1725-97, Berlin.

Romer, Beruhard , S. , b. 1852 at

Gross-Strehlitz (Silesia), d. 1891.

POssler, Adalbert con. P., b. 1853
at Wiesbaden.
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Bottmann , Karl, P., b. 1798 near
Heidelberg, <1. 1850 at Munich.

Ruths, Valentin, P., b. 1X25 at Ham-
burg.

Saltzmaini, Carl, P., b.1847 atBerlin.
Salzenberg , Wilhelm, A., b. 1803,

d. 1887 at Montreux.
battler, Joseph, P., b. 1807 at Schro-
benbausen (Bavaria).

Schadow, Gottfried, S., 1704-1850,
Berlin.

Schartow, Wilhehn ran, P., son of

the preceding, b. 1789 at Berlin,
d. 1802 at Dilsseldorf.

Schufer, Karl, A., b. 1844 at Cassel.

Schaller, F. Johann, P., b. 1H41 at

Wasungen, d. 18X7 at Coburg.
Schaper, Fried rich, S., b. 18 il at

Alsleben on the Saale.

Scheunis, Fried rich von, P., b. 1852

at Elberfeld.

Scherres, Carl, P., b. 1833 at Konigs-
berg.

Scheuren , Kayiar, P., b. 1810 at Aix-
la-Chapelle, d. 1887 at Dilssel-

dorf.

Scheu renberg, Josef, P., b. 1840 at

Dilsseldorf.

Schick; Rudolf, P., d. 1887 at Berlin.

Schiereloeiu, Hermann, S., 1817-07,

Berlin.

Schindler, Fmil, P., b. 1842 at Vien-
na, d. 1892 at Sylt.

Schinhel, Karl Friedrich, A., P.,

b. 1781 at Neuruppin , d. 1841 at

Berlin.

Schinu, Carl Cowen, P., b. 1852 at

Wiesbaden.
Schirmer, Johann Wilhelm, P.,

b. 1807 at Jiilich, d. 1803 at Carls-

ruhe.
Schleich, Eduard, the. Elder, P.,

b.1812 atHarbaeh (Bavaria), d.1874
at Munich.

Schlesinger, Jakob, P., b. ca. 1793 at

Grtinstadt (Palatinate), d. 1855 at

Berlin.

Schliiter, Andreas, A., S., b. 1004
at Hamburg, d. 1714 at St. Peters-
burg.

Schliiter, Karl, S., b. 1840 atPinne-
berg, d. 1884 at Dresden.

Schmidt, Maximilian, P., b. 1818 at

Berlin, d. 1901 at Konigsberg.
Schmitson, TeutwaH, P., b. 1830 at

Frankfort-on-the-Main, d. 1803 at

Vienna.
Schnorr r. Carolsfeld , Julius, P.,

b. 1794 at Leipsie, d. 1872 at

Dresden.
Scholl, Anton, S., h. 1837 at Mayenee.

Scholtz, Julius, P., b. 1825 at Bres-
lau, d. 1893 at Dresden.

SchSnleber, Gustav, P. , b. 1851 at

Bietigheim (Wiirtemberg).
Schott, Walter, S., b. 1861 at Ilsen-

burg.
Schroder, Julius, P., 1815-1900,

Berlin.
Schreijer, Adolf, P., b.1828 at Frank-

fort-on-the-Main, d. 1899 at Cron-
berg.

Schrodter , Adolf, P. , b. 1805 at

Schwedt, d. 1875 at Carlsruhe.
Schuch, Werner, P., b. 1843 at

Hildesheim.
Schuter, Karl, S., b. 1847 at Nurem-

berg, d. 1886 at Berlin.
Schulz, Mnritz, S., b. 1825 at Leob-

schiitz (Upper Silesia).

Schwechteu , Franz Heinrich, A.,

b. 1X41 at Cologne.
Schweinitz, Rudolf, S. , 1839-96,
Charlnttenburg (Berlin).

Schwind , Mnritz run. P., h. 1804
at Vienna, d. 1871 at Munich.

Sehring Beruhard, A., b. 1855 at

Adderitz.
Seidl, Gabriel, A., b. 1848 at Munich.
Seitz, Rudolf, P., b. 1842 at Munich.
Siemeriug, Rudolf, S. , b. 1835 at

Konigsberg.
Simm, Franz, P., h. 1853 at Vienna.
Siiiimler, Wilhelm Carl Melchinr,

P., b. 1840 at Geisenheim.
Shark irni, Franz, P., b. 1849 at

Berlin.

Sohn, Karl , the Elder, P., b. 1805
at Berlin, d. 1807 at Cologne.

Sailer, Auqust, A., b. 1805 at Er-
furt, d. 1853.

Summer, August, S., b. 1839 at Co-
burg.

Spangenberg, Gustav, P. ,b. 1828
at Hamburg, d. 1891 at Berlin.

Spangenberg, Louis, P., b. 1824 at

Hamburg, d. 1893 at Berlin.
Sperl, Johann, P., b. 1840 at Buch

(Bavaria).
Spieher, Paul, A., b. 1826 at Trar-

bach, d. before 1890(?) at Wies-
baden.

Spitzweg, Karl, P., 1808-85, Munich.
Stahn, Otto, A. , b. 1859 at Berlin.

Starch, Constautin, S., b. 1866 at

Riga.
Statz, Vincenz, A., 1819-99, Cologne.
Stauffer (Bern), Karl, P., S., b. 1857

at Triibschachen, d. 1891 at Flo-

rence.

Steffeck, Karl, P., b. 1818 at Berlin,

d. 1890 at Konigsberg.
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Steinbriick, Eduard, P., b. 1803 at
Magdeburg, d. 1882 at Landeck
(Silesia).

Steinle, Eduard von, P., b. 1810 at
Vienna, d. 1886 at Frankfort-on-
the-Main.

Stier, Hubert, A., b. 1838 at Berlin.
Stilke, Herm., P., 1804-60, Berlin.
Strack,Johann Heinrich, A., b. 1805

at Btickeburg , d. 1880 at Berlin.
Strassen, Melchior Anton zur, S.,

b. 1832 at Mtinster (Westphalia),
d. 1896 at Leipsie.

Stuck, Franz, P., S. , b. 1863 at

Tettenweis.
Staler, Friedrich August, A., b.1800

at Miihlhausen (Thuringia), d. 1865
at Berlin.

Sussmatvn Hellborn , Louis, S.,

b. 1828 at Berlin.

Thoma, Hans, P., b. 1839 at Bernau
(Baden).

Tieck, Friedrich, S., 1776-1851,
Berlin.

Tischbein , Friedrich , P. , b. 1750
at Maestrieht , d. 1812 at Heidel-
berg.

Tischbein, Joh. Heinrich, the Elder,
P., b. 1722 at Haina (Hesse), d. 1789
at Cassel.

Toberentz , Robert , S. , b. 1849 at

Berlin, d. 1895 at Rostock.
Tondeur, Alexander, S., b. 1829 at

Berlin.

Troschel, Julius, S., b. 1813 at Ber-
lin, d. 1863 at Rome.

Trubner, Wilhelm , P., b. 1851 at

Heidelberg.
Tushaus , Friedrich , P. , b. 1832,

d. 1885 at Milnster (Westphalia).

Uechtritz - Steinkirch , Cuno von,

S., b. 1856 at Breslau.

Uhde , Fritz von , P. , b. 1848 at

Wolkenburg (Saxony).

Unger, Man;, S. , b. 1854 at Berlin.

Uphues, Joseph, S., b. 1850 at Sassen-

berg (Westphalia)
Veit, Philijiji, P., b. 1793 at Berlin,

d. 1877 at Mayenec.
Veith, Eduard, P., b. 1858 at Neu-
titschein (Moravia).

Vogel, Hugo, P., b. 1855 at Magde-
burg.

Voigtlcimler, Rudolf von, P., b. 1854

at Brunswick.
Volkmann, Arthur, S., b. 1851 at

Leipsie.

Volkmann, Hans von, P., b. 1860
at Halle.

Volz, Hermann, S., b. 1847 at Carls-
rune.

Wach, Karl, P., 1787-1845, Berlin.
Wagenbauer, Max Jos., P., b. 1774
at Markt - Grilling , d. 1829 at
Munich.

Waldmiiller, Ferd., P., 1793-1865,
Vienna.

Wallot, Johann Paul, A., h. 1842
at Oppenhoim on the Rhine.

Warthmiiller (Miiller), Robert, P.,

b.l859atLandsbergontheWarthe,
d. 1895 at Berlin.

Wdsemann, H. Fr., A., 1814-1879,
Berlin.

Weber, August, P., b. 1817 at Prank-
fort-on-the-Main, d.1873 at Diissel-
dorf.

Weidemann , Friedrich Wilhelm,
P., b. 1668 at Osterburg (Alt-
mark), d. 1750 at Berlin.

Weishatipt, Victor, P., b. 1848 at
Munich.

Weitsch, Friedrich Georg, P., b.1758
at Brunswick, d. 1828 at Berlin.

Wenck, Ernst, S., b.1865 atReppen.
Werner, Anton von, P., b. 1843 at
Frankfort-on-the-Oder.

Werner, Fritz, P.. b. 1827 at Berlin.
Wichmann, Karl Friedrich, S.,

b. 1775 at Potsdam, d. 1836 at
Berlin.

Wichmann, Ludivig, S.. brother of
the preceding, b. 1784 at Pots-
dam, d. 1859 at Berlin.

Wiese, Max, P., b. 1846 at Dantsic.
Wille , Fritz von , P. , b. 1860 at
Weimar.

Wisliceniis, Hermann, P., b. 1825
at Eisenach, d. 1899 at Goslar,

Wittig, August, S., b. 1826 at
Meissen, d. 1893 at Dusseldorf.

Wolff, Albert, S., b. 1814 at Neu-
Strelitz, d. 1892 at Berlin.

Wolff, Emit, S., b. 1802 at Berlin,
d. 1879 at Rome.

Wolff, Friedrich Wilhelm, S.,b.l816
at Fehrbellin, d. 1XS7 at Berlin.

Wredow, August, S. , b. 1804 at
Brandenburg, d. 1891 at Berlin.

Zilgel, Heinrich, P., b. 1850 at Murr-
hardt (Wiirtemberg).

Zumbusch, Kaspar Clemens von,
S., b. 1830 at Herzebrock (West-
phalia).

Baedekek's Berlia 14
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Abgeordneten-Hausl21.
Academy, Agricultural

156.

— , Architectural 172.
— of Art 174.

— of Art and Science 56.

— , Military 155. 191.
— of Music 174
— , Technical 172.

Adlershof 196.

Admiralty 114.

Akadem. Lesehalle 34.

Alexander-Platz 144.

Alsen-Platz 167.

Alt-Berlin 139.

Alt-Kolln 138.

Alt-Moahit 159.

Ambulance Stations 25.

American Church 40.

130.

Amtsgericht 144.

Anatomie 155.

Andreas-Platz 145.

Aquarium 55.

Apartments, Furn-
ished 8.

Architektenhaue 126.

Arrival 1.

Arsenal 59.

Art, School of 143.

Art Dealers 31.

Artillery and Engin-
eering School 174.

Astro-Physical Obser-
vatory 191.

Augusta Hospital 156.

Ausstellungs-Park 159.

Baa-See 197.

Babelsberg, Chateau
190.

Banks 34.

Bar, English 9.

Barracks :

Cuirassier Guards
128.

Dragoon Guards 128.

Emperor Alexander
Guards 153.

Emperor Franz
Guards 128.

Barracks:
Field Artillery
Guards 160.

First Foot Guards
160.

Fusilier Guards 151.

Gardes du Corps 190.

Hussar Guards 190.

Queen Augusta
Guards 128.

Queen Elizabeth
Guards 178.

Railway Regiments
129. 131

Third Foot Guards
137.

Train Corps 129.

Uhlans 159.

Basdorf 196.

Baths 31.

Bau-Akademie 131.

Bauer, Cafe 55.

Baumgartenbriick 192.

Baumschulenweg 195.

Beer Restaurants :

Alhambra 10.

Altstatter Hof 10.

Architektenhaus 10.

Aschinger's Bicr-

quellen 11.

Askanier, ZumAlten
10.

Automatic 11.

Bergschloss 11.

Bock 11.

Bbhm. Brauhaus 11.

Botzow 11.

Brandenburger Haus
10.

Bilrgerbrau 10.

Burggrafenhof 10.

Casino of theWest 10.

Charlottenhof 10. 168.

Clausing 11.

Dessauer Garten 10.

Dortmund Union 10.

Eremitage 10.

Franziskaner 10.

Friedrichshain 11.

Friedrichshohe 11.

Gartner 10.

Beer Restaurants:
Grosser Kurflirst 10.

Habel 11.

Hackerbriiu 10.

Happoldt 11

Heidelberger 10.

Hofbrau 10. 116.

Zum Klausner in.

Krziwaneck 10.

Kulmbach 10.

Lanzsch & Co. 10.

Leipziger Hof 10.

Lettehaus 11.

Linden-Restaurant 9.

Lowenbrau 10.

Monchshof 10.

Neumann 11.

Niquet 11.

Patzenhofer 11.

Pfefferberg 11.

Pilsen, Zur Stadt 9.

Pralaten, Zum 10.

Printz 10.

Pschorr 9. 10. 110.

Ratskeller 10. 141.

Regenspurger 10.

Rheinischer Hof 10.

Schoneberger 11.

Schultheiss, Zum 11.

auf Tivoli 11.

Sehiinemann 10.

Sedan-Panorama 10.

Sedlmayr 9.

Siechen 9.

Spaten, Zum 9. 111.

Spatenbrau 10.

Spittelhallen 10.

Sttidemann 11.

Terminus 10.

Tiergartenhof 11.

Topfer 10.

Tucher 9. 111.

Union 11. 128.

Wahlstatt 10.

Weihenstephan 9.

Wilhelmshallen 9.

Zelte, the 10. 167.

ZoologicalGarden 10.

Beethoven-Saal 118.

Beetz 200.

Behren-Strasse 110.
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Belitzhof 176. 177.
Belle -AllianceBrUoke

127.

— — , Handelsstiitte
13fi.

-Platz 120.

— — -Strassc 128.

Bellevue, Chateau 167.

Bellevne-Strasse 117.

Bergakademie 158.

Berlin and Spandau
Canal 158.

— Blcctr. Works 155.
— Tramway Co. 114.

Berliner Bank 110.
— Handcls-Gcs. 110.
— Kassenvercin 58.
— Lokalanzeigcr 55.

Bcrnau 196.

Bethanien 137.

Bibliothek, Kbnigl. 57.

Biesdorf 200.

Biesenthal 100.

Binenwalde 100.

Birkenwerder 100.

Blind Asylum 177.

Blucher-Platz 127.

Blticher-Strasse 127.

Blumengartcn 23.

Blumenthal 200.

Boarding Houses:
American Home 7.

Bauer 6.

Bieber 7.

v. Bodungen 7.

Bourdeaux 7.

Brandeis 7.

Broecker 7.

v. Buttlar 7.

Daheim 6.

Damenheim 7.

Dollen 7.

Edman 7.

v. Engelbrecht 6.

Ferber 7.

v. Pinck 7.

Fritz 6.

Plilleborn H.

Gerling 6.

Giercke 7.

Ginzberg 6.

Hankwitz 6.

Harrje 6.

Heimat 6.

Hermann & Gugler 7.

Herzberg 7.

Hoier 7.

Holtzl-Sheridan 7.

Jaenicke 6.

Jendritza 0.

Joseph 6.

I
Boarding Houses:
Kahle 7.

Kahrn 7.

v. Kasperowicz 7.

Kirstein 0.

Klamroth 7.

Koch 7.

Krause 7.

Ladies' Home 8.

Landes 7.

Landmann 0.

v. Langcn 6.

v. Lawrenz 7.

Lindc 7.

Lobe 7.

Lucas fi.

Martiny 7.

Medonwaldt 7.

Meyer 7.

Mliller v. d. Werra (i.

Ohm-Heydtmann 7.

Otten 7.

Otto 7.

Popper 8.

Porsch 6.

Radtke 6.

Rocke 7.

Reddig 7.

Rinkel fi.

Scheringer 7.

Schmidt 7.

Schmidt-Heinritz 6.

Schultze 6.

Seyfried 6.

Sintenis 7.

Spranger 7.

Starkmann 7.

Stiemer 7.

Thciler 6.

Tscheuschner 7.

Volckmann 7.

v. Voss 7.

Wallraff 6.

Weinreich-White 7.

Welle 7.

Werner 7.

Westens, des 7.

Bolle's Dairy 160.

Bollersdorf 200.

Boltenmtihle 190.

Borse 14ii.

Borsig's Engine Works
154. 193.

— Office 154.

— Palace 113.

— Palm Houses 160.

Botanic Garden 130.

177.

Bottcherberg 190.

Brandenburg 197.

Brandenburg Gate 54.

Brauhaushtig 191.

Breite-Strassc 138.

Breweries 11.

Brieselang, Forest 193.

Bruder-Strasse 138.

Brunnenthal 197.

Bueh l'.ifi.

Buckow 200.

Blilow-Strassc 130.

Burg 202.

BUrgerheidc 193.

Busehmilhlc, thcStrau-
pitzer 202.

Cabs 22. 1.

Cadet School 17S.

Cafes 11.

Caputh 192.

Carriages 23.

Cathedral 62.

Cattle Market 145.

Cemeteries :

Dorotheenstadt 154.

Dreifaltigkeit 127.

128.

Garrison 128.

-, old 152.

Invaliden 158.

Jerusalem 127.

St. Matthew's 131.

Neuer 127.

Sophien 152.

Central Market 144.

Central-Turnanstalt
156.

— Viehhof 145.

Chamber of Deputies
121.

, Upper lit.

Chamisso's House 126.

Chancellery, Imperial
113.

Charite 155.

Charlottenburg 171.
— Mausoleum 175.
— Palace 174.

Charlottenhof 188.

Charlotten-Strasse 126.

Chausee-Strasse 154.

Chemical Institutes
155. 172.

Children's Home 136.

— Hospital 154.

Chorin 197.

Churches :

American 40. 130.

Apostle Paul 131.

Ascension 152.

Atonement 152.

St. Bartholomew 145.

Bethlehem 116.

14*
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Churches:
Dankes-Kirche 154.

Cathedral 62.

— , Temporary 14(1.

Dorotheenstadt 153.

Dreifaltigkeits 113.

Emmaus 137.

Emp.Frederick Mem-
orial Church 168.

Emp. William Mem-
orial Church 173.

English 40. 146.

French 112. 185.

Friedens-Kirche 152.

FriedrichWerder 132.

Garrison 128. 141.

St. George's 144.
— (English) 146. 40.

Gnaden-Kirche 156.

St. Hedwig's 58.

Heilands 160. 179.

Heilige Kreuz 128.

Herz Jesu 151.

Himmelfahrt 152.

Holy Ghost 141.

Holy Rood 128.

Jacobi 136.

Jerusalems 135.

St. John's 160.

St. John the Evan-
gelist 151.

Kloster-Kirche 143.

St. Louis's 174.

St. Luke's 118.

Luther 130.

St. Mark's 145.

Marien 142. 29.

Matthai 169.

St. Matthias' 130.

St. Michael's 136.

Nazareth 155.

New Church 112.

St. Nicholas' 139.

Parochial 143.

St. Paul's 178.
— (Rom. Cath.) 160.

SS. Peter and Paul's
178.

St. Peter's 138.

Pius 145.

Resurrection 145.

Sacred Heart 151.

St. Saviour's 160.

St. Sebastian's 152.

Simeon's 136.

Sophien 152.

St. Thomas' 136.

Trinitatis 174.

Trinity 113.

Twelve Apostles 130.

Versohnungs 152.

Churches:
William Memorial
Church 173.

Zions 152.

Circuses 28. 146.

Clinical Institutes 154.

Collections 34.

Column of Peace 126.

Commandant's Resi-
dence 61.

Commissionaires 1.

Concerts 29.

Confectioners 12.

Consulates 40.

Costumes, Library of

126.

Criminal Court 160.

Cyclists, Hints for 41.

Dahlem 177.

Dahlwitz 200.

Dahme, the 193.

Dahmsdorf 200.

Dalldorf 198.

Dammmlihle 139.

Deaf and Dumb Asy-
lum 152.

Deutsche Bank 110.

Diary 38.

Dierberg 200.

Diet, Imperial 161.

Diskonto - Gesellsehaf t

55. 110.

Dissecting Room, Univ.
155.

District. Court 144.

Dom 62.

Dom - Kandidatenstift
151.

Dbnhoff-Platz 117.

Dorothecn-Stadt 153.

Dorotheen-Strasse 153.

Dresdner Bank 58. 110.

Eberswalde 196.

Eiche 201.

Eichstadt 199.

Eichwalde 195.

Eierhausehen 128. 194.

Electricity Works 155.

Elevated Railway 14.

Elizabeth Hospital 130.

for Children 128.

Embassies 40:
Austria 167.

France 54.

Great Britain 40. 112.

Russia 55.

Spain 169.

United States 40.

Emperor Frederick Mu-
seum 70.

Engineers, Headquar-
ters of 130.

— , Society of 55.

English Churches 40.

Ephraim House 139.

Equitable Insurance
Co. 116.

Erkner 194.

Exchange 46.

Exhibition Park 159.

Exhibitions of Pictures
29. 34.

Paber's House 110.

Falkenberg 197.

Fehrbellin 198.

Finkcnkrug 193. 198.

Finow Canal 196.

Fire Brigade 135.

, Monument to 137.

Fireworks 30.

Flatow-Turm 191.

Flora 174.

Football Club 30.

Franzosisch-Buchholz
196.

Fredersdorf 195. 200.

Freemasons' Lodges
130. 135. 153.

Freienwalde 197.

Friedenau 177.

Friedens-Allee 161.

Friedens-Saule 120.

Friedrichs-Brucke 146.

Friedrichsfelde 200.

Friedrichshagen 194.

Friedrichshain 145.

Friedrich-Stadt 110.

Friedrich-Strasse 110.

126. 153.

Friedrichswerder 131.

Friedrich Wilhelms
Hospital 145.

Friedrich -Wilhelm-
Stadt 155.

Friesenhiigel 128.

Garrison Hospital 129.

Gatow 193.

Gauging Office, Normal
173.

Gendarmen-Markt 111.

General Ordens - Com-
mission 113.

General Staff 167.

Geodetic Institute 191.

Geographical Institute
132.

Geological Institution
158.

Germania Life Insu-
rance Co. 110,
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Gerson, Bazar 132.

Gertraudten-Briicke
13a.

St. Gertraudt Hospital
128.

Gesundbruniionl52.198.
Giant Telescope 137.

Glass Painting Insti-

tute, Royal 171.

Glienicke 190.

Golf Club 3J.

Gosen 195.

Griebnitz-See 179. 190.

Grimm, House of the
Brothers 117.

Grinerick-Sce 11)9.

Grossgbrschen - Strasse
177.

Grosskreutz 197.

Gross-Lichtcrfelde 177.

Gross-Wasserburg 201.

Grilnau 195.

Grunewald, the 170.

— , Shooting Lodge 177.

— , Villa Colony 170.

Guard House, Royal 58.

Guard Mounting 30.

Gymnasiums

:

Zum Grauen Kloster
113.

Joaehimstlial 17 1.

Prinz Heinrich 131.

Gymnastie Institute,

Central 150.

Haekeschcr Markt 151.

Hakenberg 198.

Halbe 201.

Hall of Fame 00.

Halle Gate 127.

Hails a (Quarter 108.

Hartmannsdorf 201.

Hasenheide 128.

Hasselwerder 191.

Hausvoigtei-Platz 132.

Havel, the 175. 199.

Havelhausen 199.

Health Office 108.

St. Hedwig's Hospital
152.

Heinriehsdorf 200.

Hennigsdorf 199.

Hercules Bridge 130.

109.

Hermsdorf 199.

Herrenhaus 114. 117.

Herzberg 200.

Herzberge 145.

Herzfelde 20(1.

Hirschgartcii 191.

Hofmaiin-Hans 109.

Hohenzollern Museum
140.

— Schule 131.

Home for Incurables
145.

Home Office 113.

Hoppegarten 200.

Hospitals 128. 129. 115.

154. 155. 100.

Honow 200.

Horse Races 3 1.

Hospices 5.

Hotels

:

Alexander-Platz 4.

Askanischer Hot' 5.

Badischer Hot' 3.

Bauer 5.

Bellevue 4. 117.

Berliner Hof 4.

Brandenburg 3.

Briese's 3.

Bristol 2. 55.

Britannia 3.

Carlton 3.

Central 2.

Coburg 4.

Continental 2.

Oeutscher Kaiser 5.

Deutsehes Haus 4.

Eichberg 5.

Kui'opaischer Hof 4.

Familien-Hotel 0.

France, Hotel de 3.

Priedriehshof 3.

Flirstonhof 4.

Germania 4.

GrunenBaum,Zum 0.

Habsburger Hof 5.

Hambourg 4.

Happoldt's Hotel 4.

Hohenstein 4.

Hollstein 5.

Hospices 5.

Kaiserhof 2. 113.

— , Kleiner 0.

Kaiser-Hotel 3. 111.

Krebs' 3.

Kronprinz 4.

Krilger 0.

Kurfiiistenhotel 5.

Leipziger Hof 4.

Linden-Hotel 5.

London, Stadt 4.

Magdeburg, Stadt 4.

Mendrzyk 5.

Metropole 3.

Minerva 3.

Monopol 2.

Moskau 4.

Nctzlcr's 0.

NnnldcutsclierHof 3.

Hotels:
Ntirnberger Hof 3.

Offizier-Verein 4.

Palast-Hotel 2. 117.

Passage 5.

Pommersclier Hof 5.

Prinz Albrecht 3.

— Friedrich Karl 4.

— Heinrich 4.

— Wilhelm 4.

Prinzenhof 4.

Reich 4.

Ueichshof 3.

Reichstag, 4.

Rheinischer Hof 4.

Rome, Gr. H. de 2. 55.

Royal 3.

Russie, Gr. H. de 4.

Saeh 4.

Savoy 2.

Saxonia 5.

Schlbsser's 3.

Schwarz's 5.

Schweriner Hof 5.

Silesia 3.

Terminus 3.

Tiergurten-Hbtel 4.

Tlitiringer Hof 5.

Victoria 3.

Werner's 3. 0.

Westend 5.

Westfiilischer Hof 4.

Westminster 2. 55.

Wieland 0.

Windsor 3.

Humboldt-Hafen 159.

Huniboldt-Hain 152.

Hundekehle 170. 177.

Hypothekeu - Aktien -

bank, Ponim. 110.

Hypothekenbauk in

Hamburg 111.

Infectious Diseases,
Institute of 100.

Ingenieur-Dicnst-
gebiiude 130.

— -Verein 55.

Insurance Office,

Imper. 109.

Invalidenhaus 150.

lnvaliden-Park 150.

Invaliden-Strasse 155.

Jannowitz-Brilcke 24.

— Station 135.

Jiiger-Strasse 132.

Justice, Ministry of
113.

— , Imperial Office of
114.
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Kaiaer-Galerie 55.

Kaiser-Panorama 55.

Kaiser Friedrich Mu-
seum 70.

Kaiser Wilhelm Aca-
demy 153.

Brticke 04.

— — and Augusta-
Stiftung 155.

— — Strasse 141.

Turin 177.

Kammer-Gericht 130.

Kanno-Miihle 201.

Karlshorst 194.

Kaulsdorf 200.

Kemper-Platz IOC. 1117.

Kietz 194.

Klein-Glienicke 90.

Klosterheide 200.

Kloster-Strasse 142.

Kohlhascnbrlick 79.

Kommandantur 59.

Koniggratzer-Strasse
117. 168.

Kbnigs-Platz 161. 167.

Konig-Strasse 139. 144.

Konigs Quarter 144.

Konigs - Kolonnaden
144.

Konigswache 58.

Konigs - Wusterhausen
195.

Kopenick 194.

Kopernitz 200.

Krahenberge, the 192.

Kremmen 98. 200.

Kreuzberg 129.

Kroll's Establishment
107.

Krumme Lanke 176.

Kiinstler-Haus 117.

Kunstschule 143.

Kurftlrsten-Brilcke 70.

Kurftirsten-Strasse 130.

Kyffhauser 194.

Lagerhaus 143.

Landgericht 144.

Landwehr Canal 127.

Langenbeck-Haus 154.

Lanke 196.

Lavatories 26.

Lehde 201.

Lehnin 197.

Leipe 201.

Luipziger Kolonnaden
117.

— Platz 114.

— Strasse 114.

Lesehalle, Akad. 34.

Library, Royal 57.

Library of Costumes
126.

— , Municipal 126.

Liehtenberg 145. 200.

Liehtenow 200.

Lichterfelde 177.

Liepnitz-See 190.

Linden, Unter den 54.

Galerie 55.

— -Strasse 135.

Lindenberg 196.

Lindow 199. 200.

Liqueurs, Dutch 9.

Lottery Offices 113.

Lowe & Co. 160.

Ltibben 201.

Liibbenau 201.

Luisenstadt 135.

Luisenstadt Canal 127.

135.

Luisen-Strasse 155.

Lustgarten 02.

Luther-Brueke 107.

Liltzow-Platz 130.

Malsdorf 200.

March's Terracotta
Factory 172.

Marine Institute and
Museum 153.

Markets 120. 136. 144.

Markish Switzerland
197. 200.

Marschalls-Brttcke 155.

Martinikenfelde 100.

Marwitz 199.

Marzahn 200.

Mausoleum (Char-
lottenburg) 175.

Meteorological Insti-

tute 132.

— Magnetic Observa-
tory 191.

Midwifery Institute
154.

Military Spectacles 30.

Mines, School of 158.

Ministries

:

Agriculture, Do-
mains, and Forests
144.

Commerce 114.

Finance 58.

Foreign Office 113.

Household 113.

Interior 55.

Justice 113.

Public Works 114.

Religion and Edu-
cation 55.

Ministries:
State 113. 114.

War 115.

Mint, Royal 132.

Mitteldeutsebe Kredit-
bank 110.

Moabit 159.

Moabiter-Bi'ucke 100.

167.

Mohammedan Burial
Ground 138.

Molken-Markt 139.

Moltke-Brttcke 167.

Monbijou, Chateau of

146.

Monbijou-Platz 140.

Monuments

:

Albert the Bear 139.

Augusta, Empress 57.

Berolina 144.

Beuth 131.

Bismarck 164. 170.

178.

Bllicher 58.

Brandenburg 114.

Billow 58.

Chamisso 140.

Fire Brigade 137.

Frederick the Great
56. 107.

Frederick William
III. 62. His.

Gauss 169.

Gerlach 155.

Gneisenau 58.

Goethe 1 8.

Graefe 155.

Great Elector 70.

Hegel 153.

Helrnholtz 57. 109.

Humboldt, Alexan-
der von 57. 152.

— , Wilhelm von 57.

Jahn 128.

Keith 113.

Krupp 172.

Leopold vonAnhalt-
Dessau 113.

Lessing 168.

Luise, Queen 109.

Luther 141.

Maassen 159.

Meyer 137.

Mitscherlieh 57.

Motz 159.

Neuhaus 159.

Prince Albert 174.

Prince Augustus 107.

Rontgen 109.

Scharnhorst 58.

Schiller 112.
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Monuments:
Sehinkcl 131.

Schulze-Delitzsch
13ft.

Sohwerin 113.

Senefelder 151.

Seydlitz 113.

Siemens 169. 17 2.

Stein 117.

Thaer 131.

Treitschke 57.

Victory (Sieges-

Saule) 161.

Wagner 168.

Waldeck 136.

Waldemar I. 139.

War of Liberation
129.

— of 1870-71, 145.

— of 1848-19, 158.

William I., Emperor
68. 128. 131. 178.

Wilms 137.

Winterfeldt 113.

Wrangel 114.

York 58.

Zieten 113.

Moorlake 179.

Moritz-Platz 136.

Mosse's House 114.

Mtiggelberge 195.

Mtiggelheim 195.

Mttggelsec. 194.

Mlihlendamni-Brttcke
138.

Mtincheberg 200.

Museums :

Agricultural 156.

Antiquities from
Western Asia 97.

Architectural 172.

Beuth-Schinkel 172.

Christian 57.

Colonial 159.

Emperor Frederick
170.

Ethnographical 118.

Geological 158.

German National
Costumes 142.

Hohenzollern 146.

Hygiene 142.

Industrial Art 122.

Marine 153.

Markisches Provin-
zial 126. 135.

Military 59.

Mineralogical 157.

Mines 158.

Musical Instruments
132.

Museums

:

New Museum 88.

Antiquarium 93.

Casts 89. 90.

Egyptian Antiqui-
ties 90.

Engravings 93.

German Original
Sculptures 89.

Italian Bronzes 59.

Mural Paintings 88.

Staircase 88.

Natural History 156.

Old Museum 71.

Cabinet ofCoins 75.

Gallery of Anti-
quities 72.

Picture Gallery 76.

Sculptures of the
Christian Epoch
73.

Olympia 98.

Oriental Commercial
159.

Palseontological 158.

Pergamum 96.

Postal 115.

Ranch 143.

Schinkel 172.

Technological 172.

Zoological 157.

Music 29.

Music, Academy of 174.

— , Royal School of 130.

Music Halls 28.

Musical Instruments,
Collection of 132.

National Gallery 99.

Nedlitz 179. 189.

Neptunshain 194.

Neu-Babelsberg 179.

— Buchhorst 195.

— Globsow 199.

— Kolln 132.

Neu-Rahnsdorf 194.

Neu-Ruppin 198.

New Market 141.

New York Mutual In-

surance Co. 115.

Nieder-Barnim Court
House 155.

Nieder-Schoneweide
195.

Sehonhausen 151.

Nikolassee 176. 178.

Nikolskoe' 179.

Nollendorf-Platz 130.

Norddeutsche Grund-
Kreditbank 110.

Nordstern Insurance
Co. 111.

Nowawes-Neuendorf
179.

Obdach, Stildtisches

145.

Oberbaum-Brticke 137.

Oberfeuerwerker-
Schule 159.

Oberverwalttmgs-Ge-
richt 112.

Observatory,Royal 126.

— , Treptow 137.

— , Urania 160.

Olympia Museum 98.

Omnibuses 22.

Opera House 57. 26.

Oranienhnrg 199.

Oranienburg Gate 154.

— Suburb 154.

Oranienburger Strasse
151.

Oranien-Platz 136.

Ostend 194.

Palaces

:

Royal 64.

Emp. William I. 56.

Empress Friedrich 61.

Prince Albert 126.

Prince Frederick
Leopold 113.

Princess Frederick
Charles 114.

Prince George 112.

Prince Pless 113.

Count Redern 54.

Pankow 151.

Panopticum, Castan's
28. 110.

— , Passage 28. 55.

Panoramas 28.

Paraden 30.

Parcel Post Office 24.

151.

Pariser-Platz 54.

Passage 55.

Patent Office 155.

Pathological Institute

155.

Paulinenaue 198.

Paulsborn 177.

Penitentiaries 160. 193.

Pensions, see Boarding
Houses.

Pestalozzi-Frbbel
House 131.

Pfauen-Insel 178.

Pfingstberg 189.
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Pharmacological Insti-

tute 155.

Philharmonic 29. 119.

Physical Institute 155.

Physico-Technical In-
stitution 173.

Physiological Institute
155.

Pichclsberg 170.

Pichelsdorf 170.

Pichelswerder 171*..

Picture Exhibitions 29.

34.

Planter-Wald 138.

Plotzensee 100.

Pneumatic Post 25.

Polenz-Schenke 201.

Police Offices 25. 144.

Pommersche Hypothe-
ken-Aktienhank 110.

Porcelain Factory.
Royal 171.

Postal Conveyance
Office 151.

Postal Museum 115.

Postmaster General's
Office 115.

Post Office. Central 24.

111.

Post - Zcitungs - Amt
118.

Potsdam 179.

Alexandrowka 189.

Altmarkt 184.

Antique Temple 189.

Astro-Physical Ob-
servatory 191.

Babelsberg, Chateau
190.

Barbcrini Palace 1X1.

Barracks 190.

Belvedere 191.

Bottcker-Berg 190.

Brandenburg Gate
185.

Brauhausberg 191.

Charlottenhof 188.

Drill Ground 189.

Erloser-Kirchc 185.

French Church 185.

Flatow-Turm 191.

Friedens-Kirehe 185.

Friendship, Temple
of 189.

Garrison Church 181.

Geodetic Institute
191.

Gerhard Fountain
191.

Gorichts-Laulic 191.

Gliciiicke Bridge 19,1.

Potsdam:
Japanese House 188.

Kabinettshaus 184.

Kongsnas 190.

Lange Brllcke 183.

Lustgarten 184.

Marble Palace 189.

Mausoleum of Emp.
Frederick III. 185.

Meierei 190.

Meteorological-Mag-
netic Observatory
191.

Military Orphanage
185.

New Palace 188.

St. Nicholas's Church
181.

Northern Garden 188.

Obelisk 184.

Offizier-Casino 185.

Orangery 187.

Paradies-Garden 188.

Pfingstherg 189.

Picture Gallery 187.

Post Office 185.

Rathaus 181.

Redeemer, Church of
the 185.

Roman Bath House
188.

Rom. Catli. Church
185.

Ruinenberg 187.

Sanssouci lsi*.

Sicilian Garden 188.

Stadtschloss 18:1

Statues:

EmperorWilliaml.
183.

Frederick Wil-
liam 1. 184.

III. 185.

Emperor Frederick
185.

Frederick tin- Great
181'.. 187.

Tabaks- Collegium
185.

Telegraphenliergl91.
Town Palace 183.

Wackermaiinskohe
191.

Weinberg-Thor 185.

Windmill 187.

Potsdam Station 117.

Potsdamcr-Bruckc 109.
-- Platz 117.
— Strasse 111. 13J.

109.

Princesses' Palace 01.

Pringsheim's House
112.

Printing Office, Im-
perial 136.

Prison 159.

PritzhagenerMiihle200.
Provinzial - Museum

126. 135.

Races 30.

Raczyuski Gallery 108.

Radensleben 198.

Rahnsdorf 194.

Railway Stations:
Alexander-Platz 1.

13. 114.

Anhalt 1. 118.

Bellevue 13. 160. 167.

Beussel-Str. 13. 160.

Borse 13. 140.

Billow Str. 14. 130.

Central-Viehhof 1:1.

Charlottenburg 1. 13.

14.

Ebers-Strasse 13.

Frankfurter Allee 13.

Friedenau 13.

Friedrich-Strasse 1.

13. 153.

Gesundbrunnen 13.

152.

Gorlitz 1. 137.

Grossgorschen Str.

177.

Grunewald 170.

Halensee 13. 170.

Hallesches Thor 14.

127.

Hamburg 159.

Hermann-Strasse 13.

Jannowitz-Briicke
13. 135.

Jungfernheide 13.

Kottbuser Thor 14.

LandsbergerAllce 13.

Lehrte 1.13. 159.

Militiir 123.

Moekern-Briicke 14.

Xikolassee 170. 177.

Nollendorf-Platz 14.

13J.

Oranicn-Str. 14. 130.

Postal Railway 159.

Potsdam 1. 12. 117.

Potsdamer- Platz 13.

14. 117.

Prenzlauer Alice 13.

Prinzen-Strasse 14.

Putlitz-Strasse 13.

Ringbahn 13. 117.

Rixilorf 13.
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Railway Stations

:

Rummelsburg 13.

Savigny-Platz 13.

Schlachtensee 176.

177.

Schlesischer 1. 13. 145.

Schlesisches Thor 1.

13. 14. 137.

Schmargendorf 13.

Schoneberg 13.

Schonhauser Alleel3.
Silesian 1. 13. 14. 146.

Stettin 1. 154.

Stralau 13.

Stialauer Thor 14.

Tempelhof 13.

Tiergarten 13. 107.

169.

Treptow 13. 137.

Wannsee 13. 117. 166.

Warschauer Brticke
14. 137.

— Strasse 13. 137.

Wedding 13.

Weissensee 13.

Westend 13. 175.

Wilmersdorf 13.

Wittenberg-Platz 14.

Zoological Garden 1.

13. 14.

Railways, Imperial
Office of 114.

Rathaus 139.

Ravene's Picture Gal-
lery 133.

Record Office 143.

Regattas 30.

Registrar's Office 139.

Reichsamt des Innern
113.

Reichsbank 132.

Reichs-Druckerei 136.

Reichs • Eisenbahnamt
114.

Reichshallen Theatre
117.

Reichs-Justizamt 114.

Reichskanzlei 113.

Reichskanzler - Palais
113.

Reichs-Marineamt 114.

Reichs-Postamt 115.

Reichs-Schatzamt 113.

Reichstags-Gebaude
161.

Reichs-Versicherungs-
amt 169.

Reinickendorf 199.

Restaurants, see Wine
and Beer Restaurants.

Reviews, Military 30.

Baedeker's Berlin.

Rheinsberg 199.

Riemeister-Sec 176.

Ringbahn 123.

Ritterschafts-Bank 113.

Rixdorf 128.

Rohrpost 25.

Riimer-Schanze 179.

Rosen-Strasse 142.

Rosenthal 199.

Rosenthal Suburb 151.

Rotes Scliloss 169.

Rottstiel 199.

Rousseau Island 169.

Rowing Boats 30.

RUdersdorf 194.

Rudow 196.

Ruhlsdorf 200.

Ruinenberg (Potsdam)
187.

— (Freienwalde) 197.

Rummelsburg 194.

RuppinSwitzerlandl99.
Ruthenick 200.

Saatwinkel 193.

Sadowa 194.

Sakrow 179.

Sanssouei 186.

Saubucht 176.

Schaaffhausenscher
Bankverein 111.

Schaffer&Waleker 136.

Schermiitzel-See 200.

Schildhorn 176.

Schinkel-Platz 131.

Schlachtensee 176. 178.

Schlepzig 201.

Schlesischer Busch 137.

Schlesisches Thor 137.

Schleusen-Insel 169.

Schliemann Collection
119.

Schloss, Konigl. 64.

Schloss-Brilcke 62.

Schloss-Bruimen 69.

Schloss-Platz 69.

Schltiter's Masks 59.

Schmockwitz 105.

St'honeberg 130.

KchonebergQuarter 130.

Schbnerlinde 196.

Schonhausen 151.

Sehonholz 151.

Schon-Schornstein 195.

Schbnwalde 196.

Schulzendorf 199.

Schwanebeck 196.

Schwante 200.

Secession, Berliner 174.

29.

Sedan 194.

Sedan-Panorama 28.

Seeberg 200.

Seehandluug 112.

Seepark 169.

Seminary, Theological
151.

Shops 31.

Sieges-Allee 165.

Sirgcs-Niiule 161.

Siemens & Halskc 118.

Silberkehle 200.

Silesian Gate 137.

Singing Academy 58. 29.

Skating 30.

Slaughter Houses 145.

Sommerfold 200.

Spandau 192.

Spandau Quarter 151.

Spandauer Bock 175.

176.

Spechthausen 197.

Spindler-Brunnen 133.

Spindlersfeld 194.

Spindlershof 134.

Spittel-Markt 132.

Sport 30.

Spree, the 42. 193. 200.

-, the Upper 193.

Spreewald, the 200.

Stables, Royal 69.

Stadtbahn 13.

Standard Measures,
Office of 173.

Stangen's TouristOffice

2. ill.

Statues of Prussian Ru-
lers 165.

Steglitz 177.

Staudt Mansion 168.

Steamboats 23. 178. 180.

181. 193.

Stemmler's Industrie-

Gebaude 135.

Stern 179.

Sternwarte 126.

Steuer-Gebaude 159.

Stolpe 199.

Stralau 138. 194.

Stralau Quarter 144.

Strausberg 200.

Straussee 200.

Symphony Concerts 29.

Synagogues 135. 151.

Tabbert's Wald-
schlosschen 194.

Tasdorf 200.

Technical Institute 17 2.

173.

TechnischeHochschule
172.

15
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Tegel 193.

Tcgeler See 193.

Telegraph Offices 25.

132.

Telephonic Offices 25.

Tempelhof 129.

— Quarter 127.

Tempelhofer Feld 129.

Templin 191.

Teufels-See 176. 194.

Theatres 26-28.

Belle-Alliance 128.

Berliner 126.

Deutsches 155.

Friedrich Wilhelin-
stadt 154.

Lessing 155.

Metropol 55. 110.

Neues 154.

Opera House 57.

— , New 167.

Royal 111.

Schauspielhaus 111.

des Westens 174.

Theatres ofVarieties28.
Tiergarten 168.

— , Kleiner 160.
— Quarter 169.

— Strasse 168.

Tietz's Warehouse 116.

Tornow 199. 200.

Town Hall 139.

Tramways, Electric 14.

Treasury, Imperial 113.

Treptow 137. 114.

Turnanstalt, Central
156.

Turnhalle, Central 136.

University 56.

— Library 153.

— Reading Room 34.

Underground Railway
14.

Unter den Linden 54.

Urania 111. 160.

Utzdorf 196.

Valentinswerder 193.

Varieties, Theatres of

28.

Vehlefanz 199.

Velten 198.

Veterinary College 155.

Vetschau 202.

Viehhof 145.

Victoria Insurance Co.

136.

Victoria-Briloke 169.

Victoria-Park 129.

Vogelsdorf 200.

Von der Heydt-Bilicke
169.

Vossische Zeitung 138.

Voss-Strasse 113.

"Waisen-Briicke 135.

Waldkater 196.

Wall-Strasse 133.

Waltcrsdorf 196.

Wandlitz 196.

Wannsee 178. 175. 177.

"Ware Houses 34.

Waxworks 28.

Wedding 154.

Weidendamm Bridge
154.

Weiss-Bier 11.

WeisBensee 145. 196.

Wend.-Buchholz 201.

Werder 192.

WcrderschorMarkt 132.

Wertheim's Emporium
115.

Westend 175.

Wildau 195.

Wildpark 188. 191.

Wilhelminenhof 191.

Wilhelm-Platz 113.

Wilhelmshbhc 197.

Wilhelm-Strasse 112.

126.

— , Neue 155.

Wilmersdorf 174.

"Wine Restaurants :

J. H. D. Beckers
Sohne 9.

P. Becker 9.

Bcrsagliero 9.

Bodegas 9.

Borchardt 8.

Boy & Co. 8.

Bristol, Hotel 8.

Dressel 8.

Eggebrecht 8.

Ewest 8.

Frcderieh 9.

Gazzolo 9.

Habel 8.

Haussmann 8.

Wine Restaurants:
Heoht 8.

Hiller 8.

H6hn 8.

Huth & Sohn 9.

Kaiserhof, Hotel 8.

Kaiserkeller 8. 111.

Kempinski 8. 9.

J. Knoop Sbhne 9.

Kons 8.

Klihn 9.

Linden-Casino 8.

Lutter 8. 111.

L. Mitscher 8.

Mitscher& Caspary 9.

Monopol Hotel 8.

Mtillner & Salomon 8.

Palast-Hotel 8.

Raffo & Co. 8.

Rahmel 8.

Reichshof 8.

Rheingau 8.

Roland von Berlin 9.

Roma Monti 9.

Rome, Hotel de 8.

Royal Grand Rest. 8.

Riidesheimer 8. 110.

Savoy Hotel 8.

Steinert & Hansen
8. 9.

Trarbach 8.

Traube 9.

Treppchen, Zum 8.

Trierischer Winzer-
verein 9.

Troplowitz & Sohn 9.

Valentin 9.

Victoria, Hotel 8.

Wendeborn 8.

Woltersdorfer Schleuse
194.

Women's Hospital 154.

Workmen's Welfare
Exhibition 173.

Wotschofska,Rest. 201.

Wustrau 198.

Zehlendorf 178.

Zechlin 199.

Zellengefangnis 169.

Zelte, the 167.

Zeughaus 59.

Zeuthen 195.

Zoological Garden 170.
— Institute 156.
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List of the Principal Streets, Squares,
Public Buildings, Bridges, etc., of Berlin.

The large Map of Berlin, on the scale of 1 : 20,000, is divided
into three sections, of which the uppermost is coloured brown, the

central red, and the lowest gray. Each section contains 42 num-
bered squares. In the following index the capital letters B, R, G,

following the name of a street or building, refer to the different

sections, while the numbers correspond with those of the squares in

each section. Thus, Admiral -Strasse will be found on the grey
section, square 29. The numbering of the squares is so arranged,

that squares in different sections bearing the same number adjoin

each other. Thus, square 15 on the brown section finds its contin-

uation towards the S. in square 15 on the red section.

The squares will also be useful for calculating distances, each
side of a square being exactly a kilometre (1093 yds., or about

*/s M.), while the diagonals if drawn would be 1531 yds.
The large Italics (N, O, S, W, C, etc.) following the names of the

streets indicate the postal district to which the street belongs.
Abbreviations of names of districts and villages in the. environs of

Berlin: Char. = Charlottenburg ; Grun. = Grunewald ; Hal. = Halensee;
N. Weis. = Neu-Weissensee; Plo. = Plotzensee ; Rix. = Rixdorf ; Rum. =
Rummelsburg; Schmar. = Schmargendorf ; Schon. = Schiineberg ; Trcp. =
Treptow; Weis. = Weissensee ; Wilm. = Wilmersdorf.

R G B G
Abgeordnetenhaus . .

Academy,Agricultural
— of Art
— of Art and Science
— , Military
— of Music
— , Technical

j

Achcnbach-Brtlcko . .

— Str. W
Acker-Str. N 21,24
Adalbert-Str. SO .

Adler-Str. C . . . .

Admiral-Str. SO . .

Admiralsgarten-Bad
Admiralty
Adolf-Str. N ' 17

Ahorn-Str. W ... .

Akazien-Str. (Schon.)

Albert-Str. (Schon.) .

Albertinen-Str. (N.-

Weis.) 37

Albrecht-Str. NW . . .

Albrecht-Achillcs-Str.

(Wilm.)

19 19

21

10
23
20
10 16

7, 10

11

10

24

28
25

29

23

19

13

15

15

20,23

5

Alexander-Platz C . . 29
— Strasse C(12-28a O) 29
— — , Kleine C . . . . 30
— lifer NW 20,21

Alexandrinen-Str. SW
(30-101 S)

20
— Str. NW 20

Alt-Moabit NW { 11.12

1-1,17

Altonaer-Str. NW . . 11

Alvensleben-Str. W . .

•

27

(N.-Weis.) 31,37

Amrumer-Str. N. . . . 11

Amtsgcrichts - Platz
(Char.)

Anatomic 21

Andreas-Hof O 31
— Platz O 31

31
— — , Kleine O . . . . 31

Anhalt-Str. SW . . . . •

,26,25

17

14

19,22

15^



220 LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL STREETS,

B R G B R G

17

27

Anklamer-Str. N . . . 24,27

Annen-Str. S
Ansbaoher-Str. W. . .

, Neue W ....
Anton-Str. JV

Apostel - Paulus - Str.

(Schon.)

Aquarium
Architektenhaus ....
Arkona-Platz JV . . . .

Arminius-Platz NW .

Arndt-Str. SW
Arsenal, Royal ....
Art, School of

Artillerie - Laborato-
rium

— Prlifungskom-
mission

— Strasse JV
Artillery and Engin-

eering School ....
Askanischer-PlatzSW
Augsburger-Str. W .

August -Str. N (28-
69 C)

Augusta-Briicke . . .

— Hospital
— Strasse (Wilm.) .

Auguste-Victoria-
Hospital (N.-Weis.)

Platz (Char.)

Strasse (Schmar.)
Augustenburger-

Platz N
Ausstellungs-Park

"Babelsberger - Str.

(Wilm.)
Bach-Str. A'Tl

r
. . .

Bad-Str. JV
Badenschc-Strasse
(Wilm.)

Bahn-Str. (Schon.).
Balten-Platz . .

Bamberger-Str. W
Bandel-Str. NW . .

Bar-Str. (Wilm.). .

Barbarossa-Str. W
Bardeleben-Str. NO
Barfus-Str. N. . . .

Barnim-Str. JSfO . .

Barracks:
Cuirassier Guards
1st Dragoon Guards
2nd — — . . . .

Emperor Alexander
Guards

— Franz Guards
2nd Foot Guards

34

14

19

13

0.23

22

23,24

10

24,27

21

17

10

35

15

33,36

30

23,29

20,23

11,10
11

11

19

10,14

19

9

12

11

0,9
11,14

26

Barracks:
3rd Foot Guards . .

4th
Fusilier Guards . . .

1st Field Artillery
Guards

3rd
Pioneer Guards . . .

Queen Augusta
Grenadier Guards

1st Railway Regi-
ment

2nd Uhlan Guai'ds .

Balloon Division. .

Telegraph Battalion
Baruther-Str. SW. . .

Barwald-Brlicke . . . .

— Strasse S
Bau-Akademie
Bautzener-Str. W . . .

Bayreuther-Str. IF . .

, Neue TK . . . .

Bayrische Strasse
(Wilm.)

Bechstein-Saal
Behm-Str. N
Behnsen-Str. (Pankow)
Behren-Str. W . . .

Belfort-Str. (N.-Weis.)
Belforter-Str. JV. .

Belle-Alliance-Briickc
— Platz SW
— Strasse /S'll

r
. . . .

Bellermanu-Str. JV .

Bellevue, Chateau .

Bcllevue-Allee ....
— Briicke
— Strasse W ... .

Belziger-Str. (Schon.)
Bendler-Str. W . . .

Berg-Akademie . . .

Berg-Str. X
Bergmann-Str. >S' W
(39-76 S)

Berlichingen-Str. JV11
Berliner-Platz (Wilm.)
— Prater
— Stadtmission . . .

Berliner-Str. (Char.)

— — (Neu-Hohen-
schonhausen ....

(Pankow) . . .

(Rix.)

(Weis.)

(Wilm.) ....

Bernauer-Str. JV . . .

Bernburger-Str. SW
Bessel-Str. SW . . .

15,18

18

1,
'<

23,22
28

22

24

15,18

15,18

24

18

25

27

•{
5,'

7,

10

42

28

37

•<
24,27

31

31

18

35,38

23

26

27,26

21

14,13

14

5,8
19

23

23

24,23

15

16

24

6

26

33

6,9,
12

19



SUUARES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC. 221

B B G B B G
Bethanien, Hospital . 28 Bugeiihagen-Stv.
Bethanien-Ufer SO . . 28 (Lichtenberg) .... 39
Bethesda. Hospital . . Blilow-Str. W 17

Beussel-Str. NW . . . 12 Bunsen-Str. NW . . 20

Beuth-Str. SW ... 25 Burg-Str. 20

Beyme-Str. 34 Btirgerhaus (Char.) . . 2

Bibliothek, Konigl. . . 22 Burggrafen-Str. IF . . 13

Biesenthaler-Str. N . . Burgsdorf-Str. N . . . 17

Birken-Str. NW . . . . 15 BUsehing-Platz NO . . 29,32

Bischof-Str. C 20 — Strasse NO 32

Bismarck-Str. NW . . 2U Buttmann-Str. N . . . 19

(Char.) 4. 7

Blankenfelde-Str. . 29

Bleibtreu-Str. W . . . 7 Calvin-Str. NW . . . . 14

Blind Asylum 25 Camphausen-Str. 5 . . 27

Blticher-Platz .N'lr . . 23 Caprivi-Str. O 34,37

— Strasse SW (26- Carmer-Str. (Char.) . . 7

60 S) 20 20

Blumen-Str. 29 38

Blumenthal-Str. . . a? Cauer-Str. (Char.) . • 7, 8

W 17

10
Cemeteries

:

Dorotheenstadt . . . 21 21Blumeshof W
Bodiker-Str. 38,37 Dreifaltigkeit . . . . 23,27

29 21 24

Bonistedter-Str. (Hal.) 2 Friedrich Werder. . 27

20
24

17 27

21Borsig-Str. N
12 23,27

Botanic Garden . .
.'. 17 8," 11

— Institute 2a St. Matthew's . . . . 18

Biitzow-Str. NO ... . 33 11,17

Bouche-Str. (Trop.) . .

Boxhagener Chaussee
30 27

22,24

(Rum.) 37

34,37

40 Central Market . . . .

Chamisso-Platz SW
20

— Strasse 24

Boyen-Str. JV Chancellery, Imperial 19

Brandenburg Gate . .

Brandenburg-Str. /S . .

20,19 21

26,25 Chaiiotten-Str. (l-22a
Brandenburgische -Str. & 72-99 SW, 23-38
(Wilm.)

5
4,5,9 & 46-71 W, 39-45

NW) 23,22Brauhof-Str. (Char.) . .

Bredow-Str. NW . . .

22

12 Charlottenbrunner-

Breite-Str. C 25 Strasse (Schmar.) . . 3

Bremer-Str. NW . . . 12 Charlottenburg . . . . 1,4,7

Breslauer-Str. . . . . 31 2

Brieger-Str. (Wilm.) . 6, 5 2

Brienner-Str. (Wilm.) 6 Chaiiottenburger-

Britzer-Str. SO ... . 29 10

Bromberger-Str. . . 34
:

(
10,13

Brticken-Allee NW. . 14,13 10,19

28 — Strasse (N.-Weis.)

.

31,34

Brtlder-Str. C
Brunhilde-Str. (Schiin.)

25
18

— Ufer (Char.) . . . .

|5,8,
\10

Brunnen-Platz N . . . 19 Chaussiie-Str. N. . . . 21 21

— Strasse N 23,24 27 Chemical Institute . . 21

Buch-Str. N Cherusker-Str.(Schon.) 18

Buehen-Str. W. . .
13 Children's Hospital. . 10

Buchhandlerhof W . 22 Choriner-Str. N . 27 27

Bucliholzei-Str. -Y . 29 Christburger-Str. NO . 30,33

Bugenhagen-Str. A" 11' 12,15 Oliristiania-Str. JV. . . 10,19



222 LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL STREETS,

B E G B R G
Christinen-Str. N . . . 27 Churches:
Christ-Str. (Char.) . . . 2 26
Churches: 16 16

13,14 St. Matthias' . . . . 14

31 St. Mauritius' . . . . 40
Apostel Paulus . . . 15 28 28
Ascension 23 Nazareth, old . . . . 17
St. Bartholomew's . 30 17
Bethlehems 22 22

23 Nikolai 26

14 24
26 Old Evangelical

— , Temporary . . . 23,26 (Schon.) 15
Cath. Apostolic . . 25 Old Lutheran . . . . 28
Christ

18^21

22

St. Paul's 19

29
Dankes-Kirche . . .

Dorotheenstadt . . . 23 — (Rom. Cath.) . . . 12
Dreifaltigkeits . . . 22 St. Peter's 25

24, 2T 24 Philippus Apostel . 21
31 32

Emperor Frederick Redeemer (Rum.) . . 40
Memorial Church 13 32

Emperor William Sacred Heart . . . . 27
Memorial Church 10 38

23 St. Sebastian's . . . 21,24
Erloser (Rum.) . . . 40 . 25

/ 22,25 27

» 26 St. Thomas's .... 31

Friedens-Kirche . . . 24 Trinitatis (Char.) . . 4
Friedrich-Werder . . 22 Trinity 22

26 Twelve Apostles . . . 16
27 24

(Rom. Cath.)

.

29

27 27

Cicero-Str. (Wilm.) . . 5
- (Engl.) 23 Circus Busch 26

211 23
Crnaden-Kirche . . . 21 City Passage S . . . . 25, 2H

24 Claudius-Str. NW. . . 14
22 Clinical Institutes . . 23

Heilands-Kirche . . . 12 Commandant's Resi-
Heilige-Kreuz .... 23 dence ......... 26

27 Cornelius-Brticke . . . 13
23 — Strasse W 13

26 Cothenius-Str. NO . . 36
23 Courbiere-Platz N . . 17

30 30 13
25 Criminal Court .... 15 18
25 Cuno-Str. (Schmar.) . .

Cuvry-Strasse SO . . .

3
3522,25

St. John's 15 — Ufer SO 3ft

St. John the Evan- Cuxhavener-Platz (N.-

34
24 Weis.) 34

11St. Joseph's — Strasse X]\ r ....
Kloster-Kirche . . . 29 Cycling Track 1

s
5 Dalldorfer-Str. N . . . 20
25 Dammmilhlen-

19 (xebiiude 25
Luther 17 Danekelmann-Str.

32 (Char.) 2
,
1



SQUAKES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC. 223

B R G B R G
Danziger-Str.iVandiVO 30,33 Elisabeth-Strasse NO 29

Davoser-Str. (Schmar.) 3 — Ufer SO 28,29
Deaf and Dumb Asy- Elsasser-Str. Ar

. . . . 24

lum 27 (N.-Weis.) .... 35,38
Demminer-Str. N . . . 24,23 Elsen-Str. SO 30,38
Dennewitz-Platz W . 17 Elssholz-Str. W . . . . 17

17 Embassies:
Deputies, Chamber of 19 19 20

Derfflinger-Str. W . . 16 20

DessauerStr. SW - . . 19 Great Britain .... 19

Dieffenbach-Str. S. . . 29 20

Diestelmeyer-Str. NO 35 10

Diesterweg-Str. NO . . 33 Emdener-Str. NW . . 12

20 Emperor and Empress
Dissecting Boom . . . 21 Frederick Children's
Dolziger-Str. . . . . 38 10

2G
33

Emperor Frederick
Memorial Founda-Donau-Str. (Rix.) . . .

Donhoff-Platz SW . . 22,25 2

Dorf-Str.(Liehtenberg) 40,41 23

(Stralau) 38,41 Emser-Str. (Wilm.) . . 8

Dornberg-Str. W . . . 10 Engel-Ufer SO ... . 28

Dorotheen-Str. NW . . 20,23 Engineers' Head-
8 13

— StrasBe (Char.) . . . 8 Englische-Str. (Char.) 10

Dragoner-Str. C .... 27 Erdmann-Str. (Schon.) 18

Drake-Str. W 13 Erfurter-Str. (Schon.) 12,15

Dreibund-Str. SW . . 21 Esplanade (Pankow) . 25

Dresdener-Str. SO 20

(21-118 S) 25 28 Exerzier-Str. iV . . . . 10

Dreyse-Str. NW . . . 15 Exhibition Park . . . 17

Drontheimer-Str. N . 19

Duncker-Str. N . . . . 29 Palckenstein-Str. SO 35,34

Dfisseldorfer-Str. . . . 5, 8 Falkenberger-Str.
(Weis.)

Fasanen-Str. W . . . .

40
10 11,10

Ebeling-Str. . . . . 35 Fasanerie-Allee . . . . 13

Ebers-Str. (Schijn.) . . 18 Fehmarn-Str. N . . . . 15
"'7

23

Fehrbelliner-Pl atz
(Wilin.)Kberts-Brtlcke 5, 8

Eberty-Str. 35,3(1 27 27

35 Feld-Str. N 24

Ehrenberg-Str. . . . 34 18

Eichendorff-Str. N . . 24 Feurig-Str. (Schiin.) . . 15,18

Eieheu-Str. NO . . . .
38 Fichte-Str. S 29,30

Eichhorn-Str. W 19 Fidicin-Str. SW . . . . 24

Eisenacher-Str. W 15,14 Fire Brigade 25

Eisenbahn-Str. SO . . 31 Fiseher-Brucke , An
Eisenzahu-Str.(Wilm.)
Eiserne-Brttcke . . . .

5 der O 25

23 . 25

Eislebener-Str. W 10 Flemming-Str. NW . 1?

Elbe-Str. (Kix.) . . . . 30 Flensburger-Str. NW 14

Elbinger-Str. NO . . . 33 30 Flieder-Str. NO ... . 29,30

Eldenaer-Str. . . . . 38,41 Flinsberger-Platz

Electricity Works . . 23 3

Elgersburger-Str.

Elisabeth-BrUcke . . .

Flora 5

3 10

28 Flottwell-Str. W . . . 19

— Children's Hospital 30 Fohrer-Str. N 15

10 Fontane-Promenade/!)' 20



2-24 LIST OF THE PRINX'TPAL STREETS,

B R G B E G
Forckenbuek-Platz 38 Gabelsberger-Str. O . 37,38

Forster-Str. SO ... . 32 Uabler-Str. (N.-Weis.) 34

Franken-Str. IF ... . 14 Galvani-Str. (Char.) . 8

Frankfurter Allee . 35! 37 Gardes du Corps-Sir.
— Strasse, Grosse (Char.) 2

(21-120 XO) . . . . 32 Garrison Hospital X 21
— — , Kleine XO . . 29 Garten-Platz X . . . . 21,24
— Thor

30

35 — Strasse X
(Weis.)

21,24
40

24

Fransecki-Str. X . . .

Franzosische-Str. W . 22 — Weg (Plo.) 9

Frauenhofer-Str.
(Char.) 7

18,21

32,33

0, 8
31

3,0,14

20,27

Frederick Orphanage . 41 Gasteiner-Str. (Wilm.) 9

Freemasons' Lodges . { 5, 23
25

14
Ganss-Str. (Char.) . . .

Geibel-Str. S
ti

20
Freiarche, Untere . . . 10 Geisberg-Str. IF . . . 11,14

Freiarchen-Briieke, Gendarmen-Markt IF . 22

35 General Pape-Str.
(Schon.)Freienwalder-Str. AT

. 22 21

Frciligrath-Str. S . . . 20 General Staff 20
Friedherg-Str. (Char.) 1 General-Str. (N.-Weis.) 31
Friedel-Str. (Rix.) . . . 32,33 Genthiner-Str. IF . . . 10

Frieden-Str. XO .... 30,32 Geological Institu-
Friedens-Allee 20 tion

10

21

Friedrich-Str. (l-r>:> & St. George's Hospital .

2m)-2:~>U SW, r,o- Georgen-Str. XW . . . 2*>

Hfia & 157-199 W, Georgen-Kirch-Str.
KO-lo4<t & 1.17-ir,ti XO 29,30
XW, llir,-130 X). . 22,23 22 Georg-Wilhelm-Str.

— , Neue C 20,29 (Hal.)

17

2, 1

Friedrich-Karl-Platz Gerhard-Str. XW . . .

(Char.) 2 Gericht-Str AT . 17,20
Strasse . . . . 37 St. Gertraudt Hospital 20
Ufer XW. . . . 17,20 Gertraudten-Brlicke 25

Friedriehsberger-Str. — Strasse C 25
XO 32 Gessler-Str. (Schon.) .

Gesundbrunnen . . . .

18
Friedrichs-Brlicke . . . 20 19,22
Friedrichsfelder-Str. 31,34 Gill-Str. (Grun.) •1

Friedrichsgracht C . . 25 Gips-Str. O 27
Friedrichshain NO . . 33 Giseler-Str. (Wilm.) . 9,8
-, Am ]fO 33 Gitschiner-Str. SW
Friedrichsniher-Str. (19-84 S) 23,20
(Schmar. & Hal.) . . 2, 3 Glass Painting Insti-

Friedrichs-Str. (N.-

35,34
10

Weis.) Gleditsch-Str. TF . . . 14 17
Friedrich Wilhelm Gleim-Str. X 26

32,33 32 Glogauer-Str. SO . . .

Gneisenau-Str. SW
32— — Strasse W . . . 13 13

Friedrich Wilhelm- (36-79 S) 23
Viktoria-Stift .... 38 Gneist-Str. .V 29

Friesen-Str. S TF & S 24 Goben-Str. IF 17
Frohel-Str. XO 33 Goethe-Str. (Char.) . . *, 7

Froben-Str. W 17 (N.-Weis.) .... 31
Frucht-Str. O 31J34 (Rum.) 40
Fulda-Str. (Rix.) . . . 33 Gollnow-Str. XO . . . 30,29
Furbringer-Str. SW 23 Golssener-Str. S W . . 27
FUrsten-Str. H 25 Goltz-Str. TF 14
Fllrstenberger-Str. AT

. 27 Gorlitzer-Strasse SO . 32
Fflrstenwalder-Str. . 32 — Ufer SO 35
Filrther-Str. W ... . 11,10 Gormann-Str. O . . . . 27



SQUARES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, KTC •22.")

R G B R G
ossow-Str. W , . . .

oten-Str. (Schon.) . .

othaer-Str. (Schon.) .

othenburger-Str. N .

otzkowsky-Brticke .

- Strasse NW ....
raefe-Str. S
ranseeer-Str. N . . .

raudenzer-Str.
raun-Str. N
reifenhagener-Str. A*

reifswalder-Str. NO
renadier-Str. C . . .

renz-Str. N
riebenow-Str. N . . .

rimm-Str. S
roben-Ufer SO ...
rolmann-Str. (Char.)

ropius-Str. N . . . .

rossbeeren-Briieke .

- Strasse SW . . . .

rossfiirsten-Platz . .

ross-Gorschen-Str.W
rUn-Str. C

, None C . . .

- — (Char.) ....
rUnauer-Str. SO .

rilner Weg
runewald
runewald-Str. II"

riinstrassen-Brticke .

r1inthaler-Str. N. .

uard House, Royal
-ubener-Str. . . .

-uericke-Str. (Char.)

untzel-Str. (Wilm.)
rttrtel-Str. (N.-Weis.)
-

riistav-Adolf-Platz
(Char.)

Strasse(N.-Wcis.)
rustavMeyer-Allee N
fymnasiums:
Askanisches
Augusta
Bismarck
Franzosisches . . . .

Friedrichs
Friedrich-Wcrder . .

Friedrieh Wilhelm .

Graues Kloster . . .

Hohcuzollern . . . .

Humboldt
Joachimsthal . . . .

Kollnisches
Konigsstadt . . . .

Leibnitz
Leasing
LiviBen
Luisenstadt ....

19,22

34

30,33
27

35,38

20

20

24
23

29

24

28

29

15

:J0,29

23

20,23

17

32

2, 3

12,15

8, 11

19,22

22

15

11

31

25

Gymnasiums:
Prinz Heinrich . . .

Real-Gymnasium
(Charlottcnburg) .

— (Dorotheenstadt)
Reform
Sophien
Kaiser Wilhelm . .

Gymnastic Institute,

Central

Habshurger-Str. It' .

— Ufcr NW
Hackescher Markt ('

.

Hafen-Platz SW . . .

— Strasse (Plo.) . . . .

Hagelsberger-Str. <S' IT
Hagenauer-Str. N . . .

Hallesche-Strasse Mr
— Thor
— Ufcr SW
Hamburger-Platz (N.-

Weis.)
— Strasse, Gr. A". . .

— , Kl. N
— Thor
H&ndel-Str. NW. . . .

Hannoversche-Str.
NW

Hansa-Brticke ....
— Platz NW ....
Hardenberg-Str.

(Char.)

Harzer-Str. (Rix.) . .

Hasenheide >S' ....
Haupt-Str. (Rum.) .

(Schon.)

Hausvoigtei-Platz C .

Havcl-Str. (Char.) . . .

Havelberger-Str. AT
ir

Health Office

Heckmann-Ufer . . . .

Hedemann-Str. SW. .

St. Hedwig's Hospital
Heide-Str. NW ....
Heidenfeld-Str. . .

Heiligegeist Hospital
Heiligegcist-Str. C .

Heim-Str. SW
Heinersdorfer-Strasse
NO

— Weg (N.-Weis.) . .

Heinrich-Platz SO . .

Hektor-Str. (Wilm.) .

Helm-Str. (Schon.) . .

Helmholtz-Platz N . .

— Strasse (Char.) . . .

Hennigsdorfer-Str. N
Hcnrietten-Platz(HaL)

12

30

31,34

15

31

29

16

27

24

24

10,13

21

11

14

30

15

14

19

20,23

19,22

23
19

10

36

27,30
40

15,18

35
22

21

28

2, 1

18



226 LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL STREETS,

B B G B B G
Herbert-Str. (Schon.) . 18 Hospital am Urban

.

26
Herdcr-Str. (Char.) . . 7 Hubner-Str. O . . . . 38
Herkules-Brtteke W . 13 Humboldt-Hain JV . 20,23
Hermann-Platz S . . . 30 — Strasse (Grun.) . . 3,2

30 Hussiten-Str. N . . . 20,24

19,25 Hutten-Str. NW. . . 9
Hessische-Str. N . . . 21 Hydrographic Office 16 16
Hildebrandt-Str. W . . 16
Hindersin-Str. NW . . 20 Iffland-Str. O . . . . 28,29

10 Immanuelkirch-Str.
Hirten-Str. C 27,30

20
NO 30,33

25Historical Institute . Industrie-Gehaude . .

13 Infectious Diseases,
Hobrecht-Biiicke . . . 32 15— Strasse (Rix.) . . . 29,32 25

(Grun. & Hal.) . 2 25
Hoch-Str. JV 20 Insterburg-Str. O . . . 35

20,21 Insurance Office, Im-
Hochmeister-Platz

5 21

16
(Wilm.) Invalidenhaus

Hochstadter-Str. N . .

Hochste-Str. NO

30
16,17

33

Invaliden-Str. N (45-
97 NW) :

<
17,18

21,24

Hof-Str. (Neu-Hohen-
schonhausen) . . . . 42 Jager-Str. W 22

Hofjager-Allee W . . 13 (Char.) 2

Hohenfricdberg-Str.
(Schon.)

Jagow-Str. NW . . . . 11

18

37

Jahn-Str. S
Jakob-Str., Alte SW

30

Hohenlohe-Str. . . .

Hohen-Schbnhausener- 25 22,25

Str. (Weis.) 40 25,28

(Wilhelrasberg)
Hohenstaufcn-Platz S

42
20

Jannowitz-Brticke . . .

Jasmunder-Str. N . . . 24

28

11,14 Jerusalem Hospital . . . 31

Hohcnzollern Museum .'

23 Jerusalemer-Str. S II' 22

— Platz (Wilm.) . . . 8 . 27

15
Joachim-Friedrich-Str.

Holier Steinweg C . .

16
26

(Hal.) 1, 2

Joachimsthaler-Str.W 10

Hollmann-Stift . . . . 24 12

— Strasse SW . . . . 22 Johann-Georg-Str.

Holsteiner-Ufer NW . 14 (Hal.) 2

Holsteinische-Str. Johannis-Str. N . . . . 23

(Wilm.) 9, 8 Johannistisch SW . .

Johanniter-Str. SW .

23

Holtzendorff-Str. 26

(Char.)

16
1

Johann-Sigismund-
Str. (Hal.)Holy Ghost Hospital 2

Holzmarkt-Str. . . . 28 Jordan-Str. SO .... 35

Home Office, Imperial 19 Joseph-Str. SO .... 28 28

10 Josty-Str. NO 30

Horn-Str. SW 20 Jttden-Str. C 26

Horstwcg (Charl.) . . . 8 Jung-Str. O 37

Hospice pour les en- Jungfern-Brticke . . . 25

fants de l'eglise du 1,4,7

14
24 — Stcg (P18.)

Junker-Str. SW . . . .Hospital, Municipal .
22

— (Alt-Moabit) .... 15 Jtiterbogcr-Str. SW . 24,27

— (Charlottenburg) . . 4, 5
— (Friedrichshain) . . 33,36 Kaiser-Allee W. . . . 12,11

24 Kaiser-Str. NO .... 29



SQUARES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC.

R G
Kaiser Franz - Grena

dier-Platz SO . . .

Kaiser Friedrich-
Platz S

Kaiser Friedrioh-Str.
(Sehon.)

(Rix.)

(Char.)

(Pankow) . . .

Kaiser Gallery W .

Kaiserin Augusta-
Allee NW

Strasse W . . .

Kaiser Wilhelm-
Akademie

— — Brttcke
Platz (N.-Weis.)

— — Strasse C . .

Kalckrenth-Str. W . .

Kaliseher-Str. (Wilm.)
Kameruner-Str. N. .

Kammergericht . . .

Kanal-Str. (Char.) . . .

(Plo.)

Kanonier-Str. W . .

Kant-Str. (Char.) . .

(Rum.)
Karl-Str. NW . . . .

Karl-August-Platz
(Char.)

Karlsbad W
Karlshof
Karls-Platz ;

Kaspar-Theyss-Str.
(Grun. & Schmar.)

Kastanien-AUeo N .

Kastanien-Waldchcn
Katzbach-Str. SW .

Katzler-Str. W . . .

Kaub-Str. (Wilm.) .

Keibel-Str. NO . . .

Kcith-Str. W
Kcmper-Platz W . .

Kepler-Str. (Char.) .

Kessel-Str. N . . . .

Kiefholz-Str. SO . .

Kieler-Str. N
Kirch-Platz (Char.) .

— Strasse NW . . .

(Char.)

Kirchbach-Str. W. .

Kirchhof-Str. S . . .

(Char.)

Kleinbeeren-Str. S W
Kleist-Str. W ... .

Kloeden-Str. SW . .

Klopstock-Str. NW
Kloster-Str. O . . . .

Knesebeck-Str. W . .

28

35

14

27

18

5,4

6, 9
13

2H

4

22

;<
20,23

4

20

23

5
14

5, 4

10,11

26
7

13

13

22

1,4
7, 10

40

16,10

35,39

17

27

19,22
13
24

227

B G
Knie
Kniprode-Str. NO

.

Knobelsdorff-Str.
(Char.)

Koblanck-Str. O. .

Koch-Str. SW . . .

Kochhann-Str. O .

Kolberger-Str. N .

Kbllnische Fisch-
markt C

Kbllnischen Park, Am
Kbllnischer - Platz
(Wilm.)

Kolonie-Str. N. . .

Kolonnen-Str. (Sehon.)
Kommandanten-Str.
SW (23-66 S) . . .

Komturei-Platz O. . .

Kbnig-Str. C
, Neue NO ... .

Koniggratzer-Str. W
(25-120 SW)

Kbnigin Augusta-Str.
W

Konigin-Brucke . . . .

Kbnigin Luisen-
Quelle

Kbnigs - Allee (Grun.)
Konigsberger-Str. O .

Kbnigs-Chaussee (N.-

Weis.)
Kbnigsdamm (Plo.) . .

Konigsdamm-Briicke
Konigsgraben, Am, C
Konigshofer-Str.
(Wilm.)

Kbnigs-Platz NW . .

Kbnigsthor NO ....
Kbnigswache
Konigsweg (Char.) . .

— (Schbn.)

Kopenhagener-Str. N .1

Kbpenicker-Biiicke . .!

— Landstrasse SO .

— Strasse SO
Kopisch-Str. SW . . .

Koppen-Platz C ... .1

— Strasse O (36-5-J
1

NO)
I

Kbrner-Str. W. . . .

Kosehe-Str. (N.-Hohen
schonhausen) . . .

Kosliner-Str. N . . .

Kostnitzer-Str.
(Wilm.)

Kothener-Str. W . . .

Kottbuser-Briieke . . .

— Damm S
— Strasse SO
— Thor

36

20

19

19

35,38

3,4,9
12

26

7

33,36

1

27,30

35

25

35

26
29,30

19

34

26,29

6

18

19,22

16

28

31

28

24*27

31,32

11

42
20

18

31

38,39
31

24

16

5
-19

29

29,30
29

28,90



•22S LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL STREETS,

B R G B B G
Kottbuser-Ufer SO. . 29,32 Landwehr-Str. NO . . : 29

Krausen-Str. W (20a- Langenbeck-Str. NO .! • 1 36

53 SW) 22 Lange-Str. O 1
• 31

Krausniek-Str. N . . . 23,24 Lange-Sehuke-Stift . . 16

Kraut-Str. 31 Langhans-Str. (N.-

Kremmener-Str. N 27

Kreutziger-Str. . . . 37 Lankwitz-Str. SW . .\
|

• 23

Kreuzberg SW .... 21 Lauenburger-Str. ,

Kreuzberg-Str. SW . .

Kriegs-Akademie . . .

21 (Wilm.) 9

20 Lausitzer-Platz SO . . 31

Kriminal-Justizamt . . 15,18 32

Kronen-Str. W 22 Lazarus-Hospital . . . 24

Kronprinzen-Briicke . 20 Lebuser-Str. NO .... 32

2 Lehder-Str. (N.-Weis.) 31

40 Lehniner-Platz
— (N.-Weis.) ....
— Ufer NW

35 (Wilm.) 1

17,20 Lehniner-Str. S . . . . 27

Krug-Allee, Neue Lehrter-Str. NW . . . 18 18

(Treptow) 42 Leibnitz-Str. (Char.) . 7 7

Rrumme-Str. (Char.) . 4 1 Leipziger-Platz H' . . 19

Krupp-Str. NW . . 15 — Strasse W (43-X9

Kudowa-Str. (Schmar.)

Kulm-Str. W
3 S W) 22

17 , Alte, C 25

— — , Neue (Se.hon.) . 17 Lenau-Str. (Rix.) . . . • 33

Kulmbacher-Str. W . . 11 Lennee-Str. W 19

Kunkel-Str. N 21,20 Leonhard-Str. (Char.) .
1

Kttnstlerhaus 19 Leopold-Platz N ... 17

10

Kunstvcrein 20,23 — Strasse NW ....'. 14

Kunz-Buntschuh-Str. (Rum.) . ! . 40

(Grun.) 2 Lette-Str. N 1 29

Kupfergraben, Am, N 23 — Verein i . 22

Kur-Str. C 25 Leutnants-Berg ..... 10

Kilrassier-Str. >S'ir . . 25 Levetzow-Str. NW . .. . 11

Kurfttrsten-Allee Library, Royal .... 22

(Char.) 7, 10 — , University
j

.

Lichtenberg
23

26 41
— Damm W (10-73 & Lichtenberger-Str. NO\ ', 32

170-245 Char.; 74- / 2, 4 (Weis.) 37,88

169 Hal.) \ 7, 10 Lichtenstein-Alice W 13
— Platz 17

13,16

— Brucke . 13
Lichterfelder-Str. SW\ ' -— Strasse W 21,21

2!) Liebenwalder-Str. N .1 16
— — (Pankow) .... 28 Liebig-Str. O . 38

Klistriner-Platz . . 31,34 Liegnitzer-Str. SO . . 32

— Strasse (Wilm.) . . 1, 4 — — (Wilm.) 6,5
Kyffhauser-Str. W . . 14 Liesen-Str. N

Lietzenburger-Str.

21
|

Landecker-Str. (Wilm.) 7

3 Lietzmann-Str. NO . . . 29

Landgericht I 26,29 Linden, Unter den
_ II 19,22 (1-37 W, 38-78 NWj\ .

Linden-Galerie W . . .

— Strasse -S1F !

.

23

Ill 3
13

22
Landgrafen-Str. W . 22

Landhaus-Str. (Wilm.) 12,11 Lindower-Str. N . . . 17

Landsberger Allee NO ^ 32,36 Linien-Str. (1-10 a &
— Strasse NO (52-

I

241-250 NO, 11-105
71 C) 29.32 & 161-240 C, 106- ( 24,27

— Thor 1 32 160 N) V 30

Landwehr Canal . . .
|

, 8
1

Link-Str. W
i

19
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K. & R G
Lipaer-Str. (Wilm.) .

Litthauer-Str. . . .

Loan Office

Lohmlihlen-Str. SO .

Lortzing-Str. N . . .

Lothringen-Str.
(N.-Weis.)

Lothringer-Str. N . .

Lottum-Str. N . . . .

Lowen-Biilcke ....
Lowe-Str. O
Llibbener-Str. SO. .

Liibecker-Str. N W .

Luckauer-Str. S . . .

Luekenwalder-Str.
SW

Ludwigskirch-Platz
(Wilm.)

— Str. (Wilm.) . . .

Luisen-Brttcke . . . .

— Platz (Char.) . . .

NW
— Strasse .VII' . . .

— Ufer S
Luitpold-Str. 11"

. . .

Llineburger-Str. iVH'
Lustgarten
Luther-Briieke ....
— Strasse W
Ltitzen-Str. (Wilm.)

.

Ltitzow-Briicke . . .

— Platz II'

— Strasse W
— Ufer W
Lutzower-Str. (Char.)

Lychener-Str. N . . .

Lynar-Str. X
(Grim.)

23

38

Maassen-Str. II"

.

Madai-Stv. . . .

Magazin-Str. O .

(Char.) . . .

Magdalenen-Stift . - -

Magdeburger-Platz W
— Istrasse W. .

Maien-Str. W ....
Mainzer-Str. O . .

(Rix.)

Maison de Sante .

Malplaquet-Str. N

.

Mannheimer-Stv.
(Wilm.)

Manstein-Str. II'. .

Manteuffel-Str. SO
Marburger-Str. W

.

March-Briicke (Char.)
— Strasse (Char.) . .

Margarethen-Str. II'

30,29
18

12

16

34

27

13
35

15

35,33

2

21

21,20

14,17

26
14

31

29
2

37

32,31

28

19

8

8

28

26,28
14

13

1

16
13
16

13,16

13

16

16

13

33
18

9
17

19,31

10

8

7

16,19

Marheineke-Platz SW
Mariannen-Platz SO
— Strasse SO ....
— Ufer SO
Marien-Str. NW . . .

Marienburger-Str. NO
Mariendorfer-Str. SW
Markets:

I. (Central) . . .

II

Ill
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV

Markgrafen-Damm O
— Strasse SW (31-

64 W)
Markischer-Platz S . .

MarkU8-Str. O
, Kleine O . . . .

Marsehalls-Brucke . .

Marsilius-Str. . . .

Martin-Luther-Str. W
Mathieu-Str. S
Mattern-Str.
Matthaikireh-Str. W .

Matthias-Str. NO . . .

Mauer-Str. W
Mausoleum at Char-

lottenburg
Max-Str. JV
Maybach-Ufer S . . .

Mecklenburgische-Str.
(Wilm.)

Mehner-Str. NO ... .

Meierotto-Str. IT . . .

Meinecke-Str. II" . . .

Meiningensehe-Str.
(Sehbn.)

Melanchthon-Str. NW
Melchior-Briicke ....
— Strasse SO
Memeler-Str. O . . . .

Memlelssohn-Str. NO
Merseburger-Str.

(Sch6n.)
Metz-Str. (N.-Weis.) .

Mctzer-Str. A"

Meyerbcer-Str. NO
Miehael-Brlicke ....
Miehaelkireh-Platz
SO

30,33

30
20,21

17

20

26

22

20, 23

24

31

12

22
28

28,32
31

20
29

35
10

35
22

29

14

34
30

30
30

24
28,31
29
31

24

22

lti

28

31

24

38,37

22

15,14
25

29,32

9

11

10

15

31

28

28



230 LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL STREETS,

B B G
28
23

19,22

25
21

19

19

23
19

20
19

19

19
19

J9

19,22

25

38

23
24,23

14
20

19,20
22

26,25
2

17

20

4,7
23
26

18

25

25
14

40
25

31,34

12,15
27

29
13 17

31

26

21

17

23
211

14

5

18

19

19

22 22

B B G
Michaelkirch-Str. SO
Midwifery Institution
Militar-Kabinett . .

Military Prison ...
Mines, School of . .

Ministerial Offices:
Agriculture ....
Commerce
Finance
Foreign Affairs . .

Interior
Justice
Public Works . . .

Religion and Edu-
cation

Royal Household . .

State
War

Mint, Royal
Mirbach-Str. O . . . .

Mittel-Str. NW ....
Mittenwalder-Str.iVW
Moabiter-Briicke . .

Mockern-Brucke . . .

— Strasse SW . . .

Mohren-Str. W. . . .

Molkenmarkt C . . .

Mollwitz-Str. (Char.)

Moltke-Brticke ....
— Strasse NW . . .

Mommsen-Str. (Char.)

Monbijou, Chateau .

Monbijou-Platz N .

M onumenten-Str.
(Schon.)

Moritz-Platz S . . . .— Strasse S
Motz-Str. W
Mozart-Str. (Rum.) .

Miihlendamm C . . .

Muhlen-Str. O . . . .

(Schbn.)

Mulack-Str. C . . . .

Miillenhoff-Str. S . .

Muller-Str. JV . . . . .

Miincheberger-Str. O
Miinchener-Str. W .

Munstersche-Str.
(Wilm.)

Miinz-Str. C
Museums:
Agricultural ....
Botanic
Colonial

,

Ethnographical . .

Hohenzollern ...
Hygienic
Industrial Art . .

Miirkisches Pro-
vinzial

Museums:
Mines
National Costumes
Natural History .

New
Old
Pergamum
Postal
Rauch
Technological . . .

Museum-Str. (!....
Music, School of . .

Muskauer-Str. SO. .

Nachod-Str. (Wilm.) .

Nagler-Str. O
Nansen-Str. (Rix.) . . .

Nassauische-Str.
(Wilm.)

National Gallery . . .

Naunyn-Str. SO ... .

Nazarethkirch-Str. X
Neander-Str. SO
Nehring-Str. (Char.) .

Nestor-Str. (Wilm.) . .

Nettelbeck-Platz X. .

Strasse 11'

Neuenburger-Str. SW
Neuer Markt C . . . .

Neues Thor
Neu-Hohenschbn-
hausen

Neu-Kblln am Wasser
S

Neumannsgasse C. . .

Neumann-Str. (Pan-
kow)

Neustitdt. Kirch - Str.

NW
Neu-Weissensee . . . .

Nieder-Barnim Court
House

Niederwall-Str. O . . .

Nikolaus - Burger - Ho-
spital

:
Nikolsburger-Platz

(Wilm.)
- Strasse (Wilm.) .

Nollendorf-Platz W
Strasse W ... .

Nonnendamm (Char.)
Nordhafen, Am, N .

Nordufer N
Nostiz-Str. SW . . .

Novalis-Str. N . . . .

Ntirnberger-Str. IT .

Oberbaum-Brtlcke .

Strasse SO ....

21

26
21

23,26
26

23
22

26,29

7, 10

26
10

20

42

34

28

2,1

21

25,28
25

23

20
25

18

8, 15

24

16

31

11

34
33

9,8

28

13

22

11

11

13

14

24,23

10

34

34



SQUARES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC.

Oberfeuerwerker-
Schule

Oberverwaltungs - G
richt

Oberwall-Str. ll
r

.

Oberwasser-Str. C

.

Obervatoiy, Royal
— , Treptow ....
OderbergerStr. X.
Ofener-Str. X 13
Offizier-Vorein ....
Ohm-Str. SO
Olivaer-Platz (Wilm.)
— Strasse XO ....
Olympia Museum . .

Opera House
, Now

Opern-Platz (..'....

Oppelner-Str. SO . .

Orangen-Str. (Char.)

Oranien-Brticke ...
Oranien-Platz SO u. S
— Strasse (1-41 A

lG.r,a--Jin SO, 4:>-

75tt <£• 12<J-l(Sr, S,

76-1'JH SW)
Oranienburger-Str. _Y
— Thor .

Osnabrtteker-Str.
(Char.)

(Wilm.)
Ostbalmhof, Am, O . .

Otto-Str. XW
Oudenarder-Str. JV . .

Paokhof
Paketpost
Palace, Hoyal V ...
— of Emp. William I.

— of Empress Fried-
rich

— of Prince Albert .— of Prince George .

— of Prince Frederick
Leopold

Pallas-Str. W.
Pallisaden-Str. XO . .

Pank-Str. A' 20
Pankow 28
Pannier-Str. (Rix.) . .\ .

Pappel-Allcc X . . . .1 29
— Platz AT

!

.

Parallcl-Str. (Stralau), .

Parcel Post Office. . .j .

Pariser-Plutz W (.0-*|

XW) .

(Wilm.)
— Strasse (Wilm.) . .

Park-Str. (N.-Weis.). .:3S,37

E G

18

23

28

30

23,26
23

17

23

124,23

!

H

34
12

32,34

28

28

25,28

0, 5

23

19

19,2:

32

22

24

23

20,19

is, 40

8
X, 11

231

B R. G
Park-Str. (Treptow)

, Klciiie

Parkweg (Stralau) .

Parochial-Str. C . . .

Pasewalker-Str. X .

Passauer-Str. IT. . .

Patent Office

Pathological Institute
Paul-Str. .Y W . . . .

Paul-Gerhardt-Stift

.

Paulsborner - Str.

(Gruu.)
Penitentiary (Plo.) .

— (Rum.)
— (Moabit)
Pergamum Museum . ,

Perleberger-Str. XW
Pestalozzi-Str. (Char.)
Pestalozzi-Friibel
House

Petersburger-Platz O
— Strasse O
Pfalzburger-Str.
(Wilm.)

Pfarr-Str. (Friedrichs-
berg)

Pflug-Str. X
Pfltiger-Str. (Rix.) . . .

Pfuel-Str. SO
Philharmonic
Philipp-Str. NW
Physical Institute . .

Physico- Technical In-
stitution

Physiological Insti-

tute
Pillauer-Str. O
Pintsch-Str. O
Pistorius-Str. (K.-

Weis.)
Plantagen-Str. Y . . .

Planufcr SW (35-97
S)

PlOner-Str. (N. :Weis.)
Plotzcnsee
Police Office, Head . .

Pouiniersche-Str.
(Wilm.)

Porcelain Factory,
Royal

Posener-Str. O I

Post Office, Central .|

Postal Cuiivcvaiict'

Office . .
.'

Posthalterei
Post-Str. C
Post-Zeitungs-Amt .

Potsdamer-Brucke .

— Platz It'

— Strasse W ....

20

17

20

21

14,17

13
1

42
24

38

11,10

40

15,18

18

23

15

4 ,' 4,

35
j

30.35 !

31,34
17

31

9, 12

40

21

20

20

34
35

9, S

32

34

19

29

10

34

24
32
20

28

19,22

. , 19

. jl0,19

19

19 10,17



232 LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL STREETS,

B R G B B G
Potsdanier-Str. (Char.) 1 Railway-Stat ions

:

Prager-Platz (Wilm.) . 11 Stralau-Rummels-
— Strasse (Wilm.) . . ll burg 37,40
Priisidenten - Str., Gr. 10

and Kl. 26 Treptow 28

Prenzlauer Allee X &' 19
XO 30,32 30 Warscbauer-Strasse 34

— Chaussee(N.-Weis.)
;

31 Westend •>

— Strasse 29,30 Zoological-Garden . 10
— Thor 30 Ramler-Str. _V 23
Preussische - Strasse Ranke-Str. W 10

(Wilm.) 6, 8 Rathaus 26
Printing Office, Gov. 25 — at Charlottenburg

.

5

Prinz Albert-Str. — Priedriehsberg . 40
(Rum.) 40 — Wilmersdorf . . 9— Albrecht-Str. SW 19 Rathaus -Str. (Fried-

— August v.Wurttem- 40
berg-Str. SW .... 21 Rathenower-Str. A* II

-

15 15
19 22 Ratibor-Str. SO 32

26,25 Rauch-Muscum 26
Prinzessinnen-Str. S . 28 Raueh-Str. W 13
Prinz Eugen-Str. AT

. 17 29— Friedrieh Karl-Str.i Raupach-Str. .... .
' 28

x ! . 23 Ravene's Picture Gal-
— Karl-Stift (Char.) . 3 •>'t

— Louis Ferdinand- Ravene-Str. X 20
Str. XW 23 Ravensberger-Str.

Pritzwalker-Str. XW 15

38
(Wilm.) 5

Proskauer-Str. . . . Record Office, Privy . . i 26
Proviant-Amt 14 31 Regeusburger-Str. II" ... 11
Proviuzial-Museum, Regenten-Str. W . . . . I

16 16
Miirkisches 22 22 (Wilm.) 12,11

28 Reichenberger-Str. SO 29,32
PUckler-Str. SO ... . 31 Reichsamt des Inuern 19
Puder-Str. (Treptow) . 39 Reichsbank . 22,25
Pufendorf-Str. XO . . 32 Reichs-Druckerei . . . 25
Putbuser-Str. N . . . . 23 Reichs-Eisenbahnamt .

i 19
Puttkamer-Str. SW .

16

22 Reichs-Gesundheits-
14

.
,

19Quer-Allee, Gr. XW Reichs-Justizamt . . .

Quitzow-Str. XW . . 15 Reiehs-Kanzlei ....
Reichs-Marineamt . . .

.
J

19

. 1 19
Railway-Stations

:

Reichs-Postamt .... . 1 22
Alexauder-Platz . . 26 Reichs-Post-Museum . 22

19 Reichs-Schatzamt . . . . : 22
14 Reichtags-Gebaude . . 20
26 Reiehstags-Platz XW

— Ufer XW 20
20Charlottenburg . . . 4

Priedrich-Strasse . . 23 Reichs-Versicherungs-
Gesundbrunnen . . . 23 Amt 16

32 Reinerz-Str. (Schmar.) 3
2 Reinickendorfer - Str.

Jannowitz-Brilcke . 28

3

X 16
Jungfern-Heide . . . Reissner-Str. (Schmar.) 3

18,21 Rennbahn-Str. (N.-
19

7

Weis.) '^7

Savigny-Platz .... Reuchlin-Str. XW . . 9
Schoneberg IS Reuter-Platz (Rix.) . . 33

21

24

— Stift 19
Stettin — Strasse (Rix.) . . . 33
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34

heinsberger-Str. X .124,27

ichard Wagner- St r.

XW . . .

ichthofen-Str. . . .

icdemann-Str. (Char.)

igaer-Str.

ingbahn-Str. (Wilm.)
itter-Str. S (3h-n:i
SW)
ittergut-Str. (Lich-
tenberg)
ixdorf
oi'.h-Str. C
iider-Platz (Lichten-

berg)
Strasse

iilke-Str. (X.-Wcm.).
omintener-Str. . . .

iinne-Str. (Char.) ...
iintgen-Str. (Char.) . .

non-Str. XW
|

.

nsberitz-Str.

(Wilm.)
osen-Str. C
osenthaler-Str. (..'..

— , Kleine, (' . . . .

Tbor
osinen-Str. (Char.). .

oss-Str. C
— , Neue, S

DStocker-Str. XW .

other-Str. O
ousseau Island
iicker-Str. C
iiekert-Str. (Char.) .

lidersdorfer-Str. O .

udolf-Platz O
Strasse O i .

udorf-Str. (Wilm.) .| .

iigener-Str. X . . . . 23

uheplatz-Str. X . . .< 17

ummelsburg
ummelsburger-Platz

Strasse (Friedriehs-
I'trg) •

unge-Strasse SO . . .

uppiner-Str. X . . . .' 27

yke-Str. X
j

30

larbrllcker-Str. X . .

Ichsische - Str.

(Wilm.)
i

.

ulowa-Str. W
ilomon-Str. (N.-

Weis.) 31,34

ilzbrunner-Str.

(Schmar.)
ilzufer (Char.) ... .1

ilzwedeler-Str. .VIC! 15

Samariter-Platz . . 38
— Strasse 37,38

17 Sandkrug-Brlieke XW 21

35 Sauerliiiider-Str.

(Wilm.) 5

38 Savigny-Platz (Char.) 7

2, fi Schadow-Str. AT
U*. . . 20

Schafer-Str. SO ... . 28

25 Schaper-Str. 1C* ....
Scharnhorst-Str. XW

10

41 (12-31 X) 18,21
33 Schamweber-Str. O . . 37,40

21

;

Seharren-Str. . . .

— (Char.)

25

2, 5
42 Sehelling-Str. W . . . 10

311,42 Scheudelgasse 0. . . . 27

Sohering-Str. X . . . . 21 :

34 Schitfhauerdamni A' W . 20,23
1 Schill-Str. W 13

H Sehiller-Platz II' . . . 22
20 — Strasse (Char.) . . .

(Rum.)
4, 7

. ! 10

11 Sohilling-Briicke . . . 31

20 . 20

20,27 20

27 Scbinkel-Platz 11' . . . 20,25

27 Schlachter-Allee
8 (Friedrichsberg) . . .

(
40

25 Schlegel-Str. X . . . . 21

H
Schleiermaeher-Str. S
Schlesisehen Bahnhof,

27,20

31 Am 31

10 Scblesisehe Buseh SO 35

27 — Strasse SO . 34,35

4 (Wilm.) 2, 5

31,34
37

Thor 31
— — , Vor dem SO 35

34 Schleswiger-Ufei-iVlF 11

Schleuse, An der, .

Sebleusen-Briicke . . .

- Ufer SO

25

25
35

40 Schliemarm-Str. .Y . . 30,29
Schloss, Konigl. V . .

!
20

31 — (Char.)

Sehloss-Brucke ....
-2

20

40 (Char.) 5
28 — Platz 25,20

— Strasse (Char.) . . . 2, 1

Schliiter-Steg XW . . 23
— Strasse (Char.) .... 717

30 Schmid-Str. SO ... .\ . 28

15,18

8 Sehoiieberger Brtieke .1 . . 19

11 — Strasse Nil"
!

. 19

- Ufer 11'
,

. 10,19
Sehonhauser-AlliV A'. 29,30 21
-^ Strasse, Alte (.' . . . 27

3 , Neue : . 20

8, 10 — Thor 27

27Sohonholzer-Str. .V . .
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Schoning-Str. N . . . . 13 Sophie-Charlotte-
Schonlein-Str. 8. . . . 30,29 Platz (Char.) 1

Schim-Str. (N.-Weis.)

.

34 — — Strasse (Char.) . •
i

2, 1

2y Sophien-Str. C . ; 27

21 (Char.) 7

— of Music 10 l(i Sorauer-Str. 80 .... 32,31
Schrarmn-Str. (Wilm.) • 9 Spandauer-Briicke, An
Schreiner-Str. . . . . 38 2(1

Sehul-Str. N " 111,17 — Schiffahrts - Kanal,
(Char.) 1 . 5 Am (Plo.) 5, 8

Schulzendorfer-Str. A' 21 — Strasse V .
; 2ti

Schuinann-Str. NW . 20 — - (Char j 2

Schtltzen-StT. 8W. . . 22

2H

- Weg 4
17, Alte C

Sehiitzenhaus (Plo.) . . 11 17

Schwartzkopff-Stv. A7
. 21 Spener-Str. A' 11' .... 14

Schweden-Str. Ar ... 19 Spiehern-Str. W. . . 11

211,27 Spindler-Briieke .... .
|

25
Schwerin-Str. TJ

7
. . . 17 Spindlershof .

|
25

Schwiebuser-Str. 8 II' 24 Spittel-Markt (.'.... 25

Sebastian-Str. 8 . . . . 25 25 Sport Park , on the
Secession, Exhib. of . 10 KurfUrsten-Uamm .

1

4
2(1 Spree-Str. O 25

Sedau-S4rassc (Schon.) 18 (Char.) 5, 4
(N.-Weis.) . . . .185,38 Spreewald-Platz .... 32

— Ufer 8W
1

. 21 i Spreeweg 13,14
Seehandlung 22 Sprengel-Str. A7

. . . .j 17

See-Str. A7 Ill, 14

— , G-rosse (N.-Weis.) 37 Stables, Royal .... 25
Seestrassen-Britcke . . 12 Stadtbahn , An der

l

Scller-Str. A7
IS

i (1-7 C) . 21). 29
Seminary ' . 1 . 22 Stadtvogtei 25
— , Jewish . 22 Stall-Str. (Char.). . . . •

!

a
— , Oriental . 28 Stallschreilier-Str. 8 .

! 25
Senefelder-Plat z A7

. .. . SO Stargarder-Str. .Y . ( 29 32
(:i!)-r,i) XOr . . . V 33

Sesenheimer-Str. Statistical Office, Im-i
(Char.) •

1
4 Hi

Seydel-Str. (J 25 , Municipal ... . 25
Seydlitz-Str. N II

7
. . . 18 , Roval

! . 22,25
Sibold-Str. 8 27 Steft'cn-Str. (Neu-
Siekingen-Str. NW. . 9 H ohenschiinhau sen) 42

i

Sieges-Allee . 19 Steglitzer-Str. W . . .
j

lii

20 Stein-Platz (Char.) . . . ! 7
Siegfried-Briicke . . . 18 27— Str. (Schon.) 18 Steinmetz-Str. 11' . . . 17
Siegmundshof A7

ll
7

. . 10 — , Neue (Schon.) . . . 17,18
Siemens-Str. A" 11'. . . 12 12 Stephan-Platz NW . . 15 15
Siginaringen-Str. — Strasse NW . . . . 15 15

j

(Wilm.) il Stern, Grosser, 11' . .

— , Kleiner, W ....
13 1

11! 1

Simeon-Str. 8W.
.

25
Simson-Str. A' II' . . . 20 1

22
Singing Academy . . . 23 Stettiner Strasse N . 22
Skalitzer-Str. 80 . . 29,31 — Tunnel A

7
21

Slaughter Houses . . . 38 Stockholmer-Str. A7
. . 19

Suldiner-Str. N . . . . 22

24,23

Stralau
'.

41
Solms-Str. SW Stralauer-Allee O . . J4,37
Sommer-Str. A7 IF . . . .

! 20 — Briieke, An der (' . as '

(Neu-Hohen- — Platz O
j

. 31
i

schonhausen) .... 42 — Strasse V
| 25,28|
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Stralsunder-Str. N .

Strassburger-Str. N

.

— (N.-Weis.)
Strassmann-Str. . . .

Strausberger-Str. NO
Strclitzer-Str. N . . .

(Wilm.)

Strcu-Str. (N.-Wcis.)l

Strom-Str. NW . . . .

Stubenrauch-Str.
(Schon.)

StUler-Str. W
Stuttgarter-Platz

(Char.)

Suarez-Str. (Char.) . .

Sttdufcr .V

Swinenitindrr-Str. Ar
.

Sylter-Str. N
Synagogue, New . . .

Synagogues

Tauben-Str. II' ... .

Tauentzien-Str. 11'
. .

Tauroggener-Str.
(Char.)

Technical High School
Tegeler-Str. A"
— Weg (Char.)

Telegraph Office, Cen-
tral

— School, Military .

Teltow Court House .

Teltower-Strasse >S'
11'

Tempelherren-Str. S .

Tempelhofcr Berg
SW

— Feld
— lifer SW
Teutoburger-Platz N
Thaer-Str.
Thal-Str. (Pankow) . .

Thater-Str
Theatrex:
Alexander-Platz . .

Belle-Alliance . . . .

Berliner
Carl-Weiss
Deutsches
Central
Lessing
Luisen
Metropol
Neues
Opera House, Royal

, New
Reichshallcn . . . .

Rcsidenz

24

35,38

24

31,34
35

12,15

23,27

11,12

17

3

31

5

30

35
32

15

13

24

5, 24

25,26
29

5, <;

7, 10

3,2

22

35,38

29

32
20

20

22

23
23
17

22
29

6, 9

18

10

31

16,19

20,23
26

24
21,24

19,20

29

Theatres:
Schiller-Theater
Nord

Ost
Schauspielhaus . . .

Thalia
Westens, des . . . .

Thielcn-Brtlckc
Thomasius-Str. AMI' .

Thornor-Str. NO . . .

Thumeysser-Str. N.
Ticck-Str. N
Tiergartcn
— Strasse W
— Ufcr W
Tile Wardenberg-Str.
NW

Tilsiter-Str. O
Togo-Str..AT

TBlzer-Str. (Schmar.) .

Torf-Str. N
Town Hall
Trebbiner-Str. SW . .

Treptow
Treptower-Briicke . . .

— Chaussee SO . . . .

Tresckow-Str. N . . .

Trift-Str. N
Tunnel-Str. (Stralau)

.

Turiner-Str. A'
Turm-Str. NW

(Pankow) . . . .

Turnanstalt, Central .

Turnhalle, Central . .

Turnplatz
Turrschmidt - Str.

(Rum.)

Ufer-Str. N
Uhland-Str. 11'

Ulmen-Str. W
Union-Platz NW . . .

Univcrsitiits-Str. NW
University, Royal . .

— Library
— Reading Room . .

Unterwasser-Str. C . .

Urania
— , New
Urban, Am, S
— Hafen
— Strasse S
Usedoni-Str. A' . . . .

Utrechter-Str. X. . . .

Velodrome
Veteranen-Str. N . . .

Veterinary College . .

19

10,13

15

30
14,17

16,17

28

21

20,19

24
17

27

21

28
22

25

11

36,35

24

13,16

13,16

10

11

35

12,15

21

12

23

23
23

23

25

17

22

10

32

20

42
35

38,42

25,28

30

40

7,8,9

13,16

26

26

26,30

27

21
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Victualling Office .

Viehhof, Central- . .

Viktoria-Brtteke . . .

— Luise-Platz ....
Park

— Platz (Rum.) . . .

— Strasse IF ... .

Vineta-Platz N . . .

Virchow-Str. NO . .

Voigt-Rhetz-Str. (N.

AVeis.)

Vijlkcr-Str. N . . . .

Volta-Strasse N . . .

Von derHeydt-Brttcki
Strasse 11'. . .

Vorherg-Str. (Schon.)

.

Voss-Str. W . . . .

Wadzeck-Str. NO .

Waghiiusler-Str.
(Wilm.)

AVaisen-Brttcke . . .

AValdeck Park ....
Waldemar-Str. SO .

Waldenser-Str. NW
Wald-Str. NW . . .

Wall-Str. (28-81 S)
(Char.)

Wallner-Theater-Str.
O

AVaDgenheim-Str.
(Grun.)

Warmbrunner-Str.
(Schmarg.)

AVarschauer-Strasse
Wartburg-Platz . . . .

— Str. (Schon.)
Wartenherg-Str.

(Priedriehsherg) . . .

AVartenhurg-Str. SW
Wasserthor-Str. S . .

Wassmann-Str. NO . .

AVater AVorks, Muni-
cipal

AVaterloo-Brttcke SW
— Ufer SW
Watt-Str. N
Weber-Str. NO ....
AVedding-Platz N. . .

— Strasse N
AVegely-Str. NW . . .

AVegener-Str. (Wilm.)
AVeidendaram NW . .— Briicke
AVeidenweg O
Weimarer-Str. (Char.)
AVeinbergsweg N . . .

AVeinmeister-Str. C. .

AVein-Str. NO

34
22

21

14

38

19

33,36

30

24

18,21
20

30

12

12

25

14

29,28

34

29,32

32

10

23
23

35,38
4
27

27

29,33

31

40
IS

11,14
21

40
16

3, 2

3

34
15

14,15

30
40
37

42

AVeisbach-Str. O. . . .

AVeissenhurger-Str. N
Weissensee
— , Chateau
AVeissensecer AVeg
(Neu - Hohenschon-
hansen)

AVerderscher Markt
W

AVerft-Str. iA
r ir ....

AVerner Siemens - Str.

(Char.)

AVerneuchener-Str.
NO

AVeser-Str. O
(Rix.)

AVestfalische Str.

(Wilm. & Hal.) . . .

Weyding-Stift
Wichmann-Str. W . .

Wickinger-Str. NW .

Wiclef-Str. NW. . . .

Wiebe-Str. NW . . . .

AVieland-Str. (Char.) .

AViener-Brticke
— Strasse SO
Wiesen-Brticke ....
— Strasse N
AVildenhruch-Str.

(Rix.)

AVilhelm-Platz W . .

(Char.)

(Pankow) ....
Wilhelm-Str. SW(43-
97 W)

, Neue, NW. . .

(N.-Weis.) ....
Wilhelms-Aue
(Wilm.)

Wilhelmsberg !

Wilhelmshavener -Str.

NW
Wilhelmshohe SW. .

Wilhelm-Stift (Char.)

Wilhelm Stolze-Str. O
Wilhelm-TJfer NW.
Willdenow-Str. N. .

Willibald- Alexis -Str
SW

AVilmersdorf
Wilmersdorfer-Str.
(Wilm. & Char.) .

Wilms-Str
Wilsnacker-Str. NW
Windscheid-Str.

(Char.)

Wins-Str. NO ' 33
Winterfeldt - Platz W— Strasse W

, Neue W . . . .

20

25

35,34

35

42

22,25

17

7,8

33,36

37,40

19,22

5

19,22

20

• {

12

2

35

20,21
17

5, 4

15

1

30

33,30

2, 5

13

7

35
32

32

36

22

6, 9

12

24

9

4
26

1.1

14

17

14
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Wiesmann-Str. S . . . . 30 Xantener-Str. (Wilm.)l . 5, 4
Wittenberg- Platz W. . 13

Wittstocker-Str. XW? . » York-Str. XIV (35-.W
Wohlaner-Str. W) 20
(Wilm.) fi, 5

Wohlert-Str. A" . . . . 21 Zehdenicker-Str. X. . 27
Wolfgang - Str. (Li^h- Zelle-Str. . 38

41
j

Zellen-Get'anguis . . . . 18
Wolgastor-Str. X. . . 24,27 ; Zelten, In den, XIV . . 17

Wolliner-Str. X . . . . 27 ; Zenghaus '

. 23
Workmen's Welfare

1

Zeughof-Str. SO. . . . . 31
7 Ziegel-Str. X >•!

Wormser-Str. W . . . 13 Zieten-Platz, Am, W
'

WHrth-Str. (N.-Weis.) 38 Zieten-Str. W .
'.

. 17

Worther-Platz N . . . 30 Zimmer-Str. SW . .\ . 122,25 22
— Strasse X 30 Zinzendorf-Str. XW .! . 11

Wrangel-Str. SO . . . 31 Zionskireh-Platz If .! 27

Wriezener-Str. X . . . 22 — Strasse X . . . . -7

Wullenweber-Str. Zirkus, Am .... 23
XW . ! ii Zoological Garden

Zorndorfer-Str. .

10,13
Wiirttembergische 1

i

35
Str. (Wilm.)

i

8 Zossener-Str. SW. 24,23
Wurzburger-Str. W . . 11,10 Ztillichauer-Str. S . 27
Wurzelberge 13 Zwillings-Brtlckc . .! . 31

Wusterhausener-Str. . 28 Zwingli-Str. XW . 12

Printed by Grimme & Tromel, Leipzig.
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